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The vast behavioral differences between students who have recently
been termed ’academically turned-off* and those termed 'academically
turned-on* initiated a search for the source of the differences. The
assumption underlying this study was that these differences were due to
differences In self concept, l.e., those students who were 'academically
turned-off’ had poorer self concepts than those students who were 'aca-
demically turred-on' , A review of the literature (Chapter II) greatly
supported this assumption.
This study differs from other studies attempting to improve self
concept in that it (l) used a series of self concept building activities,
(2) adapted these activities to a specific subject matter content vehicle
(biology), and ( 3 ) used, in addition to paper and pencil tests, a behavior-
al indicator developed for and directly related, to testing the behaviors
cited in the original premise.
The purpose of this study was to see if the self concepts of 'aca-
demically turned-off' students could be improved through the use of self
v
concept building activities as measured by & direct self conoept report,
an inferential self concept report, and a behavioral indicator of self
concept. Two groups of 'academically turnad-off ’ students were used in
this study—one to act as a control and one to act as an experimental
group. The experimental group was taught general biology supplemented
approximately once a vieek with self concept building activities and the
control group was taught general biology alone.
Initial assessment showed no significant differences in self con-
cept between the 2 groups as measured by the 3 self concept assessing
instruments
.
Pre- to post test comparisons with the direct self report measure
failed to demonstrate any significant improvement in self concept for
either the control or the experimental group. The inferential measure
also failed to show any significant improvement for either group, but did
reveal a strong trend in the direction of improved self concept for the
experimental group. However, the behavioral Indicator of self concept
e* lowed that both the control and the experimental groups had significant
reductions 5n 'academically turned-off' behavior. The reduction in the
control group was due to better pupil/pupil interactions. In the experi-
mental group, however, the reduction was due to better pupil/pupil inter-
actions, more tank orientation, and leeo abuse of materials and equipment.
Final assessment comparing the experimental with the control group
on the direct self report measure showed no significant difference in self
concept between the 2 groups. The same was true of the inferred self con-
cept measure except that there was a strong trend in the direotlon of su-
perior self concept for the experimental group. The behavior indicator
of self concept revealed that the experimental group had significantly
vi
fewer 'academically turned-off "behaviors than the oontrol group. The
greatest difference in "behavior "between the 2 groups was the significantly
more task oriented "behavior of the experimental group.
Two findings from this study support, earlier self concept research,
i.e., (l) improving self concept increases on-task behavior and, (2) be-
havioral indicators are more sensitive to self concept change than are
direct self report measures.
As measured by a behavioral Indicator of self concept, this study
showed that self concept building activities can be instrumental in signifi-
cantly reducing 'academically turned-off' behavior. The inferential in-
strument used, although failing to show significance, tends toward the
conclusion that self concept building activities do improve self concept.
Direct self report measures fail to give any evidence of improved self
concept through the us^ of self concept building activities.
•Good teaching strategies* my tend toward improving pupil/pupil
interaction
,
but this problem needs further study.
vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When I see birches bent to right and left
Across the line of straighter darker trees,
I like to think some boy's been swinging them,
But swinging doesn’t bend them down to stay*
Ice storms do that. ...
Once they ore bowed
So low for so long, they never right themselves.
Robert Frost
A, Background
Since the beginning of the implementation of compulsory lass educa—
tion in the United States, educators have been struggling with the prob-
lem of the student who has recently been termed 'academically turned-off
.
This problem, most frustrating of all educational problems to the acting
educational practitioner, has resulted in numerous studies on motivationi
how to motivate students, intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation, class-
room atmosphere most conducive to motivating students, and so on. Unfor-
tunately, these studies were—if successful at all—only sporadically
successful, the success was short-lived, or the results were hardly gen-
eralizable beyond the immediate, specific group tested.
The lack of success of these motivational studies, in terms of their
usefulness to the practicing classroom teacher (confronted with the prob-
lem of teaching 20 to 30 completely 'turned-off students), has been,
unfortunately, blamed on the researchers or on the nature of the re-
search* For example, it was criticised fori being fragmentary, poor
2sampling, inadequate testing techniques, activities lncongruent with the
testing of the objective, inadequate or poor statistical methods, poor
research design, inadequate controls or no controls, ambiguous statement
of hypotheses, ambiguous operational definitions, and so on. Almost no
criticism of the research or the researchers was neglected j hardly a study
unscathed.
Meanwhile—back in the classroom—the problem continued and even
worsened as the number of restless students increased year after year,
for various reasons, some of which, admittedly, had nothing to do with
school at all.
Perhaps the problem could best be seen through the eyes of the
harassed and frustrated classroom teacher. What seemed to be the prob-
lem as she saw it? What were these students like?
In physical appearance they are often unkempt
by all middle class standards. Cleanliness does not seem to be one of
their main concerns.
In interaction with peers, they are quite often
hostilei calling each other names, confiscating and hiding the property
of peers and often even destroying it. They are easily prompted to fight
over the slightest incident as, for example, someone sitting in their
seat. Their language is crude
» swearing, frequent.
Teacher/mviX Interaction . Teacher/pupil interaction is less than
desirable. They expect and even seem to want discipline. Any teacher
attempt at understanding is seen as teacher weakness, rather than teacher
concern, and that teacher is in for a very bad time. If she manages to
get through to them that she is ready, able, and willing to help, she is,
3more often than not, called over In the rudest of all possible manners
to help. Any negative evaluation, whether in terms of grades or other-
wise, is seen as the teacher’s fault. Paranoia seems to be the modus
operand!. Positive evaluation is suapecti "What's she up to now?".
Task, orientation: Task orientation is low and very short-lived.
Reminders to return to task are resented.
Qf materials and equipment . Treatment of materials and
equipment is a taxpayer's nightmare. If materials are returned—not
confiscated—they are returned dirty, broken, or defaced.
If the teacher is fortunate enough to be teaching, concurrently
with a class as described above, a class of students that are 'academ-
ically turned-on'
,
she will note vast behavioral differences in the levels
described above. Their appearance, interpersonal relationships, scholar-
ship, and responsibility are in sharp contrast to the students Just de-
scribed, What are 'turned-on* students like?
Physical appearance . These students, although they will dress in
the peer vogue, are clean and relatively well groomed.
Peer Interaction . They treat each other with more respect, use
more socially acceptable language when frustrated, are not prone to fight
at the slightest provocation, and are more apt to use persuasion and reason
in settling difficulties among themselves.
Teacher/ruuil interaction . They are more apt to see the teacher
as a guide and resource person. They expect help and seek it without
assassinating the diameter of the teacher.
Tarit orientation . They are more task oriented, and even seem to
take pleasure in, and find satisfaction with, the task. Interest is high
compared to the group described above.
4gpd Mulppppj . Materials are not only acre
likely to be returned, but they are more likely to be returned clean and
In good condition.
1 . The Assumption
problem, then, seemed to be one of locating the source of the
differences. Although there may be as many differing explanations as
there are educational theorists, ^ M to be a problem of poor
salf concept. The rationale underlying this assumption is as follows.
If one does not think highly of himself, it stands to reason he Kill
n0t pl&C° much lmportance on hls P«roonal appearancei will be quite sure
that peers and teachers are picking on him or out to get him since he is
not worth liking anyway j and survival becomes the order of the day—every
single, miserable, boring, unrewarding day. He will not be interested in
learning, because he is convinced, either that he cannot learn, or that,
if he does, it won’t make much difference since no one cares about some-
one not worth caring about. Ibis hostility toward the world for not oaring
could also result in the stealing and defacing of property,
2. Evidence in Support of the Assumption
If this Is the case, then, others should have had something to say
about these particular behavioral manifestations in relation to self con-
cept theory, thinking, and research.
On personal appearance and grooming, Cooper-
smith (1967) points out that values become plaoed not only on the inner
self, but on extensions of the self as welli body, race, father, reputation,
5and so forth. It seems safe, therefore, to assume that if one does not
place much value on oneself, one would not be very valuing of the body
as an extension of that self, and, as a result, would not place much
importance on the cleanliness or external trappings associated with that
body,
¥*?£.. iiyteraotiqn . Puxkey (1970) sees the influence of self con-
cept in relation to th6se behavioral manifestations associated with peer
interaction. He is convinced that self concept Influences some aspects
of social learning since there is a marked relation between how the self
is seen and how others are seen. Certainly it would seem that a pre-
requisite of valuing others would be a valuing of the self. Also, if one
has been treated as unworthy, a normal defense reaction might be to respond
in kind. As Puxkey (1970) points out, "We do unto others as we have been
done unto." (Puxkey, 1970, p. 33)
Teaser/pupil interaction
. Why, then, cannot an accepting, helping
teacher easily reverse this self-destructive trend? Why is the teacher/
pupil interaction, particularly with a teacher aware of this problem, so
fraught with frustration for both participants?
The stability of self concept, once formed, is well documented.
Purkey (1970) offers some explanation of this phenomenon. Since our
thoughts influence our behavior, our ideas about ourselves cause us to
edit all incoming information. As a result of this, students who have
met with many failures find suocess especially hard to handle. Any evi-
dence contrary to their opinions of themselves will be distorted or re-
jected, The self will struggle to maintain itself even if the self
6picture ia false or unhealthy. It should be expected, then, that any
positive evaluation will be suspect.
Goopersaith (195?) related self concept to sensitivity to criticism.
Ke felt that self esteem consisted of conscious or unconscious attitudes
associated with needs and values. These needs and values are, in turn,
associated with perceitlon, rendering it selective. In other words, self
concept acts as a screen that edits all incoming information. This would
furnish another explanation of the difficulty of breaking through the low-
self-concept-barrier.
Wylie (1961) concurs. She tells us that self concept is resistant
to discrepant information whether that information be favorable or unfa-
vorable, In dealing with unfavorable evaluation, defensive behaviors,
such as devaluing the source of unfavorable information, the failed task,
or the devaluing group were demonstrated. Self esteem was defended by
blaming others for the failure. Defensive behavior showed on Increase
the more informed the source of the devaluing. These findings, coupled
with the failure to recall low evaluations also found, are quite congruent
with behavioral manifestations noted in the actual classroom situation.
It is no wonder, then, that the teacher is going to meet resistance
to evaluation, whether that evaluation be positive or negative. Wylie
(1961) explains that experiences which may be inconsistent with one's
perceptions of self will either be denied to awareness or symbolized into
a system more consistent with the self picture.
Task orient - .on , Purkey (19?0) points out that with no attempt,
there can be no humiliation. In this way self concept influences
Performance.
7"Things are significant or Insignificant, important
or unimportant, attractive or unattractive, valuable or
worthless, in terms of their relationships to oneself. We
evaluate the world and its meaning in terms of how we see
ourselves," (Purkey, 1970, p. 10)
In other words, the students feel no motivation to perform well or
even to attempt the task, at least not for very long. In fact, Purkey
(1970) feels that the motivation behind, all beiiavior—the only motiva-
tion In his opinion—is personal and internal. He says that,
M
. . • students* failures in basic subjects, as
well as the misdirected motivation and lack of comittment
characteristic of the underachiever, the dropout, and the
socially disabled, are in large measure the consequences
of faulty perceptions of themselves and the world."
(Purkey, 1970, p. 2)
Coopersmith (1967) says that self concept may influence response
set and, therefore, may have operational significance. This may manifest
itself in marked motivational consequences. Due to its effects on moti-
vation and action, low self concept is apt to be self-fulfilling. It
effects expectancies of success or failure and is significantly related
to basio style of adapting to environmental demands, such as the demands
of the classroom.* In fact, the way in which a person conducts his affairs
in the classroom or other situations is a behavioral index of self concept.
These may be manifested in voice, posture, and gesture, as well as per-
formance, He ooncludes
,
"
, , , persons with histories of success re-
spond more realistically than do those with histories of failure
, • ,
(Coopersmith, 19&7* P» 4-2).
Wylie (19&L) believes self concept to be antecedent to cognitive
behavior because of its motivational influences. Observable behaviors
(Wylie, 1961) found to be consequents of self concept included verbal
8behavior, perception, learning, motivation, psychiatric behavior and
social behavior.
Treatment of nfrtarfrflp pnfl aoulmmt. There Is no evidence that
treatment of materials and equipment is In any way related to self con-
cept direotly but only obliquely as a manifestation of more global be-
haviors. Wylie (1961) points to the fact that self concept Is the primary
motivating force in behavior. All behavior depends on a personal frame
of reference. Two points are made in Hamacheck (1965)* (l) once the
psychological self image has been formed, behavior loses its free or
experimental nature and becomes compulgive j generally out of awareness
and, (2) the individual’s perception of himself determines how he will
behave. Purkey (1970) conoludes that the student carries hla self Image
h? mg wraiLlt. Jjtflafiftcgg. Htatayei h,q
The foregoing is very strong evidence, closely congruent with class-
room behavior as described above, and, based on the thinking of the theo-
rists cited, seems to be distinctly related to self concept,
B. Statement of the lyoblem
There has been in recent years a push for what has been called
'humanistic* education. This recent push has reached such proportions
that the term, I believe, has been somewhat compromised. Almost any new,
innovative idea gain support if the creators of such an idea are clever
enough to couch it under the term 'humanistic' , Indeed, what villlanous
parents, taxlayers, teachers, administrators, or school boards would re-
fuse to purchase for their charges, the latest in 'humanistic' techniques?
9Unfortunately, the result has been a rush, by well-meaning eduoa-
tors, to buy—with money, enthusiasm, and commitment—almost any package
or program that proclaims this philosophy. The implications in terms of
untested assumptions are staggering.
This statement is not a categorical disclaimer for anything going
under the label 'humanistic*. In fact, many 'humanistic' programs have
been tested and shown to be of great educational value. The point is one
of objectivity. Neither are all programs of value 'humanistic*
,
nor are
all 'humanistic* programs valuable. Underlying assumptions need to be
recognized, identified, and tested .
This study is an attempt to improve student self concept through
the use of activities" designed with the claim that they contribute to
the improvement of student self concept*
C. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to 'turn-on* the 'turned-off' student
through the use of activities alleged to improve student self concept.
The underlying assumption here is that improving his self concept wills
(l) make his interaction with his peers less negative and less disruptive
sb far as others are concerned, ( 2 ) render his interaction with the teacher
less negative and thereby make possible better communication between the
two, (3 ) make aggressive behavior less attractive and thereby increase
the on-task time available to him, and (4) reduce his frustration and
thereby save wear and tear on school property.
*The activities used in the study are discussed in detail in
Chapter 4,
10
Two b&slo questions need to be answered i (l) can student self
conoept be Improved by using these activities? and (2) if student self
concept is improved, will this bring about the desired changes in overt
behavior?
D * Haartfraggp
These 2 questions, in order to be answered objectively, must be
statistically tested. The hypotheses, then, are as follows!
1, Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the control group, taught general biology, will show no significant
in self concept as assessed by the direct self report measure, the Self
Appraisal Inventory .
2. Null hypothesis: After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the experimental group, taught general biology supplemented with self oon-
cept building activities, will show no significant gain in self concept
as measured by the direct self report measure, the Self Appraisal Inventory ,
3. Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the control group, taught general biology, will show no significant gain
in self concept as assessed by the inferential self report measure, Word
Choice ,
4, Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the experimental group, taught general biology supplemented with self
concept building activities, will show no significant gain in self concept
as assessed by the inferential self report measure, Word Choice .
5 * Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the control group, taught general biology, will show no significant
11
reduction in negative classroom behavior as measured by the behavioral
indicator of self concept, the Classroom Interaction Analysis
6. Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the experimental group, taught general biology supplemented with self con-
cept building activities, will show no significant reduction in negative
classroom behavior as assessed by the behavioral indicator of self con-
cept, the Classroom Interaction Ap^i ysla Instrument .
7. Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction
in general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum was supple-
mented with self concept building activities, will show no significant
gain in self concept over the control group, those curriculum was not sup-
plemented with self concept building activities, when assessed with the
direct self report measure, the Self Amarals^
8. Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction
in general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum was supple-
mented with self concept building activities, will show no significant
gain in self concept over the control group, whose curriculum was not
supplemented with self concept building activities, when assessed with
the inferential self report measure, Word Choloe .
9. Null hypothesis! After approximately 5 months of instruction
In general biology, the experimental group, those curriculum was supple-
mented with self concept building activities, will show no significant
reduction in negative classroom behavior over the control group, whose
curriculum was not supplemented with self oonoept building activities,
when assessed with the behavioral indicator of self concept, the m«fn-
go&B Interaction Analysis Instrument .
12
E
* £taMllty of Pelf Concent
ihc stability of self concept and its resistance to change is well
documented and has been mentioned previously, i.e., the
.difficulty a teach-
er faces in breaking through the low-self
-concept-barrier. (Teacher/
pupil interaction, pp. 5-8) Other workers in the field of self concept
have recognized this problem.
Turkey (1970) found the self concept to be conservative and hard
to change. In fact, the self was found to be ultraconaervatlvp and showed
resistance to modification for over a 2 year period in adolescence.
Wells (1971) explained the difficulty as followsi
"As our experiences multiply, our developing Self
becomes a perceptual screen through which subsequent im-
pressions must pass. ... If the new experience is con-
sistent with what you believe, it is enveloped
. . , and
your Self becomes a little larger. On the other hand, if
the new experience is figt consistent with your Self it is
ignored or rejected.
It makes change in self-conoept extremely difficult
t0 slfmiflcantlv Wfm-NfrP . . . requires
modification of the whole 'system* in order for it to re-
main a consistent Self.
. , . Changing self-conoept isn't
easy. Change takes place slowly, over a long period of
time. " (Wells, 1971, PP. 8-9)
The Instructional Objectives Exchange (IOX, 1972), developers of
two of the self concept assessing instrument used in this study, cautioned
prospective researohere that if significant results are to be expected, a
program specifically designed to improve self concept should be used and
the period of time over which it is used should be rather lengthy since
self concept is < ocially hard to change.
Ziller (1973) referred to the self concept as one component in what
13
he called a self system' As he saw lt t the structure of the self
system was a follows
i
self concept
roles
behaviors
values
attitudes
These components are integrated in such a way that a change in one
would shake up the whole system and would require modification of all
other components in order to attain reintegration. There is increasing
commitment to these components as the list ascends, i.e,
,
there is the
least commitment to attitudes, more to values, even more to behaviors,
etc,, with the self concept being the component given the most com-
mitment by the individual. The less commitment to a component, the
easier it Is to change it.
Thus, according to Ziller (1973) • attitudes would be the easiest
to change, then values, etc. Self concept would be the most difficult
component to change. Furthermore, It is not a simple matter of changing
attitudes, then values, etc., until self concept is finally changed.
Ziller (1973) cautions that although the lower components are the
easiest to change, they are Just as easily reversed when their change
brings about psychological discomfort due to incongruence with the rest
of the system. They are 'brought bade into line', so to speak, and the
system is thereby reintegrated in its original form. Therefore, in order
to change self concept, components higher in the system have to be aimed
and these become increasingly harder to change.
14
The foregoing would indicate that any attempt to change self concept
Is futile. This may not be the ease, however,
Wylie (1961) noted that, In spite of the Infamous rigidity of self
concept, subjects will strive to maintain or retrieve favorable self
regard.
Puricey (1970) gives further encouragement,
... the self will change if conditions are favor**
able. If the child sees the educative prooess as meaning-
ful and self enhancing, and If the degree of threat provided
by the school experience is not overpowering, then he is
likely to grow in self esteem and in academia achievement.
Very few students want to be failures at learning, Just as
few teachers want to be failures at teaching,
• , ,
« , . it is possible to teach so that, while aiming at the
normal results of teaching, specific changes can be maike In
the child's self image. , . , Teaching methods can be adapted
so that definite changes of the kind sought for will occur
without injury to the academic program in the process. *'
(Purkey, 1970, pp. 12 & 14)
Limitations of the Study
Time and depth
. The treatment periods for the experimental groups
were limited to $0 minutes due to the constraints of the system. Some
of the activities would have had more impact—in terms of improving self
concept—if there had been more time for in-depth sharing of the expe-
riences and the feelings that surfaced through them. Another time limi-
tation was the periods-per-week set aside for these activities.
Although every attempt was made to glean from these activities
scientific relevance, there was, nevertheless, an ethical responsibility
to the curriculum. As a result, only 1 period in 5 was devoted to self
concept building activities, per se. The time period allotted for the
study—5 months or 20 weeks—should have been ample for at least 20 self
concept building activities. However, there were times when treatment
15
was not feasible for one reason or another, i.e,, unexpected field trips,
assemblies, a career day fair, sophortf're-skip-day, student requests to
carry over for another period, activities that were especially appealing,
and so forth. As a result, only 16 of the 20 planned activities were
carried out.
Although the limitations on time necessarily imposed depth limita-
tions as well, depth was further limited by the students reluctance to
share on any deep levels what they had experienced. This reluctance was
due to a justifiable fear that their classmates would think they were
•weird' and make fun of them. Nevertheless, they did chare very deeply
personal feelings and experiences with me via paper-and-pencil communica-
tion, This reluctance to share with each other, however, made it especially
difficult for me to demonstrate their basic connectedness with each other.
Establishing a feeling of connectedness or belongingness is basic to the
development of group trust, a highly desirable condition for the building
of self concept,
Soope . The scope of this study is narrow. The target population
was high school sophomores enrolled in the general biology curriculum,
1 was assigned only 2 such classes and these were kept intact. Although
2 classes provide the pre-requisite of a control and an experimental group,
conclusions drawn from this study will necessarily be limited to the groups
tested,
intervening •w^fiybles . Although there were no other self concept
building programs going on in the school, the churches , or the communities
involved as far as I oould determine, it is not impossible that some
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students night have been exposed to 1 or 2 self concept building experi-
ences. However, if the foregoing sources are to be believed, these would
have had negligible effects on the results, i.e., self concept improvement
requires an llfcmw PrPffTftFi over an jgtep&efl PertPfl of time. Nevertheless,
bhis possible limitation deserves mentioning.
Tegfttag Iffatffmtwrtfl . The limitations of the self concept assessing
instruments per se are, I believe, more properly dealt with in Chapter 3.
She eypeyimqpt^p . Since the roles of teacher, disciplinarian, and
self concept builder were mine, there are necessarily inherent limitations.
For example
i
1. Can building self concept become habit-forming? Was I treating
the control group in subtle ways I was not even aware of?
Conversely,
2. Because it was my responsibility to keep some semblance of control,
could I have been damaging self concepts I was working so hard to raise
in the experimental group?
It is doubtful that single events such as these could affect self
concept, but could I, as one teacher responsible for so many roles, be
aware of aH the subtle interchanges? And even if I were aware, there
still would be no way of telling how these interchanges were Perceived
by my students. The most crucial role of the teacher in self concept
building is discussed in Chapter 3.
Limitations such as these need to be considered. Comments from
outside observers were most helpful here and will be discussed in Chapter
5 .
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G. Definition of Terms
1. Self, Self Concept, and Ideal Self
Far years wrltera, thinkers, and workers in the field of self con-
cept have "been struggling toward a definitive, unambiguous operational
definition of the psychological construct 'self concept*
.
Historically, self concept has come to mean the self as known to
the individual and much energy has been expended in an effort to explain
fully the differences between self, self concept, and ideal self. Note,
for example, Table 1, p, 18.
2. Self Concept Per Se
While Table 1 helps to clarify the differences between the various
self constructs, Table 2 (pp. 19 & 20 ) more fully demonstrates how the
construct 'self concept' is viewed by various thinkera in the field.
Common elements abstracted from these various definitions aret
1. Self ooncept is learned. (Wylie, 1961 and Felsenthal, 1972)
2. Itoe construct is not one concept, but,
a oon«i^L^y
ft
n (Wylie, I96I and Felsenthal, 1972)
a cluster of images (Brandon, 1969)
a ocmpleot system (Puaicey, 1970)
a gtj<^ped a multidimensional construct
a composite (Yamamoto, 1972)
an *ap^g^ptlve^^s
' 1 a set of mediating processes
3* The self concept involves 1
values (Wylie, 1961 and Felsenthal, 1972)
evaluation (Collier, 1971)
At this pOint, a tentative summary definition of self concept can
be constructed:

SELF
CONCEPT
DEFINITIONS
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This is IMS thsn a satisfactory definition, since it is devoid
of feeling. It leaves out the dlmeneion of emotion which accompanies
eVOTy *** Juae““nt
- Por I SB O teacher, I nay Judge this
to he bad or good, l.e„ I nay evajuftt. that uhich I have learned about
teachers or about me as a teacher, but, there is a feeling, an suction,
uhich accompanies that. The sane uould be true of other dimensions of
my being, i.e„ woman, mother, friend, wife, lover, etc.
-the whole
cluster of my self Images.
Brandon (1969) addressed himself to this aspect of the self concept.
He underscores the fact that self concept is ordinarily experienced as a
'
feeling which is a jart of every other feeling. In his book he emphasises
this f&oti smptlopa are the nmducts of evsliMt^n.
Kith this in mind, the definition of self concept can be revised
as followsi
Wnpfipt l
.
q ft feeling I have about me. resulting from f
S&SteS. Of value foments -d.
>T rr "" - r- r, result of mv
This definition oontains the 4 elements which seem to he necessary
to a comprehensive definition of self concept, i.e., emotion, complexity,
evaluation, and learning. Yet, this definition must also remain tentf-
There is yet another dimension which must he included. This is the
effect that my self concept has on my behavior . This aspect of self con-
cept will he treated in Chapter 2,
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3« Other Self Terms
Just as the construct 'self concept' Is about to be grasped—to
become crystallized—other terms appear in the llteraturei self esteem,
self respect, self actualization, self awareness, self acceptance, self
Image, self regard, self favorability. These terms need to be explored
to see if they encompass the whole or only & part of that whiah we have
tentatively defined as self concept. Table 3 (p. 23) may help to dis-
entangle some of these terms.
It is of interest to note that self esteem is generally seen as a
favorable attitude towards oneself. Note, for example!
&_J2gragnfil. judgement of worthiness (Coopersmlth, 1957)
cum Of confidence and self respect
(Branden, 1969)
fundamental faith in self (Yamamoto, 1972)
Ziller (1973) alone holds out the possibility of self esteem being unfa-
vorable, i.e., a self evaluation. This is more logically attractive since
it does not seem far-fetched for an Individual to have poor self esteem,
i.e,, a poor self estimate j poor self valuing.
Yamamoto (1972) equates self esteem with self respect and feels
that self esteem, self acceptance, self regard, and self favorability are
all 'quality gradations' included in the term 'self concept*. This pre-
sents the positive side of the coin, but does not take into account any
of the negative 'subvariables', i.e., self hatred, self disgust, etc.
Ziller (1973) seems to present a more realistic picture of self
esteem as simply one .Of the self-other concents . By refusing to elimi-
nate the concept of 'other' in the self concept, he underscores the im-
portance of significant others in the development of self concept, a
topic dealt with more extensively in Chapter 2.
TABLE 3
ADDITIONAL SELF TERMS
Term Source Definition
self esteem Coopexsmlth
(1957)
a personal judgement of worth-
iness that is expressed In the
attitudes on individual holds
towards himself over an extended
period of time
Brandon
(1969)
the integrated sum of confidence
and self respect - the eonvie-
tion that one is competent to
live and worthy of living
the reputation a man acquires
with himself by means of the
volitional choices he makes
everyday - self esteem is *1
can* - self esteem is meta-
physical efficacy
Yamamoto
(1972)
(or self respect) - a funda-
mental faith in our being
fundamental faith in self as
more than what the current
self concept depicts
Ziller
(1973)
self esteem is one of the
self-other concepts
a self evaluation reflecting
attitudes towards capabilities
and worthiness
self act-
ualization
Yamamoto
(1972)
in terms of believed potential
in the salf
self accept
-
anoe
self regard
self favor-
ability
Yamamoto
(1972)
(also self esteem) represent
quality gradations cf subvari-
ables within the more inclusive
term ‘self concept*
In this paper self terms such asi self esteem, self regard, self
disgust, self acceptance, self hatred, etc., will be treated as Ziller
(1973 ) might treat them, i.e»
,
as facets in a diamond—as tiles in the
mosaic picture of the self we shall call self concept.
Operational Definitions
However self concept is defined in terms of grasping an understand-
ing of the construct, it needs redefinition in statistical terms if the
construct is to be objectively tested and evaluated. In this context,
operational definitions shill be as follows 1
A, For the self concept assessing instruments,
1 * Aflitlal self concent - the scores on the initial adminis-
tration of the self concept assessing instruments
2 * .self concent - the scores on the final administra-
tion of the self concept assessing instnua®ats
3* MffPYfiroept Jr self opnpcpt - a statlstlPally significant
Qj&a on the self concept assessing instruments, pre- to
post test
B, For the classroom interaction analysis instrument,
Ifiltlal self oonoept - number of negative behaviors on
the initial observation
2 * fkal..self concept - number of^negative behaviors on the
final observation
3 « improvement in self concent - statistically significant
Zfi&gfejgp in. number of negatly^ehaylorB „ pre- to
post test
CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
A * SelfLConoePt Theory
1. Historical Development
To treat the development of self theory and self concept theory
separately would be artificial and awkward. It Is more natural to treat
the two as they developed—interdependently
,
Hamacheck (1965) traces the beginnings of self theory to Descartes.
. . • as a theoretical construct, the self has
ebbed and flowed with the currents of philosophical and
psychological pondering since the seventeenth century
when Descartes first discussed the 'oogito*, or self, as
e thinking substance." (Hamacheck, 1965, p. v.)
Other writers, Wylie (1961), Collier (1971), and Ziller (1973),
go back no further than the late 1800s for the beginnings of self and
self concept theory development
. Table 4 (pp. 26-28) shows this develop-
ment.
In the late 1800s the common thread which seemed to join theorists
was the presence of the 'other' in concepts of self. This theme was
carried into the early 1900s with the added realisation of the effects
of self concept, 1 ,e.
,
it screens stimuli and directs behavior. Theorists
of the 1930s introduced the idea of objectivity as a necessary pre-requisite
to self knowledge and pointed to the necessity of satisfaction of basic
psychological drives before the self, as an idea, could become of interest
and before any unity between self and other could be attempted. Between
1940 and i960 more empirical work on self concept was begun, and with it
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came some new ideas. Some antecedents to self concept were recognized,
i.e., inclusion and identity, and the importance of self concept to the
individual was elevated to the status of a 'basic drive*. The importance
of self concept to emotional health was recognized and its rigidity was
well documented
.
While there were subtle differences and additions in the evolu-
tion of self concept theory, one overarching theme has not changed—the
importance of 'other' in concept of self.
Zlller (1973) Is so enamored of this idea that he baaed his theory
on it. In fact, he refuses to call it a self concept theory—but, rather,
a 'self-other' theory. He writes,
"It is proposed that social stimuli are screened
and translated into personal meaning through crude topo-logical mappings of the self in relation to significant
others, including the self as perceived in the rast."(Ziller, 1973, PP. 142-3)
He proposes that self concept is a component of what he calls a
'self system' and that these components form a hierarchical system, self
concept being the highest component in the hierarchy. Because of the
great degree of commitment to self concept, relative to the other com-
ponents, self concept is hardest to change.* Jits theory encompasses these
5 points
i
1. The self develops out of interaction with the environment,
2. Values of others may be introjected into the self.
3. The self strives for consis'tency.
4. Behavior is consistent with the self.
5» Maturation and learning may result in change.
*See pp. 12 and 13.
2. Theoretical Assumptions Explored
in Some Selected Studies
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gffegte pf»] f 99PfftPt « Weiagerber (1971) attempted to
improve student self concept through the use of films, assuming that role
modeling and vicarious learning would take place via the duel processes
of introjection and projection. (IntroJection is the belief that some
ot the attributes of the model belong to the viewer. Projection is the
belief that some of the viewer's attributes belong to the model.) The
results of this study in terns of self concept improvement wore conflict-
ing, but it was found that role modeling and vicarious learning are very
much affected by the reinforcement of demonstrated behaviors
.
Tfrftt rcinforeement effects self concept . Soares (1971 ) studied low
socio-economic status (SES) students and found that they are exposed to
less pressure to succeed academically, reinforcement of their self Images
coming from significant others in their environment.
Th&t identification effects self oonceirt . Murray (1971 ) studied
successful students who identified with the student role* and found that
these individuals acquired their definitions of situations, including their
definitions of themselves, through direct and indirect interaction with
Murray (1971) feels that if others communicate to one that he is
a success in the performance of a particular role, he will be likely to
adopt & self-conception which incorporates that role. It can be expected
that success will be more strongly related than failure to such identifi-
cations. He concluded that the development of a positive self-conception
*Presumably this refers to those behavioral manifestations — expectations
and limitations — which are attendant upon being a student.
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In most adolescents probably requires successful identification with the
student role since some of the princlml__e:cpcctat 1 one othcy
^ have of ado-
lescents center around this role, and very few young adolescents have a
choice as to whether or not they will perform it.
Another study on identification was done by Eylon (1971). It is
his belief that Interpersonal similarity may arise after puberty as well
as in childhood. He defined Identification in terms of the processes of
introjection and projection rad said that an identification belief may be
brought about and supported either by a change in the identifier's self
concept or in his concept of another person. In his study warmth and/or
competence was perceived as more similar to the self.
That. Other, persons effect self concent . Conclusions drawn from a
case study by FEHDC (1971) indicate that the standards by which we Judge
ourselves have been established for us by outside influences—they are
formed from the outside in—by things said or not said, by gestures or
smiles, by frowns, caresses, or blows. It was concluded thati (l) the
general environment influences the way youngsters come to see themselves,
(2) the way they see themselves dictates the way they perform and, (3) the
way they see themselves can be influenced for better or far worse.
As previously df^cuccsd (p. 29) Zlller (1973; Is committed to the
importance of 'other* in concept of self. In a study of high school seniors,
he found self esteem to be associated with higher conformity.
That maturity effects 3elf concept . The study by the FERDC (1971)
found that self concept does not fully crystallise until somewhere in the
teens, and Ford (1972) found self concept to be relatively stable by senior
high school.
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Tk&fr self concept are distinct
. yet lntertiri r «* . Collier
(1971) distinguished self and self concept in the following manner* (l)
he saw the self as a group of psychological processes that govern behavior,
i.e., the self is subject or process and, ( 2 ) he saw self concept as an
organized collection of attitudes and feelings a person has about himself,
i.e,, the self is object. In Hutchison’s (1972) study this ’circular’
effect of the phenomenal self was found in relation to reading,
ffgoup effects self concept . In a study of minority
groups Cooper (1971) found that these groups suffered deflated or im-
paired concepts of self due to abrasive cultural conflicts with the major-
ity group.
That..school environment affects self concent . In a study of open
versus traditional schools, Reudi (I97i) found that open schools result
in more positive self concepts beoause of the elimination of external
evaluation. The student sets his own goals and gains a sense of adequacy
in attaining them There is also more chance for social interaction with
peers and teacher.
Thftt_aelf concept affepts social behavior . Gregor (1971) found
that individuals with high self esteem will reciprocate in kind whereas
individuals with low self esteem will reciprocate with the opposite. He
interpreted lack of reciprocity as an aggressive act to restore self esteem.
However, in accepting the judgement of others, there was less reciprocity
by people with high self esteem.
That self oonoeot affectb future educational plans . Ford (19?2)
found self concept to be an Intervening variable between SES and educa-
tional career plans. He saw self concept as a product of the
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process via home, sohool, and neighborhood and thought of it as comprised
of analytically distinct dimensions or a series of ‘selves*.
Factors assumed, by more than one investigator, to in-
fluence self concept includei
1 .
2 .
3.
4
.
reinforoement
- (Weisgerber & Soares, 1971)
student role - (Soares & Murray, 1971)
??ef,Le0plf * te°Rres * Murray, & FEEDC, 1971, & Ziller, 1973)identification
- (Murray & Eylon, 1971)
It was found that, in order to improve self conoept via role model-
ing, it was neoessary for the subject to see the model's behavior being
rainforced (Weisgerber, 1971), and that reinforcement of self by signifi-
cant others was more important to the self concepts of low SES subjects
than was academic achievement (Soares, 1971).
On the other hand, if it has been communicated to a subject that he
Is a success in the student role, he will identify with that role and will
Incorporate It into his self conception (Murray, 1971)
•
In large measure, reinforcement
.
via communication of success or by
other means, is done by other People (Murray, 1971). Furthermore, we learn
our self concepts largely from observing the reactions of other people to-
ward us (FERDC, 1971),
We learn, therefore, to identify with reinforced behavior (Eylon,
1971).
B. Importance of Self Concent
1, Social Consequents
The importance of self concept to social behavior and to behavior
—
both overt and covert—that can become of concern socially has been ex-
tensively documented! Wylie (1961), Coopersmlth (1967), Hamacheck (1965),
3^
Branden and Classer (1969), Purkey (1970), Wells (1971), Yamamoto, Kirk-
hardt, Ford, Felsenthal, and Massard (1972), and Zlller (1973),
g&clal ffgnagguenta of high self concept . Wylie (1961) suggested
that a positive self concept night result If a person had a 'well organ-
ized Gestalt' and if that person could not even dimly perceive any contra-
dictory material. This person would, as a result, experience miwinu»i
tension and his behavior would be consistent with the organization of his
concepts about his self structure. Even though self concept might be non-
verbal and not on the conscious level, it could still function as a 'guiding
principle' in the person's behavioral and response pattern. The phenomenal
field of an individual does, therefore, determine to a great extent his
general behavior. Studies (Wylie, 1961) revealed that self acceptance
was significantly related to such consequents ast attitude toward per-
formance, estimates of performance, recall of performance, degree of per-
ceptual accuracy, greater degree of affect, lower incidence of depression
signs, smaller number of psychosomatic symptoms, fewer reasons to explain
unhappiness, more optimism with respect to future college success, greater
satisfaction with present period of life, and low anxiety scores.
In studies of 'adjustment' behavior (Wylie, 1961 ), self concept
was found to be an 'insulating* factor preventing 'good' boys from be-
coming delinquents. Shifts from negative to positive self concepts were
found to be associated with shifts toward better 'adjustment*.
Rorschach indices (Wylie, 1961) demonstrated negative correlations
between self acceptance and anxiety, hostility, criticality, defensiveness,
and indecisiveness, and positive correlations between self acceptance and
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Internalized values, realistic perception, emotional stability, maturity,
capacity for social relationships, capacity to integrate self concept and
to handle the coc.plexity of relationships with others.
Significant correlations were found (Wylie, 1961) between acceptance
of self and acceptance of others. The most secure subjects (Ss) voted
standard photos as ’warm* more often than the least secure Ss and there
was a " . , . greater tendency to ascribe to strangers proportionately
more of the items on which S had reported self-ideal congruence," (Wylie,
1961, p. 237)
Level of aspiration (LA) was found to be a function of self regard
(Wylie, 1961), Self regard was found to be more enduring than LA and
thought to be antecedent to it.
Among other things, then, Wylie (1961) found high self concept at-
tributes to be associated with such socially desirable behaviors as non-
delinquent behavior , acceptance of others , and high level of aspiration .
Coopersmith (1967) found people with high self concepts were better
able to defend themselves against inner and external distress. I.nw a+.y
is the result.
The integrity of the self is the main source of strength of the in-
dividual and this perception of self determines behavior (Hamacheck, 1965)*
Branden (1969) believes that self concept plays a crucial role in
value choices . This is important because,
"The subconscious is regulated , , . by a man's long-
term interests, values, and concerns. These affect how ma-
terial is retained and classified, under what conditions it
is reactivated and what kind of subcondous connections -
in response to new stimuli or data - are formed,"
(Branden, 1969, p. 76)
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Branden (1969 ) sees self evaluation as an 'omnipresent factor' in
man's psychology with profound effects on thinking processes, emotions,
desires, values, anC goals. As a matter of fact, he sees it as th*
most significant key to behavior with 'profound motivational power'
, He
would classify it as, "... a basic need without which man cannot live
the life proper to him." (Branden, 1969, p. 134) If a man accomplishes
what Branden (1969) calls 'authentic self-value'
,
there should be no clash
between what he recognizes to be real and the preservation of his self
esteem. He would originate his own goals and not depend on others to
determine what he would or would not enjoy. He would neither expect, nor
want to be told that to do with his time or what to admire or pursue. He
would not expect his career to be selected for him. He would recognize
the need for help and accept it in terms of rational guidance and education
but not in the provision of goals and values. He would be the 'self-genera
tor' of his own values and not be fearful of the responsibility. Unafraid,
he would deal with the objective universe of facts and reality,
Branden (1969) further believes that this self valuing and self
positive attitude would affect a man's response to his body. He writes,
“The single most pertinent factor in determining a
person's sexual attitudes is the general level of his eelf-
esteemi the higher the level of his self-esteem, the
stronger the likelihood that his responses to his own sex-
uality will be appropriate, . . . that he will exhibit a
healthy sex psychology." (Branden, 1969, P« 192)
Among the many socially desirable consequents of high self concept
noted by Coopersmith (196?) , Harmcheck (1965), and Branden (1969), some
of the primary ones seemed to be low anxiety , inner strength , substantive
value choices , and healthy sexual attitudes .
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Welle' (l9?l) feeling about the social Importance of high self con-
cept Is heat expressed In his own words
•
"... developing self concept Is the first and
most critical process in developing fully functioning
persons ... students who have been helped to become
fully functioning human beings will be more creative,
spontaneous, honest, democratic, and trusting and will
have a deep commitment to mankind. • , , for it is how
he sees himself that truly determines who he is, what
he is, what he does, and what he will become."
(Wells, 1971, pp. 8-9)
Wells (1971) b’lievrs that self concept is 'the prime motivating
for all behavior' and elevates it to 'our highest value'.
Yamamoto (1972) feels that self concept serves as a guide for action,
keeping the pattern of growth reasonably consistent, unified, and purposive,
since most ways of behaving that are adopted by the organism are consistent
with the self concept. He believes that the basic mirpoae of all human
activity is to protect, maintain, or enhance, not the self, but the self
concept, or symbolic self. Since self concept is the basis for most of
our thoughts and actions, it is reflected in our life styles. To him the
meaning of self esteem is a basic respect for wholeness and potential and
high regard for life.
Pelsenthal (1972) describes youngsters who have high self concepts.
She says they are self assured and confident and do not appear to be
frightened or intimidated: when you speak to them, they look you in the
oye. They relate well to adults and peers, have a strong sense of right
and wrong, and vnow how to distinguish between the two. They are happy,
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vibrant t and energetic, but when unhappy, they can express it verbally.
These ahlldren are well-liked and accepted by others. She noted that they
looked for opportunities for independence and were quite willing to ex-
press their ideas and opinions. They were also able to accept Increasing
responsibility, Felsenthal (1972) noted that they frequently had sane sex
parental identification.
Massard (1972) noted that self concept can affect oral speech and
determine both the kind and the quantity of language used,
sfells (1971) and Yamamoto and Ford (1972) related the consequences
of self concept in terms of behavior , calling it the urine motivator and
the baal& Bffppse of all activity. Felsenthal (1972) made the point by
describing the socially desirable behavior exhibited by children of high
self concept and Massard (1972) related self concept to verbal behavior .
Ziller (1973) found that individuals with high self concepts were
not completely subject to environmental contingencies. Instead they showed
long-range adaptation and consistency. Their self esteems seemed to facil-
itate their helxarchlcal ordering of self and others along some status
dimension. Their behavior was more integrated and their cognitive pro-
cesses seemed to be characterized by a selective consideration of relevant
social elements. The consistency in their behdvior was brought about by
their perception of control over their environment, yet they enjoyed social
support. Two components of their self-other orientation—self esteem and
complexity of self concept—allowed them a latitude of responsiveness not
seen in individuals with low self concept. They were not ‘captive of
events’ and did not feel compelled to accomodate the self to the situation.
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They enjoyed more meaningful encounters with a wider variety of other
people. In general these people, ”... attend to a broader range of
social stimuli, perceive more similarities between self and other, and
are more responsive to others.” (Ziller, 1973. P. 70) Rather than being
victims of their environments, they become controllers or even creators
Rct In accord with these perceptions. In at-
tempting to explain how self concept influences social behavior, Ziller
(1973) writes,
It is proposed here, that cognitive factors
associated with the social self influence social be-
havior in a way similar to that In which experimental
set Influence learning behavior." (ziller, 1973, P. 168)
He Illustrates the foregoing with the following examplei if a 'good'
boy lives In & high delinquency area, his self concept can serve as an in-
sulating factor against engaging In delinquent behavior because he defines
himself in such a way that delinquent acts would be lncompitlble with hla
self definition.
Role behaviors are similarly influenced. Role behaviors, as defined
by Ziller (1973). involve relationships between self and others. They are,
therefore, influenced by the way self and others are seen. Ziller (1973)
sees self concept to be so all-encompassing that he concludes, "It is not
necessary to assume that every personal problem stems from concerns with
self-esteem, although it does appear to be a key concern." (Ziller, 1973,
p. 177) His belief in the influence of self ooncept is revealed through
the way he writes about it, i.e., it is a 'working theory of behavior’
—
a cognitive category—borne out of interaction with the enviomaent | it
is a 'personal theory of behavior* which the individual may draw upon in
novel situations or when he feels threatened by inconsistency.
4o
Suagmaat. High self concept, then, seems to be related to such diverse
socially desirable phenomena as non-delinquent behavior
, acceptance of
others, high level of aspiration, low anxiety , inner strength , substantive
value choices , and healthy sexual attitudes . It is considered to be the
prime motivator of behavior allowing the fortunate possessors to become
the creators of their own environment .
Social consequents of low self conoept . Low self concept, on the
other hand, has been shown to have social consequents that are far less
than desirable.
Studies of 'adjustment' (Wylie, 1961) have shown low self regard to
be indicative of, or an aspect of, or perhaps even a cause of, maladjust-
ment. Ss who admitted low self regard were more apt to deny their problems,
and their self rejection was more serious than ’adjusted’ Ss. Studies of
neurotics showed them to be less self-accepting and more self-critical.
They rated undesirable items higher on 'like me' categories. Hospitalized
psychiatric patients demonstrated their inadequate self concepts by giving
a greater incidence of 'own name' responses and fewer 'group membership'
and 'uniqueness' responses when tested. Schizophrenics testified to liking
their handwriting, voices, and names, but not themselves. 3s in the 'nor-
mal' group, on the other hand, disliked their handwriting, but favored
their voices, names, and themselves. Comparisons among normal, neurotic,
and schizophrenic Ss revealed that neurotics were less self favorable and
both maladjusted groups were less able to tolerate low predictability in
relation to themselves. They were also less accepting. Improvement in
therapy correlated with more acceptance. Although the neurotic group was
the most self-derogatory
,
they recognized their Inadequacies and wished
help. Normals were found to have the highest self regard.
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Other studies (Wylie, l?6l) demonstrated a relationship between self
regard and sociometric status. A feeling of 'fitting in' seemed to be im-
portant to self concept. Discontent with the self, disorganizing anxiety,
and distortive defenses were related to inaccurate interpersonal percep-
tions .
Rorschach indices (Wylie, 1961) showed a correlation between self
ideal discrepancies and signs of depression. Self report measures demon-
strated a negative correlation between self acceptance and psychosomatic
symptoms. Low self esteem was associated with conventional sex attitudes,
virginity, and low masturbation.
High anti-Semitism scores among Jewish males (Wylie, 1961 ) correlated
with negative attitudes towards themselves and their parents. Ss with low
anti-Semitism scores showed no such negative attitudes.
Experimental success (Wylie, 196l) correlated with changes in self
ratings and changes in ratings assigned to friends. No such changes occurred
with experimental failure. This is evidence in support of the assumption
that acceptance of self is associated with acceptance of others.
Studies attempting to relate self esteem to ethnocentrlsm (Wylie,
1961) revealed that high self dislike scores correlated with preference
for the European over the American way of life. These 3s disliked their
own group as well as themselves. Low self esteem Ss showed a greater de-
sire to travel to foreign countries than high self esteem Ss.
LA stud? ss (Wylie, 196l) revealed that self-rejecting Ss showed
high goal discrepancy scores. Whether this was to demonstrate superior
ambition or to fulfill a need for punishment through failure is yet to be
determined, but unrealistic goal setting was shown to underlie poor self
regard. Associations were demonstrated between the size of the LA
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discrepancy score and the size of the self ideal discrepancy scores. 3s
with unstable self concepts set goals in congruence with or below past
performance. A curvilinear relationship was found between LA behavior
and feelings of inadequacy. Both high and low extremes of goal setting
were found associated with self rejection.
Here, then, axe just a few of the many unhealthy symptoms Wylie
(1961) has found attending low self conoepti maladjustment . depression .
psychosomatic symptoms
. conventional sex attitudes , non-acceptance of
others
,
negative _ ethnocentrism . and unrealistic level of aspiration .
Branden (1969) gives a vivid description of some types of people
who have low self concepts. The picture he paints is of people who have
to ’fake* the self esteem they lack. He believes they are driven to
* create the illusion of self esteem*
.
"In the realm of work, the primary desire of a man
of self confidence is to face challenges, to achieve and
grow 1 the primary desire of the man lacking in self con-
fidence is to be 'safe'." (Branden, 1969, P* 123)
Fear, according to Branden (1969) is the crop reaped from the seed
of self deprecation. These lives are ruled by fear. Reality is feared
because they feel inadequate to meet Its demands, and they fear the facts
about themselves which they have so carefully and systematically evaded
or repressed. Because they see themselves as helpless and ineffectual,
they act in a manner designed to confirm and reinforce their negative
self images. They,
"... become, in effect, the psychological
prisoners of their own negative self-image. They
define themselves as weak or mediocre or unmasculine
or cowardly or ineffectual, and their subsequent per-
formance is affected accordingly." (Branden, 1969, p. 132)
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They adopt an attitude of resigned ion toward their own state and thereby
succumb to a destructive sense of determinism about themselves. They feel
that tliis is their 'naT.urc' and it cannot be dianged, Dranden (1969) be-
lieves that this generaliz'd sense of guilt or unworthiness can signifi-
cantly distort their introspection,
"In attempting to counterfeit a self-esteem he
does not possess, he makes his perception of reality
conditionali he establishes, as a principle of his
mind's functioning, that certain considerations super-
sede reality, facts and truth in their importance to
him,
, , , Thus he is led to perpetuate and strengthen
the same kind of anti-rational, self-defeating pol-
icies which occasioned his loss of self-esteem in the
first place." (Branden, 1969, p. 133)
To whatever degree self esteem is not achieved, ho believes, to that
extent will a nan experience the consequences* anxiety, insecurity, self
doubt, a sense of being unfit and inadequate for x'eality—for existence,
for thi 3 reason he i forced, into a continuous struggle to 'fake it'.
In a desperate attempt to circumvent its laclc, to escape that 'inner
dread'
,
he builds around himself the tenuous shelter Branden (1969) has
dubbed the ' paeudo-eelf-esteem' , The result of this kind of self esteem
crisis is 'lathological anxiety' and a life haunted by terror. These
feelings of self rejection and self condemnation characterise neurotic
depression.* The anxiety attending such self derogation stems from
urgent self expectations in the form of demands and claims which the
individual feels inadequate to satisfy, ThlB makes him feel passive,
futile, and generally worthless. This feeling of Incurable worthlessness
puts him outside the realn of moral expectations. The dependent lives in
a world of people, and his reality is reality as perceived by them. In
order to survive in such a world, these other people, he believes, must
*Mowrer (1972) believes that all so-called 'neuroses* are, in reality,
'identity crises'.
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b© pleased, placated, deceived, maneuvered, manipulated, or obeyed. He
must adopt their standards of right, truth, and personal worth, for he has
none of his own. Thus, one substitute for genuine self esteem, becomes the
approval of others.
Another technique might be to become a conformist. In this way
values and view of life are easily adopted from the culture or subculture.
Bzanden (1969 ) calls such individuals ’social metaphysicians
’ and describes
several subtypes* the EMtCT-sgffkeg, the spiritual socle^ i^phvalcl^n.
the j-JG j^^^n^ goclal, and the ambivalent social meta-
ThvKlylun.
The power-seeker feds that he must command the respect, obedience
and love he feds he doesn’t deserve, and so his aggressive and destruc-
tive acts become aimed squardy at what he fears the most—other people.
The spiritual social metaphysician tries to convince others that he
is ’too good for this world'. He is so good, in fact, that he must not
be expected to achieve anything ’tangible' . Ho must be loved and respected
for what he Is. After all, he would contend, the important things can
only bo ’fdt*. He alleges the possession of some kind of superior soul.
The independent social metaphysician is what Branden (1969) calls
a ' counterfeit individualist ’ . He rebels simply for the sake of being
rebellious, claiming that whatever Is, is wrong. He wears the badge of
'outcast* as proof of his superiority. In this way he saves himsdf the
agony of possible rejection.
The ambivalent social metaphysician is more eclectic. While he
feels it is quite safe to challenge the cognitive judgement of world
figures, he quakes at the thought of challenging the value judgements of
the folks next door.
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Brandon (1969), then, has described In detail the results of a
failure to achieve a good self concept, i.e., the kind of deep-seated
fear which manifesto itself in a panic-stricken struggle to achieve
pgeudo-self-qftteeci and the resulting socially undesirable personalities*
Glasser (1969) sees the situation as either/orj i,e», people who
do not manage to gain a success identity end up with a failure identity.
This usually leads either to delinquent behavior or to withdrawal.
Fclsenthal (1972) was able to relate low self concept to the fol-
lowing characteristics! low evaluative comments concerning the self,
fear of new experience:;, poor handling of failure, boasting, an unusually
strong need for positive reinforcement, poor body image, possessiveness
of material objects, and overtly submissive and accepting behavior.
In studies on the self concepts of minority groups (Yamamoto, 1972)
it was noted that spumed minority group members rejected not only them-
selves, but other members of their group as well, ihelr own insecurity
disallowed them the ability to tolerate the needs of others j i.e., be-
cause they were unaole to accept themselves, they were unable to accept
others. The 'hot-bed of self contempt', as Yamamoto (1972) puts it, is
not a place where trust in and love for others can spring. Before one
can affirm others, he must affirn himself.
The screening effects of low self concept were also noted by Yamamoto
(1972). Not only do people tend to hear wily those messages agreeable to
their predispositions, but this selective exposure is consistent with the
self concept.
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Glasser (1969 ) and Felsenthal and Yamamoto (1972) related low self
concept to several socially undesirable manifestations, Among them were»
failure Identity , rejection of own group , and selective perception .
Ziller (1973) suspected low self concept might be one of the eti-
ological agents In alienation. In fact, he called it a ’pivotal com-
ponent' , He supported his position by isolating the elements of alien-
ation and relating them to the elements of low self concept. His case
is strong and convincing. For example, powerlessness is a feeling asso-
ciated with alienation, A person who feels powerless does not expect
that his own behavior oan determine the outcomes or reinforcements that
he seeks. The alienated person experiences the feeling of meaningless-
ness. This, also, is due to his perceived loss of control. He expe-
riences isolation beaause he senses the uselessness of his usual rein-
forcements. Because his activities are not self rewarding, he feels
estranged. He is not capable of self reinforcement and does not expect
it from others. The result of these feelings might be the perpetration
of self-destructive aots associated with the search for negative rein-
forcement or negative identity. The conflict, in this case, is between
the individual and society.
Studies (Ziller, 1973) demonstrated low self esteem to be a charac-
teristic of 1 children with behavior problems, neuropsychiatric patients,
and persons of increasing age.
Low self conoept Ss (Ziller, 1973) were found also to be ’field
dependent', tending to conform to the prevailing field or context
,
Summary . Among the effects of low self concept found by Wylie
(1961), Branden and Glasser (1969)» Felsenthal and Yamamoto (1972),
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and 2111er (1973) were the following, all socially undesirable
i
JUfiiBfiatt dgBrsspigi, PEvchoson^tlc symrtowa . conventional aex
pf j&hSKa , negative othnocentrlfim . un-rea^ptio iQV^ ^
ftfiPjjfrUTO . £aj££S}&Se3& F^eu^o-gelf-fffltr^P ffaaMfl&Ufit* failure ldan-
£&!-£Stivc
. 22rccptiop , fij^ena+.jqfl, behavior problems , and field da-
pendency .
It would he safe at this point to say that it would benefit each
and every individual
' o nJce every attempt in all interpersonal relation-
ships, no matter how momentary those relationships might he, to five the
kinds of social reinforcements that might lead to improving the self con-
cepts of those with whom he come3 in contact. While he may gain nothing,
the cost is minimal, and the profits could he inestimable, For example,
ir* Love and the Gabble by Art Buchwald (Canfield, 1973) as two friends
were walking down a street in New York City, one man said to his friend,
"You just smiled at a very plain-looking woman 1 " The friend replied, "Yee,
and if she is a school teacher, her class could he in for a fantastic dayl"
2 . Educational Consequents
The impact of self concept on education has been explored by numerous
writersi Wylie (l96l)j Coopersmith (1967)1 Branden and Glaaser (1969)1
liirkey (l970)j Weisgerber, Trowbridge, Murray, Eylon, Gregor, FERDC,
Hutchison, and Wells (l97l)i Ford, Yamamoto, Felsenthal, Linton, and Sears
(1972)| Ziller (1973)| and Deveney (1974).
Educational consequents of low. _aelf concept. Wylie (1961) noted
the interaction of self concept with failure. When the task was insoluble
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anaerans, Ss with low self regard made more self
-referrent comments and
3s with high self regard made more task oriented comments. If failure
comes to a S with low self esteem, It may increase his anxiety and cause
him to be less accurate and slower to complete the task. Not only that
but, "
. . . failure on an academic task,
. . . will lower self esteem on
an instrument tapping numerous nonacademic personality characteristics."
(Wylie, 1961, p. 185)
A similar interaction was noted (Wylie, 1961) between self concept
and learning. Nonsense syllables made up by Ss were recalled better than
nonsense syllables drawn from Glaz's test. Possessions which were 'like
the S' to own were recalled better than possessions which were 'not like
S' to own.* More errors were made in trying to associate self adjectives
to persons intermediately similar to Ss than were made in trying to asso-
ciate these same adjectives to persons similar to them.
Branden (1969) describes behavior which teachers can expect from
students with low self concepts! a fondness for the familiar
,
the routine,
and the unexacting and a fear of the new and the difficult.
"A man's self
-appraisal has profound motivational
consequences. ... A mind does not struggle for that
which it regards as impossible,
. , , one of the most
disastrous consequences of an impaired or deficient self-
esteem is that it tends to hamper and undercut the
efficiency of a man's thinking processes - depriving him
of the full strength and benefit of his Intelligence ,
"
(Branden, 1969, pp. 131-2 )
Gleaser's (1969) comments are in agreement with Branden (1969)
above.
*By this the author meant that the Ss felt that certain objects would
Be either typical or atypical for them to own.
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"Convinced that he is unable to fulfill his needs
through the logical use of his brain, he will return to
behavior directed by his emotions, behavior that he had
learned to avoid when he was successful in the past. He
will abandon the pathways of love and self worth and
grope blindly toward what seem to him to be the only
paths left open, those of delinquency and withdrawal."
(Glasser, 1969, p. 27)
Wylie (1961), Coopersmith (1967), and Branden and Glasser (1969)
have related low self concept to poor handling of failure , interference
with learning, loss of motivation , and withdrawal or delinquent behavior .
luricey (1970) related low self concept to poor academic achievement,
lade of participation in extra-curricular activities, emotional life of
poor quality, and feelings of anxiety. He felt that the ways in which
a student views himself and the world around him is a primary force in
his academic achievement. He says,
"... students* difficulties in basic academic
skills are directly related to their beliefs that they
cannot read, write, handle numbers, or think accurately,
rather than to basic differences in capacity . In other
words, many students have difficulty in school not be-
cause of low intelligence, poor eyesight, poverty, or
whatever, but because they have learned to see them-
selves as Incapable of handling academic work or to
see the work as relevant to their perceptual worlds.
There is reason to believe that these factors may also
operate to restrict participation in special school
activities such as athletics, dramatics, public speak-
ing, student government, music, and clubs," (Purkey,
1970, p. 2)
Thus, Purkey (1970) is convinced that the ways in which a student
views himself is a continuous and central factor in the oauses of fail-
ure and the effects of the filling experience. He feels that low self
concept results in students who come to school with a predisposition for
underachlevement and found self attitudes related to anti-social behavior.
This 'invisible price tag' may be more destructive than a physical handi-
cap because it is often over-looked. We fail to take the time to be
sensitive
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Yamamoto (1972) related low self concept to suoh undesirable class-
room phenomena asi lade of Interest, ease of distraction, anxiety-related
Incapacitation, physical Illness, unrealistic academic self appraisal, de-
valuation of the task, forgetting assignments, making excuses, and over-
dependence. In psychological terms h© calls these behavioral ‘rationali-
zation, repression-suppression, detachment, regression, and somatization
’
,
and says these can become quite naladjustive as far as the child Is con-
cerned. He found such low self concepts to be compensated for by the de-
velopment of rigid and Idealized self concepts which were much distorted
views, both ‘self-binding* and 'self-estranging*
,
because the ijsifigw. rather
than the Person , had been ‘besmirched or mutilated'
.
He believes this sort
of thing can lead to neuroses or even psychoses. He very strongly feels
that much of the learner’s ability to use his power to learn is deter-
mined by his self concept, by the way he believes others see him, and by
the way he views the world and his own goals, purposes, and values.
Massard (1972) connected low self concept with such familiar class-
room behaviors asi slowness in joining the group, restlessness, sagging
shoulders and frown, cJ owning around, and strutting.
Ziller (1973) contributes this insight to the educator.
"An individual with low self-esteem prematurely
withdraws from an exchange of views when his own be-
liefs and those of the group of which he is a member
are in conflict." (Ziller, 1973* P» 5)
Studies (Ziller, 1973) showed that children who were netted by their
teachers as being 'shy with teacher' identified less with the teacher
than those children whose teachers had rated as being 'friendly with
teacher'. This lack of ' connectedness ' could lead to undesirable results*
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• ‘ • "the individual who maps himself apart from
parents, friends, and teachers may be expected to perceive
himself as independent of or excluded from others and be-
haviorally tend to move toward activities which do not
require companionship (Ziller, 1973. P. 145)
The undesirable behavior noted in adolescents with low self concepts
is caused in part by what Ziller (1973) calls a 'cognitive leap of self
deception'
. These adolescents try to raise their self concepts by re-
peatedly reassuring themselves of their personal worth regardless of their
overt behavior.
Summary . The educational consequents of low self concept found by
Wylie (1961), Coopersmith (1967), Branden and Glasser (1969), lurkey (1970),
Yamamoto and Hassard (1972) , and Ziller (1973) are all undesirable, moor
9ft , frtilugS > Interference with leaning , loss of motivation , wlth-
flEMfl1 . eg <WUPflapa& v&flf . Poor academic achievement , lade of partici-
pation In extra-curricular activities.
, .an. emotional life of poor quality .
£ssQiflg& ,p£ aa&fftar. and behavior disruptive of the on>going educational
process.
Educational antecedents of.low self concept . Although the antecedents
Of self concept will be discussed more fully later in the chapter (p. 6z),
it is best to discuss at this point those antecedents of low self concept
for which the school may be directly responsible,
Purkey (1970) points out that the school is second only to the home
in its effects on the self concepts of its charges. Yet, Ironically, it
is in the school where negative attitudes towards self, school, and learn-
ing often evolve. In spite of the recognition of these facts, he complains,
very little attention is given in the school to this very vital aspect of
educating ‘the whole child*
,
and this lack of attention is evident in the
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lack of sensitivity training teachers receive in teacher preparation in-
stitutions to this important dimension of education. "Next to the home,
the school is the single most important force in shaping the child's Belf
concept." (Puxkey, 1970, p. 40) Yet it is here, he says, that highly
charged negative attitudes toward learning often evolve. Here the student
facts failure, rejection, daily reminders of his limitations, and in some
oases, deprecation and humiliation. If the school sets forth as valuable
that which only a few can attain, then the stage is set for a general
feeling of personal unworthiness for a great many students. In the school
the student my be subjected to unofficial methods of scorn, sarcasm, and
ridicule. In the school failure End defeat are often given to the very
students who need success the most. It is no wonder that so many of them
come to think of the school as an enemy.
Studies (Purkey, 1970) revealed a gradual decrease of self concept
with age and found that the student's image of the school grows generally
less favorable with time. This means a sense of inadequacy to many students.
Schools must modify methods to prevent this, he pleads, and there needs
to be a careful evaluation of present school policies.
"It Is a personal tragedy and a social waste when
a student spends year after year experiencing defeat and
failure in school.
Once the child becomes convinced that school is not the
place for him, that il is a place of threat and anxiety
where he cannot hope to succeed and where his identity
is lost, then the school as well as the student is in
a very difficult position," (Puxkey, 1970, PP. 20 & 42)
Much of the damage done to self conoepts in the school may be due
In part to a lack of awareness by teachers. Very little has been done
either to make them aware or to assist them if they are aware.
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• • * little has been done to equip teachers
and counselors with simple clinioal techniques andinstruments^ which would enable them to be more sensi-tive to their students," (Puxkey, 1970, pp, 57-8)
If the situation remains uncorrected, Purfcey (1970) warns, ill
effects can be expected. Besides its devastating effects on academic
achievement, lade of interest in extra-curricular activities, the quality
of emotional life, and anxiety, low self concept seems to be self-fulfilling,
has a negative effect on peer relations, seems to permeate through dimen-
sions of the personality not related to actual failure, predisposes students
to under-achievement, and may be detrimental to social behavior.
Even though educators may feel that they are attending to their sub-
ject matter only, they should be aware that this is not possible. By the
way they teach their subject matter or by the way they interact or fail
to interact with students, they are in fact teaching self concept
, Not
only that, but Weisgerber's (1971) study lent support to the idea that a
parallel between affective and cognitive learning exists. Just as low
self concept students find it harder to learn cognitive material, they
find it equally difficult to learn affective material because of the
blooking effects of low self concept's screening of information via selec-
tive perception.
It is difficult to break through the low-self-concept
-barrier once
it has been established. It is not so much how the teacher 4a as how the
teacher is perceived by the student that becomes important as far as self
concept is concerned, Eylon's (1971) study lent support to this fact,
When an observer (0) was perceived as warm and/or competent, Ss second
self ratings were more similar to their rating of 0 than was their first
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self rating. Furthermore, when the 0 was perceived aa warm, he was also
perceived as being more like 3 than under the perception of affective
neutrality. Either sympathetic behavior of the 0 or similarity to him
led to projection of 3s* self attributes onto the 0. In other voids, 3s
were Identifying more with warm Os. Therefore, if the teacher Is attempt-
ing to be affectively neutral, students my not identify with her, and she
may be Ineffective in teaching both cognitive and affective material. The
dedicated teacher, making every attempt to be detached, professional, and
fair, could be making a fatal mistake in terms of teaching effectlveneaa.
If the teacher is aware of the effect of the school experience on
self concept and sets about tiying to correct it, she may beoome dis-
couragod that her attempts seem futile. While she may make every attempt
to be warm, understanding, and sensitive, she may find that the students
are eithor eyeing her suspiciously or responding to her kindness with ad-
ditional discourtesy. This Cregor (1971 ) showed, might be an expected
result, of low self concept. In his study, low self concept Ss reelpro-
cat ed with the opposite behavior, while high self concept Ss reciprocated
in kind. However, the teacher may have an advantage over the experimental
situation, because the experiment er (e) found that the trend toward re-
ciprocating with the opposite behavior was reduced somewhat when face-to-
face confrontation was expected after the opportunity for reciprocity was
given. I shall interject here, however, that face-to-face confrontation,
in my experience, did not seem to deter crossed reciprocity. For example,
students who certainly expected to see me again, would respond to courtesy
with discourtesy. This adds to the difficulty in 'treating* them.
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Yamamoto (1972) comes down hard on the schools for their part in
the etiology of low self concept In students. Because Amerioan schools
place such enormous emphasis upon competition, the educational experience
become* a means to the end of social achievement and Is not savored for
itself. Children, therefore, become driven by the ’nightmare of failure’
.
This threat of nonattainmant is aggravated by« the student's assessment
o. his objective losses and damages, the social devaluation attending these
losses, and the self devaluation which then becomes inevitable. The last
two are what contradict self concept, he saye, and loss of self concept
thfn leads to tactics of counteraction which include attack, escape, and
avoidance behavior. These tactics are all too familiar in today’s class-
room and attest to the progress this low self concept disease has mad© in
American schools. Because of these conditions students feel that full
mobilization is required, and, instead of enjoying school, life becomes
a continuous test of performance. Yamamoto (1972 ) says that some unfor-
tunates literally exert themselves to death psychologically.
finally, filler (1973) found that children who were in school longer
identified with the teacher less.
lufkey (1070) 1 ./eisgerber, Eylon, and Gregor (l97l); Yamamoto (1972)1
and Siller (1973) have shed some light on how school practices can lead
to the development of ' ow self concept in students.
1. The school falls to recognize its importance in the development
of self concept, i.o., its influence is second only to the home.
2. As yet teachers have not been given the help they need in this
area.
3. The parallel between cognitive and affective learning has not
been fully recognized.
4. Students do not identjfy with the affective neutrality that
has been expected of teachers.
5. Teachers may be discouraged by Ibhe crossed reciprocity of low
self concept students.
6. The American school places too much emphasis on competition.
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AjtjfflgjlBg. If there la one clear message that science has
to "bring to the educator who wishes to do something about the self con-
cepts of her charges it is thisi
Man* to a greater extent than any other creature, has the ability
to change, to control, and, in a sense, to create his own environment.
Unlike other living organisms, he has to some extent outwitted his environ-
ment. To a greater extent than any other living creature, he need not adapt
to survive. If it is cold, he builds a fire. Where food is scarce, he
cultivates crops. Where disease runs rampant, he finds an antibiotic.
He need not migrate or seek shade; he air conditions his buildings.
This in no sense means that man has no challenges. There are many
unsolved problems
,
but science offers a way—a direction—hope—a sense
of cantrot.
Control , according to Branden (1969) is the key word in relation to
self concept. When a man feels that he has no control over his life, he
loses hope; he feels Impotent and this affects his self concept. When
man feels buffeted about like a leaf in the wind, he gives up. If a man
is to feel better about himself, he has to be made to feel that he can
take charge of his life and that he can direct its path. This sense of
potency can pervade not only the physical environment, but, according to
Gestalt psychologists, can also be related directly to man’s inner world—
his emotions, his thoughts, his feelings. Man can learn to create to some
extent an inner environment as well as the external world.
The contribution which science can make toward building self con-
cept should not be ignored by educators. It should be pointed up and used
to create in the student a sense of species pride and personal potency
and control.
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There has recently been an increasing awareness among science edu-
cators regarding the responsibility of teachers of science in
-the area of
self conoept.
Leslie W. Trowbridge, president of the National Sdenoe Teachers
Association (NSTA) and professor of soience at the University of Northern
Colorado, addressed the northern area NSTA convention in Boston in Novem-
ber, 1973* In this address on the future of science education, he said,
"There will be more concern for ’chlldrenness*
,
The focus of attention will revert to children and
their progress, the development of their self concept .
-their- feelings of success and worthwhileness .
"The subject matter of science will resume its
rightful place as a vehicle for achieving true educa-
tion - all the changes in attitude, behavior and growth
that bring about maturity and fulfillment in the human
frging.
"It is an era when we begin to see increased atten-
tion to the feelings and attitudes of children . We are
beginning to recognize students as human beings, not jurt
absorbers of facts and principles, or the operators of
scientific prooesses, skills, and competencies. We are
beginning to listen to students needs and requests. We
begin to deem important the development of a good self
concept . Appreciation of values has gained recognition .
We begin to see that establishing good rapport with students
is Just as important as knowing and espousing information «"
(Deveney, 19?4, PP. 28-9)*
Educational consequents of high self concept . If more attention is
given to this subject, and if the attention is profitable in terms of im-
proving student self ooncept, we should expect changes in student behavior.
The kind of changes we would expect should be in line with how students
who already have attained high self concept behave.
*Italics mine.
Coopersrdth (1967) found students with high self concepts none
effective (competent) than students with low self concepts.
Puikey (1970) ‘believes that academic success or failure Is r.s deeply
rooted In self concept as in I. ft.—maybe even more. His study revealed
correlations between achievement and self report. As a result of this
finding, ho concluded that,
It may well be that a positive conception of one's
self as a person is not only more important than striving
,0 get ahead and enthusiasm for studying and going to
school,
, . , but that it is a central factor when con-
sidering optimal performance." (Purkey, 1970, p, 17)
Other studies (Turkey, 1970) indicated that achievement was related
to perceived self. The results of these studies were so convincing that
the importance of paying more attention to self concept in the schools
was again underscored.
Changes in student self view (Turkey, 1970) were associated with
changes in failure rate and/or changes in the effects of the failing ex-
perience, This relationship was strong and reciprocal. This, he says,
should,
, • • give us reason to assume that enhancing the self concept
is a vital influence in improving academic performance," (Purkey, 1970,
P. 27)
He suggests that self concept should be considered to be a vital
and important aspect of learning and development and that the school should
seek, through itB educational process, to foster and promote it in every
child.
Students with high self concepts were described by Turkey (1970)
asj self confident, competitive, assertive, spontaneous, and original.
They had the determination to pursue activities with tenacity and were
involved in their work and willing to pursue it to completion. Their
behavior was expressive and exploratory.
The relationship between self concept and success in school (Puritey,
1970) was clear for boys but not for girls, For high school ace Ss, how-
ever, achievers were found to have higher self concepts than underachievers
Successful lower class children rated themselves significantly higher per-
sonally, academically, and socially than unsuccessful lower class children.
High academic productivity (Purkey, 1970) was associated with high
self concept and self concept of ability was significantly related to
achievement. Concept of ability was found to be necessary for achievement,
but, in itself, was not sufficient for achievement. There hao to be high
self concept as well.
In contrast, the unsuccessful student (Purkey, 1970) saw himself as
less adequate and less accepted by others. Unsuccessful high school boys
also found peers and adults less acceptable. Non-achievers held unflatter-
ing views about themselves, and poor reading was found to be bound up with
feelings of personal worth.
Exactly what is the consequent and what is the antecedent in the
foregoing is a moot point, Purkey (1970) feels that it is a two way street
with continuous interaction. Each directly Influences the other. The self
concept influences performance just as our thoughts influence our behavior
because our ideas about ourselves cause us to edit all incoming information
and this influences our future performance. When the self is influenced,
changed, or threatened, this is reflected in our overt behavior and may
Influence aspects of social learning. In support of this contention lYvrftey
(1970) found self concept to be a better predictor of success than I.Q.
In public school boys and In institutionalised delinquent boys.
Yet, he cautions, the sword cuts both ways. Performance has a heavy
influence on self concept,
Brenden (1969) spoke to this issue. He found productive achievement
to be a consequence and an expression of healthy self esteem, He also
attested to its effects on handling failure. He feels that a healthy
self esteem gives man an inestimable weapon in dealing with errors. His
description of children with hi$i self concepts is vivid and gives the ed-
ucator something to go by in terms of indications that her efforts toward
improving self concept have been effective.
"The hallmark of healthy self-assertiveness in a
child is his visible delight in the action of his mind,
his desire for the new, the unexplored, and his insis-
tent use of the word 'why?
' ,
his boredom with routine,
his indifference toward the undemanding, his obsession
with questions, his hunger for that which will invoke
and necessitate the fullest exercise of his powers and
thus allow him to achieve and experience the growing
pride of self-esteem." (Hranden, 1969, p. 162)
Coopersmith (1967), Purkey (1970), and Branden (1969) related high
self concept to« increased competency
. academic success , more expressive
fiM exploratory behavior , and better handling of failure .
Weisgezber ' s (1971) study indicated that students with high self
images, ironically, are more likely to have an advantage over low self
image students in learning further self-enhancing behaviors.
Wells (l97l) found self concept related to achievement in school and
found that the relationship between the two was particularly strong in boys,
Hutchison (1972) found significant positive correlations between
expressed attitudes toward reading and self esteem.
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Ford (1972) related self concept to future educational career plans.
A a self concept increased, college plans became more long range. ln con-
trast, students with low self concepts tended to drop out of the educational
system.* As Ford (1972) put it, they 'select themselves out'.
Felsenthal (1972) found achievement consistent not only with ability,
but also with confidence in own ability.
Ziller (1973) found that students with high self concepts participate
more frequently than students with low self concepts. High self concept
was associated with higher frequency of participation in group discussion
and greater consistency of response.
Results of studies (Ziller, 1973) indicated that those who have been
supported by significant others tend to support others in turn.
Persons with more complex self concepts (Ziller, 1973) tended to
assimilate new information into the system with greater facility.
"In response to a dissonant situation, the person
with high self-esteem is,
. . . more lively to overcome
the imbalance by cognitive work, that is, Festinger's
(1957) dissonance-consonance hypothesis is more likely
to be upheld by persons with high self-esteem." (Ziller,
1973, p. 163)
On learning, Ziller (1973) feels that stable changes ln learning
be effected only when a change in the self concept is achieved. He says,
A change in self concept which accompanies learning also represents a
critical commitment to the learning objective." (Ziller, 1973, p, 174)
SS!W?. Coopersmlth (1967); Branden (1969); Purkey (1970)1
Welsgerber and Wells (1973-)* Hutchison, Ford, and Felsenthal (1972)1
and Ziller (1973) have related high self concept to the following education-
ally desirable consequents! Increased competency . academic success , more
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If these goals can he achieved by the Improvement of aelf oonoept,
then there oould be no loftier or all
-encompassing educational goal.
C
* Concept Dsveloppffpt.
Before the Improvement of self oonoept can be attempted or even dls-
oussed, some knomledge of the may self oonoept develop. Is necessary as a
background from which to draw.
1 # Developmental Antecedents
Separating the ’developmental' antecedents of self concept from the
' social * antecedents is somewhat arbitrary and artificial since concept
of self cannot develop except in the context of concept of other. Never,
theless, there are some aspects of self concept that are more social than
others and some more developmental. In this section developmental ante-
cedents shall be those aspects of self concept considered to be more raatuxa-
tional in nature, and social antecedents (pp. 78-96) shall be those aspects
of self concept that are unmistakably related to social influences although
some overlapping of the two is not only understandable, but unavoidable.
The development of self concept has been discussed by such theorists
asi Wylie (1961), Hamacheck (1965)1 Coopersmlth (1967)1 Glasser and Bxanden
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(1969), Pw*ey (1970), Well. <1971 ). lMKKJto
. tessara
_ ^
Kizkhardt (l9?2), and Ziller (1973).
Antecedents to self ooncept that are the most easily observable,
according to Wylie (1961), are those that are environmental and those that
are subject characteristics.
One of the environmental antecedents which is easily observable is
parental Influence. Wylie (l96l) noted the following parental influences
on self ooncept
»
1 * child
ff
els hls parents have high regard for him,
Sild!
er°ePti0n 18 a8SOclated wlth » high self concept in the
2 . The perception a child holds about his parents* self conceptshas been found to be associated with the child's own self
conoept
.
3. Ihe parents* actual (not perceived) regard for their child hasbeen found to be associated with the child's self concept.
U. If parental ideals are for the child to be like his father, thisis associated with the child* s ideal for himself and with a
similarity between father and child self concept, if both parentshold the same ideals for a child, this is associated with stabil-ity of the child's self ooncept.
The importance of body image was demonstrated by studies (Wylie,
1961) showing positive correlations between self cathexis and body cathexis.
In adolescent boys self concept was found positively related to consistent
retardation or acceleration of physical development. Ss in puberty showed
positive correlations between body hair ratings and self reports.
Wylie (1961) proposes that self concept is developed and modified
through learning. Ss recalled more accurately stimuli perceived and or-
ganised into some relationship with themselves. Self concept aspects
found to be influenced through learning included! self regard, standards
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of conduct, role, reality testing the acceptance of abilities and limita-
tions and reality testing effects on others. Self concept is learned, she
concluded, through success or failure in manipulating the environment. This
includes both the physical and the interpersonal environment. Only after
success were positive changes toward others noted.
Teaching method (Wylie, 1961) was also found to influence self con-
cept. Studies showed that self acceptance was significantly correlated
with having been taught by 'group therapy' methods rather than by the
traditional classroom method.
Response set (Wylie, 1961) was shown to Influence self concept. Under
self esteem orienting instruction, ego strength was positively correlated
with recall of task completion) while under task orienting instruction,
ego strength was negatively correlated with recall of task completion.
Under conditions of threat to self esteem, performance decrements were noted.
Self concept crystallization (Wylie, 1961) seemed to be reached prior
to grade eight.
Wylie (1961), then, was able to relate self concept toi parent* i
Anflucngft t faflY *nd learning, including teaching methods and E
manipulated response set .
Self concept is to some extent developed through activities which,
while oommon to all human beings, are unique in their manifestations, to
each individual (Hamacheck
, 1965)* These activities are the 'dynamic unity*
referred to by the word self. They are sensing, remembering, perceiving,
imagining, thinking, feeling, and emoting. Every self relates stimuli in
various ways but always with seme uniqueness to its own developing con-
ception of itself. The self is a 'unique active unity* but is readily in-
fluenced by demands outside itself—sometimes forced by them—but still
consistent in eking out its own style and methods of adjusting.
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"I“ 4«velopment of self Insane, the first yearof life la the moat Important, each succeeding year be-o^ng of less Importance, until the image is essentially
completed before adolescence." (Hamacheck, 1965, p, 7)
Sell concept development (Hamacheck, 1965) has been related, then,
es
,
and Its developmental sequence hpg teen pin-
pointed In Importance, l.e., the first year of life being the most ImnorW.
with self image essentially completed by adolesoenoe .
Coopersmlth (1967) related self concept development to type of child-
rearing environment. High self concept was related toi
1 * Control that was positive (rewarding)
2. Management procedures of restraint, denial, and separation
3 . Punishment that the child believed to be deserved
4
.
Rules that were strict, but not harsh or unduly restrictive;
rules that were large In number and comprehensive, but firm
and decisive
5 » Toleianoe ofi contrary opinion, independent opinion, and
compromise
6. Child participation in decision making
7 . Hesponsiveness to child's opinion
8. Resolution of differences through the use of reason gnH
discussion
First born and only children were shown to have higher self concepts
(Coopersmlth, 1967 ) as were bottle fed babies. Low self concept children
were associated with shifts from breast to bottle.
High self concept (Coopersmlth, 1967) was also associated with dose
siding relationships and agreement with family members,
Coopersmlth (1967 ) found parental correlates to self concept to bet
A, Low self concept
1. jSfttto unemployed
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^ • Wigh self concept
1.
father satisfied with his performance
y, close father/ron relationship
A. low self concept
1» KLfftfocr carried previously
2. mother distant toward child
3. mother the punitive agent
B, High self concept
1.
mother employed longer
mother* a self concept Mgh
mother emotionally stable
maternal attitudes i motherhood natural and expected,no sex preference for child, mother cares for child,o rest needed after birth, maternal role accepted
mother affectionate
2 .
3.
4.
5.
• t •
A, Low self concept
!• parents rejecting
2,
less acceptance and comraderie
B. High self concept
1. lack of tensions between parents
2. parents more directive
3. more knowledge of child's friends
4. parents not viewed by child as being negative or
destructive
5* leas permissive, stricter, regarding discipline as
Important
6. parents more interested and available
7. parents with high standards and more demands
8. more zealous enforcement of rules
Coopersmith (196?) related high self concept to the following personal
characteristics! walked earlier, better physique, X.Q. rating above average,
high self ideals, and smaller self/self-ideal discrepancy,
Cel" concept was thought (Coopersmith, 1967) to be pretty well stabil-
ized in the pre-adolescent,
Coopersmith (1967) related self concept development toi & gentle, but
iflPR child
-
.rearlnfi warm, but demanding parents, and the fulfill-
ment of high fielf wfofyforfln-
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Glaaaer (1969) speaks to the development of self concept in the early
school, years* He feels that it is the school alone that pins the label of
failure on children. K© says,
^
"
' • '
*
Jb* carxent philosophy of education, which
emphasises failure, prevents the students from develop-
tea adf-rortt.
. . . If
. , the dilld experience,failure in school during (the first) five years,
. . .
y the age of ten his confidence will be shattered, his
^
destr°yed * and he will have begun toIdentify with failure,** (Glasser, 1969, p, 25-6)
Glnscer (1969) xortW deem the ftort five veare In „ oritleel
to self concept development.
Branden (1969) attests to strong parental influence on the develop-
ment of self conoept. On the negative side he says,
"Children often repress negative evaluations of
their parents, finding it more bearable to reproach
themselves in the case of a clash, than to consider the
possibility that their parents are monsters," (Branden,
1969, p. 78)
On the positive side, he says that parents oan contribute to the
proper development of their children by encouraging and rewarding their
independence and increasing responsibility and by keeping their behavior
towards their children consistent and predictable. This causes the
to feel that he is living in an intelligible and knowable world.
The relationship between good self concept and sense of personal
identity is emphasized by Branden (1969),
"Entailed by the process of achieving self-esteem
is a corollary process} that of forming a strong, positive
sense of personal Identity - the sense of being a clearly
defined psychological entity." (Branden, 1969, p. l6l)
Branden (1969) thereby credits Parental influence with the develop-
ment of self concept and speaks of its strong relationship to Dayprmp^
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(1970) ™ lB aaveloped „ hexperience PeroelvM In terns of 3elf relevance. ^ °“M-
nine Charier. & thl. may the eel, lo both the^
*l0nB «*t~
of the experience s,te
* pr°4uo'“-
• elf conoept develops as the individual been
petent in mastering this environment.
0- Of the experiences tho^t to he conducive to the^"^^
‘
- * -* sensory Sienese. ^ (l “that the self is developed through layer cStcr J
elth smells, si^ tastes f « "»«—
need h
,eeUn8
” 14 18 *—1 hu„ne says, to determine certain constancies from the world f +ftMW,+ . (W . T,n TO o continuoussensation. An enriched and varied ,
, ^
Perceptual environment can be expected
’
“d^ contr^hutee to higher self concept.
Mt /tT
““ " “ *“ 10—
--—* develop-^™3
- A°^
— (1970)
,
the self must l«m
^criminate heteeen the and the
-not me*. » must heccm. shuts
1 IsT "
^^^ h0"^— *-— - -e eay
finds the boundary hetueen the hdy and the cutelde
.crld and begins
* 8e"“ '*1“ “d ”0rth “ " ’"A*- n begins to create Itself,
f awareness and an anaroieae of the presence of significant
«*«» ««ge during the early month, of Ilfs, lbs nature of the love
“* * ttl“ tlM *- ov°r'*helnlng influx on hoe the uorld®d self are seen. According to Purkev ('icon') -i*.^ y ^97°)* self concept is molded by
psated behavior of significant others, parents giving the earlleet
-dnraisals, The
-ther-s role l. strategic since she determines the stature8
**
father> *" '*'nd, « self ***** becomes aeacclated „ith hie brents'
re®«i for him, and this Influence contlnuee throughout the sdoleecent years.
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The emotional climate of the ft ally (Purkey, 1970) may he more im-
portant than economics or social factors although awareness of rac al and
religious group membership contributes to self concept, particularly race.
There seems to be a greater awareness of this in Jewish children. Non-
asmbership is sensed with as much impact.
Purkey (l9?0) believes self concept is developed through self rele-
vant experience as the individual learns to master his environment. The? j
self-relevant experiences includes sensory awareness , body awareness, and
self, » Slgn^rt <?pnt others provide the first appraisals as well
as the nature of the love and care received in these early years. Al-
though parents are especially important in this respect, members
and race and religious group membership perception, or lack thereof, also
make a contribution to the developing self concept.
Veils (1971) believes that the self concept is learned. In his
words,
"... how vitally important early childhood is in
forming the kind of person we become. We are particularly
vulnerable to the responses we get from our parents (par-
ticularly our mothers).'’ (Wells, 1971, p. 8 )
Quoting Purkey (1970), he continues, "'For good or ill, the child
is molded by the repeated behavior of the significant people in his life,*"
(Wells, 1971, p. 8)
Wells (l97l) believes that the self concept is learned from early
childhood experiences with significant others , especially parents .
Yamamoto (1972) was concerned about the developing self concepts of
minority group members due to the 'hereditary stratification' of ethnic
minority groups. By age 2 or 3, race awareness has developed. Race
Preferences are established between ages 4 and 7. Hie initial phase of
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budding self rejection and self hatred reflects a perceived low evaluation
by generalized others, This rejection becomes directed toward the self as
a whole rather than the self concept per ae. The child rejects himself as
a human being. Rejection by others, rejection of self, and rejection of
others, then becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. This is a result, Yamamoto
(1970) believes, of the unspoken, but explicit declaration, 'You are not
one of ua and are not wanted here.’.
Yamamoto (1972) points out that ethnic minority groups are not the
only minority groups whose self concepts are devastated in this way. Others
include j the mentally retarded, the mentally ill, the handicapped, the
criminal, and so forth. These groups are stigmatized and held at arm's
length with devastating effects on their self concepts.
Yamamoto (1972) believes self concept is established in early child-
hood, yet it remains pliable through the elementary years. This fact gives
the teacher an extremely important role to play in the development of self
image.
Yamamoto (1972) believes that the self concepts of minority groups
are damaged through a perceived low evaluation by generalized others, and
emphasizes the importance of the teacher in molding self concept through
the suable elementary years .
Hassaxd (1972) points out how self concept is developed and signaled
via both non-verbal and verbal communication.
Non-verbal communication Includes i body language, use of time and
apace, and observation of others.
Concepts of self and others are both signaled and learned through
the use of such body language as* a frown, a smile, a nod of the head,
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sodo-cultural gender signals, hand gestures, arm positions, walk, and
respect signals.
The same is true for signals given by the use of time and space.
For example, the first thought we have when the telephone rings in the
middle of the night is that something is wrong. And what does being
invited to a party *at the last minute' do to our self concepts? Other
cues might be given by signals of space ownership, i.e., when a person
backs away as he is approached. All of these time and space signals affect
our interpersonal relationships and our self concepts. They also give us
cues to the self concepts of those we observe.
Kee* observation of others (Massard, 1972) can give us cues to self
concept. For example, a child may be playing to win or playing for
pleasure. Hie tactics he uses may be meaningful. He may laugh heartily
or giggle nervously. He may be crying for joy or for sorrow. Non-verbal
sounds may give us cues as to how he feels about himself. These can also
be indications of how he feels about us. Non-verbal communication works
both wayb. It can tell us how others feel about themselves and how they
feel about us, i*e.
,
these become a way of learning self concept and there-
fore become important in self concept development.
Massard (1972) discusses the development of verbal communication in
detail because, with its development, self concept also develops just as
ftil concept development occurs most frequently through the medium of
language.
The first stage is the stage of 'sensorimotor intelligence'
, This
stage is egocentric and the world is considered to be an extension of the
self bounded only by immediate time and space.
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Thia is followed by & stage of ' preconceptual thought*. In this
stage there is an overgeneralization between the concept of object and
-the oonoept of class.
The next stage is the stage of 'intuitive thought'. In this stage
perceptual mechanisms still play a major role. What is seen, felt, and
heard, provides the basis for beliefs and thought structure. Speech is
egocentric with no regard for the listener. In contrast, socialized
speeoh facilitates real communication with the listener.
At about age 11 or 12 comes the stage of ‘formal operations' from
which point on there is a strong relationship between the language employed
and the mode of reasoning.
An alternative version of verbal communication development (Massard,
1972) is somewhat shortened. The stage of 'naive psychology' brings an
awareness of the body and the Immediate environment. In this stage thought
and speeoh begin to unite. In the next stag© speech is egocentric. This
stage assists in the process of individualization because this speech be-
comes the speech for oneself—inner speech or verbal thought.
Thus, Massard (1972) believes that self concept is both learned and
communicated through non-verbal signals and, that the development of verbal
communication and the development of self oonoept occur together, verbal
communication mediating the structuring of concepts, including concept of
self.
Development of self oonoept begins (Felsenthal, 1972) in the prenatal
period and in early infancy. The prenatal period should be of concern be-
cause the physical self plays an important role in self concept. In the
first months of life, self concept Is developed through the satisfaction,
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or lack of satisfaction, of biological needs, but non
-biological need sat-
isfaction is equally important* trust, security, recognition, and love.
In this period these needs are most often met through tactile stimulation.
From this point on, significant others become extremely important. Self
attitudes become consistent with those expressed by significant others and
are largely derived from their reflected attitudes. The mother assumes a
most important rolei mothers with higher self esteem have been found to
have higher self esteem children. Sine and structure of family are also
important. Higher self esteem is possible when there is easy and corapet~
ible mother-father interaction. High self concept has been associated
with i
1. Acceptance and respect for individuality
(Children axe included in discussions.)
2. Realistic parental expectations
(The child’s own criteria of evaluation are used and the
child is encouraged to develop independence.)
3. Freedom with controls
(The child gains experience in decision making processes
and learns to live with the consequences of those decisions.)
Low self concept has been found where comparative evaluations between sib-
lings are made.
Cnee the child enters school Fesenthal (197?) cautions, the teachers
can serve as surrogate parents, thereby becoming significant others.
Felsenthal (1972) has suggested that self concept development begins
ln the Pgrf-M &r4 early infancy through satisfaction of both bio-
logical and non-biological needs and is thereafter adopted from significant
&&52T9 through their reflected attitudes. Child-rearing enviomment is
important, as are family relationships . Here, the parents, particularly
the mgther . assume the major role.
Kirkhardt (1972) structured In detail those antecedents to self con-
cept he called 'psychological pathogens*.
1.
Lack of consistency and Units. Sometimes a highly damaging
interactive pattern develops, vith mother, dad, and sometimes teacher un-
able to decide, vith any consistency, on vhat the limits for the child should
be. It is often hypocritical because the extreme and extravagent threats
vhich are sometimes made in desperation cannot be carried out leaving the
child vith no limits at all. The child develops internal Inconsistency,
and his behavior becomes increasingly disorganised. The result is an
anxious
,
insecure, and angry child,
2. Overcoeroiveneas. As a result of this the child becomes unsure
and fearful of nev eituations. He viu, therefore, constrict hie efforts
to reach out into the environment.
3. Perfectionism and criticality. Sometimes a child is bombarded
vith ill
-defined and constantly accelerating standards for achievement.
This leede to chronic frustration, demoralisation, depression, and despair.
It makes it hard for the child to acquire a really good feeling about hlm-
oeif
. A child whose expectancy of success is low because of extremely hi*
wale will predictably fail because there is too much focus on deficiencies.
For this
» he w111 only anger and resentment.
4-. Failure to achieve success in responsibility assumption skills.
This occurs Idles not enough structure has been provided, when teaching has
been inadequate, and when there has been insufficient practice to insure
suooeas. This leaves the child unable to frustrate the whims of the moment
for sake of long term goals.
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5. Overindul£ence
. In thin cane the child Is kept dependent and
relatively helpless.
6. Rejeotlon by significant adults. Rejection can be perceived
Iron such diverse occurrences as. death, divorce, serious Illness, arguing,
and beine lenored. The peer group tends to take over as the dominant In-
fluonce.
7. Identification with adult neurosis. An adult neurosis can he
directly, incorporated by the child, it is a straight-line learning process.
G. Primary identification with the opposite sex adult role. Sex
role identification (Kirkhardt, 1972) is probably the keystone of the
self system. Inappropriate sex role identification can result from in-
sufficient attention from the parent of the opposite sex.
9. Dishonesty and deception. The child is sometimes confused by
the adult tendency to maintain a double standard. This confusion de-
creases his ability to cope with the difficult realities of life. He In-
creasingly confuses reality with the fantasies of rationalisation and self
justification. His self punishment may range from guilt feelings to acute
psychotic delusional states.
10.
- amily stress. Problems which place stress on families includes
sibling rivalry and competitiveness, communication breakdowns, marginality,
and instability and breakdown of the family unit. In a situation of in-
tense sibling rivalry and competitiveness, the child can become over-
whelmingly discouraged. This aggressive T»ttem can also become a way of
life. Every failure in this unhealthy game Is a blow to the self concept.
Communication breakdown can begin when a child is told regularly to ‘keep
quiet*
. Substitutions for communication include: quarreling and bickering,
slLno. an, attach each other rather than the issue. r^ lMlUy
occurs when fbmily members tael that they are lass privileged than others,
.causes this can h. due to economic Insufficiency and sosatlsaa to social
Isolation, Faally units as a^ become unstable
.hen dlvoro. and san-
ation are Atoned constantly. Ihe child becomes nervous, tnsaoura. and
chronically worried. Other threat, to family stability Includa. aloohollsn.
serious disunities of parents, severe aental problem., psychological die-
turbanees, death, and institutionalization.
H. Hiyslcal abnormalities and deviation.. Imperfect or emc.pllo^l
physical sxtnrth can create In the child a nasslve feeline of Inferiority
^d a lac, of healthy Interest In other peofle. Other debilitating ab-
normalities nay Include,
-sally hip* cr lou^^ Mpeol|a_
1) handsome, dull, or homely, and the depressive effects of clnutrltion
such as listlessness and ajathy.
12. Guilt. Guilt Is the by-product of anger and resentment. It
een result from .lahlng another harm er even death. Guilt can also result
from sexual feeling
.hid, tend to be Inhibited In our culture such as
masturbation and exploration of genital parts. Other culturally tabooed
activities such as stealing, dishonesty, vanity, and envy can also bring
on gum fadings
. Unresolved guilt can result In: accident-proneness.
ed'-m. vaUicre, dc-rcFslon, unsarrsnted fedingo of Inferiority, and
irrational fears,
13. Socio-cultural prod™.. These problem, become the conemm not
only of the family, but of the school and religious Institutions a. »dl.
Gne problem 1. personality breahdosn shloh Includes mental Illness.
alcoholism, so, delinquency,
.option gap' proUems can produce fed-in.s of isolation and alienation and. In none oases, antisocial behaviors
and even bored*. These problems near away feeling, of Initiative, dignity
and adequacy. Portion Increase Pauses croadl^ rtth Its attendant
’
icciTb-s of anger and aggressiveness. The physics! problems of over-
crowding,
.uch as bldoglcal bydevn are worsened by the psychology
*—«-l- sense of person identity
and creativity. The Phenomenon of segregation by age and television-,
violent, callous, and superficial modally effects increa.se alienation,
indifference, and violence, sudden situation factors euch as accident
.
hospitalization, rape, and witness!^ violence *ch as murder or acts of
are harder to deal with when there has been previous, Insidious erosion
Of psychological stability thr*gh these soolo-cuitural problems.
f-irichardt to*). thou, has Point, out the
«hich can be so detrimental to healthy self concept development.
studies toner, 1973) found t0 * ^ ^
Vfi't-h Q. F^LX?CS(i dGCTftflea 4 .ea ecrease In the second grade. Thertafter, It tended
‘O increase until about the sixth grade.
tj6aiaaax 15 jo self cpncM,t according to ZUler (1973),
arrl.allty can be brought about hy membership lr. such 'fringe' groups as
''r0UI:°
, 41stlnotlve taclal e**». the adolescent group, and even
membership In s marginal group suoh as first line supervisors. Being In
such a group is in, being trapp. mthln the field fore, of t*o opposing
EWUP°, 1,e
-
thC Cr0UF a'*>™ see the Individual as an Intrudes-, and
the gsoup below may see him a. a dialog member. In either case, he la
rejected or, at least, not fully accepted.
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Til ^ (1970) ' 1,0118 (lmh . mmu*“ K
;
““ (1S72)
' "* <*»> -e <~d ae important te aelf ’~ 4eV°l0I"”t
' 018
—
- .Wte, Mpe.
y waste, te&Uime, isastes, m&m^ Aila
^eutemm:, Mm * .
>elf ass™.,. .
J:at3^-aSBSitjr. Belt reWvt
“i£aUitos
-
Ztv and
It «.^ agreed that the development oelf^ w<n_
ana remains pliable until ubecomes Mre orl^
2 * Soo%1 A ntec«dfmt.^
Although the developmental antecedent. to self ooncept koto by no
means devoid of
'significant others' it win *
,
,
. ll be seen that the social ante-
cedents are far more other-involving.
wm. (1961) nays that self concept ta Oeervw
options of p^ri r ,
a. Importance of the inflate of sl^ificent others la explored
Hawcheok
<1965) "here eome very strong statements regarding this ln-
*" “dS
- Sto0te“ ««- the self are thought to have to
° eXClU5lVely
”lth ^«^°nal relations and are morally oriented, this1° because, it is believed, these self traits have been structured reder
•»ng moral pressures, l.e., »hat significant others see as
-right- and
eood is demands, and shat they see a.
-bad- or
-.rung- is rejected.
0 % or doing what is considered •bad' or 'wrong* bv aimUM°y s gnificant others
contributes to feelings of inadequacy.
This fact can be68 used to good advantage bv th« ^
1965) because It Is to the .
°“tor (Hamacheck,la
extent that on. f.elB inadequate that hbe taught. further, it I, jo.,^ f#r he can
Ing peers and teachers to be
s e the family, lnclud-
0 °°Bt slsnlflcant others macingprocess all the easier
^ the teRchlng
**• However, by the time this
into play, the individual le that k "
ight C0Ee
18 nwch older and, therefor .less and dependent. ihi8 .
’ le8B helP~
J^duces impact and influence.
In large measure, (Hamacheck
,
discovering and clarifying faulty
lDV°1Ve8
—— »,
“r
“ *““
-.
*
—
~
every human being wants is a resueet w,
- better, to have hie l*lvideellty treasured. Onlyt^TTexperienced the „orth and value of oth .a
stand human nature If
''Mh O ers through empathy can really under-m . an Individual le given the opportune
“4 explore his potentials, he vlll re. „
Portunlty to erprees
’ n 1,111 spond favorably.
Permanent and creative
Learning can occur ,m
‘ °h**' 1?65) «“« be forced.
°C°”
— 1* in 1U- by the Individual. forced learu
4 ,
8
“*
— as threat 1
. a^
'
disappear, Ihere Is no such tU* as direct t***, there 1
'
facilitation of 4
'
is^
f .e., making it easier for the individual to1WnU
- learning incudes m^lng wvl8l0n f
*
tlon of Information and materials «,
‘^1-
•belmg there* In .
^ “* and
”
— *» ««. u_u, «„
“ U f«
-V. a ^loult process.
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The perfect setting for the facilitation of true learning (Hamacheck,
1965) would he one in which threats to the self are at a minimum, and the
uniqueness of the individual ia appreciated and respected. Another re-
quirement would he the freedom of the learner to explore the available
resources, following his own interests and potentials. Individuality needs
cultivating, not weeding out. It is absolutely necessary that the individual
have the freedom to 'affirm, express, actualize, and experience* himself as
a unique person.
But, Hamacheck (1965) warns, in educating the individual, it should
never he forgotten that there is the ever present element of significant
other,
"We might clarify further by saying that what-
ever made the significant people fed more comfort-
able is accounted as right and whatever made them
fed uncomfortable is accounted wrong," (Hamacheck,
1965
, p, 3 )
The structure of the psyche (Hamacheck, 1965) is such that self value
is determined by the attitudes of significant others and any effort that
is made to counteract this appraisal, is best made before the develop-
ment of language and the higher thought processes, for tame being is both
self and other 1 both individual and universal; both personal and cultural.
Anyone attempting to alter self ooncept must keep all of the elements of
sdf concept development in mind not only in order to know what to do, but
also in order to know the difficulties which will be encountered—the ob-
stinate obstacles in his path,
Hamacheck (1965), then, not only /.hows the educator how to move to-
ward dsyelpplng ooncept through the educational process, but warns
that the jn&UQpce o£ t^e .significant others is a powerful force which,
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mth« than Data* overcome. 1. beat reeogniaed, aM poaalWy used, Wax
as the educator can attain the status of significant other,
Oocpwth (1967) la convinced that one of the
.pacific condition,
or experiences relevant to the formation of aelf concept la aucceea. Success
am be experienced In 4 areas, pceer, alEnlfleance, virtu., and competence.
Kl. study .earned to Indicate that the area, of al^lflcanoe and competence
were most Important to the development of self concept.
In order to feel successful in the area of significance (Coopersmith,
1967), a person must receive support and encouragement. People must show
interest in him and affection for him. Rational discipline seems to be
one way to bring this about. Another way to feel significant is to receive
recognition.
To feel success in the area of power (Coopersmith. 1967), one must
be able to control not only his own behavior, but also the behavior of
others.
Success in the area of competence (Coopersmith, 1967) is experienced
by high levels of performance.
Success is experienced in the area of virtue (Coopersmith, 1967)
If a person ^Judges himself to be highly moral, ethical, or religious.
area include8 vhAt is usually thought of as the ‘higher’ goals.
Competence may become valued (Coopersmith, 1967) through experiences
(rained in school. Self concept can be markedly improved if methods are
appropriate to the environment and realistic for the individual.
There is an awareness of social distinctions communicated by the
«ay a Child is received In school (Coopersmith, 1967). Success ln +.hf
***# oan be provided by the teacher giving support and
encouragement ,o tho student, showing an In,,™,. lt , hlR an<3
for him, by giving hi. recognition, and by using rational discipline.
nupoeso In the aye* of, asm
£
(Coopersmith, 1967) can bo elvon by
allowing the student the experience of controlling his own behavior and
taking responsibility for it.
aacaS0 m the f rrf Of rMaa (Coopersnlth, 1967) oan be provided
owing the student to succeed in performance and by helping him to
doe. the gaps between his aspirations In this area and his performance.
aSfca
-ia"Ml*-JW> ~ 71 r>'“? (Coopersnlth, 1967) can be provided
by helping him to be true to himself, to be freely expressive, to be self-
valuing and self-trusting, and In helping hln to develop the
.Milt, to
defend himself.
Coopersmith (1967) points out that our society rahe. the greatest
demand, for Independence and freedom from the Influence and control of
others and at the sane tine for reliance upon other, for Judgement of es-
teem. We come to rely on the Important Interpersonal Influences of accept-
ance and eupport. Aaelatanoe for achievement of high eelf esteem oan be
given through acceptance, limit definition, and respect. Sensory enrlch-
»ent 1, also Important since under these condition, self Initiation ln-
creasea
. Suoo... depend, on the importance of an Immediate, affective
Interpersonal environment enhanced through acceptance and expression. All
people uee the expectation of suooeee rather than the hope of eucceea ae a
guideline.
Coopersmith (196?) has suggested that self concent.
Itogfo the exjaeylence
__of guccjg^ ir^^ of mwer . vlrtu^
and has provide a fen guidelines for accompli*,
ins these ends through the educational process.
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TWer (1969, feel, thai there only 2 klndo of fliluM> ^
“ “ ClMel7 lnt0rt"1^- ** « is armicai to se^te tt«. Chllaren>
he says, need affection desperate! v Wfh ,l ly, both from their teachers and from each
0+h*r ' 0n°°^ fMl «*>" then better able to tolerate
he rejection Jir.y will encounter when they try to love. Only a
x.riaon who is loved develop*? thp ,.,«+* n
.
- e motivation needed to succeed and feel
worthwhile.
ovc and e»l "Orth are so Interdependent, says Olaseer (i960), that
they
.ay be properly related under the tern Identity. This is the single
bc-lc need that
.people have, to believe that they are someone distinctive
from others and that this someone is important and "orthvhlle.
The only 2 places "here children can achieve sucoeeeful identity
(Olasser, 1969) are in the home and in the school.
Respect, for individuality in education is aealn stressed.
Ins Jt^rr 3 aM) " • • ' f® remember-g wna othe s deem necessary important
hep, in to believe that elthn-r * VThey; . . ,
an problems or, ^
solvable through
. . . education." (SLsfS^W,T »>
Glaseer (1969) maintains that the faUure. f,iw. e.
l°ve
.
and frllmv^ achieve se1f yopth . are int.rt.ined into a failure to
attain Itotiil, the single basic need people have. This hae Implications
for the educator
.ho hope, to develop self concept in the classroom.
Ibikey (1970) .Iso emphasises the Importance of interpersonal rela-
tlonahlp8 in the development of self concept. He says that the min In-
fluences on the development of oelf concept are those Influences brought
PA
to boar by significant others. Self evaluation, he believes, arises, direct,
ly from equation, of self by others. He feels that It would be difficult
Indeed to overestimate the Impact of significant others. Children behave
as their significant others expect them to. These expectations become
internalised and become self expectations. The fulfillment or lack of
fulfillment of these affects self conce}. 4) ,
In the Interpersonal environment of self (Purvey. 1970). another
Influence Is the general feeling of acceptance. Unconditional acceptance
enables expansion as a person. Only In an environment shore one Is loved
and surrounded by loving persons Kill the capacity for love be developed.
Interpersonal relations, therefore, must Involve love, warmth, concern, and
being seen as a person of value.
Respectful treatment (Purfcey, 1970) and considering the child's
views help to enrich this type of environment. He should be made to feel
that people care about him eud have a positive regard for him. He should
be able to perceive affection from them.
In the school (Puzkey, 1970), a sense of group membership should be
developed with a sense of affective meaning attached to it. This is im-
portant to really 'get into* a person and be able to help him see his
value. It can be done, however, only after group trust in interpersonal
relationships has been built up. This can be facilitated by teaching
students to listen to each other-to listen for meanings rather than merely
for words.
The importance of sucoess to which Goopersmith (196?) referred is
Picked up by Purkey (1970),
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rated, a'fSlu^/^t^blllt^ important and highly
?££*£**• •^Siitrsu0?:
r
1^-
»rr„5 »°e
(Purkey, 1970, p. 9)
eTtl”»tlon of other ahuitisa."
ftu*ey (1970) concludee nth on. no** caution, the orltlcal
factor, after all. la not ho* the .Old la vleaed. Out ho. he Interna
the views of him.
(1970) haa reinforced the stress on the significance of Inter.
JMSWri relgt.lonhhlia in the development of self concept and haa pointed
especially to the importance of a fool i
^
Of., flopept,fmce hv He
also agrees with Coopersmith's8 U%7' assessment of the Importance of
t0 **** developing self concept.
™B1C (W71) Wteta t0 *** <W72) night call a •p.yohologl-
pathogen
, He name that the echool environment Is not poaitlve. Ihe
child 1, repeatedly Informed of his failures hy a person aho la 'older
louder, bigger, and vested *ith authority'. „e says
anevere
. ^ can con-
trlbute to the developing self concept In a »y that 1. detrimental to
both child and educational process.
lamamoto (1972) complains shout mhat the American culture does to
the developing self concept. He condemns the competitive standards forWng a person's vorth and the accent on 'mhatness' achievement, since
-cing something out of o^aelf le stressed, someone l„e if another
TM. has a detriments effect not only on self concept, hut as a
consequence of Its detriments effect. on self concept. It has
detrimental effects on Interpersonal relations. This is 'because, he says,
patterns of coping; with desired ob.j ots and with interferences of other
people in the pursuit of these objects are 1 carried at the same tine and
in the same way.
He complains of the ’social audience' that determines whether certain
individuals should "be retarded as different "by pinning on them degrading
labels and making degrading interpretations on some facets of their being.
This same social audience then gots on to determine the roles they wish
these ’deviants’ to play. He gives the following example of how far these
in+ erpretations have gone in their permeation through the American culture.
Yamamoto (1972) found that an obese child (ar. aesthetic impairment)
was least liked by girls, and the forearm amputee (a functional impairment)
was least liked by boys. These negative attitudes in children were shown
to increase with age.
Ya:.amctc (1972) says that most theorists agree that social inter-
actions are of crucial importance in self concept development, Han per-
ceives and defines himself as he believes others perceive and define him*
This has been called 'the reflected looking-glass self'. Social sanctions,
demands, rationales, and models are gradually translated into personal values
and incorporated in the self. This ’subjective public identity* then serves
as a stable reservoir of information for the self concept, the 'private
identity'
.
However, there is dynamic interaction hero (Yamamoto, 1972). The
self concept is sometimes eclectic of the Information in the social reser-
voir. In conformance with self concept, some roles are accepted and some
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r^eo+ed. On the other hand, personal valuta end judgements can he uacrl-
flood on the altar of security and affection (real or Imagined) from sign-
ificant others, i.e., parents, teachers, and peers.
Yamaroto (1972) would agree with other theorists on the Importance
oi parental and teacher Influence. Their important influence la In the
capacity of mediators and models with definite views and values. 31nce
they are significant others, their views and values are not taken lightly,
I can exist only through, and in relationship to Thou.
Yamamoto (1972) noted the power of the American culture over the
developing self concept through its emphasis on competitiveness and the
influence of the
.gfilpftl Social interactions and sanctions in-
clude those wielded by the significant others, parents ftpfl teachers .
Massard (1972) supports the idea that self concept is developed
through maturation and through learning, both conscious and subconscious.
This development is socially mediated through communication with or with-
out language. The child slowly develops a perception of what is self and
what is not self through the influence of this communication. Massard'
s
definition of communication is broad. "... all behavior, both conscious
and subconscious, by which people influence each other." (Massard, 1972,
P. 27)
Massard (1972) feels that self concept is learned through conscious
and subconscious communication from others.
Felsenthal (1972) is convinced that self concept is learned from
observing the reactions of others. External appraisal is & gauge for self
evaluation.
It would seem that one of the primary sources for observing with
self appraisal in mind is parents, although Felsenthal warns that most
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studies are correlational and, therefore, no direct cause anu effect in-
ferences can be drawn. Some of the greatest parental effects on self esteem
seem to come from consistent acceptance with respect and concern, and free-
dom and Independence within carefully defined limits. However, how a parent
expresses love has been found to be another very powerful Influence.
Felsenthal (1972) outlines some of the social learning aspects In
the development of self concept. There is an Identification with the
parental Sfid&L, early learning often becoming imitative . Not only are
overt actions learned In this way, but also feelings, attitudes, and self
awareness. This is observational learning.
Felsenthal (1972) believes that self concept is learned from obRwrnrfwfr
qie yefic^ipfis
.flf plfteyp , particularly parents . This learning is
ihpppgh j.£eqi1flflectio?!
, ..modeling, imitation, and observation .
It would be expected that Ziller (1973) would have the most to say
about the social antecedents of self concept since his whole theory rests
on the dependency of concept of self on relationships with other. He calls
his theory a self-other concept theory.
He describes self concept as a mediating agent between the organism
and the environment. Self evaluations, he believes, are rendered in terms
of a social frame of reference provided by significant others, and that
these self evaluations are, therefore, not absolute, but relative. Self
esteem, then, is assoioated with consistency of response to the environ-
ment and regulates the extent to which the self system is maintained under
conditions of strain.
He believes self concept is learned in the same way any other concept
is learned. New information about the self is continually available! the
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self concept le, therefore, subject to continuous differentiation. This
le followed by the winterration made possible by the relatively enduring
social schemata.
. .. .P
1®8® aoclal schemata Include self above other
m
?;f
e than other, separated from other, in-
ot5®r * similar or dissimilar to other, morecentral than other, different than other, close n+hnv
and oonneoted with other." (Zlller, 1973, p. 143)
’
Ziller (1973) agrees with other theorlete about the inportanoe of
significant others in the development of self concept. He feels that the
basis for self esteem is perceived membewhlp in a group of significant
others. He writes,
... there exists for each individual.
. . af^lve of significant others, and self me^n-
^ * 2“
0t*0n
°f Jf personal weighting of others
1973 p mf evaluation of *** Person." (Ziller,
Parents are the first and most important significant others (Ziller,
1973).
the rMT* J
10?®88
°f
socialization and self
-acceptance,diild adopts the point of view of the parents and grad-ually substitutes self
-reinforcement for parental reinforce-
m
1
1
r
?
tf h® identlfies with the parents and rein-forces himself on occasions similar to those when he has
d^nd««r^ by.Pftrents - In and with increased in-epen ence the self concept rather than the parental con-
cept serves as a more meaningful and reliable model forthe reinforcement process." (Ziller, 1973, P. 8)
' ih0n the 01111(1 leAQhes the 8ta«e where people other than the parents may
become significant others, (ziller, 1973) information concerning the pos-
sible consequences of his behavior is usually transmitted directly to him
**ther than to the parent-child complex. In this way he begins to establish
his identity as & separate and unique individual.
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Althouch 2iller (1973) found no relationship W*. 3elf ooncopt
and 3ES, high self esteem me associated with the regularity of the
father's employment. Ihe extent of a father's job-related absence and
the mother's rating of the stability of his employment could be related
to the discrepancy found bet.een the child's self report and the teacher's
rating of his self esteem.
High self esteem (filler, 1573) *as found related toi
1. mothers with high self esteem and emotional stability
2
‘ S^aZ^o™^? \e sttentlv« concerned therebysaving sons more likely to confide in fathers y
%
“r,aTor^ipB -ore
4. dearer patterns of authority and areas of responsibility
5» first bom and only children
more loving, clo^l SltiSipf
1
nith^ilSen
,
sellable - -^rT
in Ziller' s (1973) words, high self conoept children,
dPVAin^J
*
*,
Were s°cial3
-zed in such a way that they
Under8tandlne of the norms of theS/f?1 J5! ooinmmity and were reinforced byparents for behavior consistent with these norms.
pmbabimv^S^^+f16 has L higherty
? V°?
ltiye reinforcement by others leadingto higher evaluations of the self." (ziller, 1973, p7l04)
Low self conoept (Ziller, 1973) was related to,
1. more previous marriages
2. mothers uncertain of feeding and shifted from breast to bottle
3 * eU
+^
anC
f’
but nore hRrsh treatment, parents use punish-
+
than reward
» parents inconsistent in their^Lula-
1680 dcaandi^ and more permissive kTtheir attempts to control their children's behavior
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According to Siller (1973), low self concept,
.
"
• • * develops from a poorly delineated basis for
social reinforcement and subsequently, a lack of social
reinforcement
,
Hie child with low self-esteem develops in an en-
vironment with poorly delineated models for behavior or
conflicting models, where?.s the child with high self-esteemhas before him a clearly depicted model and is consistently
/°T behavlor whlch Is congruent with the model’sbehavior." (Zlller, 1973, PP. 104-5)
The presumption here (Ziller, 1973) is that self esteem derives from the
parents' support of the child when his behavior matches their expectations.
Concerning the beginning of self concept development Ziller (1973)
says,
. , x ?*
e a8 a system,
. , . begins
. . , when theinfant is subjected more and more to the social responsi-bilities of the parent. ... the infant learns that the en-
vironment is cooperative only under certain conditions.
. .Ut is an environment of) contingent reinforcements.
_
inherent conflict between self and others 'becomes*
clarified, and in the process, the infant learns to distinguish
the self from others
. . .
raent
Onoe
"... the social self emerges
. . , with the develop-
of the concept *I»,
. .
." (Ziller, 1973, pp. 94-5)
the self concept has started to develop, other pressures, such
as those of the culture or society as a whole, come into play. Assistance
in the evaluation of abilities, opinions, and emotions comes from the social
comparison rirocess.
Gnoup affiliations add further information about
the self through comparisons and contrasts with members
and with other groups.
"Festinger's theory of social comparison is based
on the assumption that a correct appraisal of one's own
opinions and abilities in relation to those of others is
presumed to derive from a more basic need for a clearly
defined self concept." (ziller, 1973, ?. 78)
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In support of this contention, studies filler, 1973) showed the
interdependence of self acceptance and social acceptance. This may well
be the way to the achievement of a stable self system, i. e
., by screening
personal behavior through the seive of, the expectations of others, the
norm of the group, identification with others, and social trust. Ibis is
true because in any self-other situation, it becomes crucial to the in-
dividual that he is able to expect support from the other. He insures
himself against an undesirable outcome in this way.
"The classic conflict between self and other may
+w flf
e
r
1V? in Pftft *y form±nfr » coalition with the other,
oneself as included within a groupof significant other persons.'' (Ziller, 1973, p. 29)
*
Such an arrangement benefits society by providing assurances that
social behavior will be consistent and by serving as a mechanism to control
conflict. It should not be forgotten, however, that conflicts may still
arise because the Individual needs both autonomy and mutuality.
Ziller (1973) relates the effects of the social comparison mechanism
to certain aspects of sooial learning, pointing out that the social com-
parison mechanism would be most ineffective without the expectation of
social reinforcement.
learnln
^» th® ecological concernsinclude the criterion for social reinforcement
,
sources ofS
°
..J!
lnf0
r?
ement
» and the effect of social reinforcement.
. .
.”[• opterlon for social reinforcement may be expected
l?
d
®J
eTmlned, in part at least, by the characteristics ofthe family and the culture.” (Ziller, 1973, P. 102)
As a child, the desired reinforcements are food, care, and affection.
In order to obtain these, the child becomes oriented toward meeting the
expectations of the key family members. In a Kibbutz (ziller, 1973) the
situation is different. Here the children orient themselves toward many
others rather than a significant few.
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Citudles of mobile and non-noblie children (Ziller, 1970) jead to
the sane conclusion. Mobile children were found to orient toward stable
significant others for maintenance of self definition, but these others
were seen in relation to the self. On the other hand, the less mobile
child saw the self in relation to significant others. In either case,
"... when the family is the locu3 of social reinforcement, the child
indicates hlfh self-esteem." (Zillor, 1973, P. 13
.
5 ) On -the other side
of the coin, persons with high self esteem (filler, 1973) were found to
have histories of social reinforcement. For example, high self concept
was found to be associated with social acceptance, winning an election,
socio-economic status, parental reinforcement, and recent marriage. People
with high social interest were found also to have received support from
significant others. The close interrelationships among these processes
is demonstrated by Ziller (1973).
"Since self-esteem is socially derived and re-
inforced, reduced social interest also is associated in
turn, with reduced self-estimate
,
which in turn, is asso-
ciated with Increased self-centrality and reduced social
interest. The process is cyclical and degenerative."
(Ziller, 1973, P. 65)
-°r example, persons institutionalized for social maladjustments (Ziller,
1973) were found to have low self estimates. This contention is further
documented.
"The inability to maintain a workable degree
of stability under conditions of self-other con-
flict is assumed to stem from inadequate guides for
behavior (low self -rteem and low social inter-
est) which are assumed to lead to withdrawal (high
self
-centrality)." (Ziller, 1973, P. 64-5)
In order tc insure an adequate amount of needed social reinforcement,
self-other conflicts must, to some extent, be resolved. One way of accom-
plishing this is throu^i the process of the ego identity and group identity
Sty
duality (filler, 1973). Tgo identity in equated with self esteem, and group
Identity is equated with social interest. This duality enables an individual
the freedom to identify himself both apart from and included with others.
Self support is provided via self esteem, and social support is provided
via social interest since for this interest, he expects reinforcement from
others. It is via this duality that. social adaptation taJces place. As
filler (1973; puts it, "We learn to react to ourselves as others have re-
acted toward us." (Ziller, 1973, P. 3*0 It is this process of introduction
that is involved in Identification with others. Identification may be viewed
as mffide^lpg behavior. The socialization process involves the Imitation of
selected models after having observed the model* s behaviors and attitudes.
If the model is perceived as similar to the self or if the model is an
admired person, the individual is required to make fewer adaptations for
differences. Through modeling or Identification with others, the probabil-
ity for having behavior supported increases. At first it is the parents
who serve as models. Children who lived In fatherless homes, for example,
identified less with father than children of the sane are and SES who lived
in homes where the father was present. Later, peers and teachers may be-
come the models. The more models an individual has, the greater are his
prospects for social reinforcement .
"Identification can be said to occur when an
individual adopts behavior derived from another person
or a group because the behavior Is associated with a
satisfying self
-defining relationship to this person
or group." (Ziller, 1973, p. 16*0
These adopted behaviors can become internalized when the behavior
is in congruence with the individual’s value system.
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This kind of social learning (ZiUer, 1973) my involve change in
solfi. These new roles arc socially reinforced vhen the role behaviors
meet with the expectations of group members.
This adaptive process may continue until there are changes in the
life style. Ziller (1973) says,
"
• • • environmental changes coupled with the
normal demands for resocialization accompanying changes
^^
e0t
+w
1<>n
J
a
®f
oelated age and position may
endanger the adaptive process." (Ziller, 1973, P. 96)
Studies (Ziller, 1973) backed up these contentions. As Ss increased
in age, there was increased identification with various groups, but as
retirement age approached, group reference scores diminished.
Increasing age is associated with increasing
identification with significant others and increasing
seif-esteem, at least up to age 40. It is possible
ttuit this age is accompained by a decreasing growth inthe number of supporting groups of other persons, and,in fact, the slow erosion of existing groups such asfamily, through various forms of attrition ..."
(Ziller, 1973, P. 100)
These environmental changes that come with age may be major factors causing
observed changes in self concept (Ziller, 1973).
Ziller (1973) saw identification as an alternative to marginality.
In order to avoid marginality, the individual may identify with either
group or assume a position between the two.
Alienation, according to Ziller (1973), occurs when there is a lack
of congruence between the individual's evaluation of himself and his evalu-
ation by others.
Summaiy, The social antecedents to self concept development were
attended to by Wylie (1961), Hamacheck (1965)1 Coopersmith (1967) j Glasser
(1969)
,
ftokey (1970), FEBDC (1971), Yamamoto, Masaart, and FaUanthal (1972),
and Ziller (1973).
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It »B found that .If conc.pt 1. oh.erv.nc fh. _
^ ~ * s
U teaww,a bT «'«'*'<*« °<hm ’ U t***±*~* th ,^n
aLjMga^-aM' °f
-^' ^B^aiBtMco. and elen.c.
lB tea|lfl*Bt *p i^sasmi rflMi^ilp.^.^1^ of
U *—***« tfhofll ‘ n agoentuatloe Of the native,
misbehavior and xrong anasers. i. ilMajgJttl,,*.. ouitev...^m^mtiuvepenr . i. tr i, _
&E_a?SW Xmrnlm WWIHW1 Of identification. modeling, Imitation, and
observation, and 1. aglM the social eoanen^
.^,ffn1rr ln ^
hope of social reinforcement, jffia, m U. development 1. an Identity
aifay? 4u^ to
.
failure to love and fellups to achieve ..r f e.^
th.e time the definition of self concept begun ln Chapter I can
be completed. Through the exploration of th. social and educational con-
sequent. of self concept and through tracing its development. Its effect,
on behavior become dramatically d«r. The final definition of self con-
cept is the following
i
My self concept Is a fsslAflg I have about me, resulting from a dueler
°f aAup
.MfflWIt.fl made by me on me as a result of my experiences
, and It
manifests itself in my beh&vfl.Qy.
This definition Includes all of th. aspects neeea«ry to fully de-
fine self concept, asailsn, multidimensions j,
, t y , evaluation, l.c,. and
behavior.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
North Middlesex Regional High Sohool Is a 1600 student Junior-
senior high school located in Townsend. Massachusetts. The region in-
corporates the towns of Pepperall and Ashby as well as Townsend. These
towns are located In north central Massachusetts hordering on the New
Hanpshlre line. The else of the region necessitates bussing students
for distances up to 20 miles.
Biology Is a required subject taught In the 10th grade. There are
3 tracks from which students say choose, college biology, general biology,
and Ideas and Investigations In Science ClIS) biology, the last 2 usually
referred to as 'general biology', students who enroll In college biology
are usually those who expect to go on to college. Junior college, cossunity
college, nursing s*ool, or some other technical school. General biology
Is offered to those etudents who do not plan to go on to college after
hi* 3*001. Usually these students are those enrolled In the business
curriculum and those planning to enter other skilled trades after gradua-
tion. IIS biology Is limited to those students who are having an unusually
difficult time In science, not having been able to a*leve more than a D
or an F In previous science courses. Their grades In other subjects are
usually similar to their grades in science.
IIS biology Is a curriculum especially designed for these students.
The text Is in 5 parts or 'ideas' and at the end of ea* Idea the student
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ie allowed to keep hie book. The printing le Urge, the reeding level,
approximately 4th grade, and the text, replete with pictures and cartoon
characters. Ihe course is approximately laboratory or activity oriented
therefore the text is largely a laboratory manual in which the students
may write their answers and observations.
tte 5 Ideas Hhlch sake up the curriculum are. inquiry, evolution,
genetics, homeostasis, and ecology. Bach book takes about 2 months to
complete.
A * Population Definition
The 2 groups of students involved in this study were those enrolled
In the general biology curriculum using ns materials. From September,
1973, to mid-January, 1974
, these classes were performing comparably both
academically and behavioraUy. their language ras crude, often obscene,
their peer relationships Here replete Hitt hostility, 1.,., stealing, hiding,
and defacing each otters 1 property, teacher/pupll interaction Hitt both
groups h-s loss than desirable Hitt more time being spent in s,^ r-., nr
and keeping them on task than on instruction per se, degree of task orienta-
tion in both groups Has Ion Hitt a great deal of mischief, such as throning
"ater and propelling elastics and splthalls, replacing their assigned task
activities, and much teacher Urns had to be epent tracking do«n laboratory
equipment that had been 'misplaced 1 or replacing equipment that had been
damaged or defaced.
The experimental class, C block, consisted of 21 students. The con-
trol class
,
B block, had 24. Both classes were composed of about equal
numbers of boys and girls. I taught both classes.
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In mid-January, both classes were manured with 2 self concept assess
lng Instruments and 1 classroom interaction analysis instrument. These
Instruments mill he discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
Prom this point on, the control group, B block, mas taught general
biology with IIS materials. Ihe eocperlmental class, 0 block, mas taught
general biology with IIS materials, supplemented approximately once a week
with self concept building activities. These activities ere discussed in
more detail in the appendix,
end of June, 1974, these classes were again measured with
the same 2 self concept assessing instruments and the same classroom inter-
action analysis instrument. The results of these appmisals will be dis-
cussed in Chapter IV,
B
* Cpncpp-fr Measuring Instruments
Before deciding on the beet aelf concept aaseecing inetrument to be
used in this study, it was necessary to research self concept measuring
devices per se.
1. Historical development
Table 4 (pp. 100-107) shows the historical development of self ooncept
assesaing instruments. Without a doubt the most common types are self re-
ports and projectives. The projective tests (Bcurlssaau, 1972) were the
first to become popular, dominating the first 15 years of self concept
measurement. 195I on self «port measures became incxeaeingly common,
gaining in popularity by the middle 1960s. Direct observation tedmlques
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did not appear until the early 1960a tut never reached the statue of either
of the previously mentioned types. In 1970 the behavioral trace technique
«ade a brief appearance but never sained much popularity.
Basically, there are 2 types of self concept measuring techniques
(Bourlaaeau, 1972). formal and Infernal. In formal techniques uniform
methods are generally used and the data gathered is normative. Informal
techniques are simply suggestions for observation.
Formal techniques (Bourisseau, 1972) inolude projeotives, self versus
self/ideal invsntoriee, semantic differential techniques, sooiometrics,
snd the like. Informal techniquea may be either verbal or nonverbal. An
example of a verbal technique might be as simple as Hatching to comments
»«de to the teacher or attending to verbal interaction uith peers. By
these methods Insights might bo gained concerning the child's perception
of himself. Other verbal techniques might include listening to what the
Child says through the medium of puppetry or reading shat he wrote in an
autobiography. tlon-verbal techniques include, teacher observation, evalu-
ation o. handwriting, analysis of speech patterns, observing the role assumed
in free play, or attending to degree of muscle coordination.
Formal techniques (Bourisseau, 1972) dominated the first 20 years
of self concept testing. Ihe first Informal technique appeared in 195L,
Haohover's suggested analysis of line quality in handwriting. This was a
nonverbal technique. The first verbal informal technique appeared in 1963
with the direct observation of speech patterns.
The projectives, ehlch dominated the first 15 years, use ambiguous
tamka (Bourlaaeau, 1972) alloying Sa to structure the situation in their
0wn way. 'Hie projective best,
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...
‘ deal8 with the asPect of the person-ality which ascribes to something or someone afeeling or an emotion which originates from with-in. (Bourlsseau, 1972, p. 86)
It la an unconscious mechanism (Bourlsseau, 1972) not recognised as
a projection by the Ss. Projectlves use such techniques as figure draw-
ing, sentence completion, and picture stories.
Figure drawing Is generally used more often than any other pro-
jective with children. The oldest figure drawing projective was described
by Kaohover In. 1948. It Is called the tow a Person Test
. The child la
told to draw a person and makes his own decision about 'what, where, and
how'
. It is, "... a representation of the self, or the body in Its
environment." (Bourlsseau, 1972, p. 88) Meaningful are, the sire and
proportion of parts, details Included or deleted, overall emotional tone,
Placement on the page, and line quality and control. Other figure drawing
projectlves Include the Family Drawing T..t described by Hulse In 1951 and
the HTP developed in 1967.
Sentence completion projectlves (Bourlsseau, 1972) are semlstructured.
The 3 is Provided with a sentence stem or one or more words and Is Instructed
to complete the sentence with the first thought that comes to his mind.
The disadvantage of this kind of test Is that its purpose can be recognised.
Mainly It reveals conscious concerns, fears, wishes, attitudes and feelings.
One caution with sentence completion tests must be noted, they are greatly
Influenced by Immediate circumstances requiring that they be redone over
time since, over time, there Is a, "
. . . consistency of the Internal
phenomenal state in expression.” (Bourlsseau, 1972, p. 95)
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One of the most "idely use.! sentence completion projectives (Bourls-
seau, 1972) ms described by Kuhn in i960 and is called the Tncntv 3tate-
meata
.
Tsst of Mg Attitude - nhn „ y, 3s are ashed to respond 20
different ways to the question, "Uho are you?"
The results of the picture story projective- (Collier, l9?l) depend
on a child's perception of his environment. The child is asked to tell a
stoxy tdiea stimulated by a relatively ambiguous picture. Imagination is
stressed in order to avoid the rote repetition of something heard or read
previously. One of the oldest in the Themtio Apperception Test (TAT)
described by How and Hurray in 1935. Another well known one is the
Children's Apperception Tent described by Beliak and Beliak in 1950.
If clinical tests arc not available (Bourisseau, 1972), suitable
Pictures can be taken from magazines, picture books, or coloring books.
It is important that it be an action picture, portraying conflict if pos-
sible, smd pertinent to the child. Resolution of the conflict should be
unpredictable.
•me picture story projective (Bourisseau, 1972) is appropriate
throughout the elementary grades
. The child is instructed to begin with
events prior to the picture and to develop an ending. Identification with
a small figure in the picture is assumed. The child's stories can indicate
feelings regarding adult/child relationships, peer relationships, ability
to relate to authority figures, and conflict situations. Analytical em-
Ihasls should be on story content and development.
Another type of formal technique (Bourisseau, 1972) is the self versus
self/ideal inventory. The assumption underlying this technique Is that the
Ill
stable
,
well-adjusted child Is satisfied with himself. The S is presented
with a list of characteristics which he rates on a scale that represents
the degree to which he thinks he is like the quality named. The second
response requested from the S is that he rate these characteristics accord-
ing to the degree he would want to possess them. A wide discrepancy be-
tween the 2 ratings would indicate that the S is unhappy with himself and,
thus, has a poor self image. When self concept is measured, this is a
device commonly used. It is a good research tool because it can be quanti-
fied. A disadvantage is the structured format, Rogers developed the first
self versus self/ideal inventory in 1931. Others include the one developed
by Butler and Haigh in 195^ and the one described by Lipscott in 1958,
There are 2 basic types of self versus ideal/self inventories (Bourlss-
eau, 1972)i the Q-sorts and the personality adjustment Inventories. Q-sorts
are individual tests of which there are 27 types ranging from words to
sentences. Ss are asked to sort cards on which items, descriptive of per-
sonality traits, have been individually written. The cards contain equal
numbers of positive and negative traits plus some neutral ones. Depending
on the test, there can be from 80 to 100 items in all. Hie S sorts these
<ards into stacks which range from most like him to least like him. Scoring
consists of giving the cards in the ’most like* stack a value of 1, The
cards in the 'least like' stack are given values according to the number
of stacks, other items flailing in between. In the second sorting, the cards
are arranged according to the degree the traits match the self ideal, Ss
are asked to distribute most of the cards near the center. High self and
self ideal correlations indicate that the S feels better about himself and
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has a "better self concept. Lower correlations indicate poorer self con-
cepts. This technique is recommended for second grade and up.
Large sections of personality adjustment inventories (Bourlsseau,
1972) use a form of the self versus self/ideal method. In one form charac-
teristics are attributed to fictitious children by name, the name depending
on the 3ex of the S, The S responds in terms of self and then self/ideal.
In addition Ss are asked which fictitious child would be most acceptable
to father and then to mother. Ss responses indicate whether or not they
are satisfied with themselves and provide insight into the compatibility
of their feelings about themselves in relation to their parents’ aspirations
for them. If the child’s interests and ambitions are different from his
parents'
,
conflict and emotional concomitants oan be suspected.
A third formal measure (Bourlsseau, 1972) is the semantic differential
technique. This technique polarizes attitudes and attributes and then asks
the S to determine where, on a oontinuum between positive and negative, he
sees himself.
One such measure (Collier, 1971) is the ^school Self Concent
Test described by Woolner in 1966 which can be used up to about kindergarten
level. The test consists of 10 plates with paired pictures on each plate,
he pictures represent personal characteristics in the preschooler’s cultural
environment* The test rationale is related to needs, concerns, character-
istics, and developmental tasks of children, parents, and teachers. There
are separate but compatible subsets for Negro and Caucasian boys and girls.
3s are asked which boy or girl they are and then which they wculd like to
be * 1x1 'fchis ^ to 'th sel;f awl self/ideal are represented. The greater the
agreement, the greater the satisfaction with self.
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Another semantic differential (Bourlsseau. 1972) was developed by
Hodgkiss In 1969. It Is called the Hodgkiss 3elf-Gonoen+. sci
—
^
te3t is *“ Pictorial fern, the pictures depending cn the
sea of the S. Aotivitles pictured depict polarized oonoepts such as happy/
ead or sharing/selflah. »e set contains 14 pictures la all. ft, s
plaoes pegs la holes lndlcatlag the degree to uhich the picture la lute
him. tte holes are numbered from 1 to ? with the negative aspect given
a value of I and the positive, 7. Good self ooncept Is indicated by a
high score. This Instrument is properly used from nursery school through
second grade.
Another xell-known formal technique (Bourtsseau, 1972) Is sociometrics.
Ihe assumption underlying this technique is that a student's position and
changes In position la the social structure Influence his progress and
development. Sociograms determine stars and Isolates, stars are those
children selected as friends by many classmates. Isolates are not regarded
as desirable friends In a peer choice, they are rejected children. Children
are asked to check, from a prepared list, classmates they Kould like to be
«lth In a social situation and then In an academic situation. Choices are
recorded on graph paper. It la importuit that the children recognise the
purpose for the aoologram. me aoologram la appropriate for every age level.
In Interpreting aoclograms It le Important to remember that It la relatively
impossible to feel good about oneself while being isolated and rejeoted,
hut one can be accepted by a group and still not feel good about hlmaelf
.
Isolated are almost certain to have low self ocooepta, but usually there
is a differentiation made between social and academic situations. The
suocese of the aoologram depends on the relationship between students and
teacher and the Implementation of the results, but one thing remains dear--
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self concept Is affected by social status. Soclometrlc devices were de-
scribed by, Dinkmeyer in 1965, Benney in 1968, and Meyers in 1970.
One of the Informal verbal techniques (Bourisseau, 3972) is conver-
sation. For this purpose, 4 types of structured Interview have been developed.
In the first the student is asked to tell about 3 wishes. Here it is pos-
sible for the teacher to expand and clarify statements. The second tech-
nique involves asking the student which animal he would like to be and why.
The third technique is more appropriate for upper elementary levels and
involves asking questions in written form. Engaging students in conver-
sation about their dreams is a fourth technique. A dream which is sufficiently
bizarre or different may suggest problems.
Puppetry (Bourisseau, 1972) is another informal verbal technique.
It is often easier for children to communicate through the personage of a
puppet. The characters should represent persons pertinent to the child
such as parents, teachers, and peers. Stories should be in simple langu-
age, related to the children's ideas, direct, forceful, and obvious. Action
is Initiated by asking the children to enact an ending to a conflict situ-
ation posed by the teacher, or they might be asked to make up a story from
their own imaginations. Roles may be suggested for children to play. This
technique is appropriate for all grade levels.
An informal verbal technique (Bourisseau, 1972) appropriate for upper
elementary students is the autobiography. It is essential to assign it as
an exercise in creative writing. The teacher should specify topics such
as, a self description, a description of parents, siblings, and anyone
else in the home, type of family activities, how the child spends his time
and what he likes to do, and his ambitions and dreams. An autobiographical
device was described by Dinkmeyer in 1965,
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The first of the Informal non-verbal techniques (Bourlsseau, 1972)
is simply teacher observation. Any isolated bit of behavior can be a clue.
Handwriting (Bourlsseau, 1972 ) is another non-verbal informal tech-
nique. Poor self concept may affect handwriting, Things to look for night
include line quality that is light, sketchy, and Indecisive, or a strong
start which disintegrates. These may indicate loss of motivation to com-
plete the task. Line quality observation techniques were described by
Machover in 1951 and Koppitz in 1964.
Another informal non-verbal technique (Bourlsseau, 1972) is the ob-
servation of speech for content, volume, inflection, and choice and ordering
of words. Undertalking may indicate deep feelings of inadequacy and a basic
feeling of lade of self worth, whereas overtalking is more indicative of
anxiety. Speech observation techniques were described by Eisenson, Auer,
and Irwin in 1963 and Meerloo in 1964
.
A fourth non-verbal informal technique is that of observing the role
assumed in free play. Periodic notations may reveal difficulties in social
adjustment. Consistent playing alone may reflect a basic rejection of self.
Other notations might inolude who the child is playing with and what he is
doing. At the same time, conversations among children may be noted.
Observation of muscle coordination (Bourlsseau, 1972) is a fifth in-
formal non-verbal technique. Children with learning problems usually have
difficulty in body management. An impaired sense of left and right and
difficulty in judging space oause running into and stumbling over things.
Things to note Include lack of arm and leg coordination and distractibility
or hyperactivity. Almost without exception, the child who has difficulty
managing his body has a poor self concept. A technique for observing
muscle coordination was described by Cratty in 1970.
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Other Informal nonverbal techniques (Qourisseau, 1972) include the
use of body language such as eye expression, muscle tension, and distance
to others.
Wylie (1961) discussed the reliability and validity of some of these
self concept assessing instruments. She felt that reliability tests on
Q-eorts were needed and that the forced sorting affected construct validity.
Yet, she found the results of Q-sort measures positively correlated with
tested and Judged differences between groups. Differences in Q-sortings
were also noted pre- and post therapy. She noted that the self sort is
less stable than the ideal sort, probably because the ideal self may be
a cultural stereotype. The positive correlations found pre- and post
therapy caused her to feel that these tests had some discriminant validity,
but she felt satisfaction with self and satisfaction with other should also
correlate. In Q-sorts, she cautioned, item simplicity and clarity is im-
portant. She complained,
'??? three-fourths of ail sets of Q-sort items no
rnSSllty information is available in published souses,or 90% of ail sets, no information on construct validityfor inferring the phenomenal self is available in pub-
lished sources ..." (Wylie, 1961, p. 6l)
On the other instruments (Wylie, 1961 ) (rating scales, questionnaires,
and adjective check lists), she reported incomplete information on reli-
ability and construct validity. Yet, she admitted, predictions regarding
differences between groups that were made based on these instruments were
confirmed. Further problems with these instruments included response set
acquiescence. She advised balancing positive and negative items to con-
trol for this. Another difficulty was that global scores were obtained
without weighting. She cautioned that the importance of honesty needs
11?
to be stressed and anonymity should be insured . She suggested that self
concept be elicited in the context of other ratings so that it would appear
innocuous to the 3s and thereby be more revealing of the phenomenal self
than are private actual self ratings. Concerning the instruments re-
viewed! she concluded,
"For two-thirds of gll instruments, no reliability
information is available In published sources. For 80^
of a3A instruments, no information on construct validity
for inferring phenomenal self is available in published
sources
, ,
." (Wylie, 1961, p. 86)
Even when reliability was reported (Wylie, 1961) it was the split-
half variety which does not measure time associated errors. Yet, she
felt that test-retest reliability overestimates total reliability.
Nevertheless,
"... there is some evidence that scores derived
from different instruments, utilizing varying content,
different operations on Ss part, and different scoring
procedures, do tend to be measuring a common variable or
variables
. .
(Wylie, 1961, p. 107)
Coopersmith (1967) felt that there were 2 ways of measuring self
concept* subjectively and behaviorally. Subjective measures involve
asking the respondent to answer direct questions. Although the validity
of this procedure has been questioned (Wylie, 1961), Coopersmith (1967)
found that discrepancies between subjective and behavioral indices were
rare~“less than 10/2, He found that the majority of respondents were non-
defensive, and, therefore, subjective measures might be more valid than
projective indices. He supported his contention that the self report was
a valuable and valid self concept assessing technique by drawing from the
thoughts of other self concept theorists* Rogers 1 Allport j S&rbin and
Rosenberg | Strong and Federj and Purkey, who felt that the self report
was a sample of self concept that was valuable, useful, quick, and
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”anl" B,e3' felt th“ “>« Individual ha. a right to be brifeved am
that the hay to th, value of the self report depend, on freedom from threat.
They agreed that characteristics revealed by the self report oould be in-
portant to teachers
.
Bore than merely defending the validity of a self concept assessing
technique, Coopersnlth (196?) sent on to defend the wlldlt, of jrpipg the
construot
-self concept- in a scientific study. He said,
, ...
" ’ • * U seenB reasonable to assume that self
^
a
fLiri
lther ®°r® n0T leSE rellable scientif-ically meaningful, or leas open to experimental study,
• • • Th - ba3l« inclusion
within scientific bounds is, after all. to be reaolved
smlthfS^ * 28)
exh0rtator
’
r wounds." (Cooper-
2. Instruments Used Since I960
Self concert researchers from the 1960s on, although using a variety
of assessing techniques, showed a great deal of preference for the self
report type of measure. Table 6 (pp. 119-125) describes some of .these
self report devices. A brief scanning shows not only that they are many
and varied, but also that most of these instruments were designed for use
from the elementary level through high school. A more careful perusal of
the table provides a fairly good idea of the nature of these instruments,
rendering a more detailed discussion both repetitive and. unnecessary.
Although the self report device seems to be the most popular in re-
cent years, it is by no means the only device still used. Direct, observa-
tion (Collier, 1971) is a technique that can be used in conjunction with
rating Males as well as by itself. In 1963 Butler described the use of
a Concept to be used to record such observations. It con-
sisted of 6 items described by a 5 point rating scale.
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Th® £&&*** Self Concept Judgement Scale , described by McDaniel
in 1967, is another instrument (Collier, 1971) that is used to record the
results of direct observations. It consists of 37 behavioral descriptions
which are rated on a 5 point scale from 'never* to 'always'.
In 1969 DiLorenzo described several direct observation techniques
(Collier, 1971), only one of which utilized a rating scale for behavior
recording. This one is called the Te&cher Measurement of Pupil Self Cnn-
£ept. It is a paired comparison rating scale of only 3 items. Observers
rate how the S sees himself compared to peers, teacher, and classroom
materials.
Direct observation techniques (Collier, 1971) can be used with or
without rating scales, in structured, unstructured, or contrived situa-
tions. A contrived situation described by DiLorenzo in 1969 is the Dolls-
s
.
elf Test
. In this test the child is asked to find the body part, depicted
in a picture, on a doll and then on himself.
FEEDC (1971) discussed the use of direct observation to infer self
concept. For this technique the 0 uses a checklist of adjectives de-
scribing the child's behavior and then fills in a questionnaire called the
Inferred School Self Concept Scale . It consists of 15 items based on ob-
served behavior statements, responded to on a 5 point scale from 'negative'
to 'positive'. FERDC described a similar instrument called the Orange County
Inferred Sglf Concept Scale which also consists of 15 items with responses
similarly described on a 5 point rating scale from 'negative' to 'positive*.
In 1970 (Collier, 1971) a. technique called the behavioral trace was
described by Nimnlcht. It consisted of researching the attendance and
tardiness records of children to infer self concept. Because of Its nature,
this technique is called 'archival'. It can be used to indicate accretion
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and erosion of groups as sell as to Infer self oonoept. I, used In this
way, It is called a ’physical tracing*.
Another behavioral trace technique (Collier, 1971) Involving the
use of a rating scale called Big ifrUng for Measuring a Chi;s'
n
gaf
-
CWgpt . was described by Fltsglbbon In 1970. It 1. a wtroapeotlv.
devise measuring 9 psychosocial factor areas described on a 5 point seals
from ’high* to ’low*.
In 1970 collier developed another retrospective behavioral trace
technique to be used In conjunction with a rating scale called the Hereof
flgport an emusell! Behavior- nils technique Involves asking jawnts to
rate, from memory, their children's behavior.
A somewhat different direct observation technique developed by IOX
(1970) is called the Perceived Approval Situation. The teacher announces
to the class that certain members have impressed her with their general
behavior and way of doing things. She says that these students are not
necessarily at the head of the class as far as grades are concerned, but
that she is generally very pleased with them. She then adds something such
as, "If you think this applies to you, please see me sometime during the
week so that I may talk with you". Students who respond are assumed to
have better self concepts than those who do not respond.
IOX (1972) revised this technique somewhat, but it remains basically
similar. Students who report are given a few words of encouragement, asked
if they would like help with extra projects, or if they would like to under-
take one on their own.
Work Posting, developed by IOX (1972), is another kind of direct ob-
servation technique recommended for use in grades K-6. It consists of
having tha teacher announce that students nay either turn in their work
or poet It on the bulletin board, equal credit to be given either say.
It is assumed that students who choose to post their work have better
self concepts than those who do not.
In 196? (Collier, 1971 ) Levin and Lafferty described a projective
technique using oued construction crUed the IsMummA of Self Concent
*S. gtf-yt It Involves requiring children to draw pictures.
and Other pergons Teat (Collier, I971) is
a projective developed in 1967 which Involves presenting the S with a pic-
ture of an unknown child and requiring yes/no responses to the test items,
ihe typo of response eliolted is called ’view of the stimulus through choice
sad/or ordering*
. There are at least 3 forms of this test.
Another projective (Collier, 1971) developed In 196? elicits the same
type of response as above. It Is called the Self Acceptance T-t and re-
quires Sa to sort pictures of animals and humane Into like ne/not like me
piles,
A similar type of response (Collier, 1971) is elicited in the Children’s
34f-SqpM
.
Test
,
a projective developed by Long and her associ-
ates in 1967, but this instrument requires both choice and ordering.
Some projectivea, such as I;TP and Make a Boy/fclrl, were discussed
in tiie previous section, but not all projectivea are as formal as the ones
described above. Observation of self expression in role play, doll play,
*«d other play techniques are classified as projectivea.
Although the reliability and validity of some of the older instruments
and techniques were discussed in the last section, more needs to be said
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of the reliability and validity of some specific instruments uaed since
I960. The reliability of some of these instruments can be found in Table
7 (p. 130).
£»pqr^th , .a
_3slf Egtyga Ipvwnt qyy , developed in 1959, was validated
(Hutchison, 1972) via teacher observation of behavior. Correlations found
were high
.
The validity of the Self Concept Scale described by Muller
(1971), was obtained in 2 ways. Concurrent validity was obtained by com-
paring it with another instrument j content validity, via authorities,
FEHDC (1971) reported greater validity for their Inferred School
§.elf GgP99
.
pt test than they found with self report. Their conclusion was
based on the comparative predictive capabilities of the 2 measures. Their
instrument was more predictive of what the child did in school than what
he himself reported.
Most independent self measures were found to have significant, but
low correlations with each other. The £flHBLS£lf Esteem Scale , developed
in 1971, was found to have a correlation of ,63 (Gregor, 1971) with Coonear-
SgjAh'ft
.
SgjLf Es
.
tggm Inventory . Independent self measures were found also
to have low correlations with direct observation measures using the ob-
server as instrument. However, most of the Instruments are norm referenced
rather than criterion referenced.
Cautions in the construction of self concept assessing instruments
(Purkey, 1970) include attending to the form of the instrument, the tone
of the items, response restrictions, instructions, and response frequency,
as well as proper data processing.
Sometimes the form of the Instrument (Purkey, 1970) may result in
a response set for one end of the scale. For example, Ziller (1973), in
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developing his Social Srtr
_
~MaL-aiLU^C‘ •J9ftIa i found * to left statushierarchy in several trials with dif-p™~..+™“ ferent groups. Changing the form
of the Instrument can correot this difficulty.
tone of the items. Positive or negative, may influence 3 re-
sponses in a way not anting hy the resear^er (lurfcey. 1970) and.
US. invalidate the results. Item tone, therefore, should he carefully
scrutinized.
in forced choice items, one difficulty (Purfcey, 1970) is the in-
herit response restriction. The Oration thus produced might lead to
‘ neeatlV" EttltUde 0,1 S ' s *“* invalidating his responses.
Instructions (Purfcey. 1970) must he wo** so as not to influence
the perceptual process in a way not intend* hy the experimenter. Besponses
can sometimes he set by the may instructions are worded or given.
Response frequency (Prrfcey, 1970) oen contaminate results, especially
' *" “V* Ch°l0M «» is repeated retesti^.
Even if all goes well, the results of a study can he rendered in-
vniid (Purfcey, 1970) if there is improper scoring. if statistical mea-
sures are inappropriate, or if interpretation is incorrect or shallow.
The instruments described in this chapter hy no means comprise an
shaustive list of self concept assessing measures. Q-sorts, for example,
not only meagre self and self ideal, hut also teat self satisfaction.
self references, self awareness, and behavioral alternatives In various
combinations.
^
In addition to the paper and pencil tests described, there are
O'ylie, 1961) social personality Inventories, attitude scales, social
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maturity scales, and problems inventories. In various combinations they
may use such devices as dichotomised adjectives, personality word cards,
ranking self and others, socially oriented anxiety clusters, self re-
garding spans, and rating as peer group would. The things which these de-
vices measure, relating to self concept, can ^nge from resistance to
delinquency to feelings of personal worth.
Although most theorists would attest to the value of instruments
to measure self concept, not all of them would restrict self concept
assessment to the results of such instruments. Branden (1969), for ex-
ample, contends that one clue to a man's self concept might be gained by
attending to his value system. He says that differences in values may
reflect differences in a man's basic premises, in his fundamental view
of himself, in his view of others, and even in his view of existence.
Kan's values may reflect his views of what is possible for him and what
he feels he can expect from life. He says,
A man's basic values reflect his conscious or
subconscious view of himself and of existence. They
are the expression of (a) the degree and nature of his
self-esteem or lack of it, and (b) the extent to whichhe regards the universe as open to his understanding
and action or closed ..." (Branden, 1969
, p, 125)
Bianden (1969) further contends that a good estimate of a man's self
concept may be gleaned from attending to his aspirations and goals.
The scope of a person's productive ambition re-flects, not only the range of his intelligence, but-
most crucially, the degree of his self esteem. The'higher the level of a man's self esteem, the higher
the goals he sets for himself and the more demanding
the challenges he tends to seek." (Branden, 1969, p. 123)
High self concept men, according to Branden (1969) want a challenging,
effortful, and creative existence
.
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M“a“1 <19?2) ** thc
- P«™n uses can be s means
of estimating self concept, a. context In *l* TOrds a„ placoJ ^
alter meanings *1*. she contends, lie uithln the p«,pl. u0. the
words.
Brands (1969) concurs. *1* este™ deficiency c™ he suspected.
he =*7.. -hsnever someone Is heard to ask. »«ho an 1 to knou? to Judge?
to decide?*
In therapeutic situations (Wylie. 1961) the follovlng are regarded
as indices of Increasing health, nee self descriptions Indicating self
auaren.es, statements Indicating acceptance and responsibility for one-
self and others, perceptions of actions and evaluations regarding self,
and comparisons of present and past self perceptions.
3 # Instruments Used in This Study
TUO of the Instruments selected fer use In this study uere develeped
By ICH (1972 ). m«y uere chosen for several reasons, the first being that
these particular Inatruments arc jam^-agaaaai Inatruments, uhloh.
for th. purpose of this e*dy. 1 bolleve to be Preferable to ^-Mferaaced
instruments.
In the criterion-referenced approach to test construction (IOX, 1972),
the first step Is to formulate an objective as clearly as possible, have
Its importance to the learner confirmed by appropriate Judges, and then
design test Items to measure student attainment of Jhat specific obwiu.
"Ihe emphasis 1. on the saafflMMS IfiiHSSl ft defensible objectivem tfca
assa la ss&ssaa jhai objective ." (rac, i972
, p . lu)
In contrast (10X. 1972), the purpose of a norm-referenced test Is
to •spread people ouf, l.e., to produo. a test uhich .ill discriminate
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among Individuals. lh« main concern of ouch a tout ia not to determine
the degree to *ioh tteae Individual have attaint a^loular otJeotlvet
ae in the criterion-ref««o«i approach. Further, the traits measured hy
norm-referenced tests are often rather general and stable, nehlng these
measures less active to any <*ang.s *,ioh he the possible result
of an educational practice.
1. desWsSrSlTJo^us^
of groups or indivlSs !£hCd
criterion objective, both beforfand ae a reaS^
L
educational treatment." (lax, 1972, PP . iuSj)
f
This, I believe, is the more appropriate kind of measure for the
type of study undertaken here.
Another reason for choosing the instruments designed by IQX (1972)
is that they are specific for M^rrvX
"In IQX collections of affective objectives
^ tK
6a
!^eS d!7el0pcant e^orta have been focusedon he preparation of materials which mv h* ,10^
u!Jf
SeS
?
qU*Uty oftm ^u^tlonal
6
a^Cctivemeasures
rfiould be put is educational rather thanit has not been necessary to defend the vSidity of
_a ^.ven attitude measure for an AMjvjdual child,
user should be concerned lnaiead"wl'th group aQ3ess_
^I^lng jnf°ym^ti
,
on ftboHt groups has been «r
1L 1® hlghly doubtful whether theinstr^ts«m be used diagnostically with individual students,ibis, of course, places upon the user of the material
pose^o?^^
1
^
*° empl0y soley for the pur-
!lOX, 197? J
Wer® <1&Slgned--gS3UP
Since it was group assessment that was aimed at in this study, this
feature provided additional appeal.
The care taken by IOX (1972) to validate and continuously control
the quality of these instruments was another appealing feature. Items
^Single italics mine.
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are periodically reviewed by subject matter experts in the field, educa-
tional evaluators, and teachers in the Grade levels concerned. In addition,
measures were field tested prior to publication. These precautions result
in periodic restructuring and reordering of materials as well as the in-
corporation of new developments either in the field per se or in teaching
approaches. At the same time, obsolete items were deleted or refined.
A wider, but less formal means of continuous field testing is the
solicitation by IOX (1972; for users of the materials to provide feedback
in terms of suggestions for specific Improvements such as changes in
structure or format or inputting test results obtained. The materials
used in this study are the result of a major revision undertaken on the
first set of materials published in 19?0 (IOX, 1970).
The fourth reason for choosing Instruments from the IOX (1972)
collection is that these instruments are devoted exclusively to affec-
tive goals .
The IOX (1972) collection contains 2 types of measures, self report
devices and observational indicators. Two self report measures were
selected from the collection for use in this study. One is a direct
self report measure and the other is an Inferential self report measure.
"Direct self report measures solicit the learner's
opinions in a straightforward, question-answer fashion.
This type of measure possesses high content validity,
for most persons Inspecting the items would assert that
an individual who truthfully responded in a certain way
was manifesting a positive (or depending on the item, a
negative) attitude. Responses to such items unfortunately,
are relatively easy to fake as the 'socially desirable* re-
sponse may be apparent to the respondent.
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that their
"wE?- “resardln,; a person*. attitude, EdSEeaE*STSE“ tttdlvldual'e reaponaea to mow oSloE
ElEE' 2?”? measures are. In general, lea, jm,!ahle than the direct aelf report dsvlces bacE.. <?la lean dear to the reapondent what the Vpnronrlet »reaponae ahould be." (IQX, 1972, pp , “j) ?Pr0prla '
An additional notation of the study, then would be the Take-
abUit,' of the direct aelf wp«*. measures. However. 10* (1972) re-
asaurea reaaearchera that atwaslng honaaty of reaponae, together with
aaapteelnf- aponymlty »Mng It mu***!*^ reel ^
trol sufficiently for this limitation.*
At thla point, the background of the IOX (1972) development of th...
material, might be of Interact. The development of the original (1970)
collection began when Title III wpwaentatlves from about *0 atatea met
m 'ashlnEton
*
D
-°-* the purpoae of dlacuaalng objective, and
log device, in th. affective domain that could be uaed In program. of need.
assessment and educational evaluation. Reprooentatlves of IOX at that
meeting, reported the dearth-after 18 months of nationwide searchlng-
of affective objectives and measure,. Title III representatives decided
to pool their resources and contracted the Exchange (IOX) to carry out a
developmental project on these materials. After some deliberation, 2 high
Priority areas were Identified, learner attitude toward school and leaner
self concept.
’’The IOX staff surveyed all the major self reportmeasure of self concept that were available, most of^vnich were direct rather than inferential. Also consulted
+0^
a n;"bf
r °f educators familiar with the self concepttopic and with attitude assessment techniques. Finally,tne sta.cf began to produce items which, in a lather directfashion, solicited the learner’s opinions regarding hisself concept.- (IOX, 1972, pp. 4-5)
^ ^ n
resulting inability to natch students pre- and Dost t««+ + . .
of“variance^
16 than m8r* deslra,>le multivariate an^aU
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This had been preceded by a rath or* „«y e exxenaive survey of self concept
literature per se.
The f°r.golag constitutes a fifth rse.cn why these »KmIM Kere
chosen, l.e., the ertenelv. re.«rch f palu.fl,* „„^^^
the development of these devices. If. were screened aM re.cre.nM,
worked end reworked, fleid-tested end retested with individuals, snail
groups and larger groups on child** in each age level for which the m-
strunente wore being prepared. After extensive trial and revision,
analyses of results centered around those Items which did not seen to
produce any appreciable response variability.
We were, therefore, using two criteria in
tTr tr?: ltems * ?irst ' w° wished *•»!>«••o an i em to represent one’s self concept. Secondlv
aatlsfied^both
Construction of the inferential measures was less direct. IOX
staff members thought of items which, in their opinions, would beW
fakeable* and yet elicit from the student how he felt about himself.
After the try-out/revision/try-out cybernetic loops with both small and
large sample groups, the inventories were designed.
"The accuracy with which scores on these mea-
e*S
S«°rUld
v^
1
Si.Valid e8tiinates of one’s self con-
^+*+1!^ 8!S
>
^eeted t0 considerable scrutiny through-out the various phases of development. Not only werethese measures tiled cut on learners, but the validity*
Iati0Dftle
’
and the coring of jStlHgr
W6re MBSMIJ Checked with msmbmiy
ffox 19% ^
9rn&1 consul t.pptr
“
^Single italics mine
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The revised publication, froa vhlch aeasures for this study .ere
selected, was the result of an item by Its. reappraise, In tern, of con-
gruence .1th objectives, «hlch consumed more than one year. The same
erten.lv. process of validation, testing, try-out. and ^vision that re-
sulted In the first publication Mrs again cairled out until the 1972,
revised, edition, was finally published.
The test-retest stability Indices for the 2 Instruaents chosen for
this study are as follows
i
Self Appraisal Inventory - .87
Word Choice - .86
Although these Indices are perfectly acceptable, they nay Indeed be
even higher than »hat these figures gsnemlly mean .hen used In application
to more cognitively oriented scales. To explain,
"It should be emphasized, however, that the raea-in
,
thls oolle
f
+ ion deal with affective , not cog-
nitive, learner goals. These (sic)“e3lU6atoirs who havebeen accustomed to expect reliability coefficiency (sic)
approximately
.80 to .00 must recall that one would an-
morc stability and perhaps sore internal con-
sistency from a measure of mathematical competency orintellectual aptitude than from a measure of one* a more
vacillating self-esteem," (IOX, 1972, p. 15)
The sixth reason for selecting these instruments was the fact that
their reliabilities were within acceptable limits.
The validity of these instruments was obtained via external author-
ities aa& the IOX staff which consists, among others, of some distinguished
psychologists: Eva L. Baker, W, James Fopham, John D. McNeil, Anne S.
Anton, Sherry p'rankel, G, Wayne Gordon, Ernest Taub, Connie L. Giguere,
Cathy Lekas, Diane Narikawa, Nola Faxton, Judith Gafford, Holly Schaffer,
and Lani G, Steele, This fact constitutes a seventh reason for selecting
these particular instruments.
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An eighth and very practical reason for selecting these Instruments
was the fact that, In small groups, hand scoring is not only feasible, but
is relatively quick and easy.
The fact that these instruments were designed, and their use suggested
for this specific type of study constituted a ninth and very important
reason for selecting them.
In general, measures of self concept would be
used in connection with the evaluation of programs de-
signed to improve learner* s self concepts (or Impedeincreasing negativism in their self concepts.) The
efficacy of these programs could be ascertained by
011 * Pp* and post-instruction
basis.” (IOX, 1972, p, 1?)
The tenth reason for selecting these instruments is also very prac-
tical, ease of administration. The directions are straightforward and easy
to understand, and the administration times are short enough to complete
both measures in one class period without producing boredom and/or fatigue
on the part of the students.
The direct self report measure selected was the Self Tn_
Xg£j-og» secondary level. It contains 62 items responded to on a 4 point
descriptive scale from ‘strongly agree* to ’strongly disagree*.
The inventory explores 4 dimensions of self concept! family, peer,
scholastic, and general. Subscale scores are obtainable (IOX, 1972), but
the entire inventory is taken as a global estimate of self concept. Examples
of items from each category arei
General - "I can always b© trusted,"
Family - "I seldom act like my family thinks I should,"
Peer - "Most children have fewer friends than I do."
Scholastic - "Sehoolv
->rk is fairly easy for me."
Items which represent each sub:.cale are given in the publication (IOX, 1972)
as well as directions for administration, directions for scoring, and a
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scoria end.de. Admlmlstation time for this Inventory 1. approximately
15 to 20 minutes.
In January the inventory tkts distributed to the students in both the
experimental (C block) and the control (3 block) classes and the directions
vere read aloud. Time was provided for students to ask questions. Follow-
ing the language used in the publication (IOX, 1972), the students were
told that this was an 'opinion survey* and the importance of honesty of
response was stressed. (-After all, if you want to express your opinion,
and you re not honest about it, then it's not really your opinion! "
)
AngaM
.
ty of response wfls ("Besides no one will know whose
paper is whose anyway") and was both perceived, and real
.
If the students asked questions pertaining to particular items, they
were told, as suggested by IOX (l9?2), that only 'general Impressions' were
required so that they did not have to worry about specific Interpretations.
However, there wore very few questions, and the students seemed not only
to understand what to do, but also seemed Interested in filling out the
inventory.
As suggested by IOX (1972) it was emphasized that there were no 'right'
or 'wrong* answers, ("How could there be? It's your opinion* How can your
gglnlpn be wrong?" ) and students wore instructed not to write their names
on the answer sheets. The inventory, in its entirety, is on the next 5
Pages.
SHLT APPRAISAL DlYEMTOrry
Secondary Level
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Directional
Flew* Aow whether you agree or dleagree with each of the etatementa
lu this booklet by Miking one of the emcee on the answer eheet.
A - 3trongly Agree, B - Agree, 0 - DlMgree, D - Strongly Dleagree
For Eranplei A B 0 D
I want to be a movie star# 0 0 (1 0
I like chocolate cakee fl 0 0 0
,
jio aAfikfe. f?r wrong answers , so respond to each statement as
honestly as you can,
7*r%te your nqjne on the answer sheet. Kark whether you are a boy
or a girl and write your block* on the top*- of your answer sheet before
you begin the booklet.
Do not write to the booklet.
*1 substituted 'block' for 'age and grade' and 'top' for 'bottom*.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
7.
8 .
School work is fairly easy for me.
I am satisfied to he Just what I am.
„
to got along better with other people.My family thinks I don’t act as I should.
People often pick on me.
T ^'h USUeP'y, d° ^ share of "Oik at home.
I 5?1 HP"* *»ile I»m at school.often let Other people have their way.
9. I have as many friends as most people.
11 r!^y RLJne T* attentl°" to me at home.. Getting good pules is pretty important to me.i£» x can be trusted as much as anyone,
13* I am well liked by kids my own age.
a
f
e times I would like to leave home.
15. I forget most of what I learn.
16. My family is surprised if I do things with them.
17.
I am often not a happy person,
15, I am not lonely very often,
19. My family respects my ideas.
20, I am not a very good, student.
21
.
22
.
23.
24.
I often do things that I'm sorry for later.
Older kids seem to like me,
I sometimes behave badly at home,
1 often get discouraged in school
.
25. I often wish I were younger,
26. I am usually friendly toward other people,
27. I don't usually treat my family as well as I should.
Zo, My teacher makes me feel I am not good enough.
29. I always like being the way I am.
30. I am Just as well liked as most people,
31. I oause trouble to my family.
32. I am slow in finishing my school work.
33. I often am not as happy as I would like to be,
3^. I am not as nice looking as most people,
35. I don't have many friends,
36. I feel free to argue with my family,
37. Even if I have something to say, I often don't say it,
3o* Sometimes I am among the last to be chosen for teams,
39. - feel that my family always trusts me.
wO, I am a good reader.
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
4?.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56 .
It la hard for me to make friends.
T
y
af
a
?‘+y
^
W
f
Uld help
,
®e ** a«y kind of trouble.
t x
B
x^1 111 Bcho°l as I would like to.I find It hard to talk In front c.f the class.
I sometimes feel ashamed of myself,
I wish I had more close friends
My family often expects too much of me,
I am not very good in my school woric.
S°°? &
.,
pcruon “ 1 would like to be.Sometimes I am hard to make friends with.
I wish I were a different person.
People don't usually have much fun when they are with me.
I am an important person to my family,
People think I an a good student,
I am not vary sure of myself.
Often I don't like to be with other kids.
57. My family and I have a lot of fun together.
58. There are times when I feel like dropping out of school.
59. I can always take care of myself
.
60. Many times I would rather be with kids younger than me.
61, My family doesn't usually consider my feelings.
62, I can't be depended on.
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ANSWER SHEET
a - Strongly Agree, b - Agree, c - Disagree, d - Strongly Disagree
a. b. c. d.
a. b. c. d
1. 0 0 0 0 21. 0 0 0 0
2. 0 0 0 0 22. 0 0 0 0
3. 0 0 0 0 23. 0 0 0 0
4, 0 0 0 0 24. 0 0 0 0
5. 0 0 0 0 25. o 0 0 0
6. 0 0 0 0 26. 0 0 0 0
7. 0 0 0 0 2?. 0 0 0 0
8. 0 0 0 0 28. 0 0 0 0
9. 0 0 0 0 29. 0 0 0 0
10. 0 0 0 0 30. 0 0 0 0
11. 0 0 0 0 31. o 0 0 0
12. 0 0 0 0 32. 0 0 0 0
13. 0 0 0 0 33. o 0 0 0
14. 0 0 0 0 34. o 0 0 0
15. 0 0 0 0 35. 0 0 0 0
16. 0 0 0 0 36. 0 0 0 0
17. 0 0 0 0 37. 0 0 0 0
•
COH 0 0 0 0 38. 0 0 0 0
19. 0 0 0 0 39. 0 0 0 0
20. 0 0 0 0 40. 0 0 0 0
ANSWER SHEET
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d *• Strongly Disagree
a. b. c, d,
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
45 . 0 0 0 0
46. 0 0 0 0
4?. 0 0 0 0
48. 0 0 0 0
49. 0 o o o
50. o o o o
51* 0 o o o
52. 0 0 C 0
53. o o o o
54. 0 o 0 0
55. o o o o
56. o o o o
57. 0 0 0 0
58. 0 0 0 0
59. 0 0 0 0
60. 0 0 0 0
a “ Strongly Agree, b - Agree, c * Disagree,
a. b, c, d.
41. 0 0 0 0
6l *
42. 0 0 0 0
62,
43. 0 0 0 0
44. 0 0 o 0
Depending on the response, score points from 1 to t are assigned
each item. For example,
Item Is "School work is fairly ea y for me."
A - Strongly Agree, B - Agree, 0 - Disagree, D “ Strongly Disagree
A - 4 points, B - 3 points, c - 2 points, D . 1 point
Ihe sum of the scores on all liens constitutes the global score.
To find class Beans, the global scores of all students are sunned, and
this sum, divided by the number of students,
Tbc inferential self report neasure used in this study was n0Id
Qjfiifie. secondary level. It is a 19 item inventory of paired adjectives
that night be used to describe general, personal, and social attributes.
Items are described on a 7 point scale by placing X on the chosen space.
Administration time is only 5 to 10 minutes.
In January
, 19?4, both the experimental class (0 block) and the
control class (B block) were distributed the ' rord Choice inventory. This
mventcry was given to both classes immediately upon completion of the
—
f
'
Invgntpyy
,
and they assumed that this was -the second nart
of the ’opinion survey'
, Directions were read aloud, and there were very
few questions; the students seemed to understand and ”ere interested in
completing the inventory. Again anonymity was guaranteed and was both
per.cej.ved md real.
The entire inventory is on the following 2 pages.
WORD CHOlqil
Secondary Level
14?
Directions !
On the following page you will MM a lint of words that your frlende nay
uee to describe you to another person. There are 19 pairs of words with
seven spaces betwem each pair. You are to matt an X in the space that
in your Judgement best represents how you think your friends would de-
scribe you.
For example, if you are looking at how your friends would describe you
with the word pair "dean Dirty and you think most of your
friends would think you are extremely dean, you would plaoe your X at
the extreme left space,
ol«» l dirty
ftE?, no ytflht or wrong answers , so answer as honestly as you can.
1 thxnk ***** liiSSfe would describe me in the following ways
1* Friendly
2. Unattractive
3# Dumb
4. Popular
5. Cold
6. Fun
7. Calm
8 • Bad Sport
9# Truthful
10 i Sad
11. Fat
12. Generous
13# Intelligent
14, Many Friends
15* Active
16, Good Student
17. Unhealthy
18, Failure
19. Aware
— Not Friendly
— Attractive
Unpopular
— Good Sport
Not Truthful
Few Friends
Bad Student
Successful
Unaware
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Sooring hm done by assigning eaoh X a point value of 1 to 7 de-
pondlag on the looatlon of the X. For example, Item 1,
m«XUy
_z_
_6_^ JL ^ hot Friendly
Total score was found by adding the polnte on all 19 Itena. Claae „«n
was found by eunnlng the toUl eoorea for all student. snd dividing by
the number of students.
%e Interaction Ana i Yrffn designed by
The rationale behind the construction of this instrument was that as pupil
self concept increased, pujdVpupil and teacher/pupil Interaction would
tend to become less negative, degree of task orientation would tend to
increase, and treatment of materials and equipment would tend toward less
abuse. In Chapter I a case was made for the relationship between these
behavioral dimensions and self concept. The instrument was constructed,
therefore, in an attempt to quantify an otherwise subjective estimate of
behavioral changes pre- to post-treatment.
After the Instrument was constructed, It was given to the 2 people
«ho were to serve as observers in order to establish the clarity of the
Instrument. After discussion with them, it was obvious that it was dear
in their minds what they were to do. Hater reliability was established
by having the0e waters, in identical 30 second time blocks, look for nega-
tive behaviors and rate them +. If no negative behaviors were noted dur-
ing that 30 second time block, the observers recorded a 0. At the mid of
a 50 minute observation period, the independent ratings were compared and
were in agreement 86$ of the time. This was felt to be an acceptable level
of rater reliability. Once rater rdlability was established, only 1 ob-
server was used.
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In January, 1974, a few days after the Initial administration of
the self concept assessing instruments designed by IOX (1972), 0 recorded
her observations on both the experimental class (C block) and the control
class (B block). It is doubtful whether the behavior of the students was
effected by her presence in any significant maimer, since North Middlesex
Regional High School takes teacher trainees from the nearby Fitchburg
State College and, therefore, the students are rather used to having people
observe olasses.
The Q-AgayopP
.J&t.eractlon Analysis Instrument is presented on the
next 2 pages.
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ciAssRpftM, interaction analysis instrument
l
n 4 categorie3
‘ PUPH/PUPII interaction,piipil/teacher interaction, degree of task orientation, and treatment of
materials and equipment. During the first 30 seconds, rate any negative
^ PUPii/?nPl1 Hlth a 4 and ' lf none 18 observed, r^ord'* th aecond 30 second time block, rate teacher/pupil inter-action in the same manner. During the third 30 aecond time block rate
STtr^t^St
°
0?en^i0? and^durln« th® fourth 30 second time block
ZtLnrtn h
f m
f
ter
^
ls 8nd equipment. Continue alternating obser-
vations in the k categories for the full «=0 minute period. This mill
* I®
100 observations in a 50 minute observation period, 25 in eachcategory or 1 observation every 30 seconds.
P
pupU/pupll Interactions to be rated with a + i
a® swearing, name-calling, accusing, commanding,demanding, tattling, or some combination of these.
Nonverbal - such as confiscating, hiding, or destroying pro-
perty! propelling things such as mater, spitballs, wet paper towels,
etc,| hitting or pushing! spittingj writing on a student j or some
combination of these directed at another student or his property.
Combination of verbal and nonverbal negative interaction -
such as swearing at a student and then hitting him.
If no negative behaviors are noted during the 30 second time
block
,
rate the observation with a 0.
tjegaUyg tgftCher/pupil interactions to be rated with a + «
Pupil to teacher - such as swearing at teacher, talking back
to teacher, mimicking teacher, calling teacher over to help in a
rude manner, ignoring teacher, talking rudely to teacher, taking
time about complying with teacher request, laughing at teacher,
making fun of teacher, etc.
Teacher to pupil - such as reprimanding student, punishing
student, sending student out of room, making student sit down,
yelling at student, etc.
If no negative behaviors are noted during the 30 second time
block, rate the observation with a 0,
te-task behavior to be rated with a + »
Activities not related to task, but nondisruptive such as
talking, wandering about room, manipulating laboratory equipment
for purposes other than task completion, looking at bulletin board,
etc.
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4
Activities not related to task and disruptive - such as throw-
manipulating laboratory equipment fordisruptive purposes, confiscating property, etc,
+u
f n
?
non
"ifsk behavior is noted in the 30 second time block,
rate the observation with a 0. '
g&KPftS on. .materials and coulppmt be rated with a + !
...
Non-deliberatc such as accidental breakage, twisting faucets
while daydreaming, etc.
deliberate such as throwing seeds around lab, using scissors
to pry open cabinets, twisting faucets to cause a leak, stuffing
clay up faucets, stabbing books with forceps, bending forceps,
cutting books with scalpel, writing on or defacing materials,
®boving paper clips into sockets to see sparks fly, etc.
,
n° stre3s on materials is noted in the 30 second time block,
rate the observation with a 0.
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OBSERVER RATING SHEET
I apil/pupll Interaction
Obaervatlon number B Block
1 •
2
.
3 »
4
.
5 .
6
.
rj n
I •
8
.
9 .
10
.
11
.
—
12
.
13 .
14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
18
.
19 .
20
.
21
.
22
.
—
23 .
—
24
.
25 .
"
—
Teacher/pupil Interaction
1
.
2 .
3 .
4
.
5 .
6
.
7 .
8
.
9 .
10
.
11
.
12
.
13 .
14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
18
.
!9 .
20
.
21
.
22
.
23 .
24
.
25 .
Interaction Code
C Block
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Analysis of Degree of Task Orientation
Observation Number B Block
1 «
2 .
3 .
4
.
5 .
6 .
7 .
8
.
9 .
10
.
11 .
12 .
13 .
14
.
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20
.
21
.
22
.
23 .
24
.
25 .
Analysis of Treatment of Materials and Equipment
•I* •
2
.
3 .
4
.
5 .
6
.
7 .
8
.
9 .
10
.
11
.
12
.
13 .
14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
18
.
19
.
20
.
21
.
22
.
23 .
24
.
25 .
C Block
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Scoring of this instrument involves only the simple process of
counting the number of negative observations out of a population of 100
observations.
During the last week of school in June, 1974, both classes were ob-
served again by the same rater for the final classroom interaction analysis
assessment. A few days after that, both self concept assessing instruments
designed by IOX (1972) were given to both classes during the same period,
following the same procedure used in January for a final self concept
assessment on these instruments.
Between the January and June self concept assessment, B block, the
control group, was taught IIS biology materials in the traditional manner
used for the first half of the year, while C block, the experimental class,
was taught in biology materials in the traditional manner used for the
first half of the year, supplemented approximately once a week with the
alleged self concept building activities to be discussed in the following
chapter.
C. Self Concept Building
In order to provide a rational transition into the discussion of
self concept building activities and to provide a rationale for their
presentation, it is proper to lay & foundation via a discussion of self
concept building per se.
1. Development of Strategies
Wylie (1961)1 Hamacheck (1965)} Glasser and Brandon (1969)1 Wells,
Weisgerber, FERDC, and Murray (l97l)| Kreraer, Landis, George, Snyder,
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Klrkhardt, Kassaxd, Yamamoto, and Gears (l972){ and Zlller (1973) have
contributed ldeaa on the development of strategies to improve self concept.
WyUe (1961) lent support to the idea that self concept can be ln-
nuenged.,by_jl
reayplpg
.
In Hamacheok (1965) the j^rtonce of achieving self awareness as
a pre-requisite to improving self concept is alluded to, A 'knowing and
striving' self both knows and perceives Itself as a 'particular behavioral
system* or as a 'pattern of cultural values’. Through this knowledge or
awareness
,
the self can evaluate its activities in life situations.
Glasser (1969) po’nted out the need for the assumption of respon^-
kl
.llAy on tfee part gf an Individual if his self concept was to be improved.
He said that the student must understand that he is responsible for ful-
filling his needaj no one can do it for him. He must choose what he be-
lieves to be a better way of doing things and must commit himself to his
choice. No excuse for not following through on a commitment can be allowed.
This is the best kind of discipline. Pain shoull be seen as a consequence
ogjils own.behavior. This is unlike punishment. He says, "The age beyond
which failure is difficult to reverse may be higher or lower than ten for
any one child." (Glasser, 1969, p, 27) but ages 5 to 10 are crucial for
teaching
.sogial reanonB^hl]d+.Y -
Glasser (1969) also stressed the usefulness of value clarification
an& decision-making techniques for self concept improvement. Chapter 12
of his bock contains an extensive list of questions for use In value clar-
ification
,
Branden (1969) supports Glasser (1969) on the importance of value
Cation techniques In building self oonoept. He begins by explaining
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!i© means by tho tom Ua oav. x*. . .miue
• He ^y8 ihat a value Is that which an
individual considers to be conducive to his welfare. Because of this,
h. contends, become the ebjeete of motion. Because reality may
offer nn array of alternatives for action, It becomes vital for the In-
dividual to select his values and make value judgements. If a value Is
Sean “ ‘—“"a * h1"' h' -a «* to acquire or retain It, end, once
acquired, he sill use and enjoy It. On the other hand, things become de-
valued If they are considered to be bad or harmful, thus the Individual
seeks to avoid or destroy them. If the thing being evaluated turn. no slgnlf-
loanee to him, he trill be Indifferent to It and take no action. Brandon's
(1969) foregoing rationale leads him to the conclusion that v.f... s'--
action
. They are, therefore, a basic motivation.
He would go so far as to say that emotions ^ value He
defines an emotion as, "... the psychosomatic form in which man experi-
ences his estimate of the beneficial or harmful relationship of some aspect
of reality to himself." (Branden, 1969, p. 64)
The sequence of events, according to Branden (1969) is from percep-
tion to evaluation to emotional response. In order for any individual to
validate for himself the fact of this sequence, he contends, it is necessary
that he first achieve competqacy at Introspection. Most people, he feels,
do not hold values in a clearly defined form.
"By analysing the roots of his feelings and
desires, a man can discover ideas he has held with-
out conscious awareness, he can be led to a knowledge
of values he has formed without verbal identification,
to concepts he has accepted without thought, to beliefs
that represent the opposite of his stated conclusions."
(Branden, 1969, p. 68)
Because of the connection hetueen enotlons and values and between
values and actions. Bianden (1969) leads logically to the oonoluslon that
evsausgtiw vlthln n an inherent action He says,
"Every emotion reflects the Judgement ’for me' or 'against me' - and also
•to What extant*." (Branden, 1969, p. 71)
From this point, connecting emotions to motivation is an easy step.
"According to the values he selects, he makes the motivational power of
his emotions work in the service of his life - or against it." (Brand®,
1969, p. 73)
In order to Improve self concept, man must take note of and cnnoentu-
alias his emotlayq. reactions and identify his reasons for them
. If this
is practiced consistently, Brand® (1969) insists, repression is almost
impossible.
Brand® (1969), therefore, makes the importance of value ^frlflcatlon
for building self concept dramatically clear when he says,
"Man cannot exempt himself from the -re^m nf
values and. value-judgements
. Whether the values by
which he judges himself are conscious or subconscious,
rational or irrational, consistent or contradictory,
life-serving or life-negating - every human being
judges himself by some standard} and to the extent
that he fails to satisfy this standard, his sense of
personal worth, his self respect, suffers accord
-
ingly* * • • in order to act, he needs to value
the beneficiary of his actions - ... In order to
fight for his happiness, he must consider himself
worthy of happiness." (Brand®, 1969, p. 107)
This makes self awareness a very vital nre-requlslte to building
self concept. Man, Brand® (1969) feels, must be glv® the opportunity
to feel, in his own person, that life is a value and that he is a value.
In this way he will allow himself the emotion of pleasure which can serve
-as the emotional lac of his existence-. This makes It extremely Im-
port** for man to seek the clearest possible awaren.es far .. hl,
own actions and everything that bare upon them are concerned.
Once awareness 1. eooompllehed. arenas of very n^pnal Identity
1. possible, and this becomes another vital M>P«Qt of self oonosnt bunatev.
..
"A
.“an '®
' 1 ‘* his ego, his deepest self, Ishis faculty of awareness,
... a strong sense ofpersonal Identity Is the product of ... the pos-
session of an Integrated sense of values. Sinceit is values that determine a man's emotions and
goals, and give direction and meaning to his life
a man experiences his values as an extension of
himself, as an integral part of his identity, as
crucial to that which makes him himself." (Branden,
1969, p. 162)
Another aspect of self concent bulld^ ff f according to Branden
(1969)» 3a self responplb^lt-y . Peeling good about oneself, "... rests
on a person's acceptance of
. . . responsibility for his own existence."
(Branden, i960, p. 162)
The role of values is seen even in this dimension of man's growth.
This is because responsibility involves evaluation. Man is responsible
for passing value-judgements and choosing goals.
"... the fear of relying on the judgement of
one's own mind is felt most acutely in the realm of
values because of the direct consequences of one's
judgements for one's own life and well-being."
(Branden, 1969, p, 164)
In self concept building it is Important to start as early as pos-
sible teaching self responsibility. Branden (1969) points out that one
does not begin life by choosing to be dependent. Dependency begins by
failing to assume responsibility.
ScaufrJ* Identity , Branden (1969) points out, Is an Integral part of
an experience of personal Identity, and therefore, development of a strong
sexual Identity bgggmes ar. lmpgytapt part of developing a strong personal
Identity In the self concent building
Fggdb^ok from others (Branden, 1969) is another mrt of bvjjj^ng
seljLsancgjJt. Others can serve as psychological mirrors.
"Man is able, alone, to know himself con-
ceptually, What another consciousness can offer
Is the opportunity for man to experience himself
perceptually." (Branden, 1969, p. 186)
Branden (1969) concludes with a statement summarizing the need for
the clarity of awareness which comes from the ability to see oneself as
object,
"Since man is the motor of his own actions,
since his concept of himself, of the person he has
created, plays a cardinal role in his motivation -
he desires and needs the fullest possible experience
of the reality and objectivity of that person, of
the self." (Branden, 1969, p. 186)
Wells (1971) is another who would recommend developing self identity
as one aspect of self concept building,
"... self-identity building lessons,
. . .
give the pupil a chance to step back and look at
himself to see who he is and where he fits into
the scheme of things. He begins to sense his own
uniqueness and wox-th." (Wells, 19?1, p. 1^)
Wells (l97l) also recommends helping a student to see his strengths
and other, desirable qual ^ -hm which he as a unique individual possesses.
It should be pointed out to him that he can do things on his own. Once
he can see that he has had successes , these successes can be hooked to his
strengths for added impact . "You can strengthen the impact of any enhancing
experience by relating It to others the *+,,,4,*+ v. u8tuderit has had or to other beliefs
(Wells, 1971, p. 14)
laaMto ""
atuamrt.
ifl-ggLjM8U1S-giala lrt«Tt ttWnr Ml jftg. -1U. according to Well.
(1971). help him to build hi. self concept.
"eUS (19?1) ‘«r9'8^ teUtoEjalf.I9.P0.albllltV .... h.C-.,,-
hagd,.wlth self concept bulldipxr.
n 4
*
* «,’
*'un‘*tta®nbal » sell enhancing, self-
tf classr00ffi environment is, (sic) the student
iL
taS
w
Cally
+
r
v
SP0
f
8lble f0r hls own behavior and leam-lng. He must be given that responsibility and the oppor-tunity to continuously exercise it." (Wells, 1971, p. 14)
To build self conoept. Well. (1971) It 1. JaaatoLta
w «53js-e.n the students* central beliefs .
"Efforts that aim at more central beliefs
have a greater impact on the student even though
harder to change ... If you can help the
child to see himself as capable of learning, you
are dealing with a central belief. If you can help
a mischievlouB boy see himself as kind, or a girl
see herself as attractive, you've made a difference
in the life of the child." (Wells, 1971, p. 9)
Woisgerber (1971) tried role modeling via a film in his study on
self concept improvement. The film, presented to black children, was one
from the 1 reflies Q.f Courage series which depicted fredrick Douglas as
one who, in spite of great adversity, was able to 'discover* himself and
rise to greatness. The film was followed by a discussion period, Woisgerber'
s
(1971) rationale for taking this approach was his belief that a TrU 4™11
BBlf PrttjLtudf Is the first step in building self concept. This, he felt.
would lead not only to a Bgre. roftllatlc self image , but to the greater
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ftWarenenP ^cesaary to readiness for a self development
program. This he felt, night be the value of films.
FURDC (1971) suggested several strategies for improving 8elf
11
about them-
2. Show them pictures of themselves in situations.
(identified?
Wlth aMgt?lg^'fu^ P®°Ple of the same background.
4
’ (S^) 8~ Play •— *“ "hl<* they can be -stars*.
5. Give students encouragement and praise, ( success)
to change destructive and disruptive
7.
8
.
2f^t
6 1^°^ 80CU1 ffliSSfifiSfi experiences by, applaudingemphasising progress, encouraging students to provide^
10 10811 “4 thra to accept ««i» imi..
9. Utilizing role nlaving.
reRDG (1971) warned that the program must be comprehensive and ex-
tensive over time. They felt that social success experiences, such aa the
ones suggested above, do enhance self concept if these experiences are not
isolated from the total school environment
.
In their study the methods
used iBJ-BPTPved.on task behavior—from 65% to 93£.
In a study done on flHfiggM 6hd-l&8Dtlflcatlon with student role.
(hurray, 1971) achievement was found to be positively related to the frequency
of identification with student role. It was a significant, direct, linear
relationship. However, the booster effect of academic success seemed greater
than the depressive effect of academic failure on student role identification.
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Kromer s (1972) research points the researcher to various self con-
cept Improving techniques such ast
1969 - Gllpatriek - using a picture hook to hull! self Image
1970 - Caxlson - punuetpy
1970 - Schulthers
- Mbilotfrqyftpy - identification with a story-
hook character
1970 - Sanoff - various art forms
Landis (1972) found that random grpu-H.ng favored concepts of self
acceptance, self feelings, and belonging, and reduced anti-social tendencies.
George (1972) asked Ss to construct a life snaoe drawing with an
area of special concern included in the drawing. Ss were asked to in-
dicate the peroent of the focal area of concern included in the drawing
and to list 3 issues of specific concern. Discussion dyads were formed
on the basis of percentage of similarity. Discussions were directed to-
ward understanding life space similarities with possible priority differences.
Discussion pairs then joined other dyads which had indicated different pro-
portions of concern in relation to the special life space topic. Question
naires were issued, listing several possible courses of action with regard
to the area of concern. The tactics suggested in the questionnaire ex-
pressed various degrees of action and commitment to the area of topical
concern. The 7 possible positions offered ranged from active involvement
to violent opposition. After the questionnaires had been filled out, Ss
were aaked to (heck those items that had been marked in the extreme and
to indicate if they had demonstrated those behaviors in
-the past year,
allowing them an opportunity to observe the degree of congruence between
their verbal and manifest commitments. Ss were then asked to do a force
fl.ld analysis on the dl.cmp.nt Hems to roaolvo th. conflict. and ».rs
cautlonsd to note th. restrain* and facilitate force. rn.pon.lble for
any Inactivity. Mscusslon dyad.
-or. formed to the Mmlta and
detcrnine a course of action ahlch could he militated m th. Imaedi.r.
future. Group, of 6 were fore* on th. basis of expmesed action slallar-
Ity for discussion of process and difficulty.
Snyder (1972) point, out that th. moult. °f r 1rrntlT
cannot be expected to be different ft. th. result, of any learning
perienc, 1.... th. Ba. beylCm will b. used o. manat, deoendw a..
oy fraction of eXPerlene„a -
Snyder (1972) also spobe of th. effect, of th. pssjugam,. she f..l.
that th. group's approval of th. learning product Is an Influential re-
«rd of learning. She pointed to th. Solemn Report „hmh showed that
school performance depended 1... on facllltl.. and teacher ouallfloatlona
than on th. charact.rl.tic. of th. child*, aohoolmtea. Further, eh. warn,
the Influence of peer Interaction on achool achievement Increases with age.
Sha found (Snyder, 1972) that self cono.pt was related to an mter-
gStlW between pf the student and the ... c tfr . r|ft|T TreItds
She found suggested that boys who have male teachers have better self con-
C6ptS tha” b0JrS "h0 have fcwae teachers, and that glrle with female teach-
ers, in turn, have better self concept, than girl, with male teacher.,
ioys, She observed, tend to receive harsher discipline and am given lower
gradea than girls for the sane level of achievement.
Snyder (1972) suggested the use of M^aylpral objective* as an aid
to self concept building. She feels that they often help teachers to
clarify for themselves what learning stv3es + u«yl and teaching strategies are
most efficient for what th*v _'y "ant 10 aceonPlish In bo;:, the oognltive and
affective domains.
tap-t*. of the Interactions among^ I—
T
was stressed by Snyder (1972). The yonder the child
she observed,
.hen he Is erased to the approve teaching strata,,!..
for his particular learning atvl*> +v>« . ..s yle, the greater the possihility he will
conceive of himself as a successful learner.
nn^ly, Snyder (1972) stressed the Imjortance of ^ affective
SMIiSta.. The child should be
-aided to personal Ineleht and changed
attitude, and actions. He should be taught to Identify and
..knowledge
his gamwri at-htea In an fcjapgphsre of falmee. end
Kirkhardt (1972) suggeeted using what hs called corrective ..otlcr
SfflS^illass to Improve self sono.pt. Hs suggested providing Intersst, con-
cern, and a situational structure that would change the child*, vis. of
himself am hi. snvlronmsnt and help him stabilise hi. ^.s and v.r„e,
Kirkhardt (1972) ales suggested Msjsry m responsibility
He says that this would Increase the child's sense of ego-adequacy and his
feeling of potential confidence as s productive worker. However, he cautions,
the
.or* must fall within the rang, of hi, possible accomplishment so that
failure experiences will be limited.
ggsltlve socialisation e)ffier*sIW,e were slso recommended by Kirkhardt
) to help Improve self concept. He recommends happy, noncompetitive
experiences and Interaction strategies, and happy experiences with people.
r«ls that children should be encouraged to develop empathy and symiathy
for acts of helpfulness and unself-
for others and "be praised and reviarded
ishness,
Kirkhardt (1*2, war*. tbs sdu»tcr that habits* nodes of response
cannot he changed overnight hut adds that the tine aPHrt In this attea.pt
is one of the best possible Investments.
For specifics such as daydreaming, fantasy, and social withdrawal,
Klxkhardt (1972) recommends making: real llf«^ G much more rewarding than the
world of fantasy.
Kassard (1*2) suggests more In-depth Intoning and anew ~.
TT,.~
She says that hearing becomes meaningful only whsn It Involves listening,
permitting an Individual to Hune-ln' to others and opening the door to
understanding, looking, likewise, becomes meaningful only when It In-
volves seeing
—another means of 'tuning-in*
.
Sola Plgylng was another self concept Improving technique suggested
hy Massard (1*2). This technique can be effective because,
nx.
the 1016 one learns to play in re-lation to the social world not only determineshis evaluation of and behavior toward others,but also patterns the way in which he evaluates
and behaves toward himself." (Massard, 1972, p. 49 )
Massard (1972) also recommends f&gtftsy as a method of creative
expression and as a means of recalling emotional experiences.
Such methods of 'tuning-in* to the self as the foregoing, (Massard,
97 ) as well as vgybaj. and non-verbal methods of ffimrm
i
nitiation
, provide
means by which self concept may become apparent to the self. When this
happens, It makes it easier to change.
Yamamoto (1972) recommends bringing about both feeling and v^,,^
vla Self
,
frwftyeneaB exercises. He believes that self awareness is basic
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to th. development of self «to« or self acceptance because It echoes
self concept, by a closer approximation to the self,
llller (1973) fools that the building of aaclal trust 1, lnportant
to the building of self ooncept. Ho feels that social trust la meaningful
because persons act on the basis of tholr perceptions, and social trust
carries with It the anticipation of positive reinforcement
. This feeling
brings about a desire for cooperation, where the welfare of the self as
well as the other becomes the concern. This, Zlller (1973) believes, Is
a facet of self-other orientation.
Sometimes low self concept (Ziller. 1973) my Involve feelings of
naiginallty due to role conflict. This can lead to feelings of alienation.
If this be tiie case, the first component of the self system to change, in
order to redress alienation, is the self esteem.
"Hie procedure for reversing the alienation pro-
cess now becomes evident. Those who initiated the ex-
clusion must begin to positively reinforce the excluded
person and encourage the former member to rejoin the
group so that the probability of positive reinforcement
may increase. In order to facilitate de-alienation,
however, it may also be necessary to train the former
members in ways which will aand reinforcement from the
group members. For example, he way be trained to ne«-
reinforce others .* whioh tends to evoke positive
reinforcements from the other by virtue of the norm of
reciprocity
. .
. ,
that is, an expectation between most
persons that one positive act deserves another in return,
.
"De-alienation or resocialization will not be effect-
ed satisfactorily, however, until self-esteem, social in-
terest, and self
-centrality of the target person has
changed toward some base line level of acceptance."
(Ziller, 1973, P. 7*0
^Italics mine
Zlllor (1973) ^re.8 that setf Mprocecc i. a necaMaIy step ^M
concept improvement. He propoees that self a»ar«„ss nay he brought about
by feedback fro. others or .hat has also be*, <*01.4 •psychological sir.
X22&B£*.
"Continuous confrontation with diverse others
i® +®f^
ie
Jr.
t0
a
oloser scrutiny of the selfn terms of similarities and contrasts followed by
Ibis allows the individual the freedom to assume control over his
own life without the fear of self-deception. The use of cognitive pro-
cesses can begin because the individual can attend to events and their
consequences and perceive relationships between them.
"One corrective mechanism suggested by Sullivan ....
^•?S6!SU^, V,aidaii0n ’- * ‘ ‘ a to subjectone s observations and analyses with regard to the self
comparable experiences." (Ziller, 1973, p, 138)
In seeking strategies to improve self concept, Ziller (1973) warns,
it nay bo visor to look for variables that apply to specific behave
rather than to look for variables that might aioomjoss all behavior. He
ronlnde the researoher that the sequence of eventa vithin the parson goes
fro. a dichotomy between the oonaoious and subconscious to a unified self
concept and finally to an awareness of social factors.
Ziller (1973) agrees that strategies might include non-verbal com-
munication exercises.
'.
. . non-verbal communication is the learned
method for expressing personal feelings regarding the
relationship between the self and the other.
. .
.
(it)
requires dose attention by the other to receive the
m®s
ff5e 10 order to learn the idiosyncratic language
of the sender. (It) ... is intimately shared
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^ the meesa«e i8 «* imposed
^
’ measa
€
e is subtle, can be
^PUgnlty, and requires oaieful
s&sS? rsss1 knm,iaise °f *• •*«**
If *APg« in self concept lo (lm) ^
system, he «« that the time fhctor for u differ^
°” whether the reseercher la attempting change via moving up or do™ *.
hierarchy,
pssLsr%s rir-* 40(Zlller, 1973, PP. 153-bf U concept."
HovOTOT
, attempting dapge In starts, flret, (zuier, 1973) per-
^ts the researcher to
.rperlment-to pilot stndy the personal system, so
tc speak. After this, attempts can be m^e on the values, the behaviors,
the roles, and finally up through the hierarchy until the self concept p«
se Is assaulted.
self ^cept Is, therefore, the most
0f the systera * It is the most
Change more time is required for
lf
v
the *** concept is changed,there is a higher probability that other componentsin the system will change," (Zlller, 1973, p. 154)
If one were to attempt cfaflagfrg what Zlller (1973) calls 'other
cSBEgieptg gf fte s^f pystep, ', such as complexity of self concept and
social interest, Zlller (1973) recommends that complexity of self concept
be attempted first, followed by social Interest, still recommending wait-
ing until last before attempting change on the self concept.
+Mrn
" ‘ * • strategies of personal change directed
concept may be accomplished with greaterfacility if they begin with a concern for the complexity
1?0
of the self eoncept,
system more adaptive.
In order to render the self
" (ZiHer, 1973. pp. 155-6)
Ziller (1973) hints that self esteem may be Improved after a series
of experiences In Interpffrgonal relationships that have been positive m
terms of the gesponslvenesa of other? to the lndivi^i
"Indeed, an effective program to change self-esteem may not be possible to achieve dirertly but
rather must emanate from social interest and the
attendant positive social reinforcements." (Ziller,
Ziller* s (1973)W advice to the researcher is to employ a multl-
dlmenslorua attack including simultaneous assaults on self concept complexity,
social interest, and self esteem. Sometimes, changing attitudes can lead
co changes in values, which lead to changes in behaviors, nhich may lead
to a change in self concept. But whatever the approach, self observation
should be central to the framework.
One way of bringing about changes in the attitude component of
Ziller* s (1973) self system may be role-plav^ry .
Subjects who verbalized the other person's
point of view, changed their attitudes more than
subjects who were merely exposed to the other's
point of view,
"
• • « if the subject preceives himself asplaying the role
, ,
. ,
through the act of pre-
senting an argument to two other persons, there
is an increased likelihood that the subject will
incorporate the attitudes in question in accor-dance with the expectations of others and himself
relative to the role
. , . Proper adoption of the
r
?T'f t
inay becom® the issue of central concern, and
attitudes consistent with this role are readily
adopted. It is hoped that by changing crucial atti-
tudes, role behavior may be affected." (Ziller,
1973. PP. 161-2)
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In approach, the researcher should he cautioned (Ziller, 1973)** K ^ ^ *•»« « »* *. attitudes select*
re propeo: or crucial to the role. Perha*^ a<rtor , e
oan determine this,
» ohangee la the various components of the self system are to be
Pted (Zlller, 1975,. figaaaatfs myfrT close to euoh other
rt
.„1lV u.
aasftulted. nartimn?Tiy with q
n
sea. 2Z S^tSTSS ZL*° g'™*’**** be-
alnlehea thatToh^tn th «i-
hler&rdiy mu 1™???-“ ®® Ijaar eoaponent In thelwel
slstenev “f**
4 that the eon-
‘ao”“te^
Approaches suggested hy Zlller (1973) Include MdeUnn.
aini-orcep^t, agatto ateassaaftt and teaataaUm a. attitude
change approach d.culd he reserved for us.
.here the situation Is such ttat
tte target heavier Is not directly aocesslhle or onnot he directly re-
inforced.
Attacks on BO* and Jsiayia; Sate, 1973) ^ be blTOght^
by^tatlgp “d <>th*t soda^ 5 darning techuj
...
rJ| !
Gi
!
r®n the 80clrl forces directed toward the
a slven soclal Position to^e-nave In prescribed ways, a change in roles congruent
Jf1™* *“« In behavior would appS?^
V
(zZll^X
m
* method POT“Sr^"
ialpJtoilsg to ifiAlaie a real or eymbolio model is particularly
effective (zlller. 1973) she® the jpju la accepted, and the behavior
endent, upon It Is JatoC°rcea
. SaMte. without role playing
, may
he a variation of role playing
—vicarious role playing.
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to ">» ffoots Of nodellng
th£Z° (2) observat^Tof lISalTbSLT
of others often servef^' *" 2uST,\,(3) th* '-'"iorfor the observer." (zuiej, 1973,^^) lve 8tlBu11
a W. Of attitude change toiler. W„ nay be the S-s vim,*,
ness to participate in the aotivltle, in the first^
Assaulting fciayiaa p.r ee ta0^^ (2mw( ^duce changes in self concept.
changes produo^in^^oy^JJS11^
t
!
lat beh*vioral
altered favorably his self
1
^!?*?00^ relnfor°eEent
evaluation of “*
^ way to change self concept, then, (Ziller, 1973) oay be to work
on changing behaviors.
_rrt** ** be to Mg& , w> ^ wt?»******• *— fnotom have been found to Infineon, condition-ing and extinction in profound «ay8 .
Any changes in exponents uhich nay be effected cannot be considered
to be stable unless changes in roles ^ self concede 2 highest con-
Ponents
—have been observed as well *>4 _6 . A synthesis of the levels of the
personal system must be effected before a char,.. 1D i o n^e Is assured at any one
level." (Ziller
, 1973, P. 168)
Because roles are so close to the self oonoept in the hierarchy
/
’ W3)
’ ttey
'KJKCrtea t0 Affect it. On th. other hand,
-f a change in self concept can be brought about, there is s high probabll-
* that thB 1WSr ”nrOT,0ntn "m lnt0 Vne. to affect an integxa-
* th' °y0te"- lf th* *“» brought about are on the loserM of the hi "tarehy—attitudes and behaviors, for oranplo-a return to
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the original, state can be expects In order that theso ™wi x ^n e components may be
made consistent with the self concent Th* 4C6P * e m08t metical approach might
b. to attempt ch^es at sevsral levels of the extern at the sane time.
"... <^e. at several levels of the self hierarchy simultaneously
may ^expect* to lend to a change In the self system.. (2mer
, 19?3>
Whatever approach chosen, It should be ^ nnn.
threatening .
^s^
6 loa£
SSSHSSF'tS^ss
Inor^S'ln^r^^oZl1^. 10^ by“
which in«JET** Qhanee is accomplished at a ratethe dividual can accomodate." (Ziller, 1973, P. 169)
To this end (Ziller, 1973) the atmosphere in which the changes are
to be attempted jfeaflft bp &e<?ept1M , and the individual should
be Si3"ly qnppurageri to explore threatening situations.
Change processes (Ziller, 1973) must involve attempts at every com-
ponent in the hierarchy.
Surname. The following techniques and strategies for self concept
Improvement have been recommended by varloua self concept theorists.
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1. Self concept la Influenced by learning ! Wylie (1961) and
Snyder (1972)
2. Self awareness la a necessary first step to self concept im-
provement! Hamacheck (1965)1 Snyder and Yamamoto (1972) 1 and
Ziller (1973)
a. because it leads to a more critical self attitude t Wesigerber
(1971)
b. it requires competency, at Introspection ! Branden (1969)
c. psychological mirroring Is a useful technique to bring this
about 1 Branden (1969 ) and Ziller (1973)
3. Responsibility assumption is a necessary first step to self con-
cept improvement « Branden (1969) and Wells (1971
)
a. for consequences of own behavlort Glasser (1969)
b. for mastery : Klzkhaxdt (1972)
c. for declalon-maklng andgoal-settlng i Wells (1971)
4. Value clarification Is necessary to improve self concept 1 Glasser
and Branden (1969)1 and Klrkhardt and Yamamoto (1972)
5. Recognition and acceptance of emotions Is important in self con-
cept improvement! Branden (1969)1 and Yamamoto, Snyder, and
Klrkhardt (1972)
6. A sense of personal Identity Is a necessary first step in self
concept building* Branden (1969)1 and Wells and FERDG (1971
)
a. sexual Identity is an important part of personal identity!
Branden (1969)
(l) there is an Interaction between sex of student and teacher
and self concept ! Snyder (1972)
b. students should be helped to see their strengths and other
desirable qualities ! Wells (1971)
c. students should be helped to achieve success experiences
and be helped to see that they have had successes in the
past! Wells and FEHDC (1971)
7. In improving self ooncept it is important to work on students'
central beliefs ! Wells (1971)
8. Soolal learning techniques are useful in helping to build self
conoepti
a. Modeling ! Weisgerber (1971)
b. Identification ! FERDC (1971
) ,
(1) with student role ! Murray (1971)
(2) blbllptfcffrp.T)v - identification with storybook character!
Schulthere (1971
)
c. Role Playing ! FERDC (1971)* Klrkhardt and Massard (1972 )
1
and Ziller (1973)
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10
.
li,
12 ,
13.
d» Reinforcement. i
f* ~— negative. Zlller (1973)
‘ «*•»*«
® S? Haaaard (1972)
Iwz'rSt M«»xa
*’ Sd ail^^) C"rrif"'1,'»l PEfiD0 (1971), Snyder (1972),
S^ST*- 40
1
-
-*
—* i»-
itn,i!, llrportant t0 sain peer group ^ppypyp,). for the self concept.
•LC Aunj«zx x xo g m st t
building program! Snyder (1972;
g^haylotal^ gb l^gtlv^s may be an Important teacher tool In selfconcept building! Snyder (1972)
ItC” ^Ltth.n.rile?Ctl °'1 MW^ the °fe 9f aild. his leam.ne
lk ‘ S”8 imS4?!^ ”B ‘ USOfUl tMhnl9U' t0“rt «** oonwpt
15
• adteasalnr all components In the
2u cSce“ ry2UlSe(w5)
UMm tSOhnlqUe 40 U” U lmPI0Vl^
16.
17.
Sequencing self concept building activities in a way designedt0 ggpepqltlze students is important to remember in any self
concept building program! Ziller (1973)
t
addr
f
ss t0 the SSEUkteyp factors which influence human
ZUlS (1973)^
6 a U8em techni<lue ln aelf concept building!
Iliscellaneous techniques used by various researchers:
a. Pictures! Gilpetrick (1969)
b. Puppetry: Carlson (1970)
c. Various art formsi Sanoff (1970)
d. Random grouping! Landis (1972)
e. Life space drawing and discussion! George (1972)
In Chapter IV the degree of congruence between the treatment and
the foregoing recommendations will be considered.
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2. The Teacher's Role
Researchers and self concept theorists caution that, even though
good self concept building techniques are handed to the teacher for use
with her students, her role and impact on the self concepts of her charges
is of paramount importance. Purkey (1970), Wells and FERDC (1971), and
Snyder and Klrkhaxdt (1972) have all spoken to this issue.
Pui&ey (1970) informs the researchor on k levels, approach, essential
understandings, responsibilities, and altitudinal characteristics.
The approach, he feels, should be a perceptual self concept approach.
It is essential (Purkey, 1970) that the teacher understand.
1. that she has a significant influence on the success of her
students
2 .
3 .
that her beliefs are transmitted through
postures, touch, and what, how, and when
. facial expression
she speaks
*
ihat her attitudes (as perceived by students) have a strongimpact on them, ^
M It is difficult to overestimate the need for the teacher to be
sensitive to the attitudes he expresses towards students." (Puzkey, 1970,
P. ^9)
io this end PurScey (1970) would encourage some teacher preparation,
... we need to encourage in-service group
counseling situations for teachers, in which their
attitudes and feelings can be safely explored with
others." (PuaScey, 1970, p, 4-6)
Puifcey (1970) sees the teacher's responsibilities in self concept
development as follows.
1. to create program innovations and curricular changes to bring
about the desired results
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2 .
3.
4.
to prevent instilling negative self attitudes, since the selfis conservative and thus prevention becomes ^ita
“* C0nfiden8* the student canaccomplish woik, can learn, and is competent
Sm^mSU
'defln0d standaiM, of values ana of dsnanas for
3. to guide toward the solution of problems
6
. to furnish necessary structure
7. to serve as a model of authenticity by being willing to sharefeelings with students e Bn
8
.
^
iUng Until chances of success are goodand the material is relevant, offering challenge with littlethreat, conveying the feeling that failure is noimal and ex-
“d spproTln«- pointing out areas of
"People learn that they are able, not from
-allure, but from success,"
(Puxfcey
, 1970, p. 56 )
9. to control with just the right combination of warmth and firmness-
rewarding control w
10. to try direct self concept raising through activities designedfor this purpose ^
11
.
to enrich the emotional life of students through living enddealing with all of the affective aspects of classroom life
12
. to help students clarify values they hold
13* to establish deer, firm, and demanding rules that are not
rigid, inflexible, er unduly restricting
14. to enforce rules through restraint, denial, and separation
15» to avoid unfair and ruthless competition
16 , to spread attention around and indude each student
17 . to insure that each student has a dear idea of what is accept-
able and not acceptable in the classroom
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18. to permit mistakes without penalty
19. to Hake positive comments on written work
With the exception of direct aseault. on sell concept ae In nunWe
1. 10. and 12. theae notice, were carried out In both oUas.e-.xperla.ntal
and control sinoe they are alaply go0d teaching practices which, to the
heat of * ability. I have been putting into practice for as lent as I
hav. been teaching. 1 saw no reason to treat the control
.roup lea.^
than I would be treating then had I not been doing research on self con-
cept.
Altitudinal characteristics. Purkey (l970) feels, are wore i.p«t^
than qualifications
. training. knowledge, skill, or even ideological orients-
tion. The teachers
1
* Suities
ld 508111/6 &ttitudes about herself and her students'
2. should be calm, supportive, and facilitate
should not neglect the aspect of warmth
should be receptive to all
5. should be tolerant toward, contrary opinion
compromise, and child UxticlpaSS in" deci^SfS^ons
“ella (1971) speaks of the Importance of the authenticity of the
teacher and her willingness to p^tlclpat. In the
.haring of attitudes
and feelings.
,
"
* * • 11 is important that you as the teacher
rt^enU
J:LJ,OUr3',lf "lth **“ <*"• enables the
fruS an authentic person and as a
° PTOUealoml ”*• P^«."
Well:i 1 ’71 ' '"#ee,“ ihat the optimum tine period for sell concept
building activities seems to be the early afternoon hours.
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™"D° (1?71) reoo"““^ *-»«» *1—1 mmmomtt including p,..mve reg«d. consistent discipline, and an *A lxmmM u ^
of about 4 to 1. Body contact through touch 1. highly rt>cc«EOTded
.
““ SlrBt'" °f CU“~°”
—•—* was worked out by Wfflo
(l97l) « It is as followsi
IUl
” Sd^S^S^e^tS stated positively,
a real^Sf “Bratood. n,ey should be based onthecal need for then and children should be .Honed
aPSr°Ve - APPI0Val 0f *«*»* behavior should be dsuonstrated.
Ii Ignore - Undesirable behavior should be Ignored.
disapprove
- Mmpproval of serious misbehavior ahould be made
Snyder (1972) feels that the personality of the teacher and her atti-
tude tonard and understanding of children are of iwamount Inportance for
the total social am emotioml gro*h and adjustment of her mplls. Tsachor.
«ho Here high In self osteen tended to be associated nlth group, of student.
»ho also tad high self esteems. Teacher/pupll Interactions should be caln
and accepting.
Klrkhardt (1972) also recommended an R/p ratio of not belon 4 to 1.
He defined a reward as anything that was ego-enhancing, anything that wouU
hake the child feel good about himself, anything that vould help hi. to en-
joy the rewards of his own capabilities, anything that would be a sign of
the goodwill of significant adults. He suggests that an optima h/p ratio
would be 5 to 1.
It would be well at this point to clarify what preparation I had for
attempting to run such a program on my own with my classes, since I am not
a psychologist nor a counselor.
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in action to 13 years of experience with torero ao a classroom
teadiar and a rather thorough resoar* of tte literature, I attended nany
"*• * <**- ^ *. He* Inland Center for
Personal and ^rational Grouth under the direotlon of la* Onfield'
and psy*ologlst3, Pro. Judy Oabaum-amfield and Susan LaEranee, as sen
as Dr. Jack Gibb, author of nany humanistic articles and hooks.
I attended KOrkshOpe on sex education out of the above mentioned
center under the direction of Dr. BonaM Heed and Susan Heed, counselor,
as well as Dr, Howard Munson.
The humanistic education KOrftchop I attended at the University of
minois sas directed by Dr. Thoms Long and facilitators included euch
distinguished psychologists as C. H. Patterson. Carl Sogers, and 0. Hobart
Kowrer anons others.
In-service workshops on humanistic education I have attended indue-
tho„e run by Gerald Weinstein and Sidney Sinon under the auspices of the
university of Massachusetts.
hi addition I have been in constant consultation with ny husband,
Haul Quesada, a certified school psychologist and Director of Pupil Per-
aonal Services at Quabbin Hegional High S*ool in Barra, Massachusetts and
have received nu* help and advise via the nail from Dr, C. H, Patterson.
I have also consulted many tines kith Ann Elegant, counselor at
north Middlesex Hegional High School, and Dr. John Elegant mho is Director
of Counseling Services there.
In addition to this preparation, I tried out these activities in a
pilot program-on the activities alone-the previous year «ith the sane
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kind of students as Nero used in this studj>
The activities, per 3e, and some relevant
of these activities are included in the appendix
verbatim on the results
CHAPTER IV
TREATMENT and analysis
A * Self Concept Building
Following th. perceptual «Hf concept approach reeomeuded by zuier
(1973), th. self concept building activities (see App«*i*) are divided
luto 4 series, perception of uniqueness, perception of st«ugths, per-
ception of values, and perception of Integration. The activities m «*
series aret
Series On.. Eroielvlne
*• The Name Game
2. What's in a Name?
3. Fingerprints and Silhouettes
4. Personal Coat of Arms
5. Who Am I?
Series Two i Perceiving Strengths
Os Success
7 • Strength Bombardment
8, Feedback (Compliments)
9, Pride Line
Series Three, ce^vinf; Values
10. Value Line
11. Voting
Series Four, Perceiving Intera^pp
12, Where Emotions Are Felt
Twenty-one Questions
If I Could Be , . .
Geography of Self
Top Dog/ Under Dog and I C&n't/l Won't
13.
14.
15.
16
.
The activities in the first series were selected to make the student
become more affis* of himself. The first 5 lessons focus the student's
attention on his own u&flUppWB. i.e., what he does well, his name, his
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hie hl3^
.nd the »ny^ ^SaW
' n‘"e tUl,8“ bel“« to him and hla
.lone, and, coco.pt forM*aI” "° °*h” h>““ b^ >*- thing., only hie, He
unique—one of a kind. He «...es hlnself as raw, valuable, and Irreplaceable
He begin, to s«,o a very personal td„+,*..
Tb. 4 leasone In the eecond series develop In the student an^
OSS that he has been ffllSSefiE&l In the last and that he does have thing,
to be proud of. They aake hi. 6BOV that filtaa oan see positive things
“ ^ lB^ th°
- ^Uve social T.
Seales thr« consists of 2 lessons chosen because It Has felt that
they *ould bring th. student to an that he holds his oun
»l»ea, Hhleh »y or nay not be the values held by others, these values are
°3~ift°d, and through then he can sense a minus Identity,
There are 5 le*wns In the fourth series, a, first one van *3.33
to bring the student to an Ehareness of the unity of body and »ot.ton
hov each aay affect the other* this BaBepagE of md/bodr lntr^M„,
is a necessary pre-^ulaite to the oth«r lessons In th. series, a. second
lesson in th. serlss Has chosen to help the student to assess he ls
,
-here he Hants to go, end to alien, him a chsno. to choose a direction In
*lch h. Hlshes to gros nd to start thinking about atapa to»ard reaching
that goel. The third and fourth lessons give the student a fedllng for be-
***
-real', for accepting hlnself and othere, bring hi. to an drones. of
the conflict. Hithin hlnself, end alio, hie to start erpr^lng htahcOf
*»e fully. The last activity In the series shone the student hou to take
responsibility for hla cwn actions and feellngs-hon to take chart, of his
own Ilf©,
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B, Congruence With Procedure
The self concept building activities used In this study must be
examined at this point to see how congruent they are in terms of the re-
commendations of the self concept theorists explored In Chapter III,
It—Self concent Is Influenced bv All of the
self concept building activities used In this study were lessons In that
they were as direct an attempt to Influence student self concept as cogni-
tive lessons are at Influencing student cognition.
Proposition 2l Self awareness is a necessary first step to self con-
cent Improvement, All of the self concept building activities used In
this study forced attention on the self, but of specific potency In this
regard verei WHO AM I?, GEOGRAHIY OF SELF, and TOP DOG/UNDER DOG AND I
CAN’T/l WON'T, These activities riveted student attention Intently on the
self. Other activities with special potency for bringing about self aware-
ness through psychological pi-,Turing weret STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT, and FEED-
BACK (COMPLIMarrs) . These activities provided direct feedback to the student
as to how others saw him.
Proposition 3> Responsibility assumption Is a necessary first step
to self concept Improvement , The activities which placed the most respon-
sibility directly on the student werei VALUE LINE, VOTING, and TOP DOG/
UNDER DOG AND I CAN'T/l WON’T, These activities forced the student to take
responsibility for his values and his behavior. However, student respon-
sibility was stressed In both groups—expertesantal and control—throughout
the year via the appointment of rotating team captains to be responsible
for the care and dispensing of laboratory equipment and for the condition
of the laboratory.
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4l. Value cUrifloatlcn Is necessary to Improve self con-
cept i Students wees forced to ohooss v&lues and sake value judgements In
VALUE LINE and VOTING, but TWENTY-ONE QUESTIONS and TOP DOG/UNDER DOG AND
I GAN'T/l WON 'T also forced the student to clarify value issues*
Proposition 5i—Recognition and aooeptanoe of ecotiona is important
in self- concept improvement. Fantasy trips into past emotions and inte-
gration with somatic reactions were accomplished specifically through WHERE
EMOTIONS ARE FELT, but discussion questions eit citing emotion recognition
responses were included in the processing of many of the other activities,
particularly STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT and FEEEBAOC (COMPLIMENTS )
,
PERSONAL
COAT OF ARMS also facilitates strong emotional reactions*
Proposition 6? A sense of Personal idenUty is a necessary, first
step in aemtitvnt hnllrMng . The first 5 activities! THE NAME GAME,
WHAT'S IN A NAME?, FINGERPRINTS AND SILHOUETTES, PERSONAL CJOAT OF ARMS,
and WHO AM I? focus directly on the uniqueness of the individual, i,e.
,
his nans, something he is good at, his fingerprints, his profile, his per-
sonal symbols, etc*
,
but other activities pointed to uniqueness of response!
VALUE LINE, VOTING, IF I COULD BE , and GEOGHAHIY OF SEIF. Perception
of uniqueness questions were part of the processing of almost all activities
as well as the ones mentioned above* A sense of personal identity was also
brought about by exercises in strength recognition! STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT,
FEEEBAOC (COMPLIMENTS), and PRIDE LINE, and by success recognition ! SUCCESS,
STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT, FEEDBACK (COMPLIMENTS) and PRIDE LINE.
Proposition 7i In improving pelf concept it Is Important to work
m students' central beliefs. Beliefs central to the self were explored
ini WHO AM I?, PRIDE LINE, VALUE LINE, and VOTING.
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8» ffygAig learning techniques are useful in helping to
buUd- .g.^*—SPRlQQJ^
»
Although no direct role playing lacfanfau?? were used,
identification of various roles were inherent Ini WHO AM I?, IF I COULD
BE
,
GECGRABIY OF SELF, and TOP DOG/UNDER DOG AND I CAN'T/l WON*T.
Social learning through Eg&afiMSoffit via positive interpersonal relation-
shins was assured via STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT and FEEDBACK (OOI'IPLIMENTS).
The affective curriculum component of social reinforcement is inherent in
the activities in toto.
PgQBgsi-Uoa 9l B.§ha.yjpr modification may Prove to he a useful tech-
nique to improve self concept . Although no direct behavior modification
techniques per se were used in this study, in & larger sense, any activity
contrived and designed for a specific purpose, whether that purpose be to
impart cognitive or affective knowledge, carries with it the intent to
I
change behavior.
Proposition IQi Building ctoup trust is an important step in self
concept improvement . There were no activities specific to trust building,
but the oral processing of each and every activity was designed to facili-
tate the sharing of feelings and thoughts on levels which the students
might have previously thought were too risky. Very little progress along
these lines was made, however, i.e.
,
only a students on only a few
occasions dared risk inner thoughts and feelings orally, but were more
open an paper. While they were quick to trust me, they did not ever really
get to trust each other.
Proposition lli It Is important to gain peer group^pproml ^or the
self concept builtUfig PiHfTfrP- No specific activities were designed for
18?
this purpose, but the fact of Its aoconpllshnent 1. without doubt. Not
only .ere these students anxious to do anyth!* that d!d not loo* Hhe
"7” ^^^ a0TO «“ ^ thinh of these actives a.
a pleasant 'change of te.oP » ..
„
* “* they requested the activities about twice
as often as they were carried out.
. .
a™S°
larortant
WH1*. Although speoiflc behavioral objectives
activity
.ere not worked out, the objectives Inherent In the hy-
potheses do spell out what was expect* **. the .tudents „ ,^ ^
the self concept maiding activities as a who!., albeit In null
a^ltOh n l^ere W IT anon.
^^l^ t^yie, ^ ^ ^^g^eachlns
Snyder (1972) said th„+} at ^ younger the child, the better.
Unfortunately these students were 15 ve*™ v ,y ars old before the activities were
tried on then, end no atteupt was nade In this study to ascertain l»rn-
lof styles for any Individual child since this is a gr«p study rather than
a study of individual students.
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technique taw„
SOS. 09°o,pt chanea. Although all of these activities were designed to
reverse negative self attitudes, direct assault. * negative self attitude
-ere nade via, SUCCESS, OTMb BOMBARDMENT, FEEDBACK (COMaiMTs). pride
LINE, and TOP DOG/under DOG AND I CAN'T/l WON'T.
aggirttlOh It, A nuU^meneional anevccb
,
systen be the wnt useful. technics, to „1r , f
aaaaualf
—fa A review of Proposition 1* on attitudes, Proposition
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* " "*“• *°P0Eltlc" 8 m **-• - *~on , « behaviors. ^
^ the components of *. seif system ^
ettenuon end. of course. in a ta*. 3OTSO> ail of ^_
directed toward change in self concept.^ ^ *™**K^
to fr'wigiaa^afaBt^^
„v ..„
m^"" - 1 *°“M Me, at this joist, tow„.
P^cnce in support of ZUlsr'. (1973) proportion. tte year prevloua to
this study, I did a pilot stud, on the self ooncept building activities
and found out, In a vary dramatic way. that students are extr«ely redact**
to try anyth!*, nc If It seems to require that they noire themselves In
any may vulnerable to *at Sidney Simon, a value olordfleatlons expert at
the University of Massachusetts, has called 'killer statements', i.,„ they
»ill moke no personal disclosures that could be used against them by their
pears. For this reason the activities In this study were carefully sequenced
to begin in a non-threatening 'parlor gome' fashion and precede slowly and
Gradually toward the more threatening activities. For example, exploring
the meaning of one's name In WHAT'S DT A NAME? Is not nearly as revealing
Of the self as 'laying ons's values on the line' in VOTDE and, In turn,
this Is not as threatening as having to take full responsibility for one's
every thought and action as In TOP DOG/UNDHR DOG AND I CAN*T/l WON'T.
Paapo^Uqn 3 ?: A
_
<&rect adflregp, to the cognitive floors whlA i n-
BUT he a useful technlpue In self concept
Although those students lack the sophistication to engage In cognitive
analyses of their behavior, they were required, through the processing
questions and discussion, to process cognitively to the bast of their
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^ ad^itlOT
•^ *-* tc a sore certain oognl-
vc massing than ether.. PERSONAL a** OF AWS, «H0 AH 17, PS1DE
LINE, VALUE LINE, VOTDC, NHERE BtOTIONS ABE FELT, GEOGRAPHY OF SELF, and
TOF DCgAtoeB BCG AND I (SANTA HOLT.
I» regard to the niacellaneous technique. suggeatoi« used by
(P- 175)1
acre us*
la. FINGERPBINTS AND SILHOUETTES and PtfflsONAL COAT OF ARMS,
Ifceae octivitlae acre sailed cut anuundnately once a Keek at
<ii«er«t tinea of day, since North Middlesex Regional Hi** school haa a
7 day rotating schedule ao that classes m at various tinea dun* (he
day and are designated By
-Diodes. nether than hy
-periods-. I aeon found
out, however, that the studerts seen* none receptive to these activities
in the afternoon hours and, therefore, scheduled neat of then for this
period of tine. This, of course, ueant that these activities were not
carried out on the sane day each week. The students, therefore, never Knew
*" *"* *«ld have one of these activities and elthys seened to weleone
them when they were carried out.
C. Hesults
1 • Initial Assessment
Table 8 (p‘ 190) scores on the initial direct self re-
port measure, the gtftf APTOlqjfl Inventory
,
for both the experimental
group (C block) and the control group (B block).
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Table 8
1. 172
2. 149 1.
3. 152 2.
4* 459* 3.
5* 177 4.
6. 136 5.
7. 6.
8. 165 7.
9. 156 8.
10. 140 9.
11. 174 10.
12. 161 11.
13. 145 12.
14. I56 13.
15. I63 14.
16. I65 15.
17. 162 16.
2fia
-122
TOEALi 2552
AVE.i 159.50 TOEALi
AVE.i
lba highest possible score oa this instrument was
,
148
145
175
152
161
166
159
145
175
150
162
156
140
162
165
16?
iW3,U0,
*rte that only 18 students wore presort far the Initial adainlrtm-
** tl'e 0°ttto>1w <B «•*> “f * total enrolment «f * and that
16 rtuderta sere Preset In the er^nentrt^ (0^ ^
’BBSaam,t " a* TWo
—® that 6 students were absent fro. the oontrol
Sfoup, and 5 were absent fro. *. erpcrlnental group. THU »s a typi«l
^«tee rate for these group, during both th. pre-erperiaental period
for analyrt^m
7
oSS
^(2elTl»). Mntrol enttB “*»•
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and the experimental period
til sronl ^
^SSSmsSJto the cen-
to .this mspsa. IMslayTe
’r
‘‘™ni33ig TO- ty. T»wt
ioofc at ahft *
^ teter«t slao. behavloal tta0, „lW” “ indicative of self concept.
In order to make the numbers (Ns)
idon+ifM +< , \
^
’ * SC°re Was assigned anIdentification (ID) number and, POw *« . + v,
L . _
^ 10 a table of *and°m numbers, numbers
“
4
HT ^ ^ . - analysis.A
^
*—— hsg run to Mfra
I Z
treBW * »— «-t them self concepts, ss assessed
/
° te‘ '**• ™« significantly different. ae formula usedilx these Independent samples was,
_____
'Tl * %z
"(
nl - l)sj + (n2 - i)s2 ~j
* + n2
- 2 W + "2
where,
*1 = mean of group 1 a 159.50
- mean of gro p 2 - I59.OO
ni - number In group 1 - 16
n2 ” number in group 2 = 16
231 “ variance of group 1 = 162.53
2S2 “ variance of group 2 » 37.38
Interpretation of the t score was done for a 2-talled test.
Tabio 9 (p. 192) shows the computation of variance for the control
®»P (B block) on the Initial Self Annralse.1^
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Table 9
raSffl rpm» VAR3MGE F0R ™EGCJiTROL GROUP CN THE INITIALSELF APPRAISAL INVENTORY
Sum of (Score minus Mean)2 - 2438.00
Variance -
- 162.53
Table 10 (p. 193) shows the computation of variance for the ex-
perietal ,^Up (0 *!«*) „ a* toator
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Table 10
COMPUTATION OP VARIANCE FOR THE
E^lERIMENTAl GROUP ON THE
INITIAL SELF APPRAISAL
INVENTORY
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
S.
9.
10
.
11
.
12
.
13.
14.
15.
16
.
148
145
175
152
161
166
159
145
175
150
192
156
140
162
165
167
-10.00
-13.00
17.00
- 6.00
3.00
8.00
1.00
-13.00
17.00
- 8.00
4.00
- 2.00
-1C. 00
4.00
7.00
9.00
Sura of (Score minus Mean)2 - 1680.00
Variance - « 112,00
100.00
169,00
289,00
36.00
9.00
64.00
1.00
16;. 00
289.00
64.00
16.00
4.00
324.00
16.00
49.00
81.00
t 159,50 - 1 13 00
\ (16..
+
(16-1) (liy.nny,
\| 16 + 16 - 2 I16
t -
.362
df = 15
P > .50
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Initially, then, jhg_.SQn.trol group and the experimental group Here
Rgj In golf concept as measured by the Sq&£^j>:
pralaal Invmtflry .
Table 11 shows the scores for both the control and experimental
grou-pa on Word Choice, the Inferential self report measure, after Its
initial administration.
Table 11
SCORES ON THE INITIAL ADMINISTRATION
OF WORD CHOICE
B Block (Control) Scores C Block (Experimental) Scores
1. 108 1. 84
2. 78 2. n3
3. 105 3. 80
4. 92 4. 85
5. 99 5. 84
6. 82 6. 59
7. 91 7. 97
8. 101 8. n4
9. 94 9. 98
10. 114 10. 83
11. 96 11. 87
12, 117 12. in
13. no 13. ns
14. 91 14. 109
15. 96 15. 111
16. 96 16, 100
17. 109 17. 97
TOTAL i 1679 TOTAL i 1630
AVE.i 98.76 AVE.i 95.88
The highest score possible on this instrument was 133. Table 12
(p. 195) shows the computation of variance for the control group (B block)
on the initial Word Choice .
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Table 12
ramiTATION OP VARIANCE FOR THECONTROL GROUP ON TOE INITIAL
WORD CHOICE
Sun of (Score minus Mean)^ » 1849,11
Variance «= m 11 5,57
Table 13 (p, ljgl shoes the oompjtatlon of variance for the experi-
mental group (C blodc) on the Initial Wmrt hhoi-
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Table 13
COMPUTATION OF VARIANCE FOR
the experimental GROUP
CN THE INITIAL
WORD CHOICE
I.D. Score Score minus Mean
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7 .
8
.
o
•
10
.
11
.
12
.
13.
14
.
15.
16.
17.
84
113
80
85'
04
59
57
114
98
83
87
111
118
109
111
IOC
97
-11.88
17.12
-15.88
-10.08
-11.88
-36.88
1.12
18.12
2.12
-12.88
- 8.88
15.12
22.12
13.12
15.12
4.12
1.12
Sum of (Score minus Mean)^ » 4021.69
Variance «* 251.36
(Score minus' kean)^
141.13
293.09
252.17
II8.37
141.13
1360.13
1.25
328.33
4.49
165.89
78.85
228.61
489.29
172.13
228.61
16.97
1.25
t
— 98.76 - 96.88
Ua.„(U5.'?7) I (16 ) (2SL.T6 )17+17-2
t - .62
df - 16
P > .50
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Table 14
UlTERACTiaT ANALYSIS
HvSTHUIiETT
Pupil/Pupil
' eacher/Pupii
Task Orientation
Treatment of Materials
Mxperlraeiital Itipll/Pupil
Teacher/Pupil
Task Orientation
Treatment of Materials
43
01 of a Possibility of MO native behaviors (100 observations)
,
3 “** 111 3 «**•
- * wore noted m = Blod
"”e 0*P“1,Mnt*1
-Troup, on the initial observation.
note that the greatest number of negative behaviors „ere „on-task
behaviors) the next greatest number of negative beteviors „ere pupil to
’JS11
' ^ °f "ateriala ^ 1" both groupe, but the experimental
-Troup had slightly more negative tead.er/pujdl demotions than did the
control group.
The z teat for making Inferences about populations using Inde-nden-
samples «s used to test for significance, a. formula is.
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Pi * P2
I ffLliaA A . £Lt£a\
f
l + la
\j
+
“in ni + »2 jlni W
where!
the number of observations In the sample from population 1
possessing the characteristic being observed.
p^ * the proportion
nl
fg “ the number of observations in the sample from population 2
possessing the characteristic being observed.
fo
p0 ** ~z ” the proportion1 n2
«* the number of observations in group 1
ng = the number of observations in group 2
z - (44/l00) - (43/100)
r/A±ia-\ (! 7.M+-toS\/ jl- + jJ\J \100 + 100/ V 100 + 100/^100 100 /
z - .142
The value of z * .142 does not exoeed the critical values of +1.65
and -1,65 at the .05 level of confidence. Therefore, there was no signif-
icant difference between the self concents of the control group and the
experimental group as measured initially by the Classroom Interaction
Analysis Instrument .
ON ALL 3 MEASURES OF SELF CONCEPT, THEN, THERE WERE NO APPARENT
INITIAL DIFFERENCES IN THE SELF CONCEPTS OF THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS.
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2 * Hypothesis Teatjry;
Hull Hypothesis 1 , After approximately 5 months of Instruction, the
control group, taught general biology, «U1 show no significant gain In
self concept as assessed by the direct self report measure, the Sag
Appraisal Inventory.
Table 15 shove the scores of the control group on the Self Anno,w
invmtory both before and after the treatment period.
Table 15
CONTROL GROUP SCORES PRE- AND
POST SELF APPRAISAL
inventory
B Block Initial Scores B Block Final Scores
1. 172
2. 1^9
3. 152
4. 159
5. 177
6
. 136
7. 131
8
. 165
9. 156
10. 140
11
. 174
12
. 161
13. 145
14. 156
15. I63
16
. 165
17. 162
18 « 179
TOTAL 1 2842
ave.» 157.89
Table 16 (p. 201 ) shows the
1. 148
2 . 151
3. 165
4. 145
5. 165
6
. 182
7. 164
8
. 141
9. 157
10
. I67
11
. 162
12 . 176
13. 153
14. 166
15. 159
16 . 139
17. 154
18. 159
TOTAL: 2853
AVE.: 158.50
computation of variance for the initial
Self Apprrpigp.1 Tpyentorv for the control group.
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Table 16
VARIANCE ON THE INITIAL SELF
APPRAISAL INVENTORY FOR
the CONTROL GROUP
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
?.
8
.
9.
10
.
11 .
12
.
13.
14.
15.
16
.
17.
18.
172
149
152
159
177
136
131
165
156
140
174
161
145
156
I63
165
162
179
14
.11
8.89
- 5.89
1.11
19.11
-21.09
-26.89
7.11
- 1.89
-17.89
16.11
3.11
-12.89
- 1.89
5.11
7.11
4.11
21.11
199.09
79.03
34.69
1.23
365.19
479.17
723.07
50.55
3.57
320.05
259.53
9.6?
166.15
3.57
26.11
50.55
M6;89
445.63
Sum of (Score minus Mean)^ > 3233,74
„ _
3233,74
Variance • 17
-190.22
Table 17 ( p, 202) shows the computation of variance on the final
Self Appraisal Inventory for the control group.
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Table 17
VARIANCE ON FINAL SELF
APPRAISAL INVENTORY
CONTROL GROUP
I.D. Score Score minus Mean (Score minus Mean)**
1. 148 -10.50 110.25
2. 151 - 7.50 56.25
3' 165 6.50 42.2
5
4. 145 -13.50 182.25
5. 165 6.50 42.25
6, 182 23.50 552.25
?» 164 5.50 30.25
8. 141 -17.50 306.25
9. 157 - 1.50 2.25
10. 167 8.50 72.25
11. 162 3.50 12.25
12. 176 17.50 306.25
13. 153 - 5.50 30 . 2*
14. 166 7.50 56.25
15. 159 .50 .25
16. 139 -19.50 380.25
17. 154 - 4.50 20.25
18. 159 .50 .25
Stun of (Score minus Mean) 2 » 2202.50
Variance - S22|ii0 a 129t^
t - Iff.,50..- 151 2^.
v rnr ± cia ^ ii 1190.22) / l. +
^
18 + 18-2 y 18 18 )
t - .141
df = 17
P > .50
Null hypothesis 1 Is not rejected. After approximately 5 months of
instruction, the control group , taught general biology, showed no. signif-
icant gqOn self conftffpt as assessed by the direct self report measure,
the Self Appraisal Inventory .
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Nun Hypothesis 2* After approximately 5 months of Instruction,
the experimental group, taught general biology supplemented with self
concept building activities, will show no significant gain in self con-
cept os measured by the direct seif report measure, the Self Antrmi
Inventory .
Table 18 shows the initial and final scores of the experimental
group on the Self_Apmai.gal Inventory .
Table 18
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRE- AND POST
TEST SCORES ON THE SELF
APPRAISAL INVENTORY
Block initial scores 0 Block final scores
1 . 148 1 . 159
2. 145 2 . 170
3. 175 3. 166
4. 152 4. I63
5. 161 5. 154
6. 166 6. 140
7. 159 7. 176
8 . 145 8. 15?
9. 175 9. 165
10
. 150 10 . 177
11 . 162 11 . 135
12
. 156 12, 164
13. l4o 13. 155
14. 162 14. 148
15. 16
5
15. 173
16
. 167 16 . 143
17. .
TOTAL: 2528 TOTAL: 2545
AVE.j 158.00 AVE.i 159.06
N.B.: Number 17 was randomly eliminated to make Ns even,»
Table 10 (p. 193) shows the computation of the variance for the
inital administration of the Self Appraisal Inventory for the experi-
mental group.
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Table 19 shows the computation of the variance of the final scores
of the experimental group on the Self Appraisal 1™^+^
Table 19
VARIANCE OF SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP ON FINAL SELF APPRAISAL
INVENTORY
I.D. Score Score minus Mean (Score minus Mean)^
1. 159 - .06 .004
2. 170 10.94 119.684
3. 166 6.94 49.164
4. 163 3.94 15.524
5. 154 - 5.06 25.604
6. 140 -19.06 363.284
7. 176 16.94 286.964
8. 157 - 2.06 4.244
9. 165 5.94 35.284
10. 177 17.94 321.844
11. 135 -24.06 578.884
12. 164 4.94 24.404
13. 355 - 4.06 16.484
14. 148 -11.06 122.324
15. 173 13.94 194.324
m. -16.06 222j<224
Sum of the (Score minus Mean)^ *» 2415.944
Variance - - 161.06
t - 159.06 - 158.00
\| (16 -Tf (l6l,06)__+ il6 Zl)_ (112.00) fl ,
V 16 + 16 - 2 ^15 16;
t = .26
df = 15
P > .50
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Null Hypothesis 2 is not rejected. After approximately 5 months of
instruction, the experimental group
.
taught general biology supplemented
with self concept building activities, did not show a gain in
self concept as measured by the direct self report measure, the Self Ap-
praisal Inventory .
Summary . After the treatment period, neither the control nor the
experimental groups showed a significant gain in self concept as measured
by the^djrect self report measure .
Null Hypothesis 3s After approximately 5 months of instruction, the
control group, taught general biology, will show no significant gain in
self concept as assessed by the inferential self report measure, Word
Choice .
Table 20 shows the scores of 'the control group on Word Choice both
before and after the treatment period.
Table 20
WOHD CHOICE CONTROL GROUT
SCORES Alii) iOj'I
TREATMENT TERIQD
B Block (initial) ' B Block (flnalj
1
.
108 1 . 104
2. 78 2. 85
3. 105 3. 50
4. 92 4. 59
5c 99 5. 103
6. 82 6. 108
7. 91 7. 98
8. 101 8. 106
9. 94 9. 108
10. 114 10. 120
11. 96 11. 116
12. 117 12. 89
13. no 13. 104
14. 91 14. 103
15. 96 15. 82
16. 96 16. 87
iZj -122 AZi 106
TOTAL i 1679 TOTAL 1 1627
AVE.i 98.76 AVE.i 95.71
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N.B. i (l) Number 6 s&o zrjndomly eliminated to make Ns even
(2) The mean actually decreased during the treatment period.
Table 12 (p. 195^ shows the computation of the variance for the con-
trol group initial scores on Word Choice.
Table 21 shows the computation of the variance for scores of ti e
control group on the final Word Choice .
Table 21
COMPUTATION OP VARIANCE OF
SCORES ON CONTROL GROUP
FINAL WORD CHOICE
I.D. Score Score minus Mean (Score minus M«m)2
1. 104 8.29 68.72
2. 85 -10.71 114.70
3. 50 -45.71 2089.40
4. 59 -36.71 1347.62
5. 103 7.29 53.14
6. 98 2.29 5.24
7. 106 10,29 105.88
6. 108 12,r 151.04
9. 120 24.29 590.00
10. 116 20,29 411.68
11. 89 - 6.71 45.02
12. 104 8.29 68.72
13. 103 7.29 53.14
14. 82 -13.71 187.96
15. 8? - 8,71 75.86
15. 106 10.29 105.88
17. 107 11.29 127.46
Sum of (Score minus Mean) 2 « 5601.46
Variance “ „ 350.09
t » 9ft.?6 t..«Si7A
(17 - 1 ) (115.57) + (17 • 1) (35Q-.<Bl /l +
17 + 17-2 \17 1
7
/
t - .58
df - 16
P > .50
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Null Hypothesis 3 Is not rejected. After approximately 5 months of
Instruction, the control group, taught general biology, nhpytyi jg
leant gain In self concept as assessed by the Inferential self report
measure, Word Choice.
Null Hypothesis 4i After approximately 5 months of instruction, the
experimental group, taught general biology supplemented with self concept
building activities, will show no significant gain in self concept as assessed '
by the inferential self report measure, Word Choice .
Table 22 shows the scores of the experimental group on Word Choice
both pre- and post treatment.
Table 22
EXPERIMENTAL PRE- AND POST
TEST SCORES ON WORD
CHOICE
C Block (Initial) C Block (final)
1. 84 1. 78
2. 113 2a 91
3. 80 3. 101
4. 85 4. 119
5. 84 5. 114
6. 59 6. 109
7. 97 7. 98
8. 114 8. 113
9. 98 9. 105
10. S3 10. 95
n. 87 ll. 108
12. 111 12. 107
13. 118 13. 114
14. 109 14. 192
15. 111 15.8 87
16. 100 16, 107
1Z* 22 H*
TOTAL i 1630 TOTAL 1 1761
AVE.t 95.88 AVE.i 103.5'
N.B.* The mean of the experimental group increased after treatment
rather than decreased as did the control group.
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Table 13 (p. 196) shows the computation of the variance for the ex-
perimental group pre-treatment scores on Word Choice .
Table 24 shows the computation of variance of the experimental group
scores on the final Word Choice .
Table 24
VARIANCE OF SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP ON FINAL WORD
CHOICE
I.D. Score Score minus Mean (Score minus Mean)^
1 . 78 -25.59 654.85
2 . 91 -12.59 158.51
3. 101 - 2.59 6.71
4. 119 15.41 237.47
5. 114 10.41 108.37
6
. 109 5.41 29.27
7. 98 - 5.59 31.25
8. 113 9.41 88.55
9. 105 1.41 1.99
10
. 95 - 8.59 73.79
11 . 108 4.41 19.45
12 . 107 3.41 II .63
13. 114 10.41 108.37
14. 102 - 1.59 2.53
15. 87 -16.59 275.23
16
. 107 - 3.41 11.63
17. 113 - 9.41 88.55
Sum of (Score minus Kean) * 1908,15
Variance » *= 119.26
t - 108.59 - 95.88
f(l7 - 1) (119.26) + (1? - 1) (251 , 36j /l_TIT
\| 17 + 17-2 (17 17J
t - 1.65
df - 16
p < .10
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Null Hypothesis 4 is not rejected. After approximately 5 months
of instruction, the experimental group , taught general biology supplemented
with self concept building activities, showed no signifies* gul p in self
concept as assessed by the inferential self report measure, Word Choice .
but there was a strong trend in the direction of improved self concent .
Summary . Neither the self concepts of the control nor the experi-
mental groups improved significantly during the experimental period as
measured by an inferential self report measure, but the self concepts of
the experimental group showed a strong trend in the direction of Improved
self concent .
Null Hypothesis 5» After approximately 5 months of instruction,
the control group, taught general biology, will show no significant re-
duction in negative classroom behavior as measured by the behavioral in-
dicator of self concept, the Classroom Interaction Analysis Instrument .
Table 25 shows the scores of the control group on the pre-post
observations with the Classroom Interaction Analysis Instrument .
Table 25
SCORES OF THE CONTROL GROUP PRE-
AND POST ON THE CLASSROOM
INTERACTION ANALYSIS
INSTRUMENT
Category Initial Final
Pupil/pupil interaction
Teacher/pupil interaction
11 1
4 1
Task Orientation
Treatment of Materials
23 19
TOTAL 43 28
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(Ji3/100) - f2B/1QQ)
\f?ioo + 100) (
x
- IooT^foo)(i^ + -i-\100 100 )
a - 2.21
z exceeds the critical values of ±2.054 for p » a Q2
Nuil Hypothesis 5 Is rejected at the
.02 level of confidence.
After approrlmtely 5 nonths^of Instruction. flLe.control cw.n ^
isbaato ns measured by the behavioral Indicator of self concept, the
aaamgm Interaction A pe-i y^ .
Null Hypothesis 6. After approximately 5 months of Instruction,
the experimental group. taught general biology supplemented with self
concept building actlvltlee, will show no significant reduction In nega-
tive clasaroom behavior ae assea.ed by the behavioral Indicator of self
concept, the a&pafQQh Interaction Analysis In.+a.„,.n
Table 26 shows the eooree of the experimental group both pre- and
I*>et treatment on the aWMgQB Interaction An.lv. 1
, instruct-
Table 26
SCORES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
PRE- AND POST TREATMENT ON THE
CLASSROOM INTERACTION ANALYSIS
INSTRUMENT
Pupil/pupil interaction
Teacher/pupil interaction
Task Orientation
Treatment of Materials
0
2
h
JL-
total
8
211
z
z
5.80
exoeeds the critical values of
confidence .719 at the .0001 level of
Null Hypothesis 6 Is rejected at the
.0001 level of confidence.
After approxlnetely 5 -Ah. of ineWlon. th^j^
r:
Ea,rai bl0l0ey °UPPleaental “lth concept building activities.
ricant reduction 1p n---H Wr v .r
—VT*-^8sxgpE behavior as assessed
by **»• behavioral Indicator of self Mnor4concept, the Classroom Inte-rae-H™
Aflalysls Instrument .
SfflaSH. The self concepts of both the control and experimental
sroup. Improved significantly during the experimental period as Indicted
Ny significant reduction In negative classroom behavior as measured h„ .
behavioral Indicator of self
^ °f KMn ffro,r" The Srif Appraisal Tev^^
“*“*
• fallel t0 *» any significant gain In self concept
during the experimental period for either the control or the experimental
group.
M the self report measure, failed to shov any
significant gain In self conoept during the experimental period for either
the control or the experimental group, but there aa. , strong trend o....,
SlJaSPy
--
3
- '
f ^ th" experiment.! ~..p during the te.w
period .
1,10 Interaction Anelvnlo
^ . behavior
of s«lf concept shoved a significant gain In self conoept during the experl-
wntal period for both the control and experimental groups as Indicated by
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» alsnlficrn reduction In negative classroom behavior In both group*.
of rajfl. eoo^ reaate, It should be noted that as the
purpose of the assessing Instmment became less obvious in toms of the
socially acceptable response, the assessing instrunent seened to becon.
more sensitive to changes in self concept.
*e has been mentioned previously In this paper, lex (l972),
developers of both the direct and Infermtlal seif report measures, named
researchers that direct rjlTu.LV.< ..If reports are more easily
-fekeable- since it
Is obvious what the ««, soclaliy desirable response would be.
If the aiast measures had not been
-faked- Initially In a poaltlve
direction, leaving little room for improvement on the final aasessment.
hut assuming, as IOX (1972) contends, that the more eocially desirable
response was more obvious In the direct secure then In the Inferential
measure, the possibility exists that the responses could have been
-faked-
in a negative direction by the experimental group on the final assessment,
l.e., If the more socially desirable response Is more obvious, then so is
the less socially desirable response. That thla possibility exists for
the experimental, but not for the control group is explained by the fact
that the experimental group had been exposed, through the self concept
building nativities to many
-survey-type- activities and may have been
'turned-off- to the final assessment as another one of these activities.
This Is a real possibility since the students lost their enthusiasm for
the activities on about the last two (See Appendix). They became nega-
tive.
-phoney-
, and oven a little bit hostile, refusing to do the oog-
hltive/affectlve congruonoe questionnaire on the last two activities.
ZL3
It U »m. then, that they choee to express their displease at
having to mi out another hy dellherately choosing the obviously socially
undesirable responses on the direct sell report measure. Since the nega-
tive responses were less obvious on the Inferential neasure, they
.ere
less able to choose them and. thus. Indicated a strong trend toward m-
proved self concept.
If neither the control nor the experimental groups had
-faked-
either the Initial or the final a<ai * .i direct self report measures, there still
remains a viable explanation for the fa«+ct that ^ experimental group showed
no significant improvement In self ^0^+^ m concept &g measured bY self
SilfflSBia. Ihere Is « very real possibility that the Increased eelf
soreness brought about by the activities ray have Increased the students-
awareness of their shortcomings thereby reducing their scores. That this
could he a possibility Is supported hy Uelsgerber (19?1 ) and Branded (1969),
i.e„ It could he that the experimental group, as a result of the activities,
became more competent at introspection leading to greater self awareness
and therefor, a mors critical self attitude. It Is possible for one to be
at once more aware of one's shortcomings ffid more accepting of them and,
consequently, more determined toward eelf improvement. This could mean
that while the experimental group felt mu* better about themselves, they
were more aware of the shortcomings they wished to work on and therefore
they reported these on the self report measure thus reducing their scores.
If honest reporting is to be assumed, this Is a real possibility.
The ioregolng may serve os possible explanation for the results ob-
tained with the self report measures, but the surprising results from the
behavioral Indicator needs to be explored. Jhe possibility exists that the
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behavioral indicator was a much more valid and sensitive measure of change
in self concept than either of the self report measures. It is a matter
of whether or not one wishes to place more emph, sis on what a Person He
than. 9n what he Sflya . In this regard, the results obtained in the study
done by FEfiDC (1971) were the same as the results obtained in this study,
although the studies were totally different in regards to treatment and
assessment of self concept. (See p. 129) They reported greater validity
for their Inferred Scfrppl Self Concept
,
an observational measure, than
they found with self report. They based their conclusion on the fact that
the observational measure was more predictive of what the child subsequently
did in school than what the child himself reported. In this case, also,
it was the observational measure that indicated change in self concept,
not the self report measure, especially not the direct self report measure.
If the behavioral indicator w&3 more sensitive to changes in self
concept than the self report measures, the problem of significant im-
provement in both the control and the experimental groups needs to be ex-
plored. Since the behavioral indicator assessed behavior on 4 levels
( pupil/pupil
,
teacher/pupil
,
degree of task orientation, and treatment of
materials and equipment), it would be well to explore on what levels this
improvement seemed to take place.
Table 27 (p» 215) shows the reduction in negative behaviors which
took place in the control group over the experimental period.
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Table 27
REDUCTION IN NEGATIVE BEHAVIORS
IN THE CONTROL GROUP OVER THE
EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
Number of NegatJ
Behaviors
Lve Critical
Values z
Level of
Conftrtnpoe
Category Pre Post
Pupil/
Pupil 11 1 *2.576 2,?8 Big, at ,005
Teacher/
Pupil 4 1 *1.645 1.20 Not clg, at
.05
Task
Orient, 23 19 *1.645
.73 Not sig. at .05
Treat,
M’tls. 5 7 *1.645
-
.63 Hot sig. at .05
Table 28 shows the reduction in negative behaviors for the experi-
mental group over the treatment period.
Table 28
REDUCTION IN NEGATIVE BEHAVIORS IN
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP OVER. THE
TREATMENT PERIOD
Number of Negative
Behaviors
Critical
Values z
Level of
Confidence
Category Pre Post
Pupil/
Pupil 10 0 *3.090 3.13 Sig. at .001
Teacher/
Pupil 7 2 *1.645 1.56 Trend at .06
Task
Orient, 22 2
-3.719 4.00 Sig. at .0001
Treat
M'tls, 5 2 -1.645 I .07 Hot sig, at ,05
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2U3SSJ&SC* In the control {'roup, thg , 9nly category of
^ n
*
^pyove^
^ff»iapnta,y the experiment^ pr o^d was nanll A«nn
1 nt^
fictiga. Teacher/pupil interaction did not significantly improve, but nega-
tlV® teftcher/PuPil interaction was low to begin with in this group. Degree
of task orientation showed no significant improvement and treatment of
materials and equipment was worse, but not significantly so.
In the experimental group,
and degree
oQfiflk pr^eafr^pn showed gireilfAcant. improvement.
. Further, although
tisadier/pupll interaction and treatment of materials and equipment did
not improve significantly, both.,,qhowed trends in that * strong
trend toward improved teacher/pupil, interaction and a slight trend toward
improved treatment of materials and equipment.
There is a possible explanation for the improved self concept in
the control group as indicated by improved behavior. It is entirely pos-
sible that I was treating the control group In subtle ways of which I was
not aware. Puxkey (19?0) listed 19 responsibilities of the teacher in
building self concept* (See pp, 176-178)
With the exceptions of numbers 1, 10, and 12, which I considered to
be direct attempts on self concept, I considered the remainder of the list
to be simply ’good teaching' techniques and treated both groups the same
way in these respects. There were 2 Instances of objective evidence that
these techniques may have been positively effecting self concept in the
experimental group.
My 0 remarked that she noticed that the behavior of both groups had
improve! drastically since she first observed them. She said that she
could hardly believe they were the same groups.
21?
The second hit of evidence came from my department head, who had
occasion on May 21, 1974, to observe the control group as part of the
teacher evaluation program at North Middlesex Regional High School. The
following Is the written report she turned in to the administration and
gave to me on that observations
"This was a very well organised laboratory session
using paper chromatography. You have done an admirablejob with this class which presented a control problem atthe beginning of the year. Today they aur>«L^ ^
efiS^rfttJ-ve tyrant of the rights of oth#^
. Good
I*
03*1 SgMPiWff *g-Jx>th behavior and academic i3 obvious
uKT© a *
If the self concepts of the oontrol group were raised through the
use of 'good teaching procedures', the problem remains of explaining why
the Improved self concept- would be manifested through improved pupil/pupil
relationships and not through improved teacher/pupil relationships as well.
Perhaps this was because the negative teacher/pupil interactions were so
low before the experimental period that there was little room to show
significant improvement
.
Looking at the data from the experimental group, it can be noted
that all behavioral categories improved, but that it was pupll/pupil Inter-
action and degree of task orientation that improved significantly. This
means that the greatest difference in improvement between the treated and
untreated groups was degree of task orientation . FEEDC (1971) found the
same thing to be true in their study. (See p. 162) They reported that
as a result of their self concept building methods, on-task-behavior im-
proved from 65S*o to 9 In this study, the experimental group went from
22 non-task behaviors before treatment to 4 non-task-behaviors after
•Italics mine
tre't"TOt
- ™ «*-*• - oth.r W, went frm 23
non-task
-behaviors before the sxperlmmtal period to 19 non-task-b^vior.
after the experimental period.
If it was the treatment which the experimental group receive that
improved that aepeot of self conoept relatsd to inoratsed task orientation,
this still does not explain why the treatment would have this effeot.
It is ,nite possible that without both gr^p, had be« taught to
treat each other 1th more respect thr^gh the improve! self concept
brought about by
-good teaching, during the year, the experimental group
had. due to the self concept building activities, been ehoen that they sere
“* iBITOVl118
therefore, found the attempt
more worthwhile-more worth their effort. Perhaps the control g»up had
Improved their self concept, only to the extent that they could have
pleasant interaction with others, but still did not feel capable of learn-
ing and, therefore, did not feaL like putting in the effort at shat they
considered a futile attempt.
Null Hypothesis 7. After approximately 5 months of instruction in
general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum was supplemented
»ith self concept building activities, will show no significant gain in
self concept over the control group, whose curriculum was not supple-
mented with eelf conoept building sctlvitleo. when assessed with th. direct
self report measure, the Saif Appraisal Inv.ntm
Table 29 (p. 219) shows the scores for the control and exporimsntal
gfoupe on the final admlnl.trstlon of the Self Anurale.1 Ta^m
•r. c
Table 29
SCORES ON THE FINAL
SELF APPRA3IAL
INVENTORY
B Block (Control) Scores
1
. 148
2. 151
3. I65
4. 145
5. I65
6, 182
7. 164
8. l4l
9. 157
10. 167
11. 162
12. 176
13. 153
14. 166
15. 159
16. 139
17. 154
18*.
_ 159
TOTAL: 2694
AVE.i 158.47
0 Block (Experimental) Scores
1. 159
2. 170
3. 166
4. 163
5. 154
6. 140
7. 176
8. 157
9. 165
10. 177
11. 135
12. 164
13. 155
14. 148
15. 173
16. 143
17. 170
TOTAL: 2715
AVE.j 159.71
By rei erring to a table of random numbers, number 18 ms eliminated
in order to make Ns even.
Table 30 (p. 220) shows the computation of variance for the control
Group on the final administration of the 3olf Appraisal Inventory .
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Table 30
VARIANCE OF THE CONTROL GROUP
ON THE FINAL SELF APPARI3AL
INVENTORY
I.D. Score Score minus Kean (Score minus Mean) 2
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16
.
17.
148
151
165
145
165
182
164
141
157
16?
162
176
153
166
159
139
154
-10.47
- 7.47
6.53
-13.47
6.53
23.53
5.53
-17.47
- 1.47
8.53
3.53
17.53
- 5.47
7.53
• 53
-19.47
- 4.47
109.62
55.80
42.64
181.44
42.64
553.66
30.56
305.20
2.16
72.76
12.46
307.30
29.92
56.70
.28
379.08
19.98
Sum of (Score minus Mean) 2 * 2202.22
Variance * * 137.64
Table 31 (n. 221) shows the computation of variance for the experi-
mental group on the final administration of the Self Appraisal Inventory .
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Table 31
VARIANCE FOR TOE EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP ON TOE FINAL SELF
APPRAISAL INVENTORY
(Score minus Mean) 2
1,
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
11
.
12
.
13.
14.
15.
16
.
17.
159
1?0
166
163
154
140
176
157
I65
177
135
164
155
148
173
143
170
-
.71
10.29
6.29
3.29
- 5.71
-19.71
16.29
- 2.71
5.29
-17.29
24.71
4.29
- 4.71
-11.71
13.29
-16.71
10.29
.50
105.88
39.56
10.82
32.60
388.48
265.36
7.34
27.98
298.94
610.58
18.40
22.18
137.12
176.62
279.22
105.88
Sum of (Score minus Mean ) 2 «* 2527.46
Variance —
-52^ .46 — 1 *5*^97
t
• •
t "
— 159.71 - 158.47
;
11
t -
.297
df - 16
I > .50
Null >ypothesis 7 is not rejected. After approximately 5 months of
instruction in general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum
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~ S’JPPl“ent*d “1Ul "lf—«* activities, shed no signlf-
tcant gain In self concept ever the control group, «hcse curricula* «e
net. supplemented Hlth self concept building activities, vhe„ assessed Hlth
the direct self report measure, the Self Appraise! T
Bull Hypothesis 8, After approximately 5 months of Instruction In
general biology, the experimental group, Hhose curriculum vas supplemented
ulth self concept building activities, Hill shon no significant gain In
self concept over the control group, Hhose curriculum Has not supplemented
with self concept building activities. Hhen assessed Hlth the Inferential
self report measure, Word Choree -
Table 32 shows the scores of the control and experimental groups on
the final administration of Word Choice .
Table 32
SCORES ON THE FINAL WORD CHOICE
B Block (Control) Spores
1 . 104
2. 85
3. 50
4. 59
5. 103
6. 102
7. 98
8. 106
9. 108
10. 120
11. 116
12. 89
13. 104
14. 103
15. 82
16. 87
17. 106
18,.
..
107
C Block (Experimental) Scores
_
____
2. 91
3. 101
4. 119
5. 114
6
. 109
7. 98
8
. 113
9. 105
10. 95
11. 108
12
. 107
13. 114
14. 102
15. 8?
16
. 10?
17. 113
TOTAL i 1609
ave.. 94.65
TOTAL I 1761
AVE. i 103.59
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By the methods described previously, number 10 was randomly elimin-
ated In order to make Ns even.
Table 33 shows the computation of varianoe on the final Word Choice
for the control group.
Table 33
VARIANCE OF THE CONTROL GROUP
ON THE FINAL WORD
CHOICE
I.D. Score Score minus Mean (Score minus Mean)
1. 104 9.35 87.42
2
»
85 - 9.65 93.12
3 . 50 -*4.65 1993.62
4 . 59 -35.65 1270.92
5* 103 8.35 69.72
6. 102 7.35 54.02
7. 98 3.35 11.22
8, 106 11.35 128.82
9. 108 13.35 178.22
10. 116 21.35 455.82
11. 89 - 5.65 31.92
12# 104 9.35 87.42
13* 103 8.35 69.72
14. 82 12.65 160.02
15. 87 7.65 58.52
16 , 106
-11.35 128.82
17. 10? -12.35 152.52
Siim of (Score minus Mean) - 5031*84
Variance - «, 314,49
Table 24 (p, 208) shows the computation of variance on the final
Word Choloq for the experimental group.
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• •
103.59 - 94.6S
t - 1.77
df s» 16
P < .10
Null Hypothesis 8 Is nob rejected. After approximately 5 months of
instruction In general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum
was supplemented with self concept building activities, showed no signif-
icant gain in self concept over the control group, whose curriculum was
not supplemented with self concept building activities, when assessed with
the inferential measure, Hpsi Choice, but there was a strong trend in the
direction of improved self concept in the experimental group.
Null Hypothesis 9s After approximately 5 months of instruction in
general biology, the experimental group, whose curriculum was supplemented
with self concept building activities, will show no significant reduction
in negative classroom behavior over the control group, whose curriculum
was not supplemented with self concept building activities, when assessed
with the behavioral indicator of self concept, the Classroom Internets
Analysis Instrument .
Tfcble 34 (p. 225) shows the results of the final administration of
the Classroom Interaction Analysis Instrument .
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Table 34
SCORES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL
GROUPS ON THE FINAL CLASSROOM
INTERACTION ANALYSIS
INSTRUMENT
Control Pupil/Pupil
Teacher/Pupil
w*, T xjatttyiyxD j-oxax
X
*1
Task Orientation
Treatment of Materials
X
19
7 28
Experimental Pupil/Pupil
Teacher/PupU
nu
p
Task Orientation h,
Treatment of Materials 2 8
Note that although pipU/jupU Interaction and teach«r/pupU Inter-
action had Improved In each group, attar treatment the
nap popo Qrlopted Md somewhat leea deatructlve then
control groun.
2 " (28AQ0) - (8/100)
\|(ioo + ioo) i 1 “ i^TiooXioo + ioo)
~~
® - 3*68 exceeds the critical values of
-3.291 at the .0005
level of confidence
Null Hypothesis 9 is rejected at the
.0005 level of confidence.
After approximately 5 months of Instruction in general biology, the experi-
mental group, whose curriculum was supplemented with self concept building
activities, showed a significant reduction in negative classroom behavior
over the control group, whose curriculum was not supplemented with self
concept building activities, when assessed with the behavioral indicator
Of self concept, the Classroom Interaction Analysis Instrument .
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g»ffy pf results fpop post-test experimental verHUW ^trol ctouu
cpi"P&^gqns , It is clear that the pattern of results from post-test
group comparisons is similar to the results from gain score data. After
being treated with self concept building activities, the experimental
group did not have significantly higher self concepts than did the control
group as measured by the <&Egc& self report measure, the Self Auumisai
Investsry. After being treated with self concept building activities, the
experimental group did not have significantly higher self concepts than
did the control group as measured by the inferential self report measure,
Wogi Choice
,
but there was a strong trend in the direction of improved
~
-
f PPnce
.
Ft in the experimental group after treatment. After being
treated with self concept building activities, the, experimental g-roi^ hfd
significantly higher self ^ceptsjbjmn did the control group as measured
by the Mifivioiftl In&lcfttQy of self concept, the Classroom Interaction
Analysis Instrument .
Dlscu^slpn..of results from post-test experimental versus control
group compaj^soag. As was indicated earlier, as the assessment instruments
move from more direct to less direct, the instrument seems to become more
sensitive to changes in self concept. The reasons which might explain
these results have been already discussed. The major finding of the
post-test results over the gain score results is this: even though the
self concepts of the control group were improved by ’good teaching *
,
the
self concepts of the experimental group, when compared to the control group,
Here significantly higher when measured by the behavioral indicator.
Since it was the behavioral measure that seemed to be most sensitive
to self oonoept changes and, since the behavioral indicator measured
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behavior In 4 categories, It night be ..11 to nonpar, experimental and con-
trol group poet-test eoores In order to pin-point the behavioral category
or categories that are noet affected by an Improved self concept.
'•able 35 compares the control and experimental groups' Initial be-
haviors as assessed by the aMappm Interaction Aeetv.,
.. Inet„„,m+ .
Table 35
ANALYSIS OF INITIAL DIFFERENCES IN
BEHAVIORAL CATEGORIES BETWEEN
THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS
NumBer of negative
Behaviors
Critical
Values z
Level of
Confidence
Category Control Exp.
”
" “
—
Pupil/
pupil 11 10
-1.645
.71 Hon-sig. at .05
Teacher/
pupil 4 7 -1.645
-
.94 Non-sig. at .05
Task
Orien*
.
23 22
+
-1.645
.111 Non-sig. at
.05
Treat.
of Mat 'Is. 5 5 No significant differences
Summary.. The control and experimental groups did not differ signif-
icantly on eny aspect of classroom interaction Before the treatment period
Began.
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Table 36
ANALYSIS OF 1HE FINAL DIFFERENCES
IN BEHAVIORAL CATEGORIES
between the CONTROL
AND E. PERIKQJTAL
GROUPS
Number of negative
behaviors
Critical
Values 2 Level of
Significance
Category Control Exp. — —
Pupil/
pupil 1 0 -1.645 1.00 Non-sig. at .05
Teacher/
pupil 1 2 -1.645
-
.50 Non-Big. at .O 1?
Task
Orient. 19 4 -3.719 10.7 Sig. at .0001
Treat.
4.
of Mat' Is, 7 2 -1.555 1.56 Non-sig. at
.05
but exceeds .06
Strong trend
” At the ^ of the treatment period the experimental group
was significantly superior to the control group in degree of task orienta-
tion. There were no significant differences between the 2 groups in pupil/
pupil interaction or treatment of materials and equipment, but a trend in
the direction of improved treatment of materials and equipment by the ex-
perimental roup was shown. There were no significant differences between
the 2 groups in teacher/pupil interaction. It is clear, then, that the
significant differences between the control and experimental groups on the
Post-test was due primarily to the more task-oriented behavior of the ex-
perimental group after treatment.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
a. sumg
At the l-ginnlng of this study the asaumptlon ™, that the major
behavioral, altitudinal, and academic dlffarencss Ween the 'academ-
ically turned-off and the 'academically tumsd-on' etudente
.ere due to
difference. In .elf concept. The purpose of this study, then
,
was to de-
termine if the self concepts of these 'academically turned-off • 10th scads
biology students could he Improved through the us. of activities designed
Stm ass date that they contribute to the Improvement of self concept.
If self concept could he Improved, then the erperlmental group', behavior
should he more congruent »ith the behavior of 'academically turned-on'
students, assuming that the original premise me true.
Although the general procedure, In terms of the edf concept build-
ing activities used, ms not distinctive to science classes, the specific
procedure shorn adaptation to general biology concepts through the post-
activity cognitive processing mechanisms, i.e., concept questionnaires,
developed specifically for this study and for the biology conoepts under
study by those specific classes.
This study differs from other studies attempting to improve self con-
cept in that this study (l) used a series of self concept building activities,
(2) adapted these activities to a specific subject matter content vehicle
(biology), and (3) used, in addition to paper and pencil tests, a behavioral
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indicator toltom for and directly related to teetlag the behavior,
cited in the original premise.
The target population consisted of 2 classes of high school sopho-
mores enrolled in general biology using IIS materials. One class served
as the experimental and one as the control group. Both olasses had been
performing equally during the pre-experlmental period both academically
and behavioral!y. The two groups consisted of approximately half boys
n& half girls and both were of average academic ability, but were show-
ing the behavioi’Hl manifstations described as 'academically turned-off'.
(See Chapter III, pp, 96-99.)
The procedure consisted of administering to both the experimental
and control groups a direct self report measure, an inferential self re-
port measure, and a behavioral indicator of self concept. After the in-
itial administration of these instruments, the control group was taught
general biology as it had been taught during the pre-experlmental period,
and the experimental group was taught general biology as it had been taught
during the pre-experimental period except that it was supplemented approx-
imately once a week with self concept building activities.
At the end of the experimental period of approximately 5 months,
both groups were again assessed with the same self concept measuring in-
struments.
B. Results, and Conclusions
The initial administration of the self concept assessing instruments
revealed no significant differences between the self concepts of the control
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“d Ktperl''’ntel «*»» ™ «jr of tte Inmtrumemtm, l.e.
, direct cdf re-
port, inferential self report, or behavioral indicator.
After final aaseeenent, neither the ccntrol, nor the experimental
sxoup showed any gain in self concept as neasured either by the direct
self report or by the inferential self report, tat the experimental group
showed a strong trend In the direction of Improved self concept as assessed
by the inferential self report measure.
Howewer, final assessment with the behavioral Indicator of self con-
cept revealed a significant gain In self concept for both the control and
experinental groups as Indicated by significant reductions In negative
classroom behavior, nevertheless. In the control group, the only category
of behavior that Improved significantly was pupll/pupll interaction. On
the other land. In the experimental group, behavior was significantly Im-
proved In both pupll/pupll Interaction and degree of task orientation with
a strong trend toward Improved teacher/pupll Interaction and a slight trend
toward improved treatment of materials and equipment.
Comparing the experimental with the control group it was found that
the experimental group did not have significantly higher self concepts
than the control group after treatment as measured by either the direct
self report or the inferential self report, although the experimental
eroup did show a strong trend in the direction of superior self concept
as measured by inferential self report,
Pinal assessment with the behavioral indicator of self concept re-
vealed significantly higher self concepts for the experimental over the
control group as indicated by a significantly greater reduction in negative
classroom behavior.
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Analysis of behavioral categories revealed that the significant dif-
ference between the control and experimental groups after treatment was
due primarily to the oignlficurtly more task oriented behavior of the ex-
periraental group.
It can be concluded then, that. M measured by -
r
-,e-
r^ ‘'ddlng C°n0ept balldlhe activities to •good teaching strategies'
improves degree of task orientation significantly and tends toward Improving
teacher/pupil interaction and treatment of materials and equipment, adding
aelf concept building materlala to the curriculum tends toward improving
self concept as measured by an inferential self report measure, and
these activities does net improve self concept as measured by a direct self
report measure.
G * Recommendations and Implicate on
«
If one is aspiring to •motivate- a class toward greater task orienta-
tion, it seems that self concept building activities can help to accomplish
this.
It Is Important for educators to note that while these self concept
"building activities are being carried on, they can also contribute to the
fulfillment of subject matter objectives by simply adapting the cognitive
Processing materials as was done in this study for science, i.e., general
biology concepts.
At the beginning of Chapter I the differences between ’academically
turned-off* and 'academically turned-on’ students were described} the
source of the differences was assumed to be a difference in self concept.
This study seems to bear this out if we can say that students who are more
task-oriented are more 'academically turned-on' than students who are less
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task-oriented, elnce the on* sl^Ulc^ d„er6nc
,^ ^^lass and the control class was that the experimental class was
**—**-— treat-t. the control clasa, not
treated with self concept building activities. was not very ouch none ta*-
oriented at the end of the exne-Hi t .experli... ntal period than they were at the he-
ginning of the experimental period.
This finding, coupled with a similar finding hy mwo (1971 ), that
has already heen mentioned, seems to lap* that the reason «,t atudents
are not Interested In sohoo! wo* is net because of the nature of the wo*
prevailing social conditions, etc. hut it is acre likely attributable to
* baSl°^^ th°y™ »* «*«• OT doing It. Crippled by poor
self concept, they set about to fulfill this prophecy by not making the
attempt. This claim was made more dramatically in Chapter 1 and II by
Coopersmlth (1967), Branden and Classer (1969), Purkey (1970), and
Yamamoto (1972).
Not only Is not attempting a task a sure way of fulfilling a poor
self concept prophecy hy insuring failure, but It may serve as a defense
against poor self concept. After all, as has been pointed out earlier.
If one does not attempt a task. It Is easy to evouse feared fen,,.. u„
aapnallzlpg that one failed merely because one didn't try, Tj,„ „„i f |
Igr&tllnp;, It ls safer for the self not to try than to try and e.te
ftioe the self concept Is Improved, failure, If It comes, is more
realistically handled, not by rationalising, but by accepting that one
"" Stations and that this is normal and erpected. The student can
excuse himself for failure by accepting himaelf rather than by making up
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extslM^ excuses and jOaclng the blame on exte^i ~
accepting of himself because he f
US6S
* ^ ^
_
_
,
« better about himself
that, to ease Is human* ««* a .
.. t+ ^
devastating, He will try and try agalu. „emakes the a tempt and find*
when hie If
^ ^
s sel concept was poor'. This shut® m7118 8pUrs hlm on to greater efforts and
more successes than he has had In the rastp . He now can begin to fulfill
a more realistic and haui>i«r“ PPle prophecy. HpUag a good seif
^The results of this atudv
_ ^
laa aUpport to «>h ideas of the seif con-
cept theorists on the strong relation^ r, v +^ ela,tlonshiP between academic orientation and
a positive self concept,
*— the control and experi-
mental group* as assess^ by the direct self report Ky indite that
ditsot seif report neasnres are not sensitive enough to detect Ganges in
self except and the self concept researcher «, find a sore fertile field
i» the inferential self report neasnres and behavioral indicator
m this study no attempt was made to isolate those activities which
contributed nost to the improvement of self concept in general or to self
concept as related to the * behavioral categories studied, l.e., pupil/
pupil interaction, teacher/pupil interaction, degree of tank orientation,
“4 tr®t”ait 0f »tsrials and equipment. This kind of study may need toU d“e if Ke “* to^ understanding of self concept end its relation-
ship to behavioral manifestations. For example, we need to know the effect
of aslf awareness, value clarification, acceptance of emotions, personal
Identity, etc. on self eonoept as manifested through behavior in or out of
the classroom.
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It would be helpful, for example, to separate the self concept™ activities into cronies an! test them^ to see^
category seems to contribute Bne+ *u *«hu most to the improvement of self concept gen-
erally or to the Improvement of the behavioral calories separately. For
example, will values clarification activities contribute more to improved
pupil/pupil interaction or win one™* „11 acceptance of emotions contribute more
to this goal?
This type of study would he helpful to those practitioners who
have specific behavioral or academic problems which need to be eolved.
It would permit them to more dearly isolate those problem areas of in-
terest to them and then to sdect those particular activities which were
shown to promote improvement in those areas.
Inferential self concept measures, which seem to be sensitive enough
to show trends toward differences, need to be improved in terms of oensl-
tlvlty, Boric in this area would be a boon to further self concept research.
Behavioral indicators of self concept, which seem to be the most
sensitive to Ganges, need to be Improved and refined as well as expanded
to indude more behavioral categories. Behavioral categories, which seem
to indicate an implidt statement about self concept, need to be identified
and Isolated. Bpeoifio behavioral manifestations within each Identified
category need to be determined and tested for validity to the self con-
cept paradigm. This study seems to point to the fact that behavioral
assessment promises the most in terns of sensitivity to self concept changes.
The study done by FERSC (previously mentioned) also seems to hear this out.
A study of 'good teaching strategies 1 needs to bo done to answer tile
question concerning why pupils are more positive to each other after their
23?
” “ *"
»«»«...
..... «,_
— a». mvm,
orlcitation.
These ’good teachl^ strategies', which were credited with self-
concept-improving J»wers by IWy (wo), need further stud,. Per exampie.
can they improve self concept in and of themseives in any behavioral cate-
gory other than^ interaction? in other words, are they really
related to self concept? Tf =*« -.t,*
’ lch °nos Ma 111 »hat way? IIow Presently
are they used in olassroons generally? I. there a reiationshlp between
their use and the personality, training, and orientation oP the teacher?
in team teaching situations, do all oP the teachers in a team use
these 'good teaching strategies' and if so. to what extent? Perhaps this
study could he repeated having one team, of teachers use
-good teaching
strategies' and another team supplement these with self concept building
activities per se. in an institutions! setting even more variables could
be controlled.
Once it can be generally accepted that self concept can be improved
hj the use of certain programs, techniques, activities, etc,, a study can
he done on the effect that self concept has on academic learning per se.
This study seems to indicate the relationship between improved self con-
cept and degree of task orientation, but does not answer the question as
to whether a greater degree of task orientation will iBprove comprehension
or retention of material, i.e.
,
result in better learning.
Answers to questions such as these will help to piece together the
I^zle of human behavior and its relation to self concept and vrill enable
the educator to better adapt her subject matter to the needs of her students
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In a very personal and meaningful way as well as to help her solve some
of the very real problems, in terms of classroom behavioral management,
academic goals, and the meaning of her students' non-verbal (behavioral)
communication-problems she is confronted with daily.
Answers to these questions would also benefit potential self concept
researchers and the myriads of people who have to work daily with persons
both in and out of the educational system—counselors, administrators, social
workers, psychologists
,
etc,—all who deal with people, their behaviors,
and their apparent motivation or lack thereof.
Meanwhile, it would seem to be prudent for the educator to state in
very specific terms, the types of behaviors which she feels would lead to
the most productive academic environment for her students and to procede
from that vantage point selecting or developing learning activities—both
cognitive and affective—which she has found, through research or experi-
ence, to be productive of these goals.
Self concept building activities, wedded to general biology concepts,
improved significantly, the amount of time the students in this study spent
working at tasks related to biology.
If greater task-orientation is one of the goals, it seems that adding
self concept building activities to the curriculum can help to accomplish
it
appendix I
SELF CONCEPT ACTIVITIESi OBJECTIVES,
PROCEDURES & VERBATIM
SERIES ONEt
.
PERCEIVING UNIQUENESS
1. The Name Came (Objectives)
PkteffMyqg (cognitive)
a* To develop careful observation via the sense of hearing*
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. To perceive uniqueness of self.
b. To pgasslyg one personal success or strength .
c« To give the student a positive feeling towards self.
d. To give the experience of positive reinforcement through
recognition.
e, To establish rapport among peers.
ssssss.
This activity was learned at workshops led by various workers
in the human potential movement. One such workshop was held at Amherst
College, Amherst, Massachusetts, and was led by Jack Canfield and Dr.
Judy Chlbaum-Canfield. This activity is also suggested in Canfield, 1973»
#6 ,
Preceding each and every activity, the students were oriented by a
brief explanation of the activity and what was expected of them. They were
told that the activities were purely voluntary and that they were to take
full responsibility for themselves should they participate.
In order to fulfill the requirement for authenticity, I did every
activity with the students and participated fully in the oral discussions,
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usually being the first one to disclose responses in an open and honest
manner, sharing concerns and feelings with the students,
THE NAME GAME (Procedure)
We have learned that the first thing a scientist has to do is to
i-ecQgnigp.
,
flr-.Pyyb^em or question that needs to be solved. We saw tea
change color when lemon juice or baking soda were added and we asked,
"Why? . We also learned something else. If we had not observed carefully ,
we would never have noticed the color of the tea changing. In other words,
we would have never recognized the Problem . Thus, we learned that in order
to recognize a Problem, a scientist must observe carefully, using all his
senses.
One of our senses is the sense of hearing . In this exercise, we will
see if our sense of hearing is as good as our sense of sight was when we
recognized the problem concerning the tea. Ordinarily this game is played
in a group that does not know each other and only names are used, but since
we all know each other, we are going to have to add something that we do
not know about each other.
To get ready for this game, write, on the space below, one thing
that you do well. For example, you might writei sawing, car-fixing,
snowmobile racing, babysitting, or whatever you do well,
The teacher begins this exercise by Introducing herself with something
she does well and then her name. For example, "I am sewing Ms. Jones."
The first student then introduces herself in the same way and then intro-
duces the teacher. For example, "I am babysitting Gharleen, and that is
sewing Ms. Jones." The next student follows suit. For example, "I am
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cr-flKi-g Roy, this is babysitting Charlsen and that is sewing Ms. Jones
This continues until svotyone in th. dass has introduced himself.
THE NAME CAME (Verbatim)
This exercise went very veil. The students caught on quickly and
seesed to enjoy the activity. Houever. they insisted that 1 be last so
that I would have to remember every student and what they did well. At the
end of the activity, when I intrcduced every student without a mistake, they
applauded me. Their attitude toward me, up to this time, was very nega-
tive indeed.
The girl, ohose activities which were sex role expectations with 2
exceptions, host of them chose coding, baking and sewing, but one girl
chose a sport (swimming) and one girl chose yoga.
The boys, for the most part, chose either sports or male sex role
expectations. The choices were house-insulating, auto body repairing,
hookey playing, motorcycle racing, skiing, and basketball playing. There
were 2 exceptions. One boy wrote "Nothings". He said he didn’t do any-
thing well. Another boy wrote "Goof around", but this was in good humor
and meant in a spirit of fun.
Days later, one of the students remarked that she could still remember
almost everyone of the students by this system.
S^IES ONE. PERCEIVING UNIQUENESS
2* What’s ip a Name? (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To illustrate the use of symbols in science.
b. To enrich the study of Linnaeus’ binomial nomenclature.
c. To enrich the lessons on data organization via data tables.
d. To provide practice in referring to data sources.
e. To foster creativity through imaginative self expression.
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Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a* To g&rgelve uniqueness of self.
b. gg3,f fiK&rgPggg through self definition .
c. To provide the experience of positive reinforcement through
recognition.
d. To establish a sense of personal Identity through self
Source
This activity is adapted from two sources. The first part is
suggested in Canfield. 1973* #43 and the second part is suggested in Lewis,
1972, p. 180.
WHAT'S IN A NAME? (Procedure)
We have learned that living things can he classified into related groups
according to their characteristics and that a man named Linnaeus showed us
how to name them. We have learned that scientists organize data into tables
and graphs and that these are easier to interpret than the thousands of words
they might represent. In your study of science you have seen how scientists
also use symbols to replace words—weather symbols for example.
Look at the title of this exercise. We all have names and, like the
names Linnaeus used, these names have meanings. Our names are also like
symbols, data tables, and graphs, because they stand for words—meanings.
Today we shall see if we can find the words—the meanings, that our
names represent and we shall practice giving meanings to new names—some-
thing like Linnaeus did.
Write your name here. —
Who gave you that name? — - - —
Why do you think you were named this? . _ -
Names have been passed down through history from one generation to an-
other. These names have meanings. For example, Philip means 'lover of horses',
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Peter means 'rock' or 'stone', Edward means 'prosperous guardian', Margaret
means 'a pearl', Judith means 'admired* or 'praised', and Ann Is derived from
Hannah and means 'from a white meadow'. Last names have meanings also, A
Cooper is a man who makes barrels, a Smith Is a blacksmith, a Miller Is a
man who grinds grain, and a Potter is a man who makes clay pottery. You
can see then, that a man named Philip Cooper has a name that means a man
who makes barrels and loves horses j Judith Smith's name would indicate that
she is a blacksmith's daughter that is admired or praised.
What would these names mean?
Edward Killer
Ann Potter
Obtain a name sheet from your teacher and look up the meaning of your
name.
What does it mean?
Now, think up a reason why you might have been named this. For ex-
ample, a girl named Carol, whose name means 'song of joy', might say she
was named this because her parents were so happy when she was born that
they sang for joy, or a boy named Walter, whose name means 'mighty warrior’,
might say he was named this because he was so big and strong when he was
born, OR, make up a reason why your name fits you. For example, a girl
named Dawn, which means 'the break of day', might say her name fits her
because she likes to get up early and get an early start, or a boy named
Thomas, which means 'the twin', might say his name fits him because he always
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likes to have a best friend to hang around with.
Make up a reason why you have your name & why it fits you
Write your first name backwards.
_________
Pretend it Is a word In the Martian language and define It.
How does this name fit you?
Oral discussion and processing followed this exercise in each of
its parts.
WHAT *3 IN A NAUR (Verbatim)
This activity went extremely well. The students showed a lot of in-
terest and enthusiasm.
In response to the questlonsi "Make up a reason why your name fits
you or why you have your name.", there were 4 responses which seemed to
show that thie question was capable of eliciting awareness of personal at-
tributes. These werei
1. because I’m always watching over people and guiding and guarding
them*
2. fits me because I all way's leap at chances, and to fight
3* I am a stuabum Person
4, Help of mariKind ("I am a helper of mankind.", was the intent of
the response.)
"Since verbatim means precisely that, I shall report in the students* words,
spelling, grammar, and sentence construction.
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AyaXSDSM of fltt^butep on more superficial levels was evi-
denced by such responses as, "Because I like to climb trees", "because I
like flowers", etc.
Responses which demonstrated no of personal attributes were
also elicited. For example, "Just because It fits me." In these responses,
the meaning of the name was not attributed to the self. In some cases, as
in the previous one, It was attributed to nothing. In other cases It was
attributed to something other than the self such as a natch with the last
name, the family, or a time of day.
One such response was Interesting, "My family were slaves." This was
a white boy whose name meant 'king*.
Only 2 responses, both from boys, were self positive, but they seemed
to be only reiterations of name meanings—"I was born king", for example.
One response, from a boy, was self-negative and seemed to reflect a
low self concept especially In light of the fact that in the previous ex-
ercise, this same boy said that he was good at nothing. His name meant
‘beloved one* and his response was, "I have it because it's the opposite
of what I am,"
However, in response to the question, "Write your first name backwards
Pretend it is a word In the Martian language and define it. How does this
name fit you?", this same boy responded, "intelligent - ITS what I am".
Other responses to this question were rather superficial. For example
"It sounds like some kind of place mad - Because I like to eat." There were
5 responses, however, which seemed to reflect a deeper awareness .
These weret
1. It might be sounded the word soar - cause I am always soar at
someone
•
2. more - because I’m worth more. (This hoy had previously said
that his family were slaves.)
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3. together - "because I like to be with people
4, nerve racking person - I get on peoples nerves
5» arsnlk - cuz I want's to poison people I hate
'ith only 1 exception, personal attributes—albeit superficial ones—
were recognized for either one or both questions. In 9 cases, personal
attributes were recognized in response to both questions. In 6 cases per-
sonal attributes were recognized in response to the last item, but not for
the first. In no case was a personal attribute recognized in response to
the first item and not for the last.
Of the personal atirloutes recognized in response to both items, 3
seemed to be conflicting, i.e,, self positive statements in 1 case and self
negative statements in the other. Notei
t ositive Negative
In one case, both statements were negative j "I dm a stubborn person."
and "I am always soar at someone."
In no case were both responses positive, and in most cases they were
neither positive nor negative, but rather neutral observations such as, "I
like flowers." or "I am a quiet person."
The enthusiasm for this exercise exceeded my expectations. When I
requested that the sheets with the name meanings on them be returned so
that I could use them again, the students objected, saying they wanted to
keep them. This was not a typical response from these students. They are
usually not interested in anything passed out in relation to a lesson, ex-
cept in cases where it is an object useful to them outside of the classroom.
por example, they might try to pilfer a small flashlight. This was a
I am a helper of mankind.
I watch over, guide, and guard
people.
I am intelligent.
I like to poison people 1 hate.
I infect them with my mentalness
I am the opposite of beloved.
24?
pleasant surprise, and I conplled 1th their request. Incident^, not one
** f0“"4 i» the waste basket or on the floor. The, nust
have really kept then. Rost other nat.rlale of this type are found all
over the halls or wherever else they oan be abondoned or
-loaf.
SERIES ONEi PERCEIVING UNlQIIENraH
3- Llnflerprlnts and Silhou«».i.», (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a
’ p?intr
l0P “ awarenea8 0f the aBiq^ess of the human finger-
b
*
Is uslf^ *????“ °f the Ways ln whlch knowledgei ed in identification and criminal investigation.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a * To Perceive uniqueness of self,
b. To develop a sense of identity .
C *
"(Weinstein \w!)*
°f
—
-
ngectednet
^
s with oth®r human beings.
d
* IS.£rpnd? the experience of positive reinforcement through
recognition . ^
Source
This activity is a combination of two activities. Both are suggested
in Canfield, 1973, #s 24 & 67 .
FINGERPRINTS & SILHOUETTES (Procedure)
If you look at the title of this exercise, you will probably know what
you have that nobody else in the world has. That's right. Your fingerprint!
No one else in the world has a fingerprint exactly like yours. Every human
kelng in the world has a fingerprint that is not like any other. That is
a scientific discovery that has been put to many uses. All of you probably
already know how fingerprints are used in criminal investigation, but there
are other uses for this scientific discovery also. In hospitals, as soon
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as a baby is bom, the baby’s footprint is placed on a piece of paper be-
side the mother’s thumbprint. When there is no other identification on a
body, the fingerprints may be used. Today, we are going to make a set of
our fingerprints and use them to Identify the silhouettes that we will make.
You will work with your lab groups for this exercise. You will need*
a large piece of black construction paper, chalk, a flashlight, scissors,
an ink pad, and a piece of white paper.
Stand the black construction paper against the wall and have your
partner sit in front of it so that when you shine the flashlight on the
paper, you will get a profile shadow of your partner’s head. Trace this
with the chalk. Cut this out and then, after practicing for a while on
scrap paper, make a clear set of fingerprints on a piece of white paper.
Staple this to the silhouette. Save the dearest practice fingerprint
paper. Now, put a code symbol on the clearest practice fingerprint papers
and exchange them with another team. Using a magnifying glass, see if you
can match the fingerprint to fingerprint-and-silhouette to "detect" whose
fingerprints are on the practice papers.
At the end of the period, pass in all silhouette-fingerprint papers*
and tidy up the lab stations.
FINGERP5INTS AND SILHOUETTES (Verbatim)
This exercise did not go as well as was expected. Several things
went wrong previous to the class meeting which almost guaranteed total
failure. The day was hectic* a student teacher needed counseling and en-
couragement | an exchange student from a Brasilian University had to be
*These were displayed on the bulletin board.
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entertained, and it was a strain communicating across the language harrier;
lunch was missed, and this was followed by a rather hectic lab. By the time
the experimental group came in, I recognised that the day was not the right
one for the exercise. It was deoided to substitute the exercise for a
filmstrip and try another day, but the fates were not to allow this. Students
crowded around the desk with various problems such as: grading a report
card which was missed due to an absence, writing a pass to the nurse or to
the bathroom, counseling another student on course selections for the follow-
lu( year-all immediate problems to the students who were clamoring for in-
stant gratification and release and not realizing what the internal world
of their teacher was like. By the time the bell rang and class was to be-
gin, I was in no shape to improve anyone's self concept, since my own was
a bit shattered, and I felt a bit overwhelmed. However, there was no other
choice. Due to the hectic nature of the day, the directions for the exer-
cise had not been run off, so they were given orally.
During the oral discussion, the scientific points of the exercise
were well covered, and the students seem interested and enthused. The
directions were explained, and the students started on the exercise. They
did not do a very good job on the silhouettes for two reasons: (l) the
small flashlights were not providing a dark enough shadow (they did during
the tryout) and (2) the students were being too hasty and a bit careless,
tut they were thoroughly enjoying themselves.
The fingerprints were too smudged because of the hasty efforts of
the students.
All was not lost, however. Never were the students so thoroughly task-
orientedJ Only a few instances of non-task, disruptive, negative behavior
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“• 0^“erV'a
• a"a thlS C0Mlsted °f each other *
3
faces „lth M[
from the stamp pads,
At the end of the period, the lab „as covered with scraps of paper
and one student tried to make off „lth a flashlight, but there „as a
silhouette and set of fingerprints for grch and every on
bulletin boardl Hcever. none of then bore the slightest resemblance to
the o«ner. I did not consider this to be serious, hcever. since MimiSM
oan be realized by self portraits vhich nsyep; bear the slightest resenblanoe
to the student artist.
There was no time to do the detection part of the exercise, hut this
was not the point of the exercise anyway. The students requested that they
be able to do that on another day and were assured that they could.
As far as the students were concerned, it was a most successful and
enjoyable class.
As far as the objectives were concerned, they were certainly fulfilled.
3ome students went on to decorate their silhouettes with eyes, lips, and
hair, and I am sure that to them, these looked like them and were like them,
right down to the fingerprints — and — everyday thereafter they saw their
silhouette and fingerprints in plain view on the bulletin board in front
of the room.
SERIES ONE i PERCEIVING UNIQUENESS
^ fersopa^ Coat of Arms (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To illustrate the use of symbols in science.
b. To enrich the lessons on data organisation via graphing.
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c.
d. K“
“sr-
S^JL.Cpficept Obieotlvm (Affective)
ft.
b.
o.
d.
e.
To
f
ercelve u
n?r'‘rrw of seif,
ToLSXw^ thr0Ugh 3elf expression.
To SSSl'f personal Success and happiness,r percqlve a personal goal.
recognition
^ 6
<* throu^
Source
This activity was suggested in Canfield, 1973, #17.
PERSOKAL COAT OF AMS (Procedure)
We have learned about many ways in which scientists organize data.
We practiced making data tables and reading them, and we learned that they
replace thousands of words. w e learned another way of data organization,
too. We practiced putting data on graphs, and we saw that it was much
easier to interpret these data than to plow through the thousands of words
that would need to be written to express the information on a single histo-
gram, line, or bar graph. We learned that we could say volumes about a
population by a simple bell shaped graph. In your study of science, you
have also come across other ways of organizing data and replacing words.
This is through the use of symbols. You are probably familiar with weather
symbols, for example.
In this exercise we shall practice using symbols in the form of pic-
tures, which will represent enough words to fill several storieslt
First, think about and jot down a few words about the following
»
1. The most important event in your life
2522.
Your greatest success or achievement3.
Your happiest moment
4.
What you would do If you only had a year to live and could do
anything you wanted to do
5.
Something you are rood at
6.
Something you are striving to become
For this activity, you will needi a piece of construction paper,
scissors, magic markers or old magazines, and paste.
Start by drawing a shield like this one on your construction paper.
Do not put in the numbers as I have
done. In each of the numbered spaces, draw
a picture, or find one in a magazine, to
represent each of the six arms above.
Then cut out the shield.
Now arrange 3 pieces of paper under the shield as pictured above, and
on these, write 3 words that might be said of you if you died today.
sTien you have finished, you will have a personal coat of arms. Tidy
up the room and pass your coat of arms* in to the teacher.
*These were displayed on the bulletin board.
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PERSONAL COAT OF AKJin (Verbatim)
This aotl Tity vac started by a discussion of the, scientific use of
to replace vends. I ge,e the directions and shoved the class the
femoral coat of arms had mads and told the stories that each picture
symbolised.
The students grasped the idea ouicfcly and sere enthusiastic about
the activity. The activity ran the vhole period, hut the students had not
finished. They asked If they could continue the activity the folloring
day. Their request was
-ranted.
Responses to the item relating to the most important event In tyi r
lives included ongoing present events, past events, and one anticipated
future event.
Responses relating to a gyaseae or achievement included one that was
interesting In that it was questionable as to why the student considered
it a success—*' cutting my thurb half off".
One response to the item relating to the h&PPlest moment was indica-
tive of inconsistency. This boy said that his happiest moment was "leaving
the auto body business", but had listed becoming an auto body man as some-
thing he was striving toward.
By ibis, the fourth activity, the students were no longer shy about
stating something they were good at . Host of them listed vocationalAobby
responses, but there were personal attribute responses as well. Two of
these were a little more introspective than others* "getting my own way"
and "making people happy".
Responses to something you are striving to become were oriented to-
ward both vocations and personal growth. One girl responded with, "a
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“110r”‘ ”’l!1 “ lntero8tl
"« »M. girl had been content through-
out all of the previous nativities, in loosing reeponees ehioh sere either
not sex role orlented-such as UK, good at svlnnlng-or sale sex role
oriented, such as this res-Drmoo .ponse. 1'ersonal aspiration responses to this
ites inoluded beooming, "a leader" and "Important to soaeone".
Interesting pioture symbols ohosen vere the folloving,
To represent i
being born
The picture a
"t
0f an room scene
and 1 of ducklings hatching
a little native boy In a grass skirt
sucking his thumb with a sad expression
on his face
an ape in a cage
a Nazi officer
lolynasians roasting a whole pir
an ape sitting in a forest and seemingly
gesturing for someone to come
^ 3-W9rd8 that |ij.ght be Sftj-d of yon l£_you, died today item elicited
responses indicating!
getting my own way
learning in school
becoming a leader
good at cooking
being what you are
Perceived success
I did it.
She really lived.
What a man!
betaohed ovservation
She loved him.
It was done.
A message for those still living
Love thy neighbor.
An unfulfilled goal
Someday he'll learn.
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Another interesting one was, "Doin' her thing,"
Time ran out before diecueelon oould be held eo It «ae decided to
extend thl. Into another eubeetlvlty on the Importane. of scientific con-
munication In «hloh the students- voices sere taped uhile they diseased
their coats of arms.
The students' coats of arms were displayed on the bulletin board.
SERIES ONEi PERCEIVING imcfflEHEsg
a. Hear Me/See Mel I » (Objectives)
Scienoe Objectives
» (Cognitive)
b.
c.
d.
To appreciate the importance
To foster creativity through
To enrich the lessons on the
placing words.
of communication in science.
Imaginative self expression,
efficiency of symbols in re-
To praotice the scientific activity of keen observation
through the sense of hearing.
Self Concept Objectives
» (Affective)
a * To Perceive uniqueness of self.
15
• Self awareness through self expression.
c. To reinforce positive behavior.
d. To provide the experience of positive reinforcement through
recognition .
Source
These techniques are not new. Therefore, I can credit no one
for this idea, but, paradoxically, must credit almost everyone.
MR MB/SEE MB 1 (Procedure)
What do you suppose would happen If, everytime a scientist made a
discovery, he kept it to himself and told no one?
*This was an additional exercise because of apparent student interest.
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be
In order for moientiflc Pmogr... to b.^ knmled€e^ 30mth(„
communicated. What are some of the may. through which knowledge may he
communicated?
Ihe most common m*hod of creation usai hy acientiets Is to write
their findings i, a scientific Journal so that mamy other scientists can
read it and huild on their information. Today »,e shall notice our com-
munication skills by seeing how clearly we can communicate to our fellow
science students by speaking.
Today we shall also see that the symbols we used, just like the sym-
bols used in science, have replaced many wordai
Another scientific activity we shall practice today is keen observa-
tion through the sense of hearing. If anyone says anything that makes you
wonder, ask him about it. Practice in the skill of asking the right ques-
tions at the right time is another activity of science.
You will each have the opportunity of seeing how your voice sounds
as you try to communicate with your fellow science students.
Take your Coat of Arms and tell what each of the pictures is and what
it represents to you. If there is a picture you do not wish to explain,
just say that you do not wish to explain it, but rememberi the more you
talk, the more your voice will be recorded and the more practice you will
have in the essential scientific skills of communication, listening, and
questioning
,
HSAI? HE/SEE MB! (Verbatim)
This activity did not go as well as it was hoped. The students were
much more reluctant to share on an oral basis than they had been on a
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wrltt«n basis. They apparently did not mind
did not yet trust the rest of the class, ThJ
ay getting to know them, but
i because as each student per-
formed, he was quite serious about his own expression but seemed either
not to listen, or to care, about his classmates* expressions. When they
did listen, they tended to reject each others* expressions by ^
They behaved the same way when it came to listening to the tape. They
were all eager to hear their own voices but were indifferent to the voices
of othersj some even wanted to put their heads down and sleep. No one
questioned anyone else about their expressions.
Because of their reluctance to speak, it was necessary for me to
question them in the style of an interview which resulted in more of my
voice being recorded than was desirable,
I decided that this activity of oral sharing was included a little
too soon. The students were not ready to expose themselves, and the
was not ready, yet, to receive. More activities were needed to prepare
the way.
of then.
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SERIES ONEt PERCEIVING UNIQUENESS
5. Who Are You? (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To enrich the lessons on precise measurement In science.
b. To enrioh the lessons on variation In living things.
c. To enrich the lessons on adaptation to environmental demands,
d. To enrioh the lessons on the Importance of the use of
scientific toolB to extend the senses,
e. To enrich the lessons on the similarities of living things,
f. To enrich the lessons on classification of living things on
the basis of their characteristics.
g. To enrich the lessons on the evolution of living things over
time.
h. To enrich the lessons on the evidence that fossils give on
the changes that have taken place in living things over time.
1.
To enrich the lessons on the value of variation for the
survival of living things.
j. To enrich the lessons on the Inheritance of traits.
k. To enrich the lessons on the dominance and recessive character
of different traits.
l. To enrich the lessons on the patterns that can be noted in
inheritance.
m. To enrich the lessons on predictability due to probability
in inheritance,
n. To enrich the lessons on the effects of heredity and environ-
ment on characteristics.
Self Conoept Objectives (Affective)
a. Perception of uniqueness .
b. Self awareness through solf disclosure.
c. Awareness of duplicity.
d. Awareness of preference.
e. Perception of connectedness.
f
.
Perception of ldj^jity.
g. Perception of personal adaptation methods.
h. Perception of the accessibility of self knowledge,
i. Perception of the (hanging nature of the internal, as well as
the external self.
j. Perception of the value of being different.
k. Peroeption of the availibillty of alternatives.
l. Perception of control.
Source
This activity was learned in a workshop at the University of
Massachusetts led by Jack Canfield
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WHO ARE YOU? (Procedure)
The etudente »ere asked to nuaber their papers free l to 10, then
to skip a line and number their papers from 1 to 10 again.
For toe first ten questions, they sere asked to respond 10 different
says to the question.
-Who are youl". To help the,, sanple responses sere
read.
For the second 10 questions, they were asked to respond 10 different
ways to the question, "Who do you pretend to be?". Sample responses were
read to help them.
After this, they were asked to process their data by responding to
the following questionsi
!• You have learned that it is important for scientists to be pre-
cise in their measurements. How precise (honest) were you?
2. You have learned that there is a great variety of living things
and that individuals vary, even within the species. We called this vari-
ation
. How many different people are you?
__
3. You have learned that living things, in order to survive, have
to adapt to their environments, and that even though a feature may be in-
herited, the environment may keep it from developing. How many of the
people you are do you have to be because of your particular situation?
How many of these people night be better developed if your
environment permitted it?
5. You have learned that, although living things differ, they still
have many similarities. How many of the people in you were the same as
people in other members of the class?
. ___
2606.
You hove learned that living things oan he oWfled aoooidlng
to their charaoterlstioo
, On the basis of the people you are ant pretend
to be, what are some of the ways in which you might be classified?
7.
You have learned that living things have changed through time.
We called this evolution. Prom what you have learned about yourself in
this exercise, in what ways do you think you might be changing?
_____
8,
You have learned that fossils provide evidence that living things
have been changing. What ie the evidence that you might be changing?
10,
You have learned that characteristics can be passed from one
generation to another. We called this heredity. Which of the people
you are, do you notice that one or both of your parents are also?
_____
11, You have learned that some traits are dominant and others are
recessive, Whioh of the people you are do you think are dominant and
which recessive?
_____
12, You have learned that patterns of heredity can be noticed over
generations. Of the people you are and pretend to be, what pattern do
you see emerging?
13, You have learned that by watching the patterns of heredity, we
can predict What future generations will be like. On the basis of the
Pattern you see in yourself, what people do you predict you will become?
4
How could the environment change so that you could become the
People that you would like to be? — .. ...
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15. What could you do to change the environment In the direction
In which you would like It to change?
16. You have learned that scientists use tools like the microscope
to extend their senses. What tool have you learned today which will enable
you to extend your knowledge of yourself?
______
Oral discussion and sharing followed.
WHO ARE YOU? (Verbatim)
Self image responses to the question, "Who are you?", fell into
the following categories
i
1. Identlf1cation with a name or nickname.
2. Identification with a sex.
3. Awareness of life.
"I am living."
"I am alive,"
4. Awareness of present feeling state .
"bored, happy, starving," etc.
5. More or less objective feedback evidence.
"intelligent, red-head, short-tempered, stupid", etc,
6. Identification with national origin.
7. Awareness of self.
"I am me."
"I am myself,"
8. Identification with personhood or species,
"I am a person,"
"I am a human being."
9. More or less subjective self impressions,
"crazy, wise kid, alert, mean, alright, cute, a brain, a learner",
etc,
10. I&MM£to4gR with an occupation.
11. Identification with a sport.
"pool shooter, Javelin thrower", etc.
12. Identification with U.S. citizenship.
13. Identification with race.
(All students were Caucasion.)
14. Interesting, miscellaneous responses.
"I ami finished, yours, and Dick Nixon,"
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Patterns Noted .
Hark H. # in every activity to this point, has responded with positive
Pamela 0., in every activity to this point, had indicated that she
felt that she nas stnpid. In this exercise, 2 of her responses were, "I
0
am dum." and "I am stupid."
Nancy D. # in every activity to this point, had indicated that she
had a low self concept and a desire to be something she had not yet at-
tained. Here, she responded, I am. "tired, lazy, slow, and sad."
David D., the boy who had previously said that he was good at nothing
and was the opposite of beloved, in this exercise reported that he was a
brain and a genius, but that he was tired and a crank.
Snlf image responses to the question, "Who do you pretend to be?"
fell into the following categories.
1» Pretended I.Q, level in both positive and negative directions.
2. Pretense at being a 'good worker'
.
3» Pretense at being good at a Bport.
k. Pretenses related to occupations.
5. Pretenses of negative characteristics for the purpose of peer
status .
I pretend to be. "a dink, a snake, a rip off, a pure dog, a
crook, a bullshitter, dishonest, to skip school", etc.
6. Pretenses of positive characteristics for the purpose of peer
status .
I pretend to be. "big or act big, a loner, cool or cool and
calm, in the group or with the group, boss, someone's friend,
older, a star, perfect, and on the go or active", etc.
7. Pretenses at being oneself.
8. Pretenses at being someone else.
9. Pretenses related to sex role .
"a man, a woman, a little girl", etc.
10. r retenses at feeling .
"concerned, mad, not hungry, not to care, to be not sick", etc.
11. Pretended general characteristics.
"loner, lasy, nothing, weak, patient, careful, quiet, ugly,
normal”, eto.
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12
‘ ttSS*? 30Clal Characterlatl^ ^«irable in bgy/glrl rela-
13.
'tS^™***' beautifu1 ' sexy* loveable" , etc.
On^e^the^h^d! and “ did Dennis A.
Oscar and Dennis?
* to *e a friend to both
Patterns Noted !
Banoy D., „ho said she »as 'tired, hungry, laay, elm,, and sad", pre-
tended to be "cute, smrt, popular, uith the group, happy, seeet, nice,
someone great, and someone else".
’/llliam W. pretended to be "strong, smart, a loner, a dink, and big".
David D. who said he was "a brain, a genius, a junior, and 17", pre-
tended to be "stupid, dumb, a sophomore, 14, dishonest, and a slow thinker".
In response to the question, "On the basis of the people you are and
pretend to be, what are some of tho ways in which you might be classified?",
response categories werei
1. Self classification on the basis of some objective characteristic!
age, height, place, shape, etc,
2. Self classification on the basis of sex .
3. Self classification on the basis of feelings , "happy, hungry",
etc.
Self classification on the basis of personality type! "true,
complaining, honest, cheerful " , etc.
5. Self classification on the baBis of occupation,
6. Self classification on the basis of ancestry.
7. Self classification on the basis of intelligence.
In response to the question, "From what you have learned about your-
self in this exercise, in what ways do you think you might be changing?",
response categories were:
1. Changes in a positive direction.
2. Changes in a negative direction.
3. Changes related to Physical characteristics! size, shape, etc,
4. Changes maturational in nature! "boy to nan, getting older", etc,
5. Changes in interpersonal .relationships i (most in a positive
direction)
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In response to the question, “What Is the evidence that you night
be changing?”, response categories were.
1. More or less subjective evidence.
I understand more."
"I'm not as immature."
2. ^ore or less objective evidence
,
better grades", etc.
In response to the questions, “In .hat «ays do you think your dlf-
ferenoes night enable you to he a happier person?”, there «s one quite
Introspective response, “I'm sad. It get. ne .lot of attention and alot
of smiles."
In response to the question, "Which of the people you are do you
notice that one or both of your parents are also?", response categories
were*
1. References made to parental sex .
2. References made to parental name.
3. References made to parental personality type a "nice, an OK
guy", etc.
4. References made to parental feelings , "happy, hungry", etc.
5. References made to parental personality characteristics: "smart.
alert", etc.
6. References made to parental national origin.
In response to the question, "Of the people you are and pretend to
be, what pattern do you see emerging?", response categories were.
1. Positive pattern perceptions (Most responses were positive.)
"hopeful, getting better", etc,
2, Negative pattern perception, "weaker, I see myself getting
worse", etc.
In response to the question, "On the basis of the pattern you see
in yourself, what people do you predict you will become?", most of the
students responded with positive self image projections, "free, thin,
not hungry, boss, smart, a gentleman, loveable", etc.
In response to the question, "How could the environment change so
that you could become the people that you would like to be?", response
categories were.
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; s envir-
TSS^^to^ 0 °Ver "hlch S“ ^
T»o very negative responses to this Item vere noted; "turn Into a
jungle" (meaning turn It, the environment, Into a jungle) and "km off
everyone"
.
In response to the question, "What could you do to change the en-
vironment in the direction in which you would like it to change?", response
categories were*
1. Hesponsee Indicating agsuppilpn of. reeponsltllltv. "t™keep practicing, vork hard at It, save money, keep on trying”,
©x>c
«
2. Responses indicating an unwillingness to assume responsibility !
'keep on waiting, be patient", etc.
L
One very negative response to this item wasj "Kill off everyone."
In response to the question, "What tool have you learned today
which will enable you to extend your knowledge of yourself?"
,
only 2
showed the insight hoped for and responded* "letting it out" and "feelings".
lattema Noted :
David D.’s responses seemed to be more optimistic in this exercise.
He said he was getting smarter and getting better grades, as well as doing
things he liked to do,
Dennis A, seemed to be showing a negativism which was atypical of
his previous responses and his classroom behavior. He said he was get-
ting lazy and wanted to change -the environment into a jungle by planting
trees
,
Kenneth 3, seemed to show an interest in changing his relationships
with the opposite sex. In class he was always bragging about how bad he
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treated the girls and used then sexually. r„ tMB exercise he said that
he had noticed that he was net treating the girls tad and predicted that
he would become a gentleman.
Karen V. seemed to be having a problem not noted previously. She
said she was going from happier to sad and getting to be a "wise crack".
She saw herself getting worse and predicted she would become sad and sick.
She said things would be better If some certain person would become nicer
to her.
Ross V. left more blank Items than anyone else and seem disinterested
in everything except sitting at my desk and talking with me ’one-on-one’.
Jim W. twice answered that the environmental change he desired was
to kill everyone off.
Generally speaking, this activity went well. This was the last
activity in the series designed to help the students n^oueneRR
of self and it was the first activity requiring any degree of insist.
Taking this into consideration, I feel the students got a lot out of this
exercise,
SERIES TWO i PERCEIVING STRENGTHS
6. Success Fantasy (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To continue practice in accurate observation,
b. To enrioh the concept of variation.
c. To extend the appreciation of the use of tools in gathering
data.
d. To enrich the concept of similarity of living things,
e. To enrich the concept of classification according to
characteristics.
f. To enrich the concept of basing judgments on data,
g. To enrich the concept of natural selection.
h. To enrich the concept of the inheritance of traits.
i. To enrich the concept of evolution,
j. To enrich the concept of the responsiveness of living things.
26?
Self .Concept Ob.leot^ Yff (Affective)
a
b
c
d
e
f
|gJpeptlPft of uniqueness .
l£
*f through self disclosure.
reroe'Ptlpfl Of sucoees .
£g£g.PPtlpn of connectedness .
^rpffptlQn of figatel.
Acceptance of fedi^ .
Souroe t
Idea original, but also suggested by Canfield, 1973, #10.
SUCCESS FANTASY (Procedure)
The students discussed the following question! "What is a fantasy?"
The students were taken on the following guided success fantasyi
Close your eyes. (Pause) Try to relax. (Pause) Let every muscle
in your body relax. (Pause) Do not change your rate of breathing, but
pay attention to it, (Pause) Go bade in your memory to a really happy
day, (Pause) This is the very beginning of the day and you are just
waking up in your bedroom. (Pause) Look at the bed you just got out of.
(Pause) Look at the rest of the room. (Pause) Look at the place in
your room where you keep your special things. (Pause) Go over and look
out the window. (Pause) Now you are leaving your bedroom, (Pause) This
is a day when you were very happy and successful. (Pause) Was there school
that day? (Pause) Was there anyone with you that day? (Pause) Where
did this happy and successful event take place? (Pause) Who was with you?
(lause) Was it something you planned or did it just happen? (Pause)
How do you feel? (Pause) Really get into that memory and those feelings,
(Long uause> Did you tell anyone about this success? (Pause) If so,
who was it? (Pause) Look at their faces as you tell them, (Pause)
*A11 pauses were JO seconds j long pause, 1 minute.
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„ou are the* (We) NoiI( keeplng^^^ ^^
to the preaent. (We) Hoe are you feeling? (We) When you feel
that you are ready, open your eyes #
Answer the following questions.
1. How accurate were you In observing yourself?
2 * How was y°ur suc°esB different from the successes of other
members of the class?
3. What tool did we use to gather this data about ourselves?
_____
4. How was your success similar to the successes of other members
of the class?
5. How would you classify this success. School woric? Sports?
Work? With other people? How else?
6. What evidence do you have to support this classification?
?, How do your personal characteristics make you better adapted
for this kind of success than others?
8« What other members of your family would have this kind of a
success?
9. In what ways might you have to change to have more successes of
the kind you want to have?
10, You have learned that in order to survive, living things have
to respond. In what ways did you respond to the memory of your success
experience?
In order to answer questions 2 and 4 it was necessary for students
to share success experiences. In this way, they got to know each other
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better, sained reception, and developed eon. eroup truat ind rar,th
.
Other responses were shared orally on a voluntary basis.
SUCCESS FANTA3Y (Verbatim)
This exercise went very well, which was surprising in light of the
fact that groups such as these are usually very reluctant to participate
in anything like this. There was very little initial resistance, the
students seemed to get into the fantasy very quickly. There were only 1
or 2 who seemed to have a difficult time and only 1 or 2 more who failed
to participate, but they were quiet and cooperative while the others
participated. At the end of the exorcise, most of the students were very
reluctant to come hack from the fantasy-more reluctant than any other
group with whom I have run this exercise. One or 2 of them pretended that
they were asleep, but, when it came to processing, they demonstrated that
they had indeed been in fantasy.
Selected, pertinent responses to the processing' questions were as
follows
t
Item 5i How would you classify this success, school work, sports,
work, with other people, how else?
It is worthy to note that most of the success fantasies were of an
/
interpersonal nature. Other categories included sports, work, and a "by
®yself success".
Item 6, i/hat evidence do you have to support this classification?
The best way to categorize these responses is according to richness
°f fantasy. 3ampio responses In order of decreasing richness of fantasy
were,
2?0
°‘t'sory 21
3 t *•» ** rtc -
Oate^ory
3. ^ with' Ela0'-"
4,
-J
Catecory 5, "I thl*^^^ t0 rt^^ ^ ^
Item 7* How do your personal characteristics make you better adapted
for this kind, of success than others?
Sample responses which demons* M . .«TO3trated a hlpfccr dae-re. of 3slf ,n»rune..
than others Include*
— People,"
Because i oan relate with other people"
Ites 9. In what ways nlfht you have to chan*, to have sore oucoeeeee
of the kind you want to have?
Host responses indicated a percept?. of alternatives and an accent
ShPg
,
fff rgppcngibijLi^y as evidenced by such responses as*
"must become more oppressive"
"he friendly"
"I'd have and skate better" (meaning he would have to skate better)
Item 10* You have learned that, In order to survive, living things
have to respond. In what ways did you respond to the memory of your
success experience?
Responses demonstrated an awareness of and an acceptance of feeling .
Ihere was a preponderance of happy feelings *
"felt happy, felt close to the other person"
"feelings (scared, happy)"
"felt a shock, tinkellng feeling go threw my body but it was a
happy and fun shod?"
"A felt good It seemed real"
"I felt happy, successful"
"I felt happy and I had a couple of tears In my eyes because I wish
I was there again”
"I was happy and I was sad"
This was the first exercise in which names were either left off or
scratched off the papers.
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Patterns Noted :
Umela 0. answered all of the questions but said she fell asleep
durlnr the ftotany. Her responses on the past few exerolses had been full
of dichotomies, ••similar/different, nan/woman, alone or with another
person, etc/' She said her success was with another person and Later
described it as "an alone success".
Three students answered all of the questions, but had their eyes
open during the whole exercise.
Of the students who nut their names on the papers, all of the girls
and some of the boys fa;, asized success with another nersor . Four papers
without names also fantasized an interpersonal success .
SKR1ES TWO, PERCEIVING STRENGTHS
7. Strength Bombardment (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a* To enrich the concept of the importance of accurate observation.
b. To enrich the concept of the importance of basing conclusions
on the evidence collected.
c. To make the concept of variation relevant.
d. To enrich the concept of the use of scientific tools,
c. To make the concept of similarity relevant.
f. To enrich the concept of classification according to
characteristics
,
g. To enrich the concept of natural selection.
h. To enrich the concept of the effects of environment on
Inherited traits.
i. To enrich the concept of prediction based on observed patterns.
j. To enrich the concept of the dominance of some traits over
others,
k. To enrich the concept that different stimuli can cause
different responses.
Self Concent Objectives fAffective)
a , Perception of strengths .
b. Positive reinforcement via perception of appreciation by
others.
2?:?
c * Freeoption of uniqueness .
d. Perception of connectedness .
e. 3elf acceptance via connectedness.
f. To provide the experience of positive reinforcement via
recognition .
K* perception of positive feelings towards self.
h.
^gtP.?P.tAPP of positive “eelings towards others.
Pogltlye reinforcement via perception of positive feeling
from others.
j, Pealing of group warmth and trust.
Source :
This activity was suggested In Canfield, 1973, #38.
STRENGTH BOMBARDMENT (Procedure)
The students were resented with the list of sample strengths on
the following pages and were asked to add to them. Different kinds of
strengths that people have were discussed. The students were then asked
to write one strength which they have seen for every other member of the
class. These were read to one student at a time, and the student was asked
not to reply, hut to listen quietly as his classmates related to him the
strengths they liad perceived in him. The students were then asked to
fill out a questionnaire on the experience, and some of these questions
were discussed.
SAMPLE STRENGTHS;
You:
1. are always quiet and never bother anyone.
2. always seen friendly.
3. seen to be very smart.
4. are always calm and cool.
5. are very witty (or clever),
6. are pretty (or handsome/good looking).
7. are always willing to help.
8. are always smilin' and seem happy.
9. never try to hurt anyone.
If. always seen interested in people.
11. don’t pry into other people’s business.
12. are cooperative.
13 . seem concerned about other people.
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14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
13
.
19 .
20
.
21
.
22
.
23 .
24
.
25 .
26.
27 .
23
.
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40
.
41
.
listen to reason.
ars a nice person to be around.
,
r* nice b*1* (or eyr-, or a nice anile)
always seen to know the right thing to do (orare not afraid of hard work
.
1 '
would make a good leader,
have a good sense of humor,
are a good friend,
never betray a oonfidence.
are always willing to listen,
always seem to understand,
always seem to be able to figure things out
are always willing tr share,
never seem, to be afraid of anything,
seem to care about people,
are not afraid to try something new,
seem able to take charge of things,
always seem to be able to cheer people up.
never put anyone down,
always pay bark what you borrow,
are rot a phoney,
never gossip about anyone.
are very trusting,
seen to like people,
don’t hold grudges,
can always take a joke.
nev«r seem to get uptight,
are very patient.
The students were presented with the following data collecting
sheet:
FOR NANCY D.
Nancy you
FOR CHAKLEFN Y .
Charieen you
FOR SUSAN K.
Susan you
FOR WILLIAN V.
Bill you
V0R ROSS W.
Ross you
V0R ROY B
.
Roy you
FOR OSCAR V
.
.
Oscar you
FOR KENNETH S.
Kenneth you
FOR JAKES V.
Jin you
_____
2?-'-
FOR SUSAN M.
Susan yen
FOH DENNIS A
.
Dennis you
FOR DAVID D.
David you
FOR DIANE A
.
Diane you
FOR TAFFY B.
Tammy you
FOR IAFELA 0.
Pam you
FOR NARK H.
Farfc you
_
FOR KAREN W.
Karon you
FOR SANDRA S.
Sandy you
This questionnaire was presented to the students after the exercise.
1* If y°u have developed the keen observation necessary for science
study, you should have been able to see at least one strength in every
classmate. How keen an observer are you?
2. Scientists base their conclusions on evidence. Five one example
of evidence you have seen for a strength you named for one of your
classmates,
?. Just like animals and plants, people are different. How were
your strengths similar to those of your classmates?
4, The use of scientific tool3, such as the microscope, allows us
to observe things we might not otherwise see. What tool did you learn
today to see strengths in your classmates, you night not have otherwise
seen?
5. All living things have certain similarities. How were your
strengths similar to those of your classmat' a
_______
6. Living things are classified according to their characteristics
.
Classify yourself according to your strengths.
? . Living things that are able to adapt, survive. In what ways
®lght your strengths enable you to be a happier person?
8. Traits that are inherited can be stunted or enhanced by the
environment, Which of your strengths do you think have been nourished
by your environment?
9. By observing patterns, scientists can make predictions about
future events. On the basis of your strengths, what kind of person do
you think you will become?
_____________________________________
10. Some traits are reoessive and are hidden by the dominant ones.
tfhich of your strengths seem to be dominant?
Recessive?
_____
11. How did you feel when your classmates told you about your
strengths? Be specific. Don’t Just eay "weird" or "strange".
12. How did you feel about yourself, personally?
1?. How dld“ you feel about your classra^teS? '
their etren^s?
lT7°;rfe,aM yOU ^“"6
15* The circulation in the aolcKl i*h * r, +.n ——— —
to different chemicals. How was ^f^^differently
from your response to the success fantasy^
1 thla PXercisR different
excise?
H0Vdld^ f9Cllng8 ab°Ut bhe during the ex- '
3TJ?EKGTH BOMBARDMENT (Verbatim)
Th* 3t"dCr‘te ild contrlbut ' «JT »« stwngth, to the lut,
ih^ that they thought the list had "covered Just about everything". „ot
even gentle coaxing, even on an individual basis, could elicit any sore
strengths from them.
They said that they thought it was hard to list strengths for every-
one. One boy said it would be easier to have a ‘cut-down' session.
Sven thougn the students were warned that ' put-dr,,™ « statements
were not allow*, a few tried it and had to be reprimanded. Strangely
enou^i though, the 'put-downs' that were verbally expressed were not found
ga.-&,e ^tteiL statements .
Some students expressed a concern about reading these aloud, and,
in some cases, ^_Sy_v.6 b^&3aLy gpepreased * strength that was leas emotionally
i^assed Vpm tk£
-?fle they.h^d wr^ttep dpTO « For this reason, the strengths
that were written down were listed and given to each studep-fr later. Care
was taken to respect their privacy, so they did not know from whom the
strength came, only that someone in the class had seen this strength in
them.
For example, loss 7, was presented with the following! loss W
your classmates have said that youi
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are always willing to help
are not afraid to try something
are always very friendly
are always willing to share
are smart
new
don’t hold grudges
never betray a confidence
never seem to be afraid of anythingdon’t pry into other peoples’ business
are cooperative
Thl. be, later volunteered the follovlug infomation to me. "Gee.
Xre. *>«de. X don't *no» uhsfs happening to thle cUss elnoe I flret
cane here. There need to be a lotta Up. There isn't an, more lip around
herea"
The student, were told, «hen present*!
.ith strength Usts, that
repeat straigth. were not listed, and that no •puWoens’ ».re found
on the written papers. The, sere also told that some of the strengths
Hated In srlttec fore sere 'heavier' than the strengths listed verbally
In class.
Although objectives In both the cognitive and affective domains
have been listed for each activity, it might be well at this point to
show how these objectives are congruent on an item-by-item basis. To
keep the study from becoming unwieldy in size, this will be done for this
exercise only and for the simple purpose of showing process, for, although
the exercises themselves were adapted from the sources listed, the process-
ing questions were designed by me.
Item li If you have developed the keen observation necessary for
science study, you should have been able to see at least one strength In
every classmate. How keen an observer are you?
The purpose of this question was to show the student that keen ob-
servation can apply beyond the laboratory and have relevance in his own
2?7
perceptual uorld. It urns hoped further that practice In this kind cf ob-
servation uculd help hi. to see a slam. as
-half full- Instead cf
-half
e.pty. This Is practice In geatjnp and ccntrcrtlne pamsnt.u,! v.-im
that Is positive .
Iten 2i Scientists base their conclusions on evidence. Give one
example of evidence you have seen for a strength named for one of your
classmates.
The purposes of this question were to reinforce a science concept
and make It relevant In the peyceptu^j. world of the student, to provide
him with practice In examining his judgements in the cold light of logic
or evidence, to eliminate unthinking prejudice—positive or negative—and
to give him a sense of cgptrol over his own emotions and thinking processes
The students were successful in doing this in varying degrees, but
most of them grasped the concept quite well. Sample responses werei
g^ngth Evidence
"Ken has a good sense of humor." "He is always joking."
Sue always seems nappy."
-She is always smiling."
Item 3» Just like plants and animal-, people are dlffert-t. How
were your strengths different from those of your classmates?
The purposes of this question were perception of unloueness . self
awareness through feedback , application of the scientific principle of
variation to their own lives, and to make the concept relevant to them,
personally.
For the most part, the students followed the :iattem of the preceding
question, seeking evidence for their responses and listed strengths that
were "the most common for my name."
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He, *. The us. of sdsnUfU tooU. such as the
us to Observe this*. we sight not others.
.... lhat t00l ^ you^
today to see strong. ln your cWstes you Ught not otherKlse^
seen?
T»e Purposes of this question sere to shov students that there is
.ore than one kind of perception, that subjective data ray be jet as
available as objective data If puoper tenues are observed, and to sake
relevant In their lives the usefulness of scientific tools to extend the
senses.
The students fallen to recognise the activity as a tool, but shoved
through their responses that they recognised the value of the noan'tt,,.
E2=£SS as tool In this regard. Ss.pl. responses vers, "your brain,
your mind, by making a list of strengths", etc.
Item 5« All living things have certain similarities. How are your
strengths similar to those of your classmates?
The purposes of this question were to bring about a Percent \ nn of
connectedness or belonging, self acceptance via connectedness, group
wannth and trust, and to make relevant the concept of similarity among
living things.
Sample responses were, "ve all like to joke and laugh, a lot of
us were the same in many ways", etc.
Item 6, Living things are classified according to their character-
istics. Classify yourself according to your strengths.
The purposes of this item were P££P.eptipp of strengths . self aware-
fiess through classification, percqftjpn of uniqueness
. and giving relevance
to the concept of classification.
kost Of the responses Here rositive 8elf classifications,
quiet, never gossip. ^rienrilvi-. - ct y, nappy-
f o-lucky"
, etc.
Tt“ 7i thl”es ** “ *“• * survive. In what
vays might your strengths «,bl
. you to ^^
The Purposes of this He.
.ere perception ~e th ,
.
,
-i^SE^l of the yglue of ujUajaMsa
and relevance for the oono.pt of natural selection.
1 oat of the students responded to this ouestion «„q in a manner indicat-
ing that they interpreted the question as askW + h +t em to assume
Mliti for their own happiness. ihey responded « v,, show people they were
corr.ct in their observations, by trying to l.provo the.
.ore", etc.
Ite. 8, Traits that are Inherited, can be stunted or e^oed by
the environment
. thioh of your stress do you thin* have been nourinhsd
by your environment?
The m^ses of this Its. were to get the students to thl* positively
about their envlron.ents. Mgatlpp of and releVM„ fM. ^
concept of the nurture issue in heredity.
Students responded by listing th. strengths which, they felt had bsen
nourlrted by their environments., but failed to give explanations. This
»«s the fault in the wording of the Item. These students never explain
anything unless they are specifically requested to do so.
Ptsm 9. Py observing patterns scientist, can .she prediction,
.bout
future events. On the basis of your strengths, what kind, of a person do
you predict you will become?
The purposes of this Its. wars self awareness, reroentlm, of unlnue-
BSffi, and relevance for the concept of prediction via pattern perosntlon .
2£0
Student predictions for the most part vere quite posltlvei "success-
ful, ok person
,
a pleasant person okay to get along with, a happy and
friendly person, a super good person", etc.
Item 10» Some traits are recessive and are hidden by the dominant
ones, Jhich of your strengths seem to be dominant? Recessive?
The purposes of this item were perception of uniqueness . r<»J f ftwq/re-
ness through self disclosure, and relevance for the dominant/reoessive
ooncepts in heredity.
The students found this item difficult} 7 students left it blank.
The students responding listed the dominant strengths first/followed by
the recessive: "trusting/never gossip, laughter and challenge/fear and
hiding", etc.
Item lit The circulation in the goldfish's tail responded differently
to different chemicals. How was your reeponse to this exercise different
from your response to the success fantasy?
The purposes of this item were to make the students aware of their
feelings and of them and to make relevant the concept of stimulus
and response.
Some students responded more positively to the success fantasy and
some to this one, but no real depth of feeling was expressed here.
Item 12» How did you feel when your classmates told you about your
strengths? Be specific. Don't just ss.y 'weird' or ’strange'.
The purposes of this question were self awareness and acceptance
and recognition of feelings .
Students' emotion*! ptpponses were much more specific on this item:
"I was very embarrased, proud and happy and friendly, like someone actually
knew me", etc.
Item 13» Hot did you feel about yourself, personally?
The purpose of this question was e water
-, esq of self concept.
f'ost of the responses reflected a recognition of self concern*: "CK.,
not too rood, I ! eel happy with myself, friendly", etc.
Item 14: How did you feel about your classmates?
The purpose of this item was recognition of positive feelings to-
ward others.
Host responses demonstrated a positive feeling. No one expressed
negativism. Responses were: "n at people, They’re all good people,
The;' are good friends and nice people", etc.
Item 15* Row did you feel when you were telling your classmates
about their strengths?
The purpose of this item was an awareness of feelings associated with
giving others Tosltlve reinforcement
.
Responses indicated that nourishing others was for some students
uncomfortable: for some, comfortable: and for still others, the experience
of nourishing others was found V be nourishing to the self as well: "kind
of foolish until I realized it was all the truth, I meant it, I felt it
fit them, I like to tell thorn how they are, happy and meaningful", etc.
Item 16: How did your feelings about the rroup change during the
exercise?
The purpose of this item was assessment of impact.
The responses indicated little impact for most of the students. Four
students left the Item blank, and only 4 others indicated that the exercise
had changed their feelings for the group to a more positive position than
it was before.
!‘cst of the students, in assessing the strengths of their class-
mates, picked strengths from the list supplied then. Very few made up
strengths of their own.
The students were rated on their observations for the following
reasons! If they had not been rated, it would have been too easy for
the lazy ones not to bother looking for strengths in their classmates;
this motivated the search} and this technique served as a motivational
device for the activity to follow.
The reason that it was important for these students to search for
strengths was that they have had very little practice in looking for the
positive sides of other people or of themselves. At first this is work}
it requires practice. Later this habit might come as naturally as 'put-
downs' came to them before. If this attitude or perspective on life could
be changed, these students could become more positively reinforcing of
each other since the habit of exchanging insults might be replaced by
the habit of exchanging compliments.
I aItems Noted »
Jim W. ( several times up to this point, had expressed a concern about
becoming a man.
David D. continued to project a negative self image. He predicted
he will become a ditchdiggerj he left most of the other items blank.
fTPJES TT; r^CTTVTL'G oTHKEOTHC
8, Feedback Compliments (Objectives)
Cclence Objectives (Cognitive;
a. To continue practice in keen observation.
b. To extend the concept of variation within a species.
c. To stress the importance
extend the senses.
d. To extend the concept of
e. To extend the concept of
characteristics
.
f. To extend the concept of
g. To extend the concept of
h. To reinforce the concept
features.
1. To extend the concept of
others.
j. To extend the concept thi
responses.
of the us? of scientific tools to
sinllai 'tics among living things,
classification according to
evolution.
natural selection.
that environment modifies inherited
the dominance of some traits over
,t different stimuli cause different
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. Perception of gtreivu.s .
^exception of uniqueness ,
c. Perception of connectedness.
d * ggsltlye feelings toward self ,
e. losit.ive feelings towards others.
**• Self awareness through feedback (psychological mirroring).
C» losltive reinforcement via perception of acceptance by
others.
h. Acceptance of feelings,
i. Establishment of group trust and warmth.
j. Positive reinforcement via recognition .
Source
Learned in e workshop at. the Lniversity of . assachuaetts led by
Emily Cole.
FEEDBACK COi"FLUENTS (Procedure)
The students were instructed to give one honest compliment to every
member of the class. They were cautioned to 'keep their eyes on the dough-
nut and not on the hole' and to think of their glass as ’half full’ instead
of 'half empty' • They were told that no put-down statements were to be
allowed and that if they were very good scientific observers, they would
be able to see something they liked about everyone in the class. They were
told that they would grade themselves on how observant they were at the
end of the exercise. They vrrr recanted ; he fol ] owl rg shc-e
"hny wrnt etraitfit to work and did no* rrMl > o >lr,d it. difficult. These
statements were then read aloud to each person as each of his classmates
tdd him what they liked about him. The sheet provided was as follows,
TOR SUSAN K.
Susan I like
and so on for every member of the class.
At the end of the exercise the students completed the following
questionnaire.
4 x- , 1 ^
U
°Z
y0UT study of science should have given you some training
lr. ,c skills o, teen observation, five yourself an A if you could see
something, to like about every member of the class, B, If you oould see
something to like about 15 members of the class, G, if you could see some-
thing to lA*e about 10 members of the class, D, if you could see something
to like about 5 members of the class, and ?, if you could only see some-
thing to like about 4 or less classmates# How did you do?
2. Every plant, animal, and human is in some way different from
every other. That’s what makes us unique. What was different about the
compliments given to you as compared to the compliments given to your
classmates?
that tool did you use today to help you to see what you might
not otherwise have seen?
Sven though every living thing is different in some ways, they
are also alike in some ways. In what ways were the compliments given to
you like those given to other me;- hers of the class?
*
5. According to the compliments your classmates gave you, what
kind of a person do you think you are?
6
. Scientists call change over time, evolution. In what ways
have your attitudes changed, since the Strength Bombardment and this
exercise?
? . Your classmates have just told you tliat you have many good
qualities. How will these good qualities help you to adapt to certain
situations and let you be happier?
Which of your good qualities has your environment helped to
develop?
9. Which good qualities seem to be dominant In you?
recessive?
10. Last time, you responded to the stimulus, Strength Bopihprdment .
Today you responded to the stimulus of compliments given to you by your
classmates. How are your responses this time different from your responses
last tlwr?
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- HOV dld 5r0U feel “h“ »aa complimenting you?
12 - How dTa you fe'1 *- *»
Oral discussion of responses »s on a voluntary laols.
FEFDBACK COMPLIMENTS (Verbatim)
Thi. exercise vent smoothly. The students did not seem to have any
trouble seeing something they liked in everyone.
Every student was provided with »a a a sheet of summary compliments at
the beginning of the next exercise. For example,
Susan K. ( your classmates have said that they like,
your smile
the way you are quiet
the way you listen
your ways
how you get along with everybody
the way you actj not afraid of anything
the way you keep to yourself
the way you get along with everyone
your personality and smile
the way you are friendly
you because you're a nice kid
you because you are quiet
the way you drive your car
you because you are quiet and nice
you because of your smile
the way you're fair to everybody
you because you can take a joke
your kind sense of understanding
Thl. tin., th. student, .ere not provided vlth sample compliments
but made up their ovn. They eeemed anxious to got their compliment summaries
back and inquired about them several times.
b-ttems Not*? .
hark H., the one student to show a very high self concept, was the
one the moat prone to in«r;lt others, so I began to wonder at the sincerity
of his self complimentary statements.
This tire David D, f1V\r* j.r - _i" orninent for
-vcryonr, so perhaps
ny frnadinfr stretery wort: of to ret hlr to thin!' poni tlvely.
For this activity hreekdram responses vhlch wore typical of response
breakdown in other activities
.ill he dven (1) to she- the decree of
diversity of response
-ithoot (Pi making the site of the test unrfeldy.
Number of students present ! 1R
Item 1. By no. your study of science should have given you sene
training in the shills cf Keen observation. Give yourself en A if you
could see .seething ynu Ilk* she t every ether member cf the class, s
E if you could see acne* "g to like shout 1? members of the class, s C
if you could see something to like shout 10 members cf the class, a 0 if
you could see something to like about 5 m«bero of the class, and an F if
you oould not see anything to like except for 4 or less classmates. Ho.
did you do?
A - 16 student?
B - 2 students
Item 2i Every plant, animal, and human Is In some ways different
than every other. That's .hat makes us 0^. Khat ™, different
.bout
the compliments given you as compared to the compliments given to your
classmates?
Specific, personal statements of difference reflecting a percent inn c-r
r’™^
,
General personal statements of difference reflecting a more senezalized
statement
°f 1,e * » MThey were all different", etc. - 2
Enestatement indicating no difference, but still noting unlcuenese .m
SSEtian, i.e., not much difference, but I'm a different person.
"
2: w
Statements noting no difference, l.c. "none", etc.
- 3 statements
Blanks
- 3
Itm 3 . What did the tool you used today help yon to see that you
ral^it not otherwise have seen?
1ISTvS JSIS^SSSS ^ni1^1^ ”^sr of *•realize", etc. - 3 statements things about “yself I didn’t
think of you and oS^s%°^ ^f^tSeSs^ t001 ' 1,e,f Hwhat otherB
££on^^ ' Wy0U had t0 5t°P * think
One statement describing the tool 5 ^ ,
forget,"
°01
* U *’ pencil >nd.tr it down so I wouldn’t
Blanks - 4
ites, 4. Even though every living thing Is different In none nays,
they are also alike In «u nays. In «hat nays were the conpllnents given
you like those given to other members of the class?
Personal Eggcep^qp of connectedness, i.e.,klds m ^et also", etc.
- 7 statements
"I’m quiet and a couple of the
general perception of connectedness, I.e,,
etc.
- 5 statements
"everyone seemed to be happy",
One response, "I don’t know."
Blanks
- 5
It” ‘“cording to the compliments your olaasnates gave you, «hat
kind of a person do you think you are?
iniiSZZVrZSlT’Z "J" *<^.ISla£2Icas!i of the prlnlople of slaas-1fiction^ccorUng to characteristics, i.e., "friendly and p«S", etc. !
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friends"
*** °°aC0pt r*8p°nae
’ 1 *°*» "X think that my classmates are my
Blanks
- 3
»- 6. Scientists call change over ^
**“ attltod“ " «*
***** *» lUltUd
-
i-. "X have confidence In n^f. etc. -
or better". etcT’^’rtatwmta"'
S“" °ttr f*UoK °Ua«"*tee a Uttle clearer
•**>• - '>
t
rtatTOU
n° Ct**** ln ,ttlt“4e. l.e., "they haven't really changed",
Blanks
- 5
It” 7
’ *“« *-» MW ^ that you have many good
qualities. Hov will th.ee good qualities help you to adapt to certain
situations and let you be happier?
Personal adaptation statements based on «*“* nor. about yourself aM It give,
need to be not ao qnlet^e^l
1
^^^...,,^^
4^' 1,e” "by kn™lng I
Adaptation via positive feedbarfr. 1 « »v
etc. - 2 statements
1,e" heoause everyone would like me",
General statements of adaptation, i « ••+>,„+ . ,
etc. - 2 statements *'
that w111 helP me ^ many ways",
Blanks - 6
Item 1 Which good qualltlee haa your environment helped to develop?
tToC%^?e\r . i-- -
asrsws s.s:rr
One response, "I don't know."
Blanks
- 5
2?9
Ite«9‘ i/hich food qualities seen, to t« dominant In you? R„cMslv«?
StotemenU of IfltWPMW . l.e.. "clenrerneM/Wppln.M". «tc. - 8 .tate-
' < ' I
One statement of preference, i.e., ’’work/school",
le8° ******** ^turad/l don't Rno»", ate, -
Blanks - 5
Item 10, Today you responded to the stimulus of compliments given
to you by your classmates. How were your responses this time different
from your responses to the last exercise?
StatementStindlcatlng no difference In response, i.e., "not to different",
resP<>n«es, i.e., "I found out more about myself and my classmates”,0vC« c &t*&t»©m©Trts f
MXectj.ye responses, i.e., "I felt good because
what they thought”, etc. - 2 statements
they really had to think
One general statement, i.e., "a little."
One reiteration of the compli .mts, l.e., "I am quiet, shy, and willing
to help other people.”
Three students indicated that they were absent last time.
Item 11, How did you feel when everyone was complimenting you?
Statements indicating that the experience was comfortable, i.e., "I felt
pretty good about it", etc. - 3 statements
Statements indicating that the experience was uncomfortable, i.e., "em-
barrassed", etc, - 7 statements
Statements indicating that the experience was not uncomfortable, <,e,
f "okay
I guess", etc. •* 2 statements
One cognitive statement, i.e,, "listen try to hear,"
Item 12, How did you feel when you were complimenting other people?
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Statements indicating that the experience was comfortable, i.e., "rood
and happy Inside", etc. - 7 statements
Statements indicating that the experience was not uncomfortable, i.e.,
"I felt honest", etc. - 9 statements
Statements indicating that the experience was uncomfortable, i.e.,
"stupid", etc, - 2 statements
Patterns Noted i
David D. did not answer many of the questions. He was the only one
who felt "stupid” not only receiving compliments, but also giving them.
William W, answered many questions, "I don't know."
Susan M's responses were not as positive this time as they have
been in the past.
SCRIES TOO i ISRCEIVDIC STRENGTHS
9. Pride Line (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To provide practice in keen observation.
b. To provide practice in basing conclusions on the evidence
collected,
c. To make relevant the concept of variation.
d. Appreciation of the use of tools for data gathering.
e. To make relevant the concept of similarity.
f. To make relevant the concept of classification based on
charateristlcs
.
g. To enrich the concept of dominance and recessiveness in
heredity.
h. To enrich the concept that different stimuli can cause
different responses.
Self Qoncapt Objectives (Affective)
a. Perception of uniqueness .
b. Perception of connectedness,
c. Self awareness *
d. Perception of gupSfiig.
e. Perception of pride.
f. Owning feelings ( emotions )
g. Positive feeling towards self
h. Positive reinforcement via recognition.
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Scarce
This activity was suggested In Canfield, 1973, #14.
PRIDE LINE (Procedure)
We have all done things we are proud of, but many times we do not
think enough about these. Today we shall try to remember all of the things
we have been proud of in our lives, be a keen observer of yourselves to-
day. Complete the following statements!
1
.
2
.
3 .
4
.
5 .
6
.
n
< •
8
.
9 .
10 .
11
.
12 .
13 .
14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
small)
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
1 am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
I am proud that
(something you did for your parents)
(something you did for a friend)
(something to do with school work)
~
(something that happened when you were very
!
something you really believe in)
something you did in your free time)
somethinr to do with money)
something you own)
a personal quality you have)
something you are proud of quite often)
the greatest pride of your life)
__
something you gave away)
^
__
something you tried hard for)
'
something that you least expected;
something that happened recently)
something to do with people)
.
^
something you have done to improve the world)
18. I am proud that (something you have done to improve your life)
19. I am proud that (your choice)
20. I am proud that (your choice)
After the activity and sharing, students were asked to fill out the
following questionnaire!
1. If you could see 20 things to be proud of, you have developed
the skills of keen observer in science and are an A observer! 15 or more
and you are a F observer! 10 or more and you are a C observer! 5 or more
and you are a D observer! less than 5 and you are an F observer. How
keen an observer are you? — —.
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2, Scientists base their conclusions on evidence they have collected.
Based on the evidence you have just collected, what kinds of things do you
seem to take the most pride in?
3, Based on your answer to number 2, in what wavs does this make
you different from other members of the olass? (Variation)
4, Scientific tools extend the senses so that men can observe
things that might otherwise go unnoticed. Today you used a tool. What
did you observe that might otherwise have gone unnoticed? ________________
5, Although all living things are unique, they all have certain
things in common. What things do you seem to have in common with your
classmates that you noticed from this exercise? ...
6, Living things are classified according to their characteristics.
Based on your answer to number 2, what kind of a person do you think you
are? . . —
—
— ..
7, Some traits are dominant and some recessive. What kinds of things
are you the most proud of? .. .
the least proud of? . — —
8, Different stimuli cause different responses. In what ways did
you respond differently to this exercise than you did to the compliments?
In other words, what were some of the differences in youy fgeXft-nga?
Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis.
PRIDE LINE (Verbatim)
This activity went very well considering that it was done the day
we returned from spring recess, and the students had lost some of
the warmth
that had been building in olass interaction.
On the item pertaining to something to do..wljh their B6£gBt£» students
reported that they were proud of things they had done to help their
parents,
things they had done to make their parents proud of them, and things
they
had done to be 'nice* to their parents.
All responses to something done for a frigid were
responses in-
dicating help they had given to friends.
Responses on the item relating to something is <*9 *rt*h X2&
were prides concerning grades or effort.
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Frides relating to something that happened when very small Included
accomplishments
,
something they had owned, and even survival, i.e,, "I
still have & finger left", etc.
To something really believed in students responded with "both beliefs
and accomplishments, i.e,, "I believe that I taught Dennis A. to play
hockey", etc.
Regarding something done in their free time , stridents were proud of
accomplishments, activities, and helping others.
Students reported prides having to do with money in the areas of
saving it, how it was used, how it was obtained, and the independence
gained from having it.
The item pertaining to pride in something owned elicited from the
students a list of items which they owned including, "1 own a girl that
is all mine."
Prides in personal Qualities included!
Interpersonal relationships - "to help people who need help", etc.
Skills - "I am good at working with my hands", etc.
Perception of acceptance - "people like the way I am", etc.
Industry - "work hard for what I want", etc.
Character - "I'm not a crab and snotty", etc.
Virtue - "I did something good", etc.
Responses to something proud of quite often included! sports, in-
dustry, ownership, personality, aspiration, creativity, self improvement,
and survival.
The greatest prides in their lives had to do with accomplishments,
aspirations and people, i.e., "my parents", etc.
Most students were proud that they had given away possessions, but
one student included giving away friendship.
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Student3 stated that they were proud that they had tried hard for i
academic status, material things, employment, lnterperponft? xgp-ltlonahlpe .
skill attainment, and erven connectedness, i.e., "helped build a patio on
the side of our house", etc.
Prides In something least expected includedi accomplishments, aca-
demic success, and miscellaneous responses such as, "I came out of my
coma."
From this point on, responses started to fall strikingly Into the
categories outlined by Purkey (19?0): power, virtue, competence, and
significance
.
For example, in response to the item relating to pride in spmething
that happened recently , students responded with competence and significance,
i.e., "helped put out a fire" and "I have David", etc.
Pride in someth to do with people fell into the areas of com-
petence, significance, and virtue, I.e., "I’m always willing to help any-
one who needs It" , etc.
Pride In something done to Improve the .acrid Includ ed the areas of
virtue and power, i.e., "I am getting an education and may someday
help
the world", etc.
Something done to laprove their own llY.g£ included pride In the
areas of virtue, competence, and power.
The 2 free choice prides Included all 4 of the
categories rurLcy
(1970) outlined.
Patterns Noted?
Kenneth S. continued to be preoccupied with
becoming a man. He said
He did not answer too many questionshe was proud that he became a nan.
this time, but '.fas more interested in talking with and looking at due
!?,, his Girlfriend. He has shovm her a lot of tenderness and affection
that is unlike him most of the time. He usually likes to come off tough
and uncaring
.
Marie H, continued to give responses that reflected an Inflated self
concept. He said that he was proud that he was just him, that he was
hire-elf* that he was him and no one else, that he didn't have a major
problem in the world, and that he was him and ju3t him,
Pamela 0. showed a better self concept than before. Her statements
were much more self positive. She said 3he was proud of the way she
listens, that she gave her friend a ride, that she got an A in science,
that she won a spelling test when she was younger, that she enjoys her-
self once in a while, that she saves her money, that she owns a car, that
she did something good, that she lias a good personality, that she listened
to a teacher ( the greatest Pride in her life), that she Improved the world
by listening to someone, that she got her li. enoe, that she was the first
one to go swimming, and that she had someone to go with,
Dennis A, did not answer as many questions as he usually does,
David D. again failed to answer the questions, i/hen I asked him
about it, he said he didn't have time to think, (Actually,
he sat all
period doing nothing.) I offered to let him take the questions
home and
do them there. He accepted, but later said he had
forgotten them at home.
Still later, he miid he didn't want to do them at
all.
All of the responses to the questionnaire that
followed this exercise
fell into Furicey's (1970) categories also. Sometimes
these categories
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were alone and sometimes In combination with each other. Some of the more
Interesting responses follow.
Item 3» Based on your answer to number 2 (things you take the most
pride In), In what ways does this make you different from other members
of the class? (Variation) Responses were as follows
i
Perception of uniqueness via competence : "other people might not
want to race cars", etc.
Perception of uniqueness via competence and significance ! "I have
a job and am well liked In Groton to be on the Fire Dept,", etc.
Perception of uniqueness via vlrtue i "some of them wouldn't help
some on when they are sid: but I would", etc.
Some failed to Perceive uniqueness except In a very general way, and
a few failed to ucrcelve It at all.
Item ki Scientific tools extend the senses . o that men can observe
things that might otherwise go unnoticed. Today you used a tool. What
did you observe that might otherwise go unnoticed?
This item elicited pride awareness as well as an of aspir-
ation In the following areas j
Competence ffiP^ vlrtue i "to be a good driver and to be helpful", etc.
Competence ! "the way I want to finish school", etc.
Vlrtue i "that I would help other people if they need it", etc.
Item 5 1 Although all living things are unique, they all have certain
things In common, flings do seem *° have 1x1 coamon with your class-
mates that you noticed from this epeereffig?
This item elicited responses demonstrating pgrceptlpn pf oopnegtedr.
ness generally and!
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^Onnectadnap, vi,
<J9Bpfftnprrl "»e are a happy Intelligent olass"
,
"« trld the help people"
,
etc.
Llvaeg things are claaalfled according to their diaracter-
lstlos. Bad
a^t^d of a pmra do you
think you are?
This Item elicited claeelflcatlon tuKSBSEl In general and,
StoMlftfflttop la OTppctenfo , "one that likes to earn ahat he gete",
Signification by
"helpful", etc.
Idea 7l Some tzalta are dominant and some recessive, tfhat kind of
SllflEa are you the Boat proud of? the least proud on
This Item elicited a varied ccblnatlon of the foregoing areas,
j H0Ike3 fore/what ms glTen te
"fttenda/drugs, pwja. vho are bad", etc.
aaf-ffTOceAlrtM , _thc E°°Ple I*« «1th/the bad things I do",
Compet
e
nce/rover t
vhat to do", etc.
motorcycle and flying/the way people tell others
Xirtue/Virtu^
-good things I did/bad things I did", etc
ifetterns Notefli
Ross V., for the first time, said he was "smart and intelligence".
SgRlE3 THREE! PERCEIVING VALUftfi
Value Llpe (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a.
. To practice keen observation,
b. To make predictions based on keen observation.
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d.
e.
f.
6 .
h.
i.
k.
To make relevant the concept of
To appreciate the value of data
the powers of observation.
To make relevant the concept of
To make relevant the concept of
characteristics
.
To make relevant the concept of
To make relevant the concept of
To make relevant the concept of
of traits.
To make relevant the concept of
on a trait.
To make relevant the concept of
variation.
gathering tools to extend
similarity.
classification according to
evolution,
natural selection,
dominance and reoesslveneas
the effects of environment
stimulus and response.
Self Concent Objectives (Affective)
a. Self ; warenesa
.
Perception of values .
c. EfigsgpUPP of HPlQueneaa .
d. Perception of connectedness.
e. Perception of growth.
f. Perception of personal adaptation methods.
«• SeXSgP&gB of feeling ( emotions) .
h. Acceptance of feeling ( emotions; .
1 » Clarification of values.
j. Perception of choice +.irms«w)
.
k. Perception of control.
l. Perception of possible double standards.
gjflfflTgg
This activity was adapted from Schrank, 1972, pp, 43-45 and
from Howard, 1973, p. 139.
VALUE LINE (Procedure)
Today we shall continue to practice keen observation. Who knows
what an Oreo cookie 1b?* Who knows what a Hydrox cookie is? They are
both round chocolate cookies with crane filling. Which do you prefer?
This question was once asked of a group of people by Sidney Simon, a pro-
fessor at the University of Massachusetts. He has written books on values .
•Discussion time was allowed for all questions.
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Vho knows
-hat values are. He says that In order to know
-ho you are-
really are-you have to be able to know what you prefer-even do™ to
little differences like the difference between Hydro* and Oreo cookies.
Today you
-ill be given a chance to keenly observe the values you hold,
fou Will bo given choices and asked which you prefer, Dometlneo you
will think they are alike, but yg. oust chw „„e over the other and you
wst kngw wfY you are choosing one over the other. Concentrate on your
values today and renanber to observe yourself carefully.
CIRCLE A ma 1 ON THE SCALE THAT INDICATES THE DECREE TO WHICH
YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING ITSJIS.
U
tkt
A
bSS.'
Ch8°1 t,,d*nt drlv” ho"' frOT
'rtlhout using his
Disagree 3^ 5 6 7 Agree
usl4 h“s H belts? and f0Ur ChlldrOT drives h°”» «*» -ork without
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree
mmt
I
SlS|
1
^e
,i
t2^0nt ,iid 5™!f y0U °0mpBre the «rst stato-nen with the second statement, toward agree or toward disagree?
_
Explain why. " ~ —-—— —
—
2> a glrl h01rt11
-=» »« he has no
Disagree 3^ 5 6 7 Agree
~ Int^g^Jof^1™!
118 * ^ «*>• »rxy hla when she has
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? Agree
a. In which direction did you move, toward agree or toward disagree?
"be Explain why, —
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3» A, A girl steals because she thinks it is a very easy way of getting
money.
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree
B, A girl steals because she has to support her ill mother (no father)
and five kids, and this is the only talent she has.
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree
a. In which direction did you move?
.
b. Uhy?
4. A. A teacher strikes a student who has called that teacher an obscene
name.
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree
B, A student strikes a teacher who has called him an obscene name.
Disagree 12 3^5^7 Agree
a. In which direction did you move?
b. Why?
5. A, A school librarian cuts dirty pictures from the books and magazines
the school buys.
Disagree 12 3^56? Agree
B. A school librarian refuses to buy books and magazines with dirty
pictures in the®.
Disagree 12 3^5^7 Agree
a. In which direction did you move?
b. Why?
6. A, A business man drinks two martinis everyday after lunch.
Disagree 12 3^567 Agree
B, A business man smokes two joints of marijuana everyday after lunch.
Disagree 12 3^5^7 Agree
a. In which direction did you move? .
b. Why?
.
. —
3d
7 . A. A student crows his hair lone Just
because everyone else Is doing
It.
Disagree 12 3^5^7 Agree
B, A student shaves his head bald just to be different.
Disagree 12 3^567 Agree
a. In which direction did you move”? ——
b. Why? __ — 1
8. A. A student who does not like sports,
plays Just to impress the
coach.
Disagree 12 3^5^7 Agree
B. A student who likes sports refuses to play
because he does not
like the coach.
Disagree 12 3^5*7 A^ee
a. In which direction did you move? _____
b. Why? —
9
,
A
.
A student buys an Inexpensive car and has
come cash left over.
Disagree 12 3^5*7 A^ee
B
,
A student buys an expensive car but has
three years of payments
before he owns it.
Dlsngrw 1 2 3 4 5 6 ?
a. In .hioh direction did you novo? __
b. Why? ___ — '
10.
A. A student looks for someone to love
him.
Disagree 12 3^ 5 6 7 Agree
B. A student looks for someone to love.
Disagree 12 3^567 Agree
a. In which direction did you move?
"
b. Why? _______ — —
~
After discussion and sharing, the students
filled out the following
questionnaire!
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were^you?
° ~ D? “* 5 °r less^ - F. How keen an obseivl
___„ I'nw?5S>t^f8i8 G5l*rRtlon * uee your scientific skills at Baking011 0b8OTVati0ns
- On the bafeis of the value® yoThold.
52 g” *" *** *”^ 7 1 «m rJZ t£'
ri
3» Variation! In what ways were the values you hold differentfron the values your classmates hold? My different values were
4. Scientific Tools! Today you used a tool to help you observevalues you may not otherwise know you held. What values did you see
7T1 Bis?t othenfiae seen? Today I saw that I held thei OJLLowing values
'
*
^Ullaxityi In what ways are the values you hold the same as
StoTSas^t2 T"tt CUBSmat°°7 1 »” f°UCTi”6 in ccw~on
6, Classification! On the basis of the values you hold, what kind
of a person do you think you are now? I am the kind of parson who
7* Evolution! In what ways will knowing your values help you change?Knowing ny values will help ne to become
Natural Selection! In what ways will knowing your values help
you to be a happier person? Knowing my values will help me b~cnv.ee
9. Effects of environment! Take one specific value you hold and
tell where you got it from art, how it developed
.
10. Dominant or Recessive! The following values are stronger in
mei
The following are weaker in me!
~
11. Stimulus/Response! Tell how you responded differently to Value
Lias and to Prido Line. I feel this way about my values.
and this way about the things I am proud of
12. A double standard Is when you think something is CSC for one
person to do but not OK for another perron to do. Look over your values
and list the double standards you have!
'
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13. How do you feel about having double standards?
Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis.
VALUE LINE (Verbatim)
Orally, this activity did not go as well as expected. The students
seemed to be ’playing the role’ (being phoney) and being tongue-ln-check-
compllant with what they thought I expected. This was not surprising,
since this activity Is much more threatening in that it
promises a con-
frontation and commitment to values which might be a bit
uncomfortable
explaining or trying to justify.
Also, the task of clarifying values held la a very
difficult one even
for sophisticated adults. Therefore, the fact that
many students failed
to clarify the values they held was not as
disappointing as the fact that
some of them .ore able to 40 so was gratifying.
Also, on paper the students
seemed more open and less threatened.
The timing was off on this exercise. The
discussion went too long,
and the student, did not get to finish the
questionnaires. Thie resulted
In the Inst fe« questions having a lot of
blanks so the data ara Incomplete.
The students seemed eo 'turned-off that I
decided not to have them finish
these during the following class session as
I hed done before.
Responses on the value line ererclse sheet
revealed an Interesting
assortment of value clarifying reasoning.
Item 1, Driving without a seat belt.
Was It better for (A) e high
school student or (B) s man with a wife
and 4 children?
Thirteen students disagreed with (B) for
reasons relating to the
father's responsibility and to the
number of People Involved. Three
students agreed with (B), but only one was able to clarify, stating the
statistic that mere teenagers get Into accidents. The 2 other resjonses
were lncongruent with the fact of agreement
,
but rather presenting arguments
fo the opposite choice.
Item 2i Telling so' one you will marry him when you have no inten-
tion of doing so. Was it better for (A) a high school boy or (B) a high
school g: :rl?
One girl and 5 hoys disagreed with (B), indicating that a boy might
more easily be made to live up to the commitment, that girls are often
taken more seriously than boys, and one very emotional response, "the , irl
has no right doing that". Three boys an 2 girls agreed with (B), indicating
a belief that the girl would be more likely to live up to the co: nitment
and would be more easily hurt by a broken commitment. The remaining re-
sponses were either emotional, lncongruent, or otherwise not clarified.
Item 3* A girl stealing. Was it better If (a) she thought it was
an easy way of getting money or (B) she had no other talent with which to
\
support her ill mother (no father) and 5 kids?
Two students disagreed with (B) citing the fact that they believed
it was just an excuse to steal. Thirteen students agreed with (B) feeling
that her reasons were justifiable. Some statements were lncongruent with
the choice made.
Item 4i Striking someone for calling you an obscene name. Was it
better for (A) a teacher to strike a student or (B) a student to strike
a teacher.
Six students disagreed with (b). Of these only 3 clarified, basing
their decision on the consequences of the act, students rights, the rela-
tive maturity of the teacher as compared to the student, and a senss of
justice.
It.ee 5* Dirty pictures in school magazines. Was it better for (A)
the librarian to cut them out or (B) the librarian to refuse to buy them.
Six students disagreed with (B) citing lack of previous knowledge
on the part of the librarian and the futility of the effort* One student
assumed that the dirty pictures must have been pertaining to &J5&* Eleven
students agreed with (B) for reasons ranging from moralizing to destruction
of property to lack of frugality to wasted effort*
Item 61 A business man after lunch everyday. Was it better for him
to (A) drink 2 martinis or (B) smoke 2 joints of marijuana?
Thirteen students disagr****!. with (B) , some on the basis of legality
and some flailed to clarify, but note the misconceptions!
"Alohohol can’t get you high"
"numbers make it right"
"lunch is not your own time"
"high class people do not smoke pot"
Seven students agreed on (B ) , some falling to clarify and the others
justifying for health reasons—all misconceptions!
"cause grass isn’t as harmful as grass (alcohol) to your body"
"it's been proven that alcohol is worst than marijuana"
"because marijuana hasn’t been proven bad yet
"alcohol harms the body worse than Joints"
Latest medical evidence has proven marljut n* destroys brain cells
aai is excreted by the body at a rate far slower
than alcohol—
P
3E
month t
Iton 7 1 Hair length and reason for it* Was it
better to (A) have
long hair to be the same or (B) shave your head to be
different?
Nine students disagreed on (B), demonstrating that they
valued
appearance and social consequence®, recognized parental
constraints,
and simply specifying preferences. Seven students
agreed with (b) but
none clarified the value.
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Itm 8 ' r‘*SOnn f0r n 3*~ a
.-.port. %. it Better
to (A) play a apart you dWt like Just to impress the coach or (B) fan
to ploy a aport you liked Just Because you didn't like the coach'
-aght students disagreed uith (3), placing value on the consequences
of the act and on the eport. Eight students aereed uith (B), placing
more value on the relationship with the coach than on the sport.
Itesi 9i Buying a car. Was it hatter to (a) Buy an inexpensive
car and have come cash left over or (B) By an expensive car and have ?
years of payments tc raake before you own it?
'*SVen stad«rt® ^saereed with (B) valuing financial solvency,
maturity in situations requiring responsibility, and the avoidance of
chappy consequences. ?our students agreed with (3), but only one clarified
a valuing of the car more than financial solvency.
Iten 10: Love,
’.fas it better to (A) look for someone to love you
or (B) look for someone for you to love?
Two students disagreed with (B), but neither clarified. "Seven students
agreed with (B), but only 2 clarified, valuing independence.
One student failed to choose on this item, stating a value of the
love relationship regardless of its quality.
Patterns Noted:
David D. answered more questions than he ever had before, and, on
the questions answered, he never failed to
-tfflff
Responses to the value line questionnaire elicited responses which
identified student values rather than clarifying then as the foregoing
exercise sheet had done.
•‘•'•'C® predictions jujou or. v .1 . held,
talents exile lions concerning, the kind of people they would be-
cotie showed that they valued avoidance of trouble, foresight, discrimin-
ation, justice, connectedness, having 'personality', atociam ("cares but
doesn't allow it"), and negativism ("disagrees A lot", etc.)
Item tn nsiting what values they had been able to identify via the
exercise,
dtudent responses demonstrated tlic identification of the following
values: integrity, concern, feedback, insight, uniqueness, and discrimin-
ation.
Item 5* Asking the students to perceive connectedness via values,
although students were able to perceive connectedness, the only 2
values clearly identified were discrimination and independence.
Item Jt Asking students to classify themselves on the basis of their
values.
Student responses demonstrated the identification of "oHcming
values: awareness, interpersonal relationships, virtue, ability to dis-
criminate, and stoicism.
Item 7: Asking students to perceive growth through value identifi-
cation.
^edres idcntiiied through their responses were: arcironoes, self
improvement via feedback, Independence, and virtue.
Item 3: Asking students to show how values held assist in personal
adaptation.
All but 3 statements demonstrated a valuing of self awareness through
stater -w1 of £ cling concerning theIten 13 : Aeldng students for •
perception of double standards.
Isost of the students, while perceiving that they held douhl o standards,
did not foci concerned about It.
Tatterns Notefl i
I*ai3c K,, for the "tret tiro, showed a discontentment with himself
and a caring for ether- people, He sail that he was caring about other
peoplej that he was caring} that hr would become a better person} that he
would try to becoru happier oercon.
Ccudy 0, for the second tir.c mentioned her temper.
hike A, twice mentioned that he cares but doesn’t show it and that
he would like to be more independent,
David D, went back to his usual ~orm and answered only one question,
leaving all others blank.
Karen W, for the second time showed a lot of negativism. She said
that she would point out all the bad things in life and saw c ~y little
mistake and that things in life needed, to be changed so she would try to
dange them.
Nancy D, continued to mention her sadness and inability to eirpress
her feelings. 3he said that she is a sad person, may find somethin,"' to
change it, and that she is wuik in her ability to tell people how she feels.
3SHIES THREE! PERCEIVING VALUES
11. Voting (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To reinforce the importance of careful observation.
b. To provide practice in careful observation.
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c. To provide practice In hypothesis generation,
d. To provide relevance for hypothesis generation,
e. To provide relevance for the concept that conclusions
mist "be baaed on the evidence collected,
f. To provide relevance for the concept of variation.
g. To reinforce an appreciation of the importance of the
use
of scientific tools, „ . . ,
h. To provide relevance for the concept of similarity of living
lti yxrrtz ,
I, To provide relevance for the concept of classification
based
on characteristics,
J, To provide relevance for the concept of evolution,
k. To provide relevance for the concept of natural selection,
l. To provide relevance for the concept of heredity.
a. To provide relevance for the concept of the Influence
of
environment on heredity.
, ..
.
. ^
n. To provide relevance for the concept of the dominance
of
some traits over others,
o. To provide relevance for the concept of stimulus
and response.
p. To provide relevance for the concept of
homeostasis.
Concent Objectives (Affective)
a.
b.
c.
d.
©•
f.
g*
h.
Perception of w&qugnqga.
Perception of connectedness.
Perception of YftlUS8x
lFln;rtifilc*tlQn °*
Perception of a value continuum.
Perception of feeling (.eftptjQBfi/*
of feeling SEHB.
n
Positive r«inftyroaaent via
Source
This activity was adapted from techniques
learned at a values
clarification workshop at Lunenburg High
School led by Sidney Simon, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts*
VOTING (Procedure)
The students *«. asked to rufc order
a series of 3 it«s by -unbaring
the. from 1 to 3 with 1 belie the
first choice and 3 being the last choice.
They were asked to explain their
choices and these «ere exchanged and die-
asked to fill out a questionnaire.
cussed. Then they were
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The voting sheet given to the students was as follows;
YPTJfflS NAME
___
List, in Older, what you think is best and what you think is worst.
Number 1 will be beat, number 2 next and number 3 worst.
^
• . — i .
prostitutej
______
a homosexual)
______
a narcotics dealer
Explain why you ohose the way you did.
2. Who would you rather spend your time with;
—
boyaj girls j animals
Explain your choice.
3. Which do you think is worse;
never to swim again) never to eat J.ce cream again)
never to watch television again
Explain
In a game, which do you think is worse;
being a poor loser) a (heater) critical of your
opponent
Explain
5. Which would you rather watch;
a football game) a basketball game) a baseball game
Explain
6. Would you rather;
make a lot of money) have an exciting life) be in
love
Explain
7. Who would you least like to have dinner with;
an ex-dope addict) a teacher) your boss
Explain
8. Would you rather meet a native of;
Japan) Russia) India
Explain
_______________________________________________________
9. Would you rather have a friend who is;
a loser) old) straight
Explain
10.
Would you rather be;
______
conservative) a WASP)
_____
middle class
Explain
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11. Which religion would you like to know more about*
Hindu | Buddhist* Black Muslims
Explain
12. Which do you think is the most true*
all the world loves a lover* most politicians are crooks 5Met fat people are happy
Explain
13. If you were alone and broke in a strange city, where would you cro
for helpi
a county welfare office* a parish rectory* nan-
handle for yourself
Explain
14, Who would you rather ask a flavor of*
someone of & different mcej someone much younger*
someone of the opposite sfex
Explain
15* Did the most important things happen to you when you were*
birth to age 5* 5 to lOj 10 to now
Explain
_____
16. Which committee would you rather serve on;
a church function* a school function* a charity
drive
Explain
17. Would you rather talk to a person who isi
quiet and good mannered* agreeable and polite*
happy-go-lucky
Explain
18. Would you rather try*
Mexican food* African food| Indian food
Explain
19* When did you feel the most loved*
as a baby* as a child* as an adolescent
After discussion, the students were asked to fill out the following
questionnaire!
VOTING QUESTIONNAIRE NAME
1. Observation* Grade yourself* A - 19 choices with reasons* B - 15
or more* C » 10 or more* D - 5 or more* F » less than 5
2, Predictions* I an becoming a parson who
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3 . I base this conclusion on the following evidence . .
4. Variation! I am different from my classmates in the following ways
5. Scientific tools» r • doing this exercise, I learned this about myself
6 . Similarity: I am like my classmates In the following waysi
7. Glassifications I an the type of person who
8
.
Involution: I feel that I am changing in the following ways!
9. Natural selection: I am able to be happy because: — -
10. Heredity: My parents would have voted like me on the following
things: . — — ——
11. Evnlronment: My environment probably influenced the following votes:
12 . Dominance/recesslveness: hy strongest values are: ,
My weakest values are: - — —
13. Stimulus/response: In the Value line last time j- felt
but In this one, Voting . I felt _— —
14. Homeostasis: The following values seem to keep me at a balanced
state:
15. Comments: ________ —
Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis.
VOTING (Verbatim)
This activity went better orally than did Value Llafi*
The students
were asked to arrange their desks In a circle,
which gave more of a feeling
of group cohesiveness. However, there had
developed by this time, 2 sets
of lovers who were interested only in talking to
each other, disrupting
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the ongoing discussion as everyone else wanted the same privilege. In the
interest of preserving good rapport, I decided not to say anything to these
people, hut, if it were to continue, I decided, they would have to be re-
primanded.
While most of the students had very little difficulty in identifying
values via rank ordering, most of then had a great deal of difficulty in
clarifying why these values were held. This was to be expected, since this
AS 11111 GXtT€aayly difficult thing to do. I was extremely pleased, therefore,
that some of these students were able to do so. Some of their reasoning
follows.
Shftgt Regpgnfisfti (To rank order on the basis of preference)
Item li Prostitutes, homosexuals, and narcotics dealers
Choices justified were done so on the basis of i potential harm to
others, money to be made, reputation, and compulsion.
Item 2i Spending time with boys, girls, or animals.
Choices were justified on the basis of the quality of the relation-
ships and the amount of effort needed to it.
Item 3i To give up forever swimming, ice cream, or television.
Choices were justified on the basis of the degree of pleasure in-
herent in the activity and the amount of time spent doing it.
Item 4i A poor loser, a cheater, or critical of the opponent.
Students' justification statements seemed to be based on a valuing
of sincerity, personal accomplishment, winning (over fairness), and avoidance
of unpleasant circumstances.
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Item 5< Watching a football, basketball, or baseball gaae.
Students Justified choices on the basis of an understanding of the
gaae and the degree of excitement in watching it.
Item 61 Making & lot of money, having an exciting life, and being
in love.
All of the students Justifying valued the excitement inherent in
the choice, whatever it was.
Item 7» As a dinner guest, an ex-dope addict, a teacher, or the
boss.
Student choices were based on a valuing of social benefits derived,
the avoidance of social discomfort , and satisfying social curiosity.
Item 8» Meeting a native of Japan, Russia, or India.
Students made their choices because of the anticipated excitement,
satisfaction of curiosity, preference for familiarity, and the avoidance
of what they considered to be "suspicious" people.
Item 9» Having for a friend, a loser, an old person, or someone
'straight'.
In a friendship situation studaits seemed to value interest, honesty,
the utilitarian aspects of the friendship (what the friend could do for th«)
,
and seemed to devalue stigma by association.
Item lOi Being conservative, a WASP, or middle class.
Student reasoning seemed to favor the status quo or showed a valuing
of social opinion. However, there were some Interesting statements of mis-
conception
«
"because I wouldn't be happy If rich, I don't understand i*at It Is"
"I like being normal"
•’Thai your in the middle of everybody
Item 111 Learning more about the Hindu, Buddhist, or Black Muslim
religions.
In learning about another religion, the students seemed to value
interest, obtaining new information, excitement, and the degree of ex-
pected liberalism in the religion.
Item 12i Belief that, all the world loves a lover, most politicans
are erodes, or most fat people are happy.
Only one student could Justify his choice on this item and it was
based on the degree of social comfort inherent in the belief.
Item 13i Get help from, a county welfare office, a parish rectory,
or panhandle on your own.
Students choices were based on a valuing of the ease in getting help,
the spiritual aspects of the help, and independence.
Item 14» Asking a favor of someone younger, someone of the opposite
sex, or someone of another race.
In asking favors, students seemed to value social comfort and trust.
Item 15i When the most Important things happened, birth to 5 years,
5 to 10, or 10 to the present.
Student responses showed a valuing of increasing independence, in-
creasing self awareness, increasing knowledge, and the possibility of
romance
,
Item l6i Serving on a committee for a church function, a school
function, or a charity function.
In their reasoning, students demonstrated a valuing of giving, and
the degree of need.
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Item 1?: Talking to someone quiet and good mannered, someone agree-
able and polite, or someone happy-go-lucky*
In conversations, students valued challenge, congruence with their
own personalities, attention given to them, excitement, feedback, and social
comfort.
Item 18 » Trying Mexican food, African food, or Indian food.
Students valued novelty, familiarity, and flavor.
Item 19: Were you most loved as a baby, child, or adolescent.
Students felt love in attention, freedom of choice in life style,
remembrance, awareness of being loved, and Indulgence.
Questionnaire responses reflected a great number of perceptions
and awarenesses .
Item 2: Student predictions concerning the self
demonstrated in-
creased awareness of geif, of values, of
and of gucpegfi.
Item 3* The evidence on which these predictions
were based reflected
a valuing of both objective and subjective estimates
of self and a valuing
of feedback from others.
Item 4: Students perceived uniqueness through
both objective and
subjective evidence.
Item 5i Students reported that they had an
Increased BMBBt °f
uatauSSess, connectedness , desire
for knowledge, EiSSSSt. «* SUBSS
through the vehicle qf this activity.
Item 6, Through responding to the
similarity item, students demon-
strated a neroentlon of oonnsctsdness
via Interpefspnri relationship.
life style, and desire for kftgwlqflge.
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Item 7» Students classified themselves on the basis of their Inter-
personal relationships , their life styles, and the values they held.
Item 8: Students perceived chs-fye themselves In the areas of
1nterpeT^npa-1 relationships , personal appearance, maturation, g.tt^tyg.eg^
ability to discriminate, values held, and successes.
Item 9» Students identified their personal sources of happiness
as being derived from other people . Increased kflpw3,gftg.g, and. popularity.
Item 10i Students recognized the Impact, of rereptfil, j.pflHfing£ on
their senses of right and wrong, their life styles, and their social valugg..
Item 11« Students recognized environmental Influences on their
general behavior , their self Images , their spplgj. behavlgy , and their
values
Item 12« In response to this Item, students recognized that their
deepest values were people-oriented and personal, recognized that
their
thoughts dominate their feelings at times, and showed a concern
about con-
fidence in their value choices.
Item 13i Students recognized the differences in respogsg
they made
from the previous activity to this one by stating a
feeling of growth in
confidence concerning making yfiAas choices, a negative frtfrltuds
about
having to make value choices, and a recognition of
positive feedings
about making value choices.
Item 14. Student responses indicated a recognition
of the stabiliz-
ing force of fffoer people on their lives.
Item 15 j Students indicated a satisfaction
with the self and
an Increased self awareness.
I attorns Noted.
Charleen M.'s responses all ended with an exclamation point
l
Nancy D, continued to reflect lack of self confidence. 3he said
she goes along with everyone else and Is concerned about making the right
choice.
Hark H, failed to answer all but a few items. This was unusual for
him.
Pamela 0. failed to answer an but one Item on the questionnaire.
Karen W, continued to reflect unhappiness, ^he said thati she is
becoming a loser, she can never make friends and, therefore, is at home
much of the time with nothing to do, she prefers a loser for a friend, she
is not as happy as she used to be, and that her parents would not vote like
her on uny item.
William W. failed to answer all but one item. He and Pamela 0. de-
veloped a romantic relationship and set ”ed too preoccupied with each
other to bother with either self concept activities or classwoxk . When
they did respond, many of their answers were identical, although there were
some important differences.
Jim W, failed to respond to all but a few items. This was unusual
for Jim.
sraTra VQURt PERCEIVING INTEGRATION
12. Where Snotlons Are Felt (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To make relevant the concert of constant energy
consumption
by living things.
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"b. To inake relevant the concept of homeostasis.
c. To make relevant the concepts of stimulua/respouse reactions.
d. To make relevant the concept of natural selection.
e. To make relevant the concept of variation,
f. To make relevant the concept of classification based on
characteristics
•
To foster an appreciation of the use of scientific tools
to extend the senses.
h. To make relevant the scientific method of basing conclusions
on evidence,
i. To make relevant the scientific method of precise observation.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. gsrgep&tpfl 0f emotions .
Acceptance of emotions .
c. Perception of emotional and somatic Integration .
d. PgrgepUcB of uniqueness
e. Perception of connectedness.
Source
This activity was adapted from several sources now lost to
memory.
WHERE EMOTIONS ART FELT (Procedure)
The students were taken on guided fantasy trips to recall the emo-
tions of anger, happiness, disgust, and love as follows!
Close your eyes and try to relax. (Pause) without changing your
rate of breathing, try to become very aware of it, (I'aune) Now try to
relax every muscle in your body. (Pause) Now go back to a time when you
were very angry (happy, disgusted, felt very loving—each fantasy in turn).
(Long pause) Now let the anger (other Knotions in turn) go wherever it
wants to In your body. (Pause) Notice the port of your body where you
feel it the most. (Pause) What does it feel like? (Pause) Now come
bade to the present. (P&use) 'When you feel ready, open your eyes. (Pause)
Between each fantasy the students were given time to fill In the
top part of the questionnaire ashing where the emotion was felt and how
It was experienced, ,/hen they were ready, they were asked to go Into the
next fantasy. At the end of all 4 fantasies, they vrere asked to fill In
the rest of the questionnaire. Oral discussion of experiences and responses
was on a voluntary basis.
Questionnaire!
1
.
Anger!
Where f elt
What it felt like
2. . appiness!
Where felt
What it felt like
3.
Disgust!
Where felt
What it felt like
~h] Lovei
’Where felt
What it felt like
Concept! All things constantly need energy.
5,
Today's exercise had something to do with energy. What was It?
Concept! If the body's constant state is overstressed, It will be upset.
6. Today's exercise had something to do with thl3 concept. What
was it?
Concept! Different stimuli can cause different responses.
7, What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
Concept! Nature selected the fittest to survive.
8. What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
Concept! There is a variation within the species.
9. What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
Concept! T.jving things can be classified Into related groups based on
their characteristics. „
10,
What did today's exercise have to do with this concept (
3?1
Concept: Scientific tools help to extend the senses so that we can sec
things we might not otherwise see.
11. What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
fonoepti
12.
Conclusions must be based on evidence collected,
What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
Concept
i
13.
A scientist must observe carefully.
What did today's exercise have to do with this concept?
Ik, What did you learn about yourself today?
15. How did this exercise help you to learn it?
Oral ’lscussion of responses was on a voluntary "basis.
This was the first exercise where it seemed safe to allow less
structure in relating concepts of science to the exercise. The students
had had practice doing this on the 11 previous exercises.
WHERE MOTIONS ARE FELT (Verbatim)
For this activity the students were asked to sit in a circle. I
hoped that this would facilitate better intercommunication and attention
since 2 couples had been so preoccupied with their romnt', r endeavors that
they had been a disturbance to the rest of the clans not only in the self
concent activities, but in classwork as well. This did not bring about
the desired effect however, since Pamela 0. and William W. persisted in
carrying on with each other in a disruptive manner even while the other
students were attempting fantasy. As a result, T had to ask William W.
to leave the room. After his departure, the activity seemed to ro much
better, and even Pamela paid attention and attempted to participate.
For this one activity, it would be bent to present student responses
in their entirety in order to demonstrate the full flavor of student
response.
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Rgsffonpeg to tfre anger fan-t^cy '
rthere felt i
1. Brair
2. in my hart
3. nose
4. In my fiat
5* On my bade
6. in my arms
7. arms and fists
8. in my face
9. in my head
10. my heart
11. in my throat
12. In my head
13* in my nerves
14. in my fists
15. in my head
Hew experienced »
Madness
it beated faster
Mbit like I had a stuffed up nose
I could hit someone
Someone pushing on my back
Super tension, like I was going to
punch the person
a tingling numb clenching and my
muscles tighten up.
It was burning
like there was someone pounding on
my head
like ± had a blocked up stomack
like a big lump that is salty tastingit hurt, mean
something japing at my nerves
like I wanted to punch somebody in
the face
a pounding
That these students were experiencing common jhyslologlcal mani-
festations In response to the emotion of Mgs* 1» obvious fr0B sxaalnlng
the following common expressions of sMLar. some of which have even become
clichest
Statement 1
Statement 5
Statement 7
Statement 8
Statement 10
Statement 11
Statement 13
Statement 14
"That makes me madl
"
"Get off my backl
"
"uptight"
"That burns me upJ
"
"That makes me slckl ”
"so mad I could cry"
"got on ray nerves"
"I'd like to punch you outl
"
RggJ>pftses tg the happiness fantasy .
Mkere felt .
1 • all over
2. in my head
3.
4. all over
5. ahouldes And neck
b. all over
How experience^,
happy everywhere jump a
like laughing
great
tingling
it felt like I wanted to get up and
run and jump all over the place.
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7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
my heart
In my heart
in my heart
In my heart
in my heart and stomach
my heart and smile
through my whole body
in my heart
all Inside my body
real warm Blowing with the brilliance
of 10 suns and friendly
like I was happy and tingley
my heart was thumping hard
like I won the Mass Sweepstake
my heart beating fast and butterflies
in my stomach
good
A tingle going through my body
my heart beat went faster
cool breeze
Here are some common expressions and
cliches that demonstrate that
what these students experienced In
fenleey ere eldel, experienced ifcyelo-
logical reactions to happiness:
Statement 1 & 6
Statements 1, 4, 6, 13» & ^5
Statements 7> 8, 9* 1°» H» 12,
Statement 7
"Jump for joy”
"Felt good all over”
& Ik "Happiness is where the heart
is
"the glow of happiness"
Responses to the disgust fantasy:
1.
2.
3.
all over
in my throat
4. my leg
5. in my head
6. all over
7. my stomach
8. In my stomach
9. stomach
10. my heart
11. in my hands a
12. my head
13. in my hands
14. all over
15. my head
Rnw experienced:
really bad Brain
a lump
.t hurt
hrobbing
_ ,
t felt like I was about to
die be
XLUse I didn’t have any strength
ny whole stomach was upside
down and
Lnside out
I was sick
. ,
. .
a. punching bag all hard
and tight
like the butterfly
like I wanted to punch someone,
a
cold feeling all over
bad, it justed couldn t happen
tenses my hands tightens them
nuit ana
it was spinning around and
around real
fast
arei
Common expressions and cliches congruent with s'udent experiences
Statement 2
Statements 7 l 7
Statement** 0 * id
Statement 11
Statement 12
Statement 14
Statement 15
“ I could cryl "
’’That makes me siokl
"
"Uptight"
"That leaves re eoldl
"
"I couldn’t "believe itl
"
"I give vH ”
"made my head spin"
Responses. to the love fant^r.y
Where felt :
1. all over
2
.
3
.
4.
5 .
6. in my stomach
7.
", in my heart.
9.
in my heart
10. in my heart
11. in my heart and stomach
12. my heart, inside
13 . in your heart
14. in my stomach
15 . stomach
it felt like 10,000 "butterflies
were Jumping around
ny heart wanted to "burst
can't describe
can't describe
my heart "beat fast and "butterflies
in stomach
good
felt like a tingle
felt like butterflies
felt li'-e a tore- salad
Notice the number of blanks on this item end the relative lack of
imagery compeared to the other items, tost of the students responded to
this item with cliches.
Responses to the questionnaire demonstrated, good congruence between
co.-nitlvr concepts and affoctivo objectives.
Item 1« Concept - enerrv use by living things.
Although it was obvious that there was some commiserating, many
students recognised, not only their own lln; 3 . but also that emotions
3?5
eurr a i crm of tffioro'
.
producing' definite and dlfferoir’ physiological effects
and that this energy came from within themselvec .
Item 2 1 Concept - Homeostasis
Host of the students Identified anger and dismast as upsetting
emotions . All recognized the effect of emotions on the body, and one
student recognized the influence of emotions on behavior , i.e., "My emo-
tion cause lleing here today." Only one student identified love as an up-
setting emotion .
Item 3 i Concept - Stimulus/response
Host of the students recognized the emotions as atlmuT
1
and the
physiological reactions as responses . One student recognized potential
behavioral differences, i.e., "Anger made me want to hurt something, happi-
ness made me want to shake everyone’s hand that I met. Different emotions
cause different responses." Some students saw emotion as the response to
a stimulus . For example, "different stimuli cause different emotions".
Item 4» Concept - Natural selection .
Some students felt that emotions should be held in
—
controlled .
Others spoke of "handleing" them. One student saw emotions as a drain on
energy, i.e., "emotions your energy gets burned up". The point was not
so much whether or not to hold in, control , or "handle" emotions as it
was for each student to make the concept relevant for himself. This,
most of them seemed able to do.
Item 5t Concept - Variation .
Student responses demonstrated that the concept was not only well
grasped, but that each student was able to make It relevant through this
exercise
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Item 6s Concept - Classification .
Although the students varied In ability to articulate, It was quite
obvious from their responses that most of them were able to find relevance
for the concept in their own personal lives.
Item ?s Concept - Usefulness of scientific tools .
Most of the students recognized an Increased awareness of self and
in 2 cases an Increased awareness of others, i.e., "other people react
differently" and "I didn't realize about other people". All but 3 students
demonstrated the ability to make the concept relevant to themselves.
Item 8» Concept - Conclusions must be based on evidence .
Relevance for the concept was well demonstrated. It was obvious
that these students saw the guided fantasy as a methoc for gathering sub-
jective data.
Item 9« Concept - Careful observation .
Relevance for this concept was well demonstrated.
Item lOi "I learned . . ." statements.
The learnings specified seemed to be in terms of increased awareness
of emotion , the recognition of the physiological effects of smgtlpns,
and,
in some cases, a new emotional experience.
Item 111 How did this exercise help you to learn it?
Most of the students recognized the value of introspective
exercises
in gaining new self knowledge.
Patterns Noted i
Pamela 0. seemed to rely on lark H. for her responses.
Similarity
striking in this exercise.of response was
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David D, responded to more items than he usually did.
Jim W,, for the second time, displayed richness of imagery in his
responses. He was the one who described the "warmth and brilliance of 10
suns"
.
Ross W. seemed to be an independent thinker. None of his responses
were modified from group opinion.
Sandra S. showed more richness of imagery than most of her classmates.
SERIES FOURi PERCEIVING INTEGRATION
13. Twenty-one Questions (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To provide practice in relating an affective lesson to
cognitive purposes.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. Awareness of personal desires and goals.
b. Awareness of personal problem potential.
c. of areas of potential control or lack of control.
d. Awareness of alternatives.
e. Awareness of preferences.
f. Perception of m4flu9P-93£«
g. Perception of connectedness,
h. Perception of personal identity .
1. Perception of an integrated self .
Source
This activity was adapted from one suggested by Canfield, 1973>
#74 .
TWENTY-OWE QUESTIONS (Procedure)
The students were asked to fill in the following questionnaire!
1. What would you like to do, to have, or to accomplish?
2. What do you wish would happen? , .— —
3. What would you like to do better?
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Whit more°would^you^ike to^ +
lme °r mon*y foI?
X2 ^filled ambitions? 0 life?What angered you recently?
^fhat made you tense or anxioui? ~
What have you complained about?u, , T “ ^^«jjx ane<l —What misunderstandings do you ha^? —
What nh^
WOU
i
d you 11Jce to get along better?
'
8S °r the worse d0 y°u Bense in the~attitudes of others?
What would you UkTuT^t others to do?"What changes Kill you have to make?What takes too long?
What is wasted?
What is too complicated?
What seems to be blocking*7wl?
±n what ways are you inefficient?
What wears you out?
What would you like to organize better?
These questions vere discussed ormlly on a voluntary basis, and then
the students vere aeked to ohoose any 5 science concepts that they had
laumed this year and relate then tc the exercise just completed. For
example, they might have related the exercise to the science concepts con-
cemed with problem recognition, stlmulue/response, classification, sden-
tific tools, evolution, etc.
After the students had finished with this part of the exercise, they
were asked to make 5 'I learned' statements on the affective part of the
exercise. Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis.
TWENTY-ONE QUESTIONS (Verbatim)
Because of the nature of this exercise, I decided to keep the
students in their regular seats instead of arranging them in a circle as
I had done in the previous 2 exercises. The activity went well, and the
students seemed to enjoy answering the questions.
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Responses to the exercl^Pi
Itesn li What would you like to do, have, or accoiaplish?
Most of the students responded with a desired accomplishment.
Item 2: What do you wish would happen?
Students expressed wishes to do something, to change the past, to
change the present, expressed some very negative wishes concerning school,
expressed wishes concerning aspirations for the future, expressed wishes
concerning having other people change their behavior, and 2 students made
some very practical wishes.
Item 3
1
Vfhat would you like to do better?
Students wished to do better in sports, in academics, at a vocation,
and wished to have better interpersonal r^atjonahlps . Three students
misinterpreted the question.
Item kt What do you wish you had more time or money for?
Most of the responses involved things requiring more money. Six
responses involved things requiring both time and money. There were
only 2 responses which indicated things requiring time more than money.
Item 5» What more would you like to get out of life?
Student responses indicated an awareness of needs for personal
growth, increased happiness, generalized needs, intw-rDereop^l needs, needs
for more freedom relating to time, and needs for play.
Item 6i Vfhat are your unfulfilled ambitions?
Unfulfilled ambitions were related to vocations, accomplishments
,
and successes.
Item 7« What angered you recently?
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St"4*nt
‘ ^tlon to their occupations,
.porta,
other people, and feeling .
Item 8 i What made you tense or anxious?
Students related that they were anxious about gther people , the self
school, and speolflc events, as well as suspense of any kind.
Item 9i What have you complained about?
Students related that they had complained about physical ailments,
school, the elements, Psfipls, and events. Two students said they com-
plained about everything.
Item lOi What misunderstandings do you have?
Students felt that they misunderstood people and events. Some com-
plained of a feeling of generalized confusion, and some felt that they had
many misunderstandings.
Item lit With whom would you like to get along better?
Students expressed a desire to get along better with girl and boy-
friends, siblings, parents, teachers
,
and people in general.
Item 12i What changes for the worse do you sense in the attitudes
of others?
Students objected to the uncaring attitudes of other people, made
objections on moral grounds, and objected to the rejecting attitudes of
others.
Item 13: What would you like to get others to do?
Students expressed a desire to get others to be more active, to im-
prove l^tgrpersonal relatlons between other people, to get others to enjoy
life more, to get others to participate in activities enjoyed by the re-
spondent, and to get others to Improve the environment.
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Item I4i What changes will you have to make?
host of the students perceived control over the situation.
Item 15i What takes too long?
Students expressed impatience with the time it takes for schooling,
to get people together, and to grow up.
Item l6i What is wasted?
Students felt that some aspects of school were a waste as were things
not used. Moat responses were varied indicating that time and other things
like energy, money, life and childhood were wasted.
Item 17i What is too complicated?
Students indicated that some aspects of school were too complicated
as were people, life, and love.
Item 18 i What seems to be blocking you?
Students reported feeling blocked by work, by responsibility . by
parents , by themselves . by other people , by school
,
by the past and by
the present. Two students reported feeling blocked in the acquisition
of something.
Item 19i In what ways are you inefficient?
Students perceived inefficiency relating to school, punctuality,
work or duties and in the ability to explain "problems".
Item 20
t
What wears you out?
Students reported that they felt worn out from school, partying,
work, running around, business, riding bicycles, and running.
Item 21t What would you like to organize better?
Students felt the need to better organize their work habits, some
aspects relating to school, their money, the world, their parents , sports,
life, and the problem of pollution.
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Patterns Noted t
David D, responded to only 2 Itrms. He spent the rest of his tine
drawing a grotesque picture of a nan hppglnr from a tree limb on the hack
of his paper, (See p, 333)
William W.'s responses were primarily related to his boredom with
school and work.
Kicheal A.'s responses were somewhat contradictory. On the one hand,
he wanted to get along better with everyone and misunderstood the world,
but, on the other hand, he wished everyone could enjoy life as he did and
said he had noticed only changes for the better In the attitudes of others.
Karen W . continued to reflect problems. She wished she could change
her life, wanted to go on a long vacation, would like to get a lot more
out of life, wanted to get a Job as a secretary and go out on her own, was
recently angered by Jealousy, her sister had been "snobbier*
1 to her lately,
she wished people would do what she wanted for a change, wanted Patty to
stop liking her brother, would like her mother to give her more freedom,
and she would like to organize this world better.
Charleen K, seemed to be having trouble with people. Most of her
responses indicated a dissatisfaction with interpersonal relationship®.
She mentioned problems with friends, people, little kids, everybody, a
certain person, and her parents.
This was the first exercise without a cof nitive/affective congruence
questionnaire. Instead, the students were asked to choose at
random any
5 concepts they had learned in
biology and relate them to the exercise Just
had been doing this for every exercise up to this pointdone. Since they
I
under the structure I had provided, I was surprised that they seemed con-
fused and did not seem to know what I was talking about. For this reason
I chose 5 concepts at random and wrote them on the blackboard and then asked
them to make the connection between these and the exercise. The concepts
chosen related to problem recognition, stimulus/response, classification,
the usefulness of scientific tools, and evolution.
Because of the apparent confusion when I asked them to select con-
cepts, I had doubtb about their ability to find relevance, but I was happily
surprised. Once I had selected the concepts for them, they had almost no
difficulty in finding personal relevance for every one of them. The wily
one which showed any deviation in interpretation was the concept relating
to the use of the cognitive processes as a tool toward self knowledge. Only
one student recognized the activity as the tool. Two other students iden-
tified Introspection into the memory banks as a tool.
Pftttems Noted t
Pamela 0, and William W, showed a striking similarity of response
so I suspected collusion there.
Jim W. and David D, failed to answer any of the cognitive relevance
questions
•
Rosa W, seemed to have a greater grasp of cognitive/affective con-
gruence than most of his classmates,
Nancy D, saw things as getting worse over time,
Sandra S, seemed to be troubled. She said that talking problems
over with people seems to lighten your load, but you can’t expect things
to change overnight.
Moot of the students had no difficulty in making the 5 "I learned . .
statements requested. Some made even more. Only 1 student made less than
5 .
Twenty-eight of these statements were things learned about their
classmates indicating a great deal of progress In the art of l^ttfliipr
to each other since we did Hear Ke/See Met
There were 8 statements of self awareness and 8 very negative state-
ments toward school
,
most of them indicating that school was a "drag" or
a ''waist of tin"
. This attitude had been obvious not only in their be-
havior, but in their responses as well. However, 2 students were observant
enough to pick up the fact that, in spite of this, most of them expressed
a desire to "greaduate".
There were ? negative observations about people and life in generalj
4 neutral ones, and 3 positive ones.
Four statements reflected •perceived connectedness and 8 statements,
perceived uniqueness .
Two statements reflected Perceived change in people, and 1 was an
observation about people in general.
One statement reflected cognitive/affective congruence or what some
have recently called ‘confluent* learning. It was, "people are Just like
scientists"
•
Patterns_Not«! »
Three of Nancy D.*s statements were negative. She said that she
learned thati the world was messed up, that everybody else has problems,
and that Mike thinks the world is messed up too.
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Tammy 3, seemed to reflect on the problems of others,
Jim 4, and David D, did not make any "I learned
. . statements.
Karen W,*s responses continued to reflect problems. She said that
she learned that her friend always bosses her around] and that you should
fight for what you want, but you can't always get it,
made only 2 "I learned , . statements,
3.ERIES FOUR i PERCEIVING INTEGRATICD
Ik* If I Could Be , (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a. To make relevant the conceit of stimulus and response.
b. To make relevant the concept of the dominance and reces-
siveness of certain inherited traits.
c. To make relevant the concept that the environment can
affect the expression of inherited traits.
d. To make relevant the concept of variation.
e. To make relevant the concept of evolution.
f. To make relevant the concept of classification based
on characteristics.
g. To make relevant the concept of similarity among living
things.
h. To make relevant the concept that scientific tools help
to extend the senses.
i. To make relevant the concept that scientists must observe
carefully.
j. To make relevant the concept that scientists must learn to
recognize problems.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. Awareness of emotional response .
b. Perception of uniqueness .
c. Perception of connectedness.
d. Perception of personal Identity .
e. Perception of growth.
f. Perception of a many-faceted, but integrated self .
Source
This activity was learned in various workshops and is also
suggested in Canfield, 1973 »
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IF I COULD EE
. t , (Procedure)
The students were asked to fill in the following questionnaire,
1. If I could be any animal, I’d be abecause — —— —
—
2. If I could be a bird, I’d be" a
beoause —
3* If 1 coula be an Insect, I'd be a
‘
because — —
If 1 could be a flower, I'd be a
~
because —
5. If I could be a tree, I'd be
because — —
6 * If 1 could be a piece of furniture, I’d be a
because ~
7. If I could be a musical instrument, I'd be a
because
8. If I could be a building, I'd be a
because
9. If I could be a car, I'd be a
~ ” 1—
"
because “ —
1°. If I could be a street, I'd be a
because
11. If I could be a state, I'd be
“ ~
because “—
12. If I could be a foreign country, I'd be
' ~ ~
because
13. If I could be a game, I'd be '
because
"
“ “
1^. If I could be a record, I'd be
*
beoause ’ ' ~
15. If I could be a TV show, I'd be
‘ " " "
because
~
16. If I could be a movie, I'd be
—
— —
because “
17. If I could be food, I'd be ”
~ '
because
~ ~
'
18. If I could be a part of speech, I'd be
"
because “
19. If I could be any color, I'd be
beoause
Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis. After dis-
cussion the students were asked to fill In the following questionnaire.
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IF I GOULD BE QUESTIONNAIRE :
THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF CONCEPTS YOU HAVE LEARNED
IN BIOLOGY. TELL
THIS EXERCISE APPLIES TO EACH CONCEIT. IN OTHER WORDS,
TELL WHAT THE,
EXERCISE HAS TO DO WITH EACH CONCEPT.
1, Different stimuli can cause different responses. - .
——
2, One ’Lit of Information' can dominate or hide
another bit of
3 , ^environment can affect the appearance of
an Inherited featu^T
4, There la a variation within each species.
5, Living things change through time.*>. n n x rae —— ,
6
.
Organisms can he classified according to their
characteristics.
n ait ng things have certain similarities. -
—
.
I'. Scientific tooi help ub to see things «e
sight not others see.
O. Scientists must be able to observe carefully.
10. Scientists must be able to recognize
problems.
No» sake 5 ’I etatenente
on the ItX-Pml *
1 . I learned
2 . I learned
3 . I learned
4 . I learned
5 . I learned
Oral discussion was on a voluntary
basis.
tf T COULD BE . . -8. (Verbatim)
Thl. activity vent Ball,
and the student. seamed to enjoy doing
It.
stodanta base! thair choice,
on the fact that the thing
ohoaen had
dealred or admired ahllltlaa,
characteristics, popularity, UBaMlneea,
or
location. Kan, of thaae
dealred or admired ,ualltlea
bespoke poBer. virtue.
significance, and competence.
For example.
{«, “If I could ha game. I ««** he
spin the hottle hecauae
could make everyone kiss.
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rtue t "If I could be any record, I would be an album because I would
re people much enjoyment,"
rpetenoe t "If I could be any food, I'd be a prime cut New York Sirloin
»use it's the best.
"If I could be any musical Instrument, I'd be a trumpet,
3&use people like trumpets."
Although students Identified with their selected role to a great ex-
it, the identification broke down in places, and students began to make
sices based on preference. This could have Deen avoided with a simple
fording of the exercise sheet. For example, Instead of its reading
j
f I could be any animal, I'd be a , because .", it could read,
f I could be any animal, I'd be a . because if I were a . •
Is would be more apt to force student Identification with the chosen
le.
items Noted t
Karen W, continued to reflect problems. She said that she would like
be a hummingbird, because they are small, and she likes being small ; a
dy slipper because they axe so rare, and she would hardly be seen; the
pire State Building so she could see above everybody ; a Fiat because
they
•e amAii like she isj Hawaii so she could be off by herself » a sad
movie
, she could make everybody cry; and a steak so she could
slop grease all
er everyone.
Dennis A . said that he wanted to be a badger because they
are the
’ightenst critters in the forest"! a bee because
people are afraid of
ieB| a Redwood tree because they are the tallest; a drum
because they are
jud j Russia because it is the
biggest; and an album because they are big.
3^0
Michael A. said that he would like to he a "bear because he would
like to have seniority} a sunflower because they stand outj a naple because
they are a big and strong tree} a tuba because they stand outj a Datsun
260Z because he likes to be the best} a super highway; and a prime cut
Hew York sirloin because it's the best.
David D, responded more tills time. He said he would like to be
transparent because he could hide more easily.
Jim W, said that he would like to be an oak tree because they're
strong} a light because he could shine all over everyone} a bomb shelter
because everyone would hide in himj a drag strip because he would be well
known} and a world's record because he would be famous.
Mark H. said he wanted to be a bear because they are big and re-
spected} an eagle because they fly with a type of show-off nature; a bee
because everyone is scared of them; a rose because everyone likes roses 1
a scratched record because nobody takes care of records} and the news be-
cause it is "taking serarus"
.
Ross W, made several of his choices because of the popularity of
the thing chosen.
Oscar H. said that he would like to be an eagle because they are
leaders} a spider because he could scare people; an (illegible) car be-
cause then everyone would talk about himj solitaire because then he would
have a lot of people watching} and steak because he could choke people
when they were eating.
Pamela 0. had several times indicated a love of nature, i.e.,
the
sun, the water, etc.
William W. responded to only about half of the items.
ya
Responses on the If I ’ould Re . . . questionnaire demonstrated that
most students were able to make cognitive oncepta affectively relevant to
a degree that surpassed my most optimistic expectations. Following i3 a
rumpling of data from this questionnaire.
The following concepts were listed and the students were asked to
J ell how the exercise applied to each concept
.
Concept li Different stimuli can cause different responses.
Sample responses*.
"Each question is a different stimulus. Sadi answer is a
different rc r;onse."
"I came up with different answers to the different stimuli.
Concept 2i Another 'bit of information' can hide or dominate.
Sample responses:
„
"In my answers I wanted to be big objects*
"some things were stronger than others”
Concept 3» The environment can affect the appearance of an In-
herited feature.
Sample re
environment plays a great part of what you wanted to be.
"The way I was brought up has to do with what I said.
Concept 4: There is a variation within each species.
Sample res
^^^)ne wlth the acceptlon of the inle has
different things
they'd like to be"
i(
"each persons thoughts are different
Concept 5i Living things change through time.
Sample responses:
"as vou grow your ideas change „
"My thoughts and answers have changed from
when I was younger.
Concept 6, Organisms can be classified
according to their character-
istics.
3ample
cUaalfled according to my choices."
" I *^classified myself as wanting to be
rich and be in che sun.
Concept 7: All living things have
certain similarities.
Sample responses: „
"a lot of us like the sun, etc.
"I had. certain similarities with other
people
Concept 8« Scientific tools help us to see things we might not other-
wise see*
Sample responses:
"like this exercise helped, us to he awere"
"my imagination made me see that I like action* wildlife* etc.
Concept 9 * Scientists must "be able to observe carefully.
Sample responses:
"We had to observe ourselves closely to see what we really wanted,
to be."
"Had to observe carefully what I picked to be
Concept 10: Scientists must be able to recognize problems.
Sample responses
:
"like the problems we must over come
"I recognized all the problems I would have being the things l
want to be."
Patterns Doted *
Dennis A. had some good insights. He said that his answers
showed
him that he .anted to be big objects. He saw that In his
environment he
«as the smalleat boy ao he .anted to be blf.
He noticed also that as he
got older his responses changed.
William W. answered very few questions. Instead
of answering ques-
tions, he spent his time on the last 2
exercises drawing a spiral design
on his paper.
Recently Haney D. has seemed to be
preoccupied with thoughts about
her family, and these thoughts vere
quite frequently reflected In her re-
sponses
.
David D. responsed to only 2 items of
this questionnaire.
Host of the students demonstrated
good ins? rhts as well as ability
to find cognitive/affective congruence.
Most of the "I learned . .
statements cere statements of SSlX
but there were also statements
reflecting perception of Sto**
n(Mg
.
personal growth, ftlfftflcMfig.
connectedness, self satisfaction. BUS.
pi pg « and problem
3^3
1-atterns Hoted :
Ii&xk H. seemed to be reflecting a more realistic sell image, recog-
nizing that he desired respect and noticing that he had problems with
money management.
Jim VI. did not make any "I reamed . . statements, nor did David
&
D, or William W.
lamela C, started to .iaice a statement but never finished it,
Mike A. made statements reflecting self awareness gleaned via this
exercise that were typical of most responses. He said tiiat he learned
that he liked action, liked to be free in the wilderness, liked
to soar
like an eagle, liked things that are the best, an liked
to have seniority.
The responses of Diane A. to this activity have been replete
with
references to a quiet place, desire for freedom, preference
for soft,
pleasant things, and a preoccupation with mirrors.
Several of her re-
sponses have also indicated a desire to be of
service or ••useful-
.
SERIES FODRi xhdGdlVUC- Ik'TgG ftATIGIl
15, Geography of Del£ (Objectives)
Ob jectives (Cognitive)
b.
d.
e.
f.
&•
h.
i.
j»
To make relevant the
things.
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
inherited traits.
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
To make relevant the
characteristics
,
To make relevant the
certain similarities
concept of energy consumption by living
concept of homeostasis,
functions of the human nervous system,
concepts of stimulus and response,
concepts of dominance and recessiveness,
concept of environmental influence on
concept of variation,
concept of evolution
,
concept of classification based on
concept that all living things have
k« To make relevant te concept that scientific tools help to
extend the senses.
1. To make relevant the concept that scientists base con-
clusions on evidence collected.
a. To Bake relevant the concept that scientists must observe
carefully.
n. To Bake relevant the concept tii&t scientists Bust learn to
recognise problems.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. Self awaxenegg through self definition.
b. Perception of
c. Perception of connectedness.
d. Sense of personal Identity.
e. Perception of areas of a&rengBl*
f. ygEpflzUflP of potential.
g. Perception of areas of potential trouble.
h. Perception of Brny-facets.
i. Perception of boundaries.
j. Perception of lntoKrat&flR.
Spurcg
This activity was adapted from one suggested in Canfield, 1973
»
#71.
CHOCRAPHY OF SELF (Procedure)
The students were asked to fill out the following questionnaire*
For this exercise, think of yourself as a country rather
than as a
person and answer the following questions. For example,
if you were asked,
"Where are your agricultural areas?", you night say,
On my head because
I grow a good crop of hair there." Try these questions j
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
Where are your deserts?nn c eur*? -— — ' "— —
Where are your unexplored frontiers « ——— r-
What would an explorer find if he explored your
unexplored areas?
What are your natural resources?
Where are your power plants?
A4 an
vmczrv x j ww*. — -—r
Where are your recreation areas* „ , , - —
What do you most like to show tourists? —-j—r-
Where are your wars and conflicts being
fought
How does someone get inside you? — -
—
Who do you prohibit from entering or leaving? _
Where are your polluted areas? —
y12. What are the forma of pollution?
13. Where are your playgrounds?
14. What kind of weather does your body have?
15. Where la your happiest place?
16. Where are your beautiful spots?
17. Where are your boundaries?
18. Where are your rivers?
19 • What are the chief products of your body?
20. 'Where are your trouble spots?
21. Is a passport needed to enter and leave you?
22. What are the requirements to get a passport?
23. Where are your different climatic regions?
_
24. Where are your tropical lakes?
25. Where are your mountain ranges?
26. Where are your Jungles?
27. Where are your cliffs?
'
28. Where are your caves?
Oral discussion of responses was on a voluntary basis. After dis-
cussion, students were asked to fill in the following questionnaire t
Tell how each concept relates to this exercise.
1. All living things constantly need energy.
2. Life is a continuous struggle to keep all the processes at a constant
state.
3. The nervous '-"stem coordinates the life functions necessary to main-
tain a constant state,
4. Different stimuli cause different responses.
5. One characteristic can dominate another characteristic.
6. T*- ©"-"drownent can affect the appearance of a feature.
7. 11.ere is a variation within each species.
8. Living tilings change through time.
9. Glassification is based on characteristics.
10. All living things have certain similarities,
11. Scientific tools help to extend the senses.
12. Conclusions must be based on the evidence collected.
13. Scientists must be able to observe carefully.
14. Scientists must be able to recognize problems.
Oral discussion of responses was followed by requesting students to
make 5 *T learned.' statements. Responses to these were discussed on a
voluntary basis.
UgQGHAHIY OF (Verbatim)
Although the students en,joyed doing this activity, they lacked the
sophistication to glean from it any insights, perceptions, or awarenessess
,
l ost of the responses were machanical and unluaginitive. Ihe most
meaningful responses were the following!
Itemi where are your unexplored frontiers?
host students responded with brain and head answers.
itemi What would an explorer find if he explored your unexplored
frontiers?
Student responses ranged from love, warmth, happiness, and Ideas,
to dirt and burned—out areas.
Itemi Where are your power t" ants':
Host responses pointed to brain, muscles, and special sense organs.
Itemi dhere are your wars and conflicts being fought?
host of the students responded with trail., head, and mind, but some
responses included stomach and arms.
Itemi How do people get inside you?
Responses were mostly heart, brain or mind, and special sense organs
.
Itemi Who do you prohibit from entering or leaving?
All students responded with entering prohibitions! none with leaving
prohibitions.
Itemi What are the requirements for getting a passport?
host students indicated a prerequisite of decency, warmth, trust,
and love.
Most of the other items seemed to lack value in terms of the pur-
pose of the activity
34?
Patterns Noted i
Pamela, 0, answered a lot of questions with "I don’t know".
Nancy D. said that her unexplored frontier was her heart because
no one had ever explored it; that If they were to explore It, they would
find a lot of love and warmth there; and that her recreation area was her
head beoause It was all "messed up then OK".
David D. responded to only one Item.
Karen tf, seemed to be in better spirits. She seemed preoccupied
with her legs, arms, and her allergies.
Jim W . * s responses painted a rather realistic picture of him, but
not one that would be gleaned from a first impression. He said that his
unexplored frontier was inside of his head because no one had been there
but him, that an explorer would find that area all burned out, that his
natural resource was the ability "to do it right", that his power plants
were his muscles and were distributed all over hiB body, that he would
most like tc show tourists his power plants and how they produce power,
that his wars and conflicts were being fought inside his bxain where they
fought to keep "straight" , that his weather was always fair and people
love fair weather, that his happiest place was in his heart where he
welcomed everyone, that his beautiful spot was his whole body, that the
chief products of his body were happiness and understanding, that no pass-
port was needed to enter or leave him because everyone was welcome, and
that the requirements to get a passport were love or trust.
Ross W.'s responses showed a preoccupation with girls in this activity.
For the second time he mentioned his intelligence. He said that he would
most like to show tourists his "brightness".
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oue M. was the only girl to mention muscles as a power source.
011 th® c°6nitive/affactive congruence questionnaire the students
rebelled and stated that while they enjoyed the activities, they did not
enjoy doing the questionnaire questions and had no intention of doing so
any more. Since they had proven that they could find relevance on many
previous exercises, I did not press them, but rather tried to encourage
them to do 30. Very few of them responded, and those who did were more
apt to give an example of the concept than to seek its relevance. Some
simply reiterated the concept,
Furthermore, only 5 students could be encouraged to make "I learned"
statements. Most of those responding made superficial statements not
reflecting any deep insights or perceptions. Those responses indicative
of learning demonstrated self awareness, perception of connectedness,
PSESffP&pR of the scientific tool, and perception of virtue.
SERIES FOURi PERCEIVING INTEGRATION
15. Tap Dog/Under Dpg and I Can’t/l Won*t (Objectives)
Science Objectives (Cognitive)
a* To provide the students with a final opportunity to apply
cognitive concepts to affective areas of their lives.
Self Concept Objectives (Affective)
a. Awareness of internal duality.
b. To provide techniques for continued growth.
0. Awareness of personal identity .
d. Appreciation of the accessibility of internal knowledge.
e. of uniqueness .
f. Perception of connectedness.
g. Awareness of ultimate self responsibility .
h. To provide techniques for continued awareness .
1, To provide techniques to insure against some forms of self
deception.
j. Perception of integration of a many-faceted self.
Source
This activity is a combination of 2 activities adapted from read-
ing Fritz ierls' In and Out of the Garbage I ail and also suggested in
Wells, 1971, p. 4C.
TOi DOG /UPPER DOC AUD I GAN'T/l FOII'T (Procedure)
I Can't/l ’,/on't was done first with the students. They were asked
to write down 10 things that they could not do, starting each sentence
with 'I can't* and then finishing the sentence, When this was done,
there was discussion on a voluntary ba6is. The students were then asked
to copy the same sentences exactly except to substitute the words 'I won’t'
for 'I can't'. Responses were again processed on a voluntary ba^is.
Following this, the students were told to process using the top dog/
under dog technique. This process 'ensists of holding a conversation with
oneself by alternating between an accusing, demanding top dog who keeps
telling one what one should be, do, or accomplish and a sniveling under
dog who keeps malting excuses for one's incompetency, Cy this process the
students tried to achieve a healthy balance between the two and identify
which person they usually are. Oral processing was on a voluntary basis.
At the end of this activity the students were asked to relate cog-
nitive concepts learned in biology to -these activities.
I CAN'T/l WON'T AND TOP DOG /UNDER DOG (Verbatim)
Perhaps, by this time, which was the end of the year, the students
had lost interest in everything, but this activity, and the one preceding
it, did not, in my opinion, contribute much toward the purpose of the
study. The students seemed to be tolerating these activities as they
usually tolerate traditional lessons. They were compliant, but their
responses showed that they were no longer striving toward self knowledge.
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! ost of the statements were of not being able to "stand" something or
someone rather than not being able to do or become something, host of
the statements reflected not being able to stand school or not being able
to wait until it was over.
The next biggest category was not being able to "stand" certain
people including parents, family, teachers, the principal, the adminis-
tration, certain peers, and people who did certain things or could not do
certain things. Also high on the list was a concern about money, i.e.,
not being able to make enough, not having enough, or having to spend it.
There were numerous statements relating to not being able to "stand"
certain weathers hot, cold, rain, winter, etc.
Patterns Nptgj s
Nancy D., who up to then had been making very pro family responses,
said that she could not stand her parents or her sisters.
Ross U, made completely different "I won't" statements that had no-
thing to do with his "I can't" statements.
Several times lioy 3. had made responses indicating that moving from
New Hampshire was a negative experience for him.
Tammy B,, whose responses had up to then been consistently pro
family, said that she couldn't stand her parents or her brother and couldn't
wait to move out of the house. Up to that point, she had also been pro
school. In this exercise she said 3he couldn’t stand math, or ’ateno” and
couldn't wait until school "gets out".
Only 3 students perceived the responsibility Inherent in an "I won't"
statement as opposed to an "I can't" statement. The others reported only
that they felt more "stubborn" or "funny". One student took the opposite
stand and said that she felt more ability to change an "I can't" response
than an "1 won't" response.
The second part of the activity relating to our dual top dogs and
under dogs was dene orally so there are no data to report. This was the
only attempt to do anything completely orally, and it did not go well,
While it might be tempting to assume that this was because the students
were restless and anxious to start summer recess, it was my experience in
the pilot study the previous year, that this type of student makes very
little effort unless something has to be written down and passed in. It
seems to make very little difference whether or not the papers are graded.
The fact that a paper must be returned, seems to elicit response. Other-
wise participation is sparse and superficial.
APPENDIX II
SUBJECT MATTER CONCEPTS
The reader may have noted that i,.nc biology concepts were referred
to more frequently than others. This was for 2 reasonsi (l) some con-
cepts seen.ed. to be specific for certain activities while others did not
seem to apply, and (z) care was taken not. to use a concept until it had
been learned in biology class. Therefor-, the activities near the begin-
ning of the experimental period were related mostly to met; ods of inquiry,
later, evolution was introduced, etc., (dee Chapter 3» PP» 97-90
In order to make the sequence of biology concepts used clearer, the
concepts for all 5 ideas will be presented.
Tj;^
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
7.
8 .
9.
Idea
IDEA
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
?.
3.
9.
It INQUIRY (9 concepts)
A problem is recognized when a person senses something that does not
agree with his mental ideas
.
The recognition of concepts depends on accurate observations.
A scientist makes predictions to guide the solution to a problem.
Controlled experiments ore run to test predictions.
Accuracy is Improved when common units and numbers are used.
Results of experiments should be organised into data tables.
Graphs should be used in the organisation and interpretation of data.
Conclusions must be based on the evidence collected.
Science is an activity, a thinking process, used by man to solve
problems about his natural world.
Summary i Science is an activity, a way in wnich man discovers more
about his natural world,
III EVOLUTION (12 concepts)
There are many different kinds of living things (diversity).
There are many different kinds of life in soil.
Microscopes extend the senses to help us see the great diversity of
life.
, ,
.
There la a great diversity of life in a drop of water.
Despite the diversity of life, all living things are made of cells.
Living things can be arranged into related groups
(Classification;,
Order in classification is based on body structure.
Fossils furnish evidence for living things in pre-hlstoric
days.
Fossils furnish evidence that living things have changed
through
time.
10. There is a variation within each species.
"atJira selects the fittest to survive.
12. Skin coloration is the result of natural selection,d* S’”**?' n>« grmt aiTerslty of life ha. co„e
.lout beoau., livingthings have "been changing through tine.
IDEA
1 *
2
.
3.
4.
4a.
5.
6
.
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
11
.
12 .
Idea
Hit CENETICS (12 concepts)
Life cones from previous life.
A population can multiply very rapidly.
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OddS °n the features an offspring will inherit.A bit Of information can direct the activities of a cell.
The hereditary "bits of information" are carried on the chromosomes
vas a chemical substance called DHA).
Suamaryi All living things have passed on traits from generation to
generation with a continuity of pattern.
IDEA IVi HOMEOSTASIS (10 concepts)
1. Living things must respond to a stimulus,
2. Different stimuli can cause different responses.
3- Each response is made to keep the organism at a constant state.
4. Different body functions must work together to keep the body at a
constant state.
5. Overstress can upset a constant state.
6. Each body function works best at its particular constant state,
7. Membranes help the body to regulate its constant state.
8. Hormones help the body to regulate its constant state.
9. The nervous system coordinates the life functions necessary to main-
tain a constant state.
10,
Life is a continuous struggle to keep various processes at a constant
state.
Idea Summary! Life is a continuous struggle to keep various po^ocosses at
a suitable balance.
IDEA Vi ECOLOGY (10 concepts)
1. All living things constantly need energy.
2. Hants need carbon dioxide and light to make starch.
3. Plants need chlorophyll to maintain life.
4. Plants produce oxygen.
5.
6
.
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
Idea
Carton dioxide Is released when food Is broken down for energy.
Living things need oxygen to release energy If life Is to continue.
a eooBunlty is an organized group of populations living in mutualdependence (and Is dependent upon energy for survival).
All living things compete with other living things for the available
energy in a food web.
A succession of organisms can be observed in a community until a
climax is established.
Destructive Influences can upset a climax community.
Sunaaryi Living things constantly need energy and they Interact
with their environment.
Neither the experimental nor the control group was able to complete
idea 5. Both groups concluded the year's work with the 5th concept in
Idea 5» This Is why no concepts past this point were used with the
activities.
APPENDIX III
APPARENT ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING
THE ACTIVITIES
Unfortunately, none of the creators of the self concept building
activities specifically spelled out the philosophical or psychological
bases for assuming that the activities they proposed would build self
concept. The information that I was able to collect concerning this
issue was gathered via lectures and oral discussions in a piecemeal manner
at various workshops. This section, therefore, offers only general im-
pressions concerning the above issues.
The Name Game » This activity focuses on uniqueness and success .
Apparent Underlying Assumptions !
1. Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
2. Perception of success improves self concept.
What’s in a Name? ! This activity focuses on uniqueness and uses
"Gestalt", According to Gestalt theorists, each individual sends messages
to himself in code via symbols, etc. If these messages can be decoded,
the individual becomes much more self aware .
Apparent Underlying Assumptions !
1. Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
2. Self awareness improves self concept.
Apparently the feeling is that as a person becomes more aware of him-
self, it becomes more possible for him to improve his condition by fulfilling
his potential to a greater degree or by causing him to be more accepting
of his limitations* For example, if I become more aware that I desire more
Interpersonal relationships, perhaps I will stop sitting at home and start
reaching out to make friends. On the other hand, while I may be aware of
my desire for more interpersonal relationships, I may become more accept-
ing of my shyness and, therefore, become more content with a smaller
circle of friends. In either case, I should feel better about myself, i.e.,
my self concept should improve.
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LlMerprints and. Silhouettes t This activity focuses primarily on
uniqueness
.
Apparent Underlying Assumption
Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
Personal Coat of Arms t This activity focuses on uniqueness and
awareness .
Apparent .Underlying Assumptions !
1. Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
2, Self awareness Improves self concept.
ff&g Ap I? s This activity focuses on uniqueness and the recognition
of the many facets of the self via a Gestalt technique.
Apparent Underlying Assumptions :
1. Perception of uniqueness Improves self concept.
2. Recognition of the many facets of the self Improves self concept.
Apparently the feeling Is that if, for example, I recognize that I am
sometimes tired and sometimes energetic, sometimes generous and some-
times selfish, sometimes a mother and sometimes a woman, etc., I will be-
gin to be more accepting of myself, and this should improve my self con-
cept.
Success ! This activity focuses on uniqueness and sucoess .
Apparent Underlying Assumptions !
1. Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
2, Perception of success improves self concept.
Strength Bombardment s This activity focuses on positive reinforce-
ment from others .
Apparent Underlying Assumption s
Positive reinforcement from others improves self concept.
Feedback (Compliments) » This activity focuses on positive rein-
forcement. from others .
Apparent Underlying
Positive reinforcement from others Improves self concept.
Pride Line : This activity focuses on uniqueness and self apprecia-
tion
35?
Apparent underlying Assumptions :
1. Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
2. Self appreciation improves self concept.
Value Line : This activity focuses on commitment.
Aj?Pftrent Underlying Assumption :
Perception of commitment improves self concept.
Apparently the feeling is that if one makes a commitment, he feels
responsible, and a feeling of responsibility leads to the action necessary
to perceive control over one's own lif^ ergo, improved self concept.
Votings This activity focuses on commitment and connectedness .
Apparent Underlying Assumptions !
1. Perception of commitment improves self concept.
2. Perception of connectedness leads to improved self concept.
Apparently the feeling here is that if one smses that he belongs to
the human race, i.e,, has similar fears, problems, and concerns that
others have, he will be more accepting of himself, and this leads to im-
proved self concept.
Where Emotions Are Felt s This activity focuses on emotional end
physical integration.
Apparent Underlying Assumption s
Perception of emotional and physical integration improves self concept.
Apparently the feeling here is -that if, for example, I recognize that
my 'upset stoi.ts.ch' just before a test is anxiety, rather thai. a physical
disorder, and if I further recognize that I am doing this to myself, I can
(l) perhaps control it or (2) at least be more accepting of it. In either
case, my self concept should be improved, i.e., either via a sense of
control over my emotions and/or body, or via increased self acceptance.
Twenty-one Questions ! This activity focuses on awareness.
A ppaxent Underlying Assumption s
Self awareness improves self concept.
If I Gould Be . . . s This activity focuses on hidden messages via
Gestalt,
Apparent Underlying Assumption s
The decoding of hidden messages Improves self concept.
Apparently the feeling here is that if, for example, I say that if,
I
were a building, I would be the tallest one on earth so that I could
stand out, I might recognize my need for competence or significance and
thereby be more able to take steps toward that end or, failing this, at
least I might be more accepting of this very human desire. In either
case, ray self concept should improve.
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£ggga gar.. of SeJ.f i This activity focuses on hidden messages.
AjrppxQnt Underlying Aaaumrtlom
The decoding of hidden messages improves self concept.
Top Bounder Dog and I Can»t/l Wox/t
, This activity focuses on
3dlf responsibly
t
Y via Gestalt.
^parent Underlying Assumption !
Increased self responsibility improves self concept.
to £^£235® herc is increase responsibility contributestne feeling of control necessary to improved 3elf concept.
SUBS&SP The apparent assumptions underlying the creation cf the
self concept activities used in this study arei
1
.
2 .
3 .
4
.
5 .
6
.
7 .
8
.
9 .
10
,
11
.
Perception of uniqueness improves self concept.
Self awareness improves self concept.
Recognition of the many facets of the self improves self concept.
Perception of success improves self concept.
Positive reinforcement from others improves self concept.
Self appreciation improves self concept.
Perception of commitment improves self concept.
Perception of connectedness leads to improved self concept,
i erception of emotional and physical integration improves self
concept.
The decoding of hidden messages improves self concept.
Increased self responsibility improves self concept.
For partial Justification of these apparent underlying assumptions,
not by the creators of the activities, but by self concept theorists, see
the section entitled Self Concept Gulldlng in Chapter 3 PP« 155-17^.
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